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The World Employment Programme (WEP) was launched by the International labour
Organisation  in 1969, as the 110’s main contribution to the International Development
Strategy for the Second United Nations Development Decade.

The means of action adopted by the WEP have included the following:
- short-term high-level advisory missions;
- longer-term national or regional employment teams; and
- a wide-ranging research programme.

Through these activitis  the IL0 has been able to help national decision-makers to
reshape their polic’ and plans with the aim of eradicating mass poverty and
unemployment.

A landmark in the development of the WEP was the Wtirld Employment Conference
of 1976, which proclaimed inter alia that “strategies and national development  plans
should include es a priority object& the promotion of employment and the satisfaction
of the basic needs of each country’s population’. The Declaration of Principles and
Programme of Action adopted by the Conference have become the cornerstone of WEP
technical assistance and research activities during the closing years of the Second

I

Development Decade.

This publication is the outcome of a WEP project.
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In the past. it wasoften assumed that in industrv,  technological altematives  simply did not
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priate technology choice is not 3 myth. Planners and policy-makers concerned with acute
unemployment and poverty need various iristruments to hel;, them remedy these ill;. An
appropriate technology policy designed to develop local cspability  to evaluate and select
from alternative options is one such instrument.

Mostofthecasestudieswhichshow theeconomicandtechnicalfeasibilityofaltema-
tive techniques are based on field surveys.Two of them - that on the minerals industry in
the United States, Zambia, Zaire and Chile, and that on the manufacture of tin cans in
Kenya. Tanzania and Thailand - are inter-country comparative studies. Others relate to a
particular industry in a particular country: jute processing in Kenya. sugar procewng in
!ndia.  cement block manufacturing in Kenya. bricks and shoes in Malaysia, textile manu-
facturing in the United Kingdom, engineering in Colombia, and metal working in Mexico.
Theconcludingchapterbytheeditorprovidesasynthesisoftnefindingsofthestudiesand
draws lessons for policy making. It puts the contents of the book in the perspective of new
emerging issues like energy. environment and the dynamics of iechnicai change. besides
outlining the extensiolis  of WEP research in the field of technology. One of :he sigiiificant
conclusions of the analysis is that inappropriate choices are often made not because tech-
nical alternatives do not exist but because selection systems are inadequate and because
private and public decision-makers are unaware of the existence of tt,e alternatives.

The foreword by Professor Amartya Sen puts the above informational problem in its
proper perspective of macro-p!annin,- and exp!a!ns why de&i!& __-,+-hno!cgical studies
such as the ones included in this book have been neglected itii~ so long.
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FOREWORD

This collection of papers, edited by Dr. A. S. Bhalla, represents a contri-
bution to the economics of technological possibilities open to developing
countria:s. Most of the studies are concerned with identifying and azdysing
alternative techniques of production, and examining their implications for
specific policy decisions. ~fhe motivation is practical and the focus is down to
earth, The intention is not to suggest a grand strategy for technolcgica!
planning, but to discover factual relations in the detailed technical experience
of specific countries--as regards can making in Kenya, Tanzania acd Thailand,
j-ute  processing in Kenya, textile manufacturing in the United Kingdom, sugar
processing in India, manufacturing cement blocks in Kenya, running engineer-
ing industries in Colombia, metalworking in Mexico, extracting and process-
ing copper and aluminiunl  in thq United States, Zambia, Zaire aud Chile, and
makir,g shoes and bricks in Malaysia.

A MEGLECTED FIELD

It is not unfair to describe this book as being concerned with the details
of technological economics. It ;: precisely these “details” that make all the
difference between success and failure in technological planning. Nevertheless,
this has been a much neglected field of research, and it is worth inquiring why
this is so.

One reason, certainly, is the lack of glamour in such detailed work; the
mention of can making in Tanzania does not make the air electric with expec-
tation. ‘The number of economists who will be absorbed by a study on ma-u-
factoring cement blocks in Kenya is likely to be remarkably lower than the
number who will dig deep into a general article by the same author on the
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conflict between output mcximisation  and employment maxirzisation in
technological choice. The system of recognition and acclaim that applies in
the world of economics does not particularly encourage the preparition  of
works concerned with details, however important ti.ey may be for practical
planning.

EFFECTIVE DEMAND AND SECTORAL BALANCES

But this, 1 suspect, is not the whole story. The shift in the focus of interest
from micro-economic problems tc issues of aggregative economics that took.
place arocnd the 1930s has not yet fully worked itself out. That shift was
re!strd IO two important, real world phenomena: the Great Depression and
the emergence of central planning in the Soviet Union. The former led to the
Keynesian General 7’heor~~ and to the related deve!opments in macro-economics.
The latter had a profound impact on the study of inter-sectoral relations,
of which “input-output analysis” is 011e example. The study of inter-sectoral
interdepcndenzes  exposed the !imitations cf“partical  equilibrinm” approaches,
and vJhile this was a major advance in many xays  it also led to the practice of
glossing o ,~:r the details of technological complexities (e.g. ruling out substi-
tution possibilities, or assuming that there is only one “primary” factor of
production. as in alternative interpretations of the Leontiei system).

Both approaches, while technologically weak, were very successful when
used for explaining, and for predicting as well as for planning. Keynesian
macro-economics, with its simple concern with aggregate “effective demand”
regulating the level 3f employment and prices-“full employment” being
flanked on one side by unemployment (if there is too little effective demand)
and on the other by infiation (if there is too much of it&changed the focus
of government policy in the advanced capitalist economies, and helped con-
siderably to avcid a recurrence of a depression like that of the 1930s. Only
recently, with the persistent:  of the so-called “stagflation” and related phe-
nomena, has it become clear that the role assigned to aggregate effective demand
in the Keynesian system is exaggerated and that the macro-economics of the
one-commodity world is somewhat overgrand.

T’he  success of central p!anning in the USSR and in Eastern Europe owed
not a little to the socialist planners’ awareness of the impcrtance of inter-
industry relations, and the switch from partial equilibrium piecemeal planning
indeed contributed to achieving strl-ctural transformation and to generating
,:conomic growth.

The technological constraints on Soviet planning were, however, sub-
siantially  eased by the fact that the kind of technology the Soviet planners
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were seeking was not altogether different from the technology prevailing in
the advanced capitalist countries. TAX  relaiions  of production were going to
be different, bllt qot so much the meant of production. In terx of I!IP supply
of “primxy”  factors of production, i.e. of labour, land ad natural resources,
the Soviet economy was not very far removed from the American economy,
and the deficiency consisting in 2. low level of accumu!ated  capital was soon
to be tackled by a massive programme of growth and accumulation. Soviet
and Western technology, never very far apart, have increasingly cl~nverged.

TECHNOLOGICAL SEARCH

The sitoation  was quite different when China began its socia!ist  p!annir.g.
III ierms of the sapply of i:bour, land and natural resources, the Chinese
faced a problem altogether different from both that of the Western world and
that of the Soviet Union. The Chinese planners were very much concerned
about the evolution of new technologies. Whether engaging in the Imassive
use of mobilised labour for modern construction or undertaking the daring
experiment of making steel in small units, they were to a large extent sailing on
an uncharted ocean. The focus on the details of technological possibilities was
inevitable. On the technological plane, if one of the major Soviet coatributions
was the development  of inter-sectoral balances, one of the primary Chinese
contributions has been focusing on technological complexes appropriate to a
labour-abundant economy.

The spectacular economic growth of Japan in the period following the
Second World War has been another important influence. Many factors
contributed to Japanese growth, but the develcpment  of technologies suited
to Japanese conditions, or the adaptation of existing technologies to these
conditions, were certainly among them. The Japanese resource situation had
some very special features, inclodigg  an exceptionally broad educational
base that already at the time of the Meiji restoration was more extensive at
primary level than in Europe, and in recent years far more extensive also at
the levels of higher and technical education. Thz choice of skill-intensive
appropriate technology played a significant part in Japanese postwar growth.

AN INFORMATIONAL DICHOTOMY

T: concentration on aggregative  economics-reflect,ing Ihe influence of
the important events of the 1930s~has  begun to lessen in recent years, partly
as a result of the above-menticaed developments and of related ones. The
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emphasis cq agpregate  effective demand and on inier-sectoral  interdependences
had an important effect cn the development of both economic theory and
practice, but the simplification of technological complexities occurring in such
aggregative analysis--macro as well as sectoral-also had certain drawbacks.
For the developing countries in particular, a shift in emphasis to the study
of technological “details” is long overdue. For example, a study of Indian
planning experience reveals a repeated lack of precise technological information
in oversimplified sectoral planning models, contributing to the remarkable
gap between expectations and achievements.

A fundamental dichotomy of economic in’xmation has been the starting
point of many nlodels of iterative planning: while the central body knows a
great deal about planning objectives and over-all balances, it knows rather little
about technological details, and while the operating units are familiar with
the technological details, they do not know a great deal about over-all balances.’

The solution that has sometimes been sougnr  m econonuc  theory is recourse
to iterative planning, the idea being that, through a sequence of revisions of
tentative decisions, the same optimal plan could emerge as would have done
if there had been no such informational dichotomy. For various reasons,
however, such iterative models have not been very much used in practice, and
the problem of the informational dichotomy has remained largely unresolved.

Faced with this problem, planning strategies have evolved typically on one
side or the other of the informational dividing line. Those focusing on aggre-
gative or sectoral planniog  models have concentrated on over-all balances
while making do with rather crude technological information. Those focusing
on, say, project  evaluation and cost-benefit analysis have concentrated on the
technological “details’‘-broadly defined-and tended to gloss over the inter-
dependence-or genecal equilibrium-aspects of planning, That each type of
strategy is essentially Incomplete is clear enough, but without using a fully
fledged iterative model Lapable  of encompassing both aspects, it has been a
matter of judgement whit% part of the information base to concentrate on,
and which to lez/e to crude guesswork. It is fair to say that there has been some
switch in recent years from the sectoral balance focus to the technological
details focus, partly connected with the real world developments already
discussed.

’ See forexample E. Malinvaud: “Decentralised  procedures for planning”, in E. Malinvaud
and M. 0. L. Bacharach (eds.):  Activity owlysis  in the theory of growth undplanning  (London,
Macmillan: New York, St. Martin’s Press, 1167). and G. Heal: The theory of economic
pbnnning  (Amsterdam, North-Holland Publishi~lg Co., 1973),
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A DIFFERENT PARTITIONING OF INFORMATION?

The set of studies presented in this book make a contribution to the tech-
nological “details” side of the dichotomy, and are perhaps best viewed as an
attempt to extend precise technulogical  knowledge that is crucial for practical
development planning. However, an important question has also been impii-
citly raised about the appropriateness of the particular form of the informational
dichotomy assumed to exist in the literature of iterative planning. Detailed
technological information in terms of local labour  conditions, the resource
situation, transport facilities, etc., may well be more easily accessible to the
man on the spot, but does he really know very much about the potentially
relevant techniques used in other economies but not yet locally? Certainly,
if he learns more about the experience of other countries, he may well be in
a better position than the man at the “centre”  to judge the local technological
possibilities in the light of local conditicns.  Rut there is a need to feed infor-
mation on tec!mological possibilities also to decentralised  “units.“ Tcchnicai
knowledge has to come fvom several quarters. The studies here presented thus
attempt tu tackle the imporiant  question of the partitioning of information on
technology, over and above the informational dichotomy assumed to exist in
the standard literature on iterative planning.

It need hardly be emphasised that only a small part of this important
question. has been~  dealt with in this book, but that is not surprising given the
enormity of the problem.

Amartya  Sen
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EDITOR’S INTR’SDUCTION ’

Since the publication of the first edition of this book in 1975, similar work
ixs been done within the framework of the World Employment Programme,
as well as elsewhere. It was therefore felt appropriate to issue a revised and
enlarged edition of the book which took account of the scope and conclusions
of the more recent research work. Besides an expanded introduction and
conclusions, this revised edition includes an additional chapter on leather shoe
manufacture and brick-making in Malaysia.

The issue of technological choice is a hardy perennial. Yet by the mid-1970s,
in spite of much theoretical debate and some empirical work, all that could
be said with some certainty as a basis for the establishment of general policy
iD the matter was that the technical choice was tide in agriculture and con-
struction but very limited in manufacturing. The reason for remaining at that
live1 of generalisation  was the lack of representative information on “inter-
mediate” or “appropriate” techniques actually in use, collected on the basis
of the study of practical decisions made by entrepreneurs at the plant or
firm level. The first edition of this work, which was r product of the technology
and employment component of the IL0 World Employment Programn~e,2
was designed to help fill this gap.

It is heartening to note that many of the tentative conclusions reached
in the first edition have been reinforced by reports on additional empirical

1 A. S. Bhalla, the editor of this volume, is Chief of the Technology and Employment
Branch of the International Labour Office  and ha,s had many years of experience as a devel-
opment  economist. He has written extensively on development planning, technological
choice and employment and manpower planning, and has contributed to various pro-
fessional journals.

z For details of thir and related research activities, see ILO: World Employmenf  Pro-
grmvne : Kesearch in ~c~~mpecf  andprospect  (Geneva, 1979 edition).
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wcrk put out by a “umber of reputable publishers since i475.l For example,
studies originating in work done at the David Livingstone Institute of Overseas
Development Studies at the University of Strathclyde z on nuts and bolts.
leather manufacturing, ironfounding, maize milling and textiles, confirm
the existence of a wide range of efficient technological alternatives, at times
i‘e~en with rigorous quality specifications of products”. The Strathclyde studies
relating to footwear, cotton textiles and sugar show that there are :es:;  variations
in profit than in employment and investment, thus suggesting that the cost
of choosing employment creation may not be very great in terlns of investment
profits forgone.

The Economic Growth Center of Yale University started empirical case
studies in 1076-77 on bricks, men’s leather shoes, cotton spinning and agli-
cultural implements in certain Asian and Latin America” countries. Some of
the general conclusions of the completed studies are the following: the tech.
niques used vary greatly according to the size of firms, and the larger firms
enjoy greater and easier access to public and private sources of capital, have
better international marketing connections and command better access to
internationally available technological information. A study on the manu-
facture of bricks in Colombia by I\is. Baily,3 for example, shows that capital
intensity is directly associated with the size of firms and that the differences
among firms with regard to technological choice are largely due to imperfections
in capital and labour  markets. On the basis of information on the age of the
firm and the ages of major items of capital equipment, the study concludes
that small and new firms (which tend to be labour-intensive) have only limited

’ In additien to the references given in the next three footnotes, see C. Peter Timmer,
John Woodward  Thomas, Louis T. Wells, Jr., and David Morawetz:  The choice of tech-
nology i,z deveioping  cot.:::7ies  : Some cautionary tales, Harvard Studies in Internationai
AR&s, No. 32 (Cambridge, Mass., Karvard University Center for International Ai%irs,
1975); Howard Pack: “The substitution of labour for capital in Kenyan  manufacturing”,
inEconomic  Journal(Cambridge), Vol. 86, No. 341, Mar. 1976, pp. 45-58; Lawrence J. White:
“The evidence 0x1 appropriate factor proportions lo: manufacturing in less developed
countries: A survey”, in Economic Development and Culrural  Change (Chicago), Oct. 1978,
pp. 27.59;  Austin Rcsbinson  (ed.): Approprinle  technologies for Third World development,
Proceedings of a conference held by the International Economic Association at Teheran,
18.23 September 1976 (London, Macmilhm, 1979); United Kingdom, Ministry of Overseas
Development: The choice of mamf~cturing  technology in sugar production in less devekved
countries, by David J. C. Forsyth (London. H.M. Stationery Q&e,  1979); and two studies
prepared for the International Labour  Office within the framework of the World Employment
Progr2mm;, viz. Chris!opher  G, Baron (ed.): Technology9  e~mp!oyzw?  ad bcsic needs in
foodprocessing in developing countries (Oxford, Pergamon  Press, 1980),  and Gerard K. Boon:
Technology a,zd  employment in fourwear manufacturing (Alphen  on Rhine, Sijthoff and Noord-
hoff, 1980).

* James Pickett (ed.):  The choice of technology in developing cotmfries,  special issue  of
World Development (Oxford), Vol. 5, Nos. 9-10, Sep.-Oct. 1977.

B Mary Ann Baily: “Factor market structure and technology choice in the Colombian
brick industry”, in Joumol  of Development Economics, Vol. 6, 1979, pp. 573-589.
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access to capital by comparison with the larger firms. On the basis of secondary
and qualitative information, the author also ventures to conclude that “capi-
ta! access varies across entrepreneurs accordilng to characteristics relating
to their position in Colombian society”. She is not explicit about these
characteristics but it would appear that she has in mind the advantages that
good social status, educational backgrcwI d and political contacrs would tend
to giw some entrepreneurs. Differences among firms with regard to access to
capital and labour  markets are explained in terms of such institutional factors
as government policies rather than strictly ecofiomic factors like social oppor-
tunity costs of inputs.

Studies on men’s leather shoes and cotton spinning in Brazil further
analyse relationships between size, efficiency and profitability of firms’ to
explore why firms use different techniques of production in the same industry.
The study on shoes shows that rechnological  differences exist largely between
smaller and medium-sized firms, whereas differences between medium-sized
and large firms have much more .-tn do with marketing and fianncial advan-
tages. Perhaps owing to diseconomies of :mall-scale  production, the smaller
firms have hi+r capital-labour ratios thzn do firms of a medium sire.” The
more profitable firms are the medium-sired ones, which produce f:,.r the dom-
estic market. Tkcy buy and sell on credit (partly perhaps because they are
relatively young), although their credit lines may nor yet be long ones. The
author believes that “they operate on opposite cads of two quite separate
markets: they extend credit to their customers who have a higher opportunity
cost of money, and receive credit from their suppliers who might be larger
tanners with lower rates”.3 The financial differences between firms of different
sizes do not seem to explain their coexistence.

Case studies by Enyinna Chuta are also worth mentioning. In his study
of the clothing industry in Sierra Leone 4 (based on a sample survey of I32 tail-
oring firms) he discovered that there was competition in product and factor
markets among units operating on a small and a large scale. The small-scale
operators with greater labour intensity were found economically efficient.

1 Lucy A. Cardwell:  Technology choice in the  men’s leather shoe and colton  spinniw
industries in Brazil: The relarions  beftveen  sire, qfficiency  and profitability  (Yale University
Economic Growth Center, 1977; manuscript).

2 A similar co.iclusion  is reached in other studies which attribute the relative ineificiency
of small enterprises  to highw expenditure on overheads, e.g. land; buildings and other physical
facilities. See Susumu  Wa:anabe:  “Reflections on current policies for promoting small
enterprises and subcontracting”, in International Labour Review (Geneva, ILO),  Nov. 1974,
pp. 405-422.

3 Cardwell, op. cit., p. Ill.
4 Michigan State University, Department of Agricultural Economics: Technique’s of

production, eficiency  zndprofrrability  in fIra  Sierra Leone clothing industry, by Enyinna Chuta,
African Rural Economy Program, Working Paper No. 30 (East Lansing, Mich., 1980).
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They were competitive with the larger firms on account of product differen-
tiation which implied higher costs for larger capital-intensive firms for such
items as extra packaging and labelling, and thus lower profitability than that
of the smaller firms. Another interestin:  feature of the case study is the account
of machine renting as a short-term meaos  of generating additional output and
employment in the clothing industry. The study concludes that nxxhiae  renting
firms are not wry profitable at present because there is no organ&d  machine
renral market. A related paper on the gara cloth industry I (tie-dyeing with
natural indigo dye extracted from the I~aves of a leguminous plant) does
,not go into the choice of alternative techniques as such, but is a comparative
survey of _eara  firms, covering such features as the techniques used, the location
of facilities and the quality of inputs. The author finds that the traditional
method of gara dyeing is labour-intensive and profitable on a small scale.

Within the framework of the IL0 technology and employment programme
also, more recent stud:%  have been undertaken on subsectors of manu-
f&;;;,i;g  Fo* example, Keddie and Cleghorn 2 present I I case studies on major
food-processing activities, namely rice milling, maize milling, gari 3 processing
from cassava,  coconut oil processing, cane sugar manufacture, bread baking,
beer brewing, instant coffee production and milk processing, as weii as on the
storage of food grains and food and vegetable preservation. Unlike many
contained in the present volume, those case studies do not rely on primary
data generated through  field surveys. Instead, they provide esiimates of costs
and revenues for alternative technologies on the basis of a variety of published
and unpublished data. They are further based on certain assumptions in such
respects as nutrition and employment and investment requirements. How-
ever, those studies have the merit of giving particularly thorough consideration
to individual subsectors of manufacturirlg.  They also analyse the nutritional
quality of the products, that being a consideration which figures prominently
in the recent d!ccuss!onr  on the satlsfxtlon  of basx h!!rr?...arl xeds. a delde!op-
ment objective which was adopted at the IL0 world employment conference
in 1976.

Keddie and Cleghorn classify their case studies according to four basic
iiiiiritiolrai caicgorics, viz. (ij carbohydraies  (cncrgy-producing foodsj,  (iij

1 Michigan State Univwsity, Department of Agricultural Economics, inconnection with
the rural employment research project directed by Dr. Dunstan Spencer at the Department of
Anricultural Economics. Niala Universitv Collere. Universitv of Sierra Leone: Threconowdcs
O/>/IC  grrm  [lie-dye)  c/o& ikdrrstry  in S&u Leo&,‘by  Enyinna  Chuta, African Rural Economy
Program, Working Paper No. 25 (1978).

2 See J. Keddie and TN. C&horn: “Choice of technology in food proc&sing:  Some
case studies”, Chapter III of Baron, op. cit. Many of the case studies reported i*>  that chapter
also draw on the Strathclyde work on industrial technologies among other sources of pub-
lished and unpublished material.

3 A d&ydrated  food product,
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proteins (body-building foods), (iii) vitamins and minerals (essential in small
amowts),  and (~iv)  others (water sources, stimulant-, depressants. etc.). At
least some of these case studies, particularly on maize milling, show the
connection between product characteristics, nutrition and technology choice
rather well. For example, a hammer mill, a relatively simple machine, is
operated !argely in rcra! areas of developing countries to produce whc!emeal
maize, much more nutritious than the more refined sifted flour produced by
the roller mill which usually calls for rr bigger investment and tends to be
located in an urban area. From the point of view of proper nutrition wholc-
mea! maize is preferable to refined and sifted maize flour. A given total
investment  allocated to simple hammer mi!ls  will also cleate a larger number
of jobs than would be possible through the choice of the more modern rolle!
mills. Thus, the twin objectives in a basic needs strategy--employment and
nutrition-would be achieved. The general conclusion of Keddie-Cleghorn
case studies is that techniques used at smaller scales of production are generally
cheaper, and are therefore appropriate. In some cases, however, e.g. in bread
making, the results may not be as clear cut if one takes energy consumption
into account. The smaller bakeries may provide more employment but they
consume more fuel.

The table overleaf gins a brief picture of various empirical studies and the
technology characteristics (e.g. scale of output, product quality, factor intensity)
that they examine. It is clear from the table that the body of rmpirica! know-
ledge about ihc existence uf technological aitematives  has been growing
consistently since the first edition of this book was published in 1975.  The
ndditional  empirical case studies have certainly enlarged the supply and the
industrial and geographical range of empirical evidence that refutes techno-
logical determinism. However, they do not go much beyond the conclusions
and findings of the studies contained in that first edition, as can be seen from
table I, which includes both series. However, it will be noted that only a few
of the studies covered in the table considered environment, the use of second-
hand machinery and energy consumption as variables in technology choice.

The present volume is divided into two parts, one dealing with conceptual
issues and questions of measurement and the other ccntaining  empiricai  case
studies; while the latter account for the bulk of the book’s content, it was also
felt necessary to raise some conceptuai  and measurement issues which, although
previously discussed in publications on the subject, still remain largely intrac-
table yet of practical importance. Moreover, even though the real world situ-
xtions  covered in the case studies shed more light on the subject than anything
that can be said on the current conceptual situation, sJme underlying concep-
tual basis is required and the limitations of the existing state of the art need
to be identified. For one thing, the concept of labour intensity is often used
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in a wide variety of different ways to saif difftrent  objectives. This volume
therefore opens with an analysis of the iimitations of the concept. It is ex-
plained Lat even though the concept is ill delined,  it can be operationally
meaningful provided its users rxognise  that ditierent indicators of labour
intensity are only shorthand expressions and can be expected to give onty a
partial picture.

Much has also been written or. the empirical production functions: more
and more  work on the subject is coming to light. However, the estimates of the
elasticity of substitution are too aggregative  to be meaningful for policy
making iu 2 !arge variety of production conditions in developing countries.
This is shown in Chapter 2, in which it is argued that if the concept of elasticity
is to be useful, it would be desirable to have .rdditional diraggresatcd infor-
mation obtained through sample surveys of firms and plants. Until a few years
ago, B survey on the question of the elasticity of substitution would have been
regarded as tantamount to a survey of purely academic work published on
the subject, containing very little of interest to a planner wishing to choose
a technique. However, the studies in this volume demonstrate that in practice
the elasticities of substitution between capital and labour are positive, so that
factor pricing policy is quite relevant to the problem of making appropriate
technical choices. On the other hand they also demoustrate  that thert ali-
importani  considerations, beyond factor prices, -which  need serious attentiou
if action on factor prices and technical choices is to have a sizable effect.
These non-price considerations ax particularly brought out in the studies on
can production, jute and sugar processing, textile?, shoes, bricks and the metal
working and engineering industries.

Chapter 3, on indirect employment effects, shows the relevance of this
concept for industrial planning, the choice of industries and technical choice
both within and outside the input-outplyt  framework. In the latter case, indirect
employment etiects could be considered in industrial project evaluation and
for estimating the value of public works as an instrument of employment
policy.

Part II contains ten empirical studies; most of them, especial!y  those
on jute processing, sugar processing, cement blocks, bricks, leather shoes
and tin cans, involved extensive field work, interviews and primary dam
collection. They deal with a very wide variety of cases. Three studies deal
with consumer goods industries, i.e. textiles, leather shoes and sugar processing;
two others relate to the capital goods sector, uamely the metal-machining and
engineering industries; two deal with packaging industries, namely jute
processing and can m3kir.g;  there are t#o studies dealing with the production
of bui!ding  materials, namely cement blocks and bricks; another, on extrac-
tive industries (copper and aluminium) could be regarded as relating to inter-
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mediate goods. The case studies on jute processiilg,  sugar processing, metai-
working, cement blocks, bricks and shoes relate to parricuiar countries,
whereas those on the copper and aluminium industries an3 the production of
tin cans are inter-country comparative studies. Two ct:.+ters  relate to Latin
America, three to .4sia and three to Africa.

The studies Were  undertaken at different levels of aggregation. The one
on the copper and aiuminium industries (Chapter 12) u.:!ises  both primary
and secondary data in explaining the scope for capital-iabour  substitution.
The two Zambia”  copper mines provided data which are compazd  with
those of the United States and Chile at a higher level of aggregation. Unlike
most empirical studies of this kind, it has the merit of taking into account
the influences of diti‘erent  degrees of capacity utilisation in industry on a num-
ber of variables entering into the prcduction  function analysis.

The next study in this class of international comparisons relates to pro-
duction of cans in Kenya, Tanzania and Thailand. For this study, extensive
data were collected from factories in t’le three countries during the field phases
rf research work. Some very important and new features of this study iuciude
the attention devoted to the influence of the organisa’~ion  and growth of markets
on technical choice, the role of product quality and xpeciiications,  supexision
and skill requirements, the risk perceptions of private decision makers and the
need for adequate information about the existing technical alternatives, and
the relationship of labour intensity to management attitudes. The fact that in
Kenya and Tanzania the manufacture of cans is carried out by a subsidiary
of a large international company, whereas in Thailand there are both large
and rmail companies serving a rather segmented market, brings out interesting
differences in the behaviour of local and f,xeign firms respectively  in making
decisions regax?.ing  machinery choice.

Chapter 6, on the textile indus?y,  is diffcrcnt  5;n;  ‘,he others in the sense
that it dws not deal specificall~~  with any dexiop,ng  country; instead it draws
heaviij or a study on the Ur,ited Kingdr!.~ re.,.iie industry wh: :h considered
technolo_eicai  alternatives in products and proctsses that exist in current
prac!ice  in that country. However, this study is of cons:derxble relevance to
the analysis of the technica! choice facing the less developed countries in regard
to the textile industry. This is so because most of the techniques considered by
a. developing country have generaily evolved in a developed country. In view
of the early establishment of the Lancashire textile industry, the United King-
dom is a supplier of textile machinery, both new and used, to many developing
countries.

The study on textiles has something in common with the one on jute pro-
cessing in Kenya contained in Chapter 5. Both dea!, by and large, with the
question of the economic feasibility of using second-hand machinery in

8



industl-y in developing  countries. Howewr,  different approaches are followed
in these two studies. The Kenyan  study is based on primary data collected
from a si<~glz  factory that used both new and second-hand machines to
produce maize bags; the study on textiles, on the other hand, utilises published
data on new and second-hand m:irhines compiled by the United Kingdom
Textile Council. The differences between the two go further. The Kenynn study
covers  the organiration  of the second-hand machinery ma;ket  in the United
Kingdom in addition to the technical and economic performance of the jute
pxxessin,o  il;dustry in Kenya. The study on the textile industry, on the other
hand. examines the alternative hypothetical vaIucs of factor prii?s; especially
wapc iatcs. to determine  the break-eves wage  at which machines  bought new
and second-hand would give the same total unit costs of production.

The study on suga processing in Chapter 7 demonstrates, on the basis
of ticid  work in India, that the choice of techniques is complicated by product
differences, government intervention in the market structure and the social
and economic objectives of the particuiar  society. It is one of the few studies
in the whole set uhich  explicitly attempts to apply social cost-benefit analysis
for economic evaluation of alternative technologies. A simplified version of the
guidelines for project evaluation ’ of the .B:lted Nations Industrial Develop-
ment Organirntior?  (UNlDO) is aed, and it is shown that the simpler tech-
nology, -which is capital-saving and employment-generating by comparison
with the modern sugar mills, is at least competitive with them, and clearly
preferable if planners prefer an increase in rural income to an equal increase
in urban income (where the eradication of poverty is ES overwhelming national
objective, as in India, this may we!1 be so).

Chapter 8, on cement blocks in Kenya, is similar to the previous chapter
in ens major respect; it carries the issue of product choice and its link with
that of technical choice much further, and is perhaps the first empirical attempt
in the publish-d work on technological choice to come to grips with this issue
on the basis of hard facts instead of purely intuitive reasoning. Three other
significant features of this study include the attention devoted to the relation-
ship between skill intensity and physical capital intensity, the process instead
of the prod& approach to the technology issue, and the emphasis on urban-
rural dilferences  in technical choice, largely owing to differences in scale and
product requiremsnts. The latter two aspects receive particularly extensive
tra%-x iz rhat chapter It also deals with the manufacture of different
t:‘!xs si materiais for tb- building industry, and thus covers a field inter-



mediate betwrn manufacturing proper on tlx one hand. and housing and
i~u~tru~tio~i au the other.

Chapter 9; on bricks and leather shoes in Malaysia, assesses the importance
of such factors as scale of output, access to technological information.
managerial efficiency and market structures. Scale of productioo  appears to be
the mosr important single factor in determising  the choice of technology.
Annthe: important factor is the availability of information on alternative tech-
nologies. -he study recommends that the technology informati YI service  of the
Standards and industrial Research Institution of Malaysia (SIRIM)  should
help entrepreneurs to discover alternative types of appropriate equipment.

T\ro chapters (IO and I I), dealing with Colombia and Mexico rcspcctively,
r&t-;.  to the capital goods sector. Thr study of the engineering industry in
Colombia a:txnpts to examin-- the extent to which indigenous Colombian
capacity exists  for supplying machines and eqUiQment  to agriculture, mango-
facturmg  and tbe constiuction  sector. While such capacity does exist, there is
wry :irtlc  iotsraction between producsrb  and users of machinery. with the
result that the equipment being produced in Colombia does not necessarily
answer the needs of Colombian users. This deficiency is further reinforced by
the fact rhat in most cases the Coiombian engineering industry copies imported .
designs, often with little modification and adaptation.

The study on technological choice in :netalworking (Chapter I I) makes a
strong plea for process or task-level analysis. It is argued that only a high level
of disaggregation can s&isfactorily reveal possibilities of substitution. More-
over, private enterprises mi.~e decisions largely at that level of disaggregation.
Unlike other empirical stud& thir micro-analysis relies very largely on basic
engineering data on metal-machining tasks. Little is raid, however, about the
ways in which microdata could be aggregated for the purpose of making
genersiisations.

The final chapter in this volume attempts to draw together the main
conclusions of tile various case studies and brings out the key issues and impli-
cations for policy making. Some of the conclusiow  may be worth mentioning
here. First, the studies demonstrate quite clearly that substitution possibilities
exist in industry in both core and ancillary operations. This conclusion,
based on empirical evidence, is important, since it has often been a:wmed
that there is no choice of techniques in manufacturing industry. Secondly,
the range of available techniques can be widened by redesigning or copying
older designs and blueprints with local engineering adaptations, or through
local manufacture of equipment. This comes out quite clearly in the study oo
can production. Thirdly, quite often the use of capital-intensive techniques,
where more labour-intensive ones could have been used equally efficiently,
is due not to the fact that there are no other technical possibilities in industry

II



--there xPbut  to imperfect knowledge and inappropriate selcctiou systems.
Selection processes are inappropriate because private decision-makers do not
knou, of the existence of other technical possibilities in the form of different
types of equipmcnt.  Even subsidiaries of international firms, with superior
organisation  and management, often lack adequate infor,;lation. One of the
reaous for this may be that the techr.ological  decisions for these firms are
made by staff at the head office of the parect company, who are more con-
vcrsant with the technology used in already advanced couutries  than with
that suited to the condit,ions of develop&  countries. Thus, lack ofinformation
on available technologicai alternatives needs to be overcome through appro-
priate action. One solution recommended by the recent United Nations con-
i;:rsncc  on science and technology for development is the estabiishmcnt of
global. regiord  and national information centres  and networks.’

The conclusions of several studies in this volume, in particular the ones on
can production in East .4frica  and Thailand and on leather footwear and bricks
in Mala>~sial  fdlly support the spirit of the above-mentioned recommendation-
that is. the developing countries must have knowledge of the vsrious tech-
nologies available, together with analyses of economic costs and engineering
specifications. However, the studies in this volume  also caution against placing
too much emphasis on international information centres. II is important
that the detailed information that is assembled be actually brought to the atten-
tion of entre~xcneurs  and decision-makers in the develop;ng countries as well
as in the developed ones. Ignorance of existing itiformation,  and the cost of
searching for it, also determine whether it will acru~lly  be used. It is therefore
equally important that emphasis be placed on the gathering in each country
of information that is sufficiently specific and reliable to reduce the entre-
preneur’s risk. Also, attempts to correct factor price distortions may be less
successful unless information about existing technological alternadves is more
widely disseminated than has hitherto been the case. Therefore appropriate
incentives constitute only one eiement  of xtion to ensure appropriate tech-
nological decision-making.

Critics may argue with some justification that the case studies in this volume
deal mainly with crude products for which the range of technological choice is
known to be wider than in nssembly  industries requiring highcr  degrees of
precision. Thus, the findings and conclusions of this book may not be easily
applicable to the industrial sector as a whole, or to certain new industries.
In a review of most empirical studies done until 1971,  Frances Stewart argued
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that the finding of technological pluralism is in part due to the choice of indus-
tries in the sample of investigations. She states that:

Extersive studies were, it is likely, only initiated where there was a prior ;~re-
sumption that a range of techniques did exist. The industries listed are generally
speaking olrl industries, so that old vintages from the advanced countries and/or
traditional techniques in poor countries provide labour-intensive alternatives to the
latest techniques. It is noteworthy that studies of recently developed industries are
much rarer-there is no study, to my knowledge, which includes modern consumer
durables or atomic energy.”

The preponderance of consumer goods industries or products in table 1 tends
to support her contention. Empirical testing of the hypothesis that the precision
irdustries,  as well as modern consumer durables, may well be closer to the
technological determinist’s world would be useful. However, recent anecdotal
evidence suggests :hat even in the capital goods industries. in the production
of consumer durables like cars and in the markufacture  of chemicals and of
iron and steel, technological adaptations, though not necessarily complete
tcchnologicai alternatives, do exist. In a questionnaire survey undertaken
by Simon Teitel, and addressed to technological experts with experience
ir. the acquisition, adaptation and development of technology in the develop-
iag countries, it was found that in Argentina, successful adaptations took
piace “in nearly all sectors: in the chemical industry, resulting in better utiliz-
ation of residuals and by-products; in the automotive industry--adaptation
of automobile design to local road contiitions and local preferences; in tele-
communicetions,  the development of new processes to adapt certain operations
to local raw materials; in the manufacture of e!ectric  transformers-adap-
tation of the design to local materials and for compliance with local operating
specifications, etc.” a

A study on Brazil by Werner Baer, based on questionnaire returns from
20 firms in such fields as agricultural machinery, steel, cement, fertilisers,
boilers and tractors, went into the question of technological choice and found
that labour-capital price ratios were a relatively minor factor in technology
determination,3 major factors being market size and quality of product.
In a questionnaire-based survey by Morley and Smith of 35 firms in the auto-
mobile, television, radio assembly, telecommunications, diesel engines, bearings
and tyre sectors, it was similarly shown that the smaller scale of operations
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in Brazil enabled multinational companies to use three or four times more
labour  per unit of output in Brazil than irk their home country.’ However,
this was due more to scale than to technology as swh.

One cannot be categorical about the role of economies of scale in technology
determination.  Whether the scale factor is significant or not depends very
much on the nature of the product and industr:. Scale effects may be important
in such industries as automobiles, telecommunications, chemicals and pet-
roleum refining but not necessarily in textiles, woodworking, baking, or light
engineering, for e~ample.~
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THE CONCEPT AND MEASUREMENT
OF LABOUR  INTENSITY

by A. S. Bhalla  ’

The problem of how to measure the intensity of labour  has plagued theorists from
the time of Adam Smith and the labour  theory of value. Wages are a notoriously pour
measure of labour intensity and many other factors have to be allowed for before there
would be even a positive relation between hard work and high wages. In any
event, the question “has an increase in output come about because of a rise in efficiency
or because of a rise in the intensity of labour?”  deserves serious attention  in view of
the Marxist tendency to attribute an increase in product under capitalisn?  to an increase
in Iabour intensity. ’

Intensity of labour per unit of time implies working hard or not for any
given length of time. Another more popularly understood connotation of the
degree of labour intensity is the quantity of labour or labour time per wit
of output or per unit of investment. We concern ourselves with this latter
interpretation, rather than with the intensity of effort.

In spite of the long ccntroversy  over technological choice, which has now
entered into its third decade, the concept of lzbour intensity still remains
ambiguous and ill defined. In publications on economic development, labour
intensity is often inferred indirectly from the degree of capital intensity measured
in terms of capital-labour  (K/L) or capital-output (K/v) ratios. This indirect
approach to the measurement of labour intensity implies that production
functions are of such form that an increase in K/L andK/V satisfactorily reflects
a decline in the degree of labour  intensity. 3 A few other measures such 9s the
labour-output  ratio and the share of wages in value added have also been
considered. We shall critically examine these in this chapter.

i Interoaticnal  Labour G&e. The author is grateful  to C. G. Baron and .I. Gaude for
comments  and to H. Pack and Amartya  Sen for many valuable suggestions  for improvement
on an earlier draft.

? Kenneth E. Boulding:  “Some difficulties in the concept oIeconomic  input”, in National
Surcau of Economic Research, New York: Ourput,  irrpr,t  and productivify  measunmmzt.
Studies in Income and Wealth, Vol. 25 (Princeton University  Press; London, Oxford Univer-
sity Press, 1961 j.

a See Chapter 2 below.



A practi:al  planner clearlp  needs an operational and useful shorthand
indicator of labox intensity to choose particular industrial projects, e.g. to
rank the labour intensity of various textile or maize-milling projects and tech-
aiques. For Iack of adequate project-level data, economic analysts are often
forced to use industrial aggregates instead of the detailed information on
plants and establishments. However, the real conditions are reflected much
more by microdata than by aggregates, which conceal useful information
about dit?..rzaces in the labour  intensity of projects and techniques. Therefore
a distinction between different levels of aggregation needs to be borne in mind.

The importance of project-level analysis and data is well brought out in
the following citation:

Perhaps the type of reference data most seriously needed in today’s industrial
planning and programming machinery is that which helps planners to handle their
economic calculations at a level not too many steps removed from individual indus-
trial plants and at the sane time on a basis that is sufficiently comprehensive to retain
the standpoint of over-all national and regioilal  economy. 1

In the case studies in Part II of this volume, wherever possible an attempt
has been made to provide plant-level primary data collected by the authors on
the basis of factory visits and sample surveys. This effort is intended to sup-
plement the etforts of UNIDO and the Organisation for Economic Co-opera-
tion and Development (OECD) LC provide hard facts on industrial projects
and establishments. *

In this chapter, we argue that the existing studies on labour or capital in-
tensity often test macro-economic arguments on the basis of aggregated data
for industries and not on that of plant-level data. We shall attempt to compare
alternative indices of laboilr intensity using toth plant data and industry
data in order to examine whether there is any major difference in the results.
For purposes of illustration, ranking by different indices of labour intensity
will be carried out at four levels of aggregation, namely country, sector,
industry and establishments.

LABOUR-INTENSIVE versus  CAPITAL-INTENSIVE DICHOTOMY’
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br,h  confusing and inappropriate. Under conditions of factor price flexibility
and smooth neo-classical production functions, the techcical  choice is not
merely dualistic but pluralistic. The factor proportions are variable so that
any amount of capital can be associated with any amount of labour, output
increasing with an increase in the input of &her factor, although a limit to
the absorption of labour may be set by the level of wages relative to capital
or by the subsistence wage.

What is more realistic is an optimal degree of total factor intensity (a
combination of diKerent inputs, including capital and labour) determined
by relarive factor prices and the state of technological knowledge. Private
investors,  who are invariably the majority element in decision making in
market economies, are motivated by cost minimisation. From a private point
of view, it is only an optimisation  of output per unit of all inputs that would
lead to cost minimisatiun. Thus what enters into the cost calculations of
entrepreneurs is the total factor productivity, not so much the capital intensity
or labour intensity of productive operations, nor the maximisation  of labour
productivity. Neither the capital-intensive nor the labour-intensive methods
need be optimal from the point of view of cost minimisation.

Ifs we assume that market prices are poor guides to resource allocation and
that in labour surplus economies the social cost of labour  is nil’, the correct
degree of iabour  intensity would be high, at least in absolute terms. In theory,
it may be higher still if we assume a negative shadow price of labour on the
grounds that unemployment is a social evil and that any extra employment
is a benefit in itself 2 (irrespective of the additional cost of employment in
terms of additionai  consumption which may reduce savings and potential
investmen:). Therefore, strictly speaking, any positive labour cost will give
us techr!iques  which  by reference to the extreme degree of labour intensity
as defined above, would all be capitaLintensive. Even apart from this concep-
tual weakness, another question of policy significance is: what should determine
the acceptable level of labour intensity against the maximum limit? If the
objective Is not simply to maxim&  employment as such but to increase pro-
ductive employment up to a point at which additional employment generates

niqms: An ospm,  ofrhe  rheory  of planned economic developmenr  (Oxford, Blackwel!,  3rd ed.,
1968),  Cb. IV; R. Krishna: “A model of the unemployment trap, with policy imphcatioils”,
in ILO:  Fisml mer?sur~s  fir employment promdon  in developisrg  countries  (Geneva,  1972).

L As in fact has been  assumed in the debate on investment criteria for developing cam-
tries. See A. E. Kahn: “Investment criteria in development programs”, in Quarrerly  Jmrnolof
Economies  (Cambridge, Mass.), Vol. LXV,  No. 1, Feb. 1951:  W. A. Lewis: The theory of
economicgrowrh  (London, Allen and Unwin, 1955).  and Jan Tinbergen:  The design of develop-
men, ?London_ Oxford University Press, 1958).

z Cf. A. K. Sen: “General  criteria of industrial project evaluation”, in UNDO: Evaluation
of industrialprojects,  Project Formulation and Evaluation Series, Vol. I (New York, United
Nations. 1968).
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some extra output, then the optimum degree of labour intensity can be chosen
onlv on the basis of some criterion of efficiency and cost minimisation. An
e&ient  technique will be measured by a ratio of output to input, so that the
higher the ratio the more efficient is the process or technique of production.

If X =f:x. y, z) where X is output 2nd x, y, z are inputs, there may be
a set of technologically efficient alternatives to produce X, viz.-

ia,! with more of x, and less of both 7 and z; or

(b) more of .v and less of both x and z; or

(c) more of z and iess of x and y.

If a process of production called for more of x without reducing inputs of
y and z, it wou!d  be technically inefficient. While the efficiency criterion eli-
minates the inefficient techniques, it does not help in choosing among the other
equally etZcient  possibilities. 1 Therefore the concept of technica! efficiency
needs LO be supplemented by other criteria, such as optimality, to choose the
best from a set of efficient techniques.

Given the set of physically efficient points, if one knows the shadow princes
of all inputs a unique economically efficient method can be chosen. If this
turns out not to be the most labour-intensive one but if the most labour-
intensive one is chosen anyway on the basis of SOITS  other criterion, output
will be given up somewhere else in the economy. In the light of our objective
of obtaining maximum productive employment, for example, one might argue
thiit a technically efficient possibility with the highest Iabour intensity (per unit
of output or per unit of investment) would qualify for selection. Nevertheless
if the choice of the most Iabour-intensive method means output forgone it
might make sense to choose instead the economically efficient technique and
simply “waste” labour, that is, use more than is technially necessary, dividing
a given amount of work among all labourers.

A gap between the maximum and the optimum degree of labour intensity,
even under the assumption of a zero shadow price of labour, arises from the
fact that a positive social cost of labour can be compatible with its zero shadow
price. Additional employment even under conditions of excess  labour supply
implies additional purchasing power, leading to more consumption at the
expense of investment. A reduction  in investment and thereby in the future
rate of growth represents a cost to society of employing extra labour. 2 In fact
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much of the debate on the choice of technology cenrres  on this sub-optimality
of savings and investment and the effect of the selected factor proportions on
these variables. !

The foregoing implies thai d distinction between a positive approach and
a normative one is relevant. If one adhered to the former, only such indlcators
of Iabour intensity ar pertain to eficiency  (e.g. the labour coeficient  or the
capitalcoefficient)wouldqualifyin  determining choice ofa particular technique.
On the other hand, if a normative apljroach is adopted, employment maximi-
sation mzy well be an objective in itself, in which case the relevant index or
area of information may simply be the capital-labour  ratio which links one
input to another.

However, too much should not be made of the concept of productive etii-
;icncy as a basis for technological  choice. Some techniques which are ineffi-
cient ,r.ay ;tiIl be regarded as socially desirable, especially if one introduces
such notions as people’s preferences in relation to different modes of produc-
tion :;nd to the systems of organisation  under which different techniques
operate. A technique which qualifies as inefficient under a normal economic
test may be used in family-based production hecanje : ;S preferred by those
applying i:. 2 Moreover, given the alleged discontent with work that charac-
ter&s ind~triz!  procepnnes,  those which P.X mo:e plcasani  or interesting might
he chosen if the efficiency calculus is supplemented by a “humanitarian” one.
Ofcourse, such a choice, if generalised,  would imply a lower material standard
of living for rhe population in question. 3

WHY DEFINE LASOUR INTENSITY?

If the concept of Iabour intensity is ill defined and ambiguous, it is logical
IO ask: why define labour intensity at all? The large body of econon-ist;

of sonx 60 to 70 per  cent of their extra income on food, which at the mar’&  was imwx’ted  or
diverted from exporfs  of coconuts (see  ILO: Molehills  employment opporfrrnifia a,~dexpecta-
rims,  op. cit., Report, D. SZ).

lSee A. K. Se”: “Some notes on the choice of capital-intensity in development planning”,
in Qum-tcr~y  Journal  of Economies, Vol. LXX, No. 4, Nov. 1957; A. S. Bhalla:  “Galenson-
Leibenstein  criterion of growth reconsidered”, in Eeonomia  Inrernozionnle  (Genoa), Vol. XVII,
No. 2, May 1961 and Vol. XX, No. 4, Nov. 1966; and Koji  Taira: “A note  on the analytical
properties of Galenson-Leibenstein  investment criterion”, ia B&er;n  of rhe Oxford Ufliversify
Insfftum  of Emwcmics md SfoMics  (Oxford, Blackwell),  Vol. 27, No. 2, May ,965.

2This  point is brought out quite ad in Amartya Sen (on behalf of the rL0): Ewzpinploymenr,
r&,dogy  and development (Oxford, Clarendon  Press, ,975).  and in the same suthor’s
The eoncepr  of efireieney,  a lecture delivered to the Annual Conference of the Association of
University Teachers of England, Coventry, 26 March 1973.

a This point is due to tr. Pack.
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writing on the subject have used indicators of-labour  intensity or capital
intensity m order to study-

(n) the variations in factor proportions and functional relationships between
partial factor inputs and outputs;

(h, the allocation of investment and its effects on the choice of production
techniques, and vice versa; and

(c) consistency or contlict  between output and employment objectives.

The growing unemployment in the less developed countries has brought
the need for an operationally meaningful indicator or indicators to the forefront.
It is necessary to examine the employment potential of production and invest-
ment with the existing techniques and the effect of varying techniques and the
product mix in sectors and individuai industries, and especially projects on the
absorption of the surplus factor, i.e. labour. There is another operation which
calls for some index of labour  intensity, name:j;  tracing the effect of international
trade specialisation on labour absorption in the developing countries through
the export of products that are labour-intensive and “se techniques which
employ a large amount of labour  per unit of investment or output. ’ It is
assumed that the less developed countries have a comparative cost advantage
in the export of these products.

To summa&, the reasons for our interest in labour  intensity far policy
making and ior related economic analysis revolve around the following central
issues, which obviously overlap to some extent:

(a) the determination, through time series as well as cross-section analysis at
both the macro-economic and the micro-economic levels, of the degree of
factor substitution (between capital and labour) and the elasticity of employ-
rent with respect to output in manufacturing 2;

(b) rhe classification of industries and projects, to the extent that this is feasible,
according to the degree of labour intensity; pianners need to know which
particular projects and industries rank high in the labour intensity scale
in order to determine priorities in investment allocation that will reflect
more accurately the objectives of raising employment (direct and indirects)
as well as output;

’ Other  points to be borne in mind in connection with changing the coapoposition  of output
in favour  of tabour-in:ensive  goads and services are that (0) income can be redistributed
through taxation schemes and subsidies, proper credit facilities, import-subsfitutinp  and export
incerxtives  measures, and (b)  the demand for labour-intensive  gowis in export markets is
income-elastic.

*See Chapter 2 below.
* See Chapter 3 b&&v.
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,‘cj the investigation into whether labour intensity, in whatever way it may
be defined or measured, remains invariant to scale of production or not. (A
test of this hypothesis is of great policy significance: if returns to labour-
intensi\,e techniques were higher at lower scales and volume of production
thau at higher ones, then a shift in policy from the establishment of a few
:aigc co:e;piises  towards that of a large number of smz!!  eote:prises would,
other things being equal, lead to greater labour absorption.‘)

Some conceptual issues

Before reviewing tht various indicators used to link labour input and
output. or labour input and capital, some of the conceptual aspects need to be
examined in relation to the published work on the choice of techniqiles,  invert-
xat allocation aad factor proportioz.

First, the ilse of ihr concrpi of iaboiii  intensity has been ~VLICSIII~U  WILX.^^_^^__^A A’\

the sub-optimality of savings in the economy, investment allocation and
technological choice in a general equilibrium framework more than with I.he
partial equilibrium formulation in which the choice of technique or a degree
of labour intensity pertains to a particular industry OI firm. In the latter cz~se,
uulike the former, no difference to the over-ail inoptimality of savings may
be made since the firm or industry in question accounts for a very small part
of the economy as a whole. The app!ication  of the macro-economic theoretical
arguments about over-all rates of growth, invesiment allocation and optimality
of savings etc. to industry data are quite numerous. 2 However, it is not clear
that conceptually it is appropriate to test macro-economic theories with micro-
economic data or micro-economic theories with macro-economic data. Logi-
cally, it would seem fallacious to carry over arguments worked out at a macro-
economic level to the evaluation of an industry at the micro-economic level.

Similarly, crucial propositions, e.g. that the degree of capita! intensity is
positively correlated with the rate of growth of output, are often not specified
in terms of the degree of aggregation to which they relate. In other words,
does this oroposition  apply to a situation of an industry, a sector or the economy
as a whole? If it applies to an industry, how does one select and define it?
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Are inter-industry or inter-sectoral data for a single economy appropriate
for an en?piriczl  test, or is the appropriate methodclogy  the one which makes
use of macro-economic data for a number of countries? Such methodological
questions have not received as much attention as they deserve.

Thirdly, most of the studies consider only the final stage of production and
the techniques used at that stage. Intermediate stages and different processes
of production at each stage tend to be ignored. Labour-intensive final products
would require that intermediate inputs to the manufacture of those products
should also be more labour-intensive than capital-intensive fmal products.
This may or may not be so in practice. In principle, both iabour-intensive
and capital-intensive final products could be produced with either labour-
intensive or capital-intentive  intermediate inputs: in practice, however, some
industries such as fruit canning, which is relative::’  idi::olr-intensive  (in terms
of labour input per unit of output), use refined sugar, which is a capital-
mtensix I!:ont._ On the oihec hand there may be industries of a iuxury type
(e.g. cigars and cigarettes), with a backward linkage to agricuiturr,  which might
use labour-intensive inputs. Thus an aggregate index of labour intensity (which
is ofien taken into consideration in evaluating an industry) is the weighted
average of the lebour intensity at each stage of production. in practice, if one
stage of production has higher technical requirements for labour input per
unit of output or of capital, the aggregate labour intensity would be higher
than otherwise.

Fourthly, related to the above issues is the fact that the majority of empiri-
cal studies 1 on labour intensity or capital intensity consider only the direct
effects on employment or reinvestible surpluses of the adoption of different
kinds of technology, However, as Chapters 3 and 6 be!aw she-+x, the indirect
employment effects of investment in certain industries and techniques can
often be extremely important, sometimes even more so than the direct employ-
ment effects. If account is taken of these also, it is probable that the ranking
of alternative techniques might be reversed. This would be equally true if
computations of employment (direct and indirect) were made not only for the
final stage of production but also all the way backwards, consideration being
given al:;o to labour inputs in the intermediate input supplying stages. An
interesting question is whether industries or projects that have greater indirect
than direct effects should be promoted. In some cases some capital-intensive
industries such as fertilisers  may curiously be supported even on employment
grounds, since agriculture can be more labour absorbing through the provision
of fertiliser inputs. However, the empirical studies cited in Chapter 3 below

1 Chapter 6 in this volume on “The choice of technique and employment in the textile
industry”, is an exception, however.



demonstrate that the industries which have great indirect employment effects
are not necessarily the capital-intensive ones.

Finally, most of the works dealing with the factor proportions approach
the labour  intensity issue purely from the supply side, that is, taking the demrnd
for a particular product as given and considering whether it can be produced
either with more labour and less capital or with more capital and less labour.
Interest in the related demand-oriented aspect of technology, namely change
in the product or industry mix through changes in the consumption pattern,
and the effects of this product substitution on technical choice, is only of a
very recent origin. ’ Much of the discussion on technological choice in the
past excluded t!x question of product substitution by assuming identical
physical attributes and quality. In practice, however, consumer needs are met
by a range of different products among which particular choices are made
depending on consumer purchasing powe:.  Thus an intra-industry  denisud
shift, say from drip-dry nylon shirts to more labour-intensive cotton shirts,
widens the range of technical choice and can lead to nn over-al! increase in the
labour intensity of a given industry. !

lNDlCATORS  OF LABOIJR INTENSITY

In pen*& different indices csn be used to measure labour intensity, be
it in agriculture, manufacturing or construction. A distinction is therefore
needed before we consider the degree of labour intensity by industrial prqjects
and aggrc@es.  Apart from the usual difficulty of finding capital data, the
ratio of capital to labour (K/Q which is used as a measure of capital intensity
(and its inverse, that of lebour  intensity), leaves out of account efficiency
considerations which are better examined through input-output coefficients,
e.g. labour-output  ratios, capital-output ratios, or the share of wages in value
added. For example, at any level of aggregation a production function does
not describe what output will be achieved for given levels of different inputs:
rather a production function describes the maximum level of output that can
be achieved if the inputs are efficiently employed. 3

product choice 2nd tech&al choice in a specific  c&text.
z Cotton shirts are considered more appropriate ad labour iutensive  ia two ways. First,

cotton shirts are more labour-using  in consumption (they require ironing); secondly, they are
made of natural instead of synthetic iibxs,  which tend to be more capital-intensive. However,
the use of labcur  in consumption  is good onlv if no value is attached to leisure.

3 See Franklin M. Fish&: ” -The existence of aggregate production functions”, in Emno-
ine:rka  we-w  Haven, COml.),  Vol. 37, No. 4, Oct. ,969.
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The various indices of labour  intensity that are often used are not mutually
exdusive. The labour coefficient and capital coefficient represent efficiency in
input use, which with technical progress implies a reduction in the size of the
coefficients.  We shall examine the different indicators one by ens below.

The labour coefficient (L/V)

The labour  coefficient detines a functional relationship between the input
of labour and the output of a commodity. Some ambiguity in the concept
of labour  intensity also arises from a confusion between the elasticity of
employment with respect to capital and the elasticity with respect to outpilt.
The two indices need not give identical results. An increase in the rate of
capital utiiisation (increase in the number of shifts) raises the labour absorp-
tion from a given amount of capital (that is, there is a decline in capital-labour
ratio), but this will not necessarily raise the input of labour  per unit of output.
This would occur under decreasing returns to scale when the marginal returns
from labour are lower on the second and third shifts than the average
returns.

Given the following technical relationship,

L/v =f(L/Kj .(l)

a rise in the cost of Iabour in relation to capital is likely to raise the capital-
labour ratio (K/L), lower the labour  coefficient (L/V) OI raise its inverse, the
average output per worker (V/L). The labour intensity of differenr  techniques
can be illustrated in terms of V/L, as in figure 1. The vertical axis measures
output, and the horizontal axis the amount of labour  employed. The slopes
of the lines OA, OB and OC measure output per worker. The degree of labour
intensity is the highest in technique II since it absorbs the largest amount of
labour, OL. Technique III is less labour intensive since it employs a lower
amount of labourand  generates a smaller output. Technique I, with the highest
output and the highest productivity of labour, is the superior technique in the
sense that it requires a lower amount of one factor per unit of output, with
the other factors remaining constant.

Hal B. Lary 1 has used value added per employee (V/L), that is the inverse
of ihe iabour  coel%ieni, as an index of labour icimsiiy.  A number of merits
are claimed for this indicator, viz-

la! its reelects the Row of capital services rather than a stock, and is therefore
more relevant to the theory of production functions;



FQure  1. Labour  intensity of different techniques.

(b) it incorporates the contribution of human capital and of skill differences ‘;
C3”d

(c) it by-passes the difliculty of measuring physicai  capitai.

The treatment of value added per employee as an index of factor intensity
simply implies that labour productivity is a composite index of the contribu-
tions of both capital snd labour, which can be easily separated as follows:

I f V =  wL+pK .(2)
WL

then wage value added = = index of labour intensity measuring the
V contribution of human capital;

and non-wage value added = E = index of capital intensity measuring the
V contribution of physical capital.

Although Lay recognises  the limitations of the separation between wage
end nnn-wage va!oe  added for measuring capital intensity, he oversimplifias
by assuming that some of the inputs covered in the non-wage value added but
not reflecting the share of physical capital have a systematic relation to different

‘There is a bit of ckcukity in Lay’s  reasoning. Although he claims this merit of his
approach, for purposes of his analysis, he assumes  homogeneity of labour.  To quote: “Tne
higher the value added per employee, the more  capital-intensive the industry on both accounts
combined [i.e.  humnn  as well as physical eopital];  the lower the value added per employee,
the more  labour-intensive  the industry” (Lary,  op. cit., p. 22).
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indusrries, so that they “;:;han;e  the usefulness of total ~?alw added per em-
ployee as a guide to capital intensity, broadly viewed, even though the division
of the total into its wage  and non-wage components yields only an imperfect
measure of inputs of human ar.d physical capital scptaraieiy considered”. ’
On the basis of correlations between annual earnings and the ratio of skilled
labour  to the workforce, and between non-wage value added and physical
assets across industries in the United States and India, Lary aswmes that these
components of value added provide reasonably good ipdications of the inputs
of human and physical capital.

The underlying basis of Lay’s index of factor intensity is the theory of
competitive factor shares and the neo-classica!  production function. It is
assumed that relative earnings reflect relative marginal products of factors,
se that identical average earnings for industries across regions within a country
or across countries imply the same average ievel  of human capital per worker. z
Aparl  irom this simplifying assumption the following limitations severely
restrict the usefulness of V/L as an index.

imperfections in product markets also account for productivity (V/L)
di@zrentials  which cannot be attributed to differences in technical requirements
of factor inputs. Some firms and industries are more  monopolistic than others.
They may charge very high prices for their products, which results i? very
high valise  added per employee (V/L), which would largely reflect an element
of monopoly rent rather than a high cont:ibution  of labour or capital. The
extent of concentration  may be particularly large in firms which are subject
to control by multinational enterprises. Differences in the relative importance
of !hese enterprises in different industries would also influence inter-industry
differences in wage rates as well as profit margins. 3 Secondly, industries
have both new plants and old plants operating side by side. The newer plants
tend to have higher value added per employee (V/~L)  than older plants. T1.a
variations in the proportions of old to new plants over time caused by techno-
logical advance would also account for differences in value added per employee
across industries. Although these variations should indicate technological
dil%rencrs,  they are vitiated by the random variations in such components
of value added as inventory charges, depreciation charges and profit rates.
Thirdly, differences in the nature of emlployment, pantime  or seasonal,
among fir~ns  and industries and countries may further distort compsrability
of C)L. Variations in the scale of operation of firms would furtha influence
the size of the labour  coefficient. Assuming a positive correlation between
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scale and capital intensity, an increase in output might tend to lower the
!abour  coeficient  (L/V). This decline will be further aggravated by capital-
using technicai progress.

We observed earlier  that a realistic analysis of capital intensity or labour
intensity must also consider the requirements of indirect and intermediate
inputs in the process of production. By excluding raw material inputs, value
added per employee (V/L)  as an index of labour intensity gives only an indica-
tion, if that, of substitution possibilities between direct inputs of capital and
labour. If the objective is to consider the possibi!itics  of substitution between
labour and non-labour  inputs (e.g. intermediate products and land), then esti-
matez of gross output would be more relevant than estimates of value added. ’

The share of wages in value added (wf/V)

Apart from Lery (who does not, however, apply this index), some other
authors z have used wages as a percentage of value added as an index of labour
intensity to rank industries. For lack of adequate data the share of wages paid
to production workers alone, which would in principle be a better approxima-
tion since employees not directly engaged in the production process introduce
complications, could not be considered. Indices of labour intensity based
on wage shares also suffer from the simplifying textbook assumptions, viz.
functioning of a perfect factor market. In practice, the influence of wage
legislation and of trade unions distorts factor prices and the share of wages in
value added, which has thus no relevance to the predictable technical relation-
ship between factor inputs and output. Moreover, within a country or between

countries differences in thy: shares of unincorporated enterprises and owner-
operators also tend to vitiate inter-industry comparisons of the shares of
wages in value added. in some manufacturing industries, the contribution of
self-employed non-wage-earning labour  to value added may be much larger
than that in others.

in principle, this indicator is a true measure of labour intensity not only
under the restrictive assumptions of perfect competition in factor and product
markets but also under those of scale independence and of the elasticity of
substitution of labour for capital being greater or smaller than unity. If the
elasticity is unity (as in the case of the Cobb-Douglas production function),

’ A recent study of Philippine manufacturing concludes that “long-run substitution
possibilities between primary and intermediate inputs are far greater than is normally as-
sumed”. See JeFrey  G. Williamson: ‘Xelative  price changes, adjustment dynamics, and
productivity growth: The case of Philippine manufacturing”, in Economic Developme~r  and
Cultuml Chomp  (University of Chicago Press), Vol. 19, No. 4, July 1971.

*For example Carlos  F. Diaz  Alejandrc:  “Industrialization and labor productivity
differentials“, in Review qfEeonomics  and Slarlrficx  (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University
Pr&, VO!. XLV!I,  NO. 2, May  !965.
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the reiative shares of wages and profits in vale? added will always remain
the same. If it is less than unity, then as the K/L ratio increases the share of
wages rises. If it is greater than unity, as capital intensity (K/L) rises the wage
share decreases. Thus a process that permits substitutability and could thus
potentially be run labour-intensively may be observed to have low wage sharz
if the elasticity is greater than unity and it is in fact operated in a capital-
intensive ma.mer.

The wage share clearly tells us nothing about factor intensity when elas-
ticity is unity. Even if the elasticity is not unity, it is a poor indicator so long
as the capital-labour  ratio and the elasticity are not known beforehand. One
can argue that if there is a need for prior knowledge about K/L ratio there is no
need to bother at all wiih the wage share as an indicator of labour intensity,
If two or m~:e techniques are in use, we can infer from the wage share the
one which is more capital intensive if the elasticity of the isoquant along which
the substitution is taking place is known, but this inference cannot be made
as between processes in different industries.

Presumably it is for some of these reasons that Diaz Alejandro states
that “indices of labour intensity based on wage shares are clearly inferior to
those based on capital-labour  ratios.. .“. However, he is rather unclear as to
thr precise reasons  why this index is clearly inferior to others. We states that
the index assumes uniform wage rates in all industries and that it may give
rise to statistical biases; but these objections to the above index may apply
also to other indices considered in this paper.

Furthermore, the share of wages may not be independent of scale differ-
ences. In principle, given the factor price ratios and technical knowledge, the
scale effect would tend to lower the share of wages in value added. This seems
to be borne out empirically in the Diaz Alejandro study on Argentina. The
study which measures the size of firms by the average number of production
workers per establishment shows that the share of wages is small in man,
industries  which have a large average size (see table 1).

Finally, the use of a technique  unsuited to the size of the local market in
a deve!oping  cs’uxtry  wonld  also ^-tmd to Iower  the &rare  of iabour, since ihe
existence of unused capacity raises K/V more than L/V.

The capital coefficient (K/V)

The definition of iabour intensity or capital intensity in terms of the capital
coefficient refers to the income aspect, which cannot be ignored since it is
one of the elements of labour  productivity.

V,L = ! . K
K L
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This simple identity shows that V/L grows faster if either V/K or K/L  increases
with the second factor remaining unchanged.

One of the first writers to use the capital and labour coefficient for meas-
uring relative inputs of capital and labour  in different industries was Leontief. ’
In particular, the relative factor intensity of different American industries
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was measured by the ratio of the capital coellicient  and the labour coefficient,

i i !

‘K L
that is ~- , thus giving a, ratio of the value of stock of capital per worker

v v

(K/L). 1
The capital-output ratio represents a stock-flow concept relating the value

of the stock of capital to the value of the flow of output at a given time.
This stock-fiow  concept seems to be more limited than a concept measuring
the flow of capital services to the flow of output. This is so because capi~ta.1
goods vary in durability. Let us compare K/Yratios in two di!Srent  industries:
in one case capital loses its practical value after the current Teriod, whereas in
the second it continues contributing to omput in subsequent periods. It may be
erroneous, therefore, to attribute the output of the latter industry entirely to
capital: the use of more capital per unit of output in the second case does not
necessarily imply that it is more capital-intensive than the first industry.
Apart from considering differences in the durability of capital, time patterns
of output yields need also to be taken into account to make empirical compxri-
sons meaningful. * The concept of annual investment or acquisition cost to
daily output used in Chapter 8 below by Frances Stewart attempts to relate the
flow of capital services to the volume of output, thus taking ac?:ount of the
above objection. S

There are several other practical limitations in me USC of the conventional
capital-output ratio. It is a poor indicator of the labour  or capital intensity
of an industry since changes in the denominator and numerator need net
necessarily take place in response to technological factors. Iucreases  in output
depend on-

(a) the application of better methods to oid plants without the use of any
additionai  capital (that is, the case of technical progress);

(b) fuller utilisation of old plant in response to demand fluctuations;

(c) chzuges due to the introduction of multiple shifts: and

(d) changes of the kind for which a certain relationship between capital and
output may be assumed as given by technical factors. 4
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iin!ess the contribution of the above non-technical factors can be isolated,
inter-industry comparisons of capital-output ratios cannot be a very meanioeful
index of capital intensity or labour intensity.

Industries vary in their production functions, scale economies and capacity
utiiisation.  besides their levels of technology. Even within a given indus:ry,
X/V may vary between extensions of existing factories and the completely
new unirs, being lower in the former than in the latter. Variations between
countries at a given point of time do also occur, but not necessarily owing to
Mferences  in the degree of capital intensity of the methods of production.
Instead, K/i/may  simply be an increasing function of the amount of investment,
with the result that differential investment policies across countries and not
the labour intensity of industries would b? reflected in variations of K/V. In
other words, the size of K/V may depend less on the technological factors and
more on the rate of growth of investment. The definition of capital intensity
in terms of the K/V r&o, on the qther hand, implies that the existing capital
stock. which has been accumulated over the years, and its ratio to output are
independent of the above sire relation. ’

The capital-labour  ratio (KIL)

The capital-iabov  ratio is on- of the most commonly used indicators
of labour  intensity, es@ally  in studies relating to employment implications
of technoiogicsl  choice. This index, which reflects essentially th? degree of
mechanisation,  is closely related to the capital coefficient. The latter reflects a
degree of labour or capital intensity, depending on whethcr a high or a low
K/L  is associated with it. If K/V is large (or capital productivity is low) and
K/L is also large, then the labour intensity of a given investment is also low.
This situation, where an increasing K/L is associated with a rising K/V (or
diminishing average productivity of capital), obtains under conditions of
constant returns to scale. However, the experience of less developed countries
tends to contradict this neo-classical assumption. Thr techniques with a higher
X/L yield a lower output per unit of capital (V:lK) or a higher K/V. Of course,
these situations in the less developed countries can be reconciled with the
xc-classical  theory by assuming increasing instead of constant returns to
scale. However, contrary to what the traditional production theory would
suggest, returns to mere capital-intensive processes are not invariant to scale.
A? higher scale of operations returns to more capital-intensive operations
(higher K/L) may be greater than those to labour-intensive  ones (lower K/L
ratios).

’ This  abjection, however, refers to the aggregate capital coeficient.  At a disaggregated
level  this probkm  may not arise.
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The USC of K/L  and K/V for me::suring  capital intensit), or Inhour intensity
in isclatix  could lead to the identilication  of a given industry or technique as
labour-intensive and capital-intensive at the same time. This inconsi:ir  ICY
has been illustrated elsewhere by advocating that the triple objectives of
output, employment and reinvestment from a given total investment need
to be considered in conjunction rather than in isolation. 1

Given a certain level of technology, there is a certain maximum amount
of labour that can be employed on a given piece of capital equipment. Althol;gh
this empioyment  level can he varied by varying the utilisation of the capacity
of equipment beyond full capacity level, an increase in labour may simply
result in a negative marginal productivity of labour (over-staffing is a case of
sharin_e L given output among a larger number of workers). Labour hoarding
amounts  to a subsidy during the period over which it is not technically required.

Variations in capacity utilisation across industries affect the K/L ratios,
which may not be easy to identify empirically. The ratios derived from statis-
tical data are not comparable unless it cm be determined that the industries in
comparison use the same number of shifts. In practice, censuses of manufac-
tures rarely provide any information on the number of shifts or the percentage of
utilised capacity.

In addition to capacity utilisation, the K/L ratio may be influenced by tbe
nature of the bias of technical change and by relative factor prices which vary
across industries. For example, while neutral technical change will leave
K/L  unaifected, capital-using technical change (in the Hicks sense)  will raise it.
Similarly, K/L  will be rigid under extreme values of elasticity of substitution.

In fact, influences of these f&ton on the K/L ratio can be isolated, though
not most accurately, within a production function framework.

Further complications in emtiirical comparisons of K/L ratios arise owing
to the heterogeneity of both capltal  (K) and labour (L). If Kincludes  investment
in human capital, the relative proportions of fixed and human capital may
vary across industries. Some industries may be more skill-intensive and capital-
light than others. In general, capital-labour  substitution implies substitution
cf fixed capital for unskilled labour assuming complementarity  between
fixed capital and skilled labour.  To the extent to which capital substitutes for
skills, as may occur in the case of automation, the K/L  ratio may well conceal
the substitution of physical capital for human capital.

Similar difficulties arise from differences in working capital requirements
across industries. A lower degree of capital intensity need not necessarily
mean a lower degree ofmechanisation, which is in fact measured by the amount
of fixed equipment employed per person. The K/L ratio will represent capital

i See A. S. Bhalla:  “Investment allocation and technological choice”, op. cit.
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intensity  only if it is a ratio of the stock of investment in fixed capital and in
working capital to the flow of labour working with it. 1. In some cases, the
degree of mechanisation  and of capital intensity might move in opposite
direction:. For instance, given the extent of mechanisation, multiple-shift
working wi!L reduce the capital intensi:y  of investment. 2

RANKING OF PROJECTS AND INDUSTRIES

Projects 2nd industries could be ranked according to the ditTerent  indices
of labour intensity. However, since none of these indices are by themselves
pure ones in reflecting iabour intensity, unless these were purged of non-
technological factors they would be of limited usefulness for purposes of
comparison across a heterogenous mass of industries. If we are able to rank
firms and industries by their pure labour intensity (he it in terms of input
coe.iicients or K/L ratios), we could have an ordering of the degree of inter-
industry or int:s-industry  labour  intensity. The key fxtor here is the purity
of indicators, which to a large extent depends on the assumptions  about tech-
niques of production. Purity of indicators can be improved at least to some
extent by the use of project or plant data. This may be particularly true in
the case of industries in which only a few projects or plants constitute the
bulk of the industry. Unless details of labour intensity were obtained for the
enterprises, the evaluation of industry could be misleading.

in theory and practice, there are considerable di&ulties in ranking projects
and industries according to labour  intensity. Much depends on the suhsti-
tutability of products, differences in s&e and variations in relative prices and
their effects-  on substitution. The actual prices may not necessarily be relevant;
even if they are, they may at best be relevant only for marginal changes. One
can argue that the problem of pricing and valuation can be overcome by
considering labour intensity in terms of physical quantities (e.g. labour per
unit of physical product). Nevertheless, for purposes of comparison a common
value denominator may be essential even though imperfect.



If the object of ranking projects and industries is to explore their employ-
ment-generating capacity, the share of employment in the total, that is abso-
lute sire, is as relevant as the ratios that reflect labour intensity.

In table 2, for purposes of illustration, the manufacturing sectors of a
few developing countries (for which data are easily available) are ranked
according to four indices of labour intensity considered in the previous section.
Table 3 shows a ranking for two-digit manufacturing industries in Brazil for
1959 and table 4 for individual establishments in Mexico.

If we rssume  the same efficiency across all establishments and industries,
and uniform price vectors, then rankings according to capital coefficient,
capital-labour  ratio, labour coefficient and the share of labour in value added
should be identical. In tables 2 and 3, this does occur in some cases either at
the aggregative  level of manufacturing sectors w at the level of individual
industries or establishments. For example, it is interesting to note in table 2
that differenr indices give fairly closely comparable rankings in the cases of
Brazil, -Mexico  and Sri Lanka. This is much less so at a disaggregated  level
in the case of Brazilian industries and Mexicsn  establishments. In table 3 only
a few industries, namely basic metals and furnirures  and fixtures, show close rank
ordering by different indices. Similarly, in table 4 estabiishments in the vegetable
oils and fats and ammonium sulfate industries show closely similar rankings.

On the basis of the available evidence, it is dificult  to explain the precise
reasons f-cx cases of close ranking at the two different levels of aggregation.
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One can only speculate that in the countries, industries and establishments
concerned actual conditions conform closely to the above assumptions,
namely fame efficiency in input use, uniform price vectors, absence of scale
effect, etc. A non-simiiar ranking in establishments and industries may occur
owir,g to different degrees of market imperfections, and variations in returns
to scale. More empirical evidence at the level of the firms is desirable to unravel
the various influences that are concealed at the levei  of an industry.

It is worth noting that in both tables 2 and 3 the four indices of labour
intensity can be classified into two sub-sets. The first sub-set includes the labour
coefficient, the share of wages in value added and the capital-labour  ratio,
whereas the second consists only of the capital coefficient. It is in fact within
the former sub-set that the ranking is quite close. With few exceptions, the
ranking of industries by capital coefficient is quite different from that given by
the other three indices.
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Table 4. Ranking of establishments by size of employment and labaur  intensity in Mexico

Wheat Row and by-products
Cane  sugar  refinery
Synthetic fibre  fabrics
Shirts, tlunk hoses, etc.
Plywood and sawn timber
Newsprint and printing paper

for books
Dried skins for ladies’ handbags
Natural and synthetic rubber tyres
Ammonium sulfate and

Bricks and o:her  construction
nmerials

Rolled, drawn, forged and
cast  metal products

Production of refinczd
antimonial  lead

Steel angles, bolts, nufs,
steel wire, rods, etc.

Tractors, seeders and other
agdcuttural  implwaents

Electric  lamps
Automabiles  and trucks
Production of mufor  cycles

and bicycles

1966

1966
1966
1965,6
196516
1966
1966

1967
1966
1966

1966
1967
1966
1966

1966

,966

1966

1966

1966,7
1966/7
1967

1966

5 18 4

12 9 13
16 20 12
17 11 18
22 6.5 22

6 12.5 11
13 19 14

10 8 3
4 16 7
9 2 10

11 6.5 5
1 1 I
2 4.5 2

20 17 20

8 14 8

15 12.5 17

7 21 9

21 15 2’

14 10 15
19 22 16
18 3 19

3 4.5 6

20

14
12

5
16
21
17

2
13
18

3
1
8

1‘

9

10

19

4

7
22

6

I5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have observed that the concept of labour intensity, like that cf produc-

tive efficiency, is not without its limitations. For one thing, ambiguity about

it arises from the various shades of meanine  attached to it. The multiplicity

of interpretation occurs on account of the ;‘.ierent  objectives one has in view

for win:. the concept.

In spite of conceptual and measurement difficulties, we find that the concept

is of some operational significance for planning and policy making. The
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ranking of industrial projects by different indices of labonr intensity would
be more useful if those indices could be purged of impurities. Labour intensity
together with the absolute size of employment can be helpful in defining
priorities for the choice of projects from the poini of view of employment
planning. In addition to examining indices of labour intensity and size of
employment, it would also be useful to look at the range of elasticity of sub-
stitution.

ranking of industrial projects by different indices of labonr intensity would
be more useful if those indices could be purged of impurities. Labour intensity
together with the absolute size of employment can be helpful in defining
priorities for the choice of projects from the poini of view of employment
planning. In addition to examining indices of labour intensity and size of
employment, it would also be useful to look at the range of elasticity of sub-
stitution.

However, in practice there is perhaps no such thing as a true or pure
index of iabour  intens’ty.  The different indicators examined in this chapter
relate factor inputs and outputs, and represent shorthard  expressions which
capture only a part of the picture. Giver, these limitations, these indicators
can serve a useful purpose for nnalysis, planning and policy milking,  as will be
shown in the subsequent chapters. Their usefulness can be enhanced by analyses
at the level of tire firms and projects rather than at the level of industries.
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CAPITAL-LABOU!? SUBSTITUTION
POSSIBILITIES: A REVIEW OF
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

by J. Gaude’

There is a growing body of wideme  that the growth of industrial employ-
ment is lagging behind the growth of output in less developed countries.
Rates of investment have been quite high, but labour absorption has been
held constant, or has eveu declined in some cases. In this connection it is
commonly suggested that either an inappropriate choice of technology or
a lack of such choice, or both, prevent less developed countries from absorbing
labour  more quickly. We are primarily concerned here with this hypothesis
in so far as the value of the elasticity of substitution tends to reflect technolo-
gical alternatives.

Two main issues are ta be examined in this study. The first is the appro-
priateness of the elasticity of subetitution as a guide for policy making. In this
connection the concept of the elasticity of substitution is defined and its implica-
tions for policy making are examined. The second part of this chapter is a
critics1 examination of some empirical estimates of the elasticity of substitution
in :he manufacturing and other sectors uf the less developed countries. The
reasons for the separate treatment of cross-section and time series estimates
are also discussed.

THE ELASTlCITY  OF SUSSTITUTION

The elasticity of substitution is a mzasurc  of the ease with which two
inputs such as capital and labour  can be substituted for each other. Let us
assume that an economy experiences capital-deepening (an increasr  in the
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amount of capital in relation to the amount of labour).  If substitution is
comparatively easy (the elasticity of substitution is comparatively high), then
(competitive) firms can be induced to absorb the increase by a comparatively
small rise in wages and a comparatively small fall in the interest Iate as
entrepreneurs seek profit maximishtion. On the other hand, if substitution
is relatively difficult (the elasticity of substitution is relatively IOF), then
(competitive) firms will absorb the increased capital (in relation to labour)
only after they have bid down tb: interest rate and bid up wages by com-
paratively ~greater  amounts. Clearly the wage increases can reduce the rate
of growth of employment, the extent to which this happens depending on
the wage change (relative to capital price) and on the size of the elasticity
of substitution, which appears to be an important component of the static
flexibility of the economy in responses to changes of relative factor prices.
Other things being equal, the higher the elasticity of substitution between
capital and labour the greater is the possible rate of growth of product because
the relatively fast-growing primary factor can be substituted more easily for
the relatively slow-growing primary factor. 1 Consequently, a high value of
the elasticity of substitution would reflect important policy implications for
governments of less developed countries that are faced with unemployment
problems.

Let us assume, for example, that a typical less developed country seeks
a shift to efficient factor combinations with a higher labour-capital ratio at
an indus:rial  or scctoral level, whether on average or only at the margin.
Let us asume further that the relevant estimated values of the elasticity of
substitution are expected to be !ow. Then there is little point in investigating
the effects of fiscal or financial measures 011 factor prices the changes in which
will induce little or no change in sectoral or industrial factor proportions,
even if all entrepreneurs are profit maximisers. B It follows that knowledge
of the values of the elasticity of substitluiion  in industrial sectors and sub-
sectors can be useful for policy maker: for changing the market signals to
ensure greater labour absorption  &is leads us to the measurement of the

*S. N. Acharya  includes :::ce  other restraints which could impede the potential shifts
m efficient combinations Y.G~ more  employment per unit of capital, namely: (4 the possibi-
Ii&s of changing the outr~c mix in favour af labour-intensive  “sectoxs”,  “industries” or
“products”; (b) the respon.;veness  of producing units to price signals:  and (4 the success of
action m change prevailin;  factor prices  in the desired direction. See S. N. Acharya: “Fiscal
financial interventi:  ~, actor prices  and factor proportions: A review of issues”, in Ban&
de:‘,  Deve=lo,m:mr  Smdies,  “a,. 111, No. 4, Oct. 1975.
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elasticity of substitution, which is a technical parameter characterising a
production function. ’ Estimation of the elasticity of substitution implies
an annlysis of the production function and its trans!ation  into an estimating

form. z The estimating form of this concept correlates labour productivity
and the real wage rate. The former is explained by a number of variablss  such
as technical progress, scale of output and changes in the wage rate. For example,
the expansion of output would tend to lead to a further division of labour
and to a higher labour productivity because of internal and external economies.s
Also, an increase in the real wage rate tends to raise the wage-rental ratio,
and consequently to induce entrepreneurs to use more capital and less labour,
thus leading to an increase in labour  productivity. The higher the elasticity !

of substitution the larger the effect of a change of real wage rate on labour
productivity arising from substitution of capital for !abour ior a given scale of
operations.

1 Far details see Brown, op. cit., and M. I. Nadiri: ‘XXIX  approaches t3 !he theory
and measuremrnf  of total factor productivity: A survey”, in Jo~rrnal  0, Ecownric Lirerarure
(Mennsh.3,  WS.), “01. “II,, NO. 4, Dec.  two.

= The most cnnvenienf  variant of the production fmction  is the CES (constant elasticity
of rubsrirwion)  function (see K. 1. Arrow, H. B. Chencry,  B. S. Minhas  and R. M. Solow:
“Capital-labor substitution and economic  efficiency”, in Review of Econo~wic~  and Sfafisfics,
Vol. XLIII. No. 3, Aug. 1961).  Thir is written as foilowr:

v= .p ,.I (SK-P+ (, - s)L-P)-“lP (1)
where Y: real value  added; K: employed capital: L: employed labour;  8: the dismbu!ion  para-
meter; y: the efficiency parameter; p: the substitution parameter; Y: the ssaie  parameter;
X: !he (disembodiedl~  rate of neutral technical progress.

If ihe e.r-~wsi demand for labour in a non-compcritive setting is

g = N !eJl.
whex! N= (1 c Z:-‘) (I + ?-I)-‘;  w/n:  real wage rate; Z: supply elasticity of labour;
1: demand elasticity far OUQU~,  the estimating equation (1)  can he derived by substituting
the equation above into (I), solving  for V/L and taking logarithms in both sides:

Log “,L _ b, + b, log Y+ /I, log (N,v,p)  + b,, + I, w
with: b, = 0 log [v (1 - 8) +y]-‘; b, = (1 - v-l) (1 - 0);

b*=  .s= (I I- p)-1: /I,= ;I+(, - 0);
N = disturbance variable.

Equation (2z.l  wilt provide 2s with the general framework for nmst  of the time series
studies discussed below. Obviously, in the cuss-section care, time f clearly doer not appear,
and equation (?a)  becomes:

log V,L = b’, + h’, roe vi b’, lag (Nw,p) + u’ (2b)
while the coeficien!s  b’i  contain the saine (implied) structural parameters as the be.

Bc(wcen  !he two points of time, the general equation (2a) can be written:
(V/L)  = YT’). (L - 0) + G (It,+ N-j) + [(I - “-1)  (1 - $1 P+ d’ (2c)

where the dot above each letter denotes the percentage change of the appropriate variable.
*It has been argued thai external economies follow from a change in any of the four

frctors: Co, stmct~re  of final  demand, (b) rhe  “state of arts”, Cc) su,,pty  of labour  and
cmther  resources, ldi the existing organisation  ofthe  industry. These four factors are respon-
Tible  for the market size, techmlopical  change, quality and quantity of productive factors
and the ir!iivisibiliiy  of productive units respectively.
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Economic problems

The economic background underlying the concept and estimating equations
can be viewd as iollows.  First, the capital-labour ratio is assuoed not to
vary with wages and labour productivity. This implies that the elasticity of
substitution is independent of factor proportions L and scale.  Such an assump-
tion is generally not supported by either casual empiricism or the few available
micro-studies of production processes. z Secondly, the effect depends on the
type of analysis (cross-section or time series) that is considered. In the larter
case, it is difficult to isolate the effects of economies of scale without technical
progress from economies  reaped through technical progress. Besides, as
Kotowitz  notes 3, the meaning of economies of scale is very vague when dealing
with highly aggregative  relations. In other words, the hypothesis of constant
returns to scale is stronger in cross-section than in time s&es  analysis. However,
it should be nored that if there are increasing returns to scale at the level of the
firm as well as of the industry, then the assumption of equality of the wage
12% and the marginal value product of labour is very likely to be invalid.
All factors cannot  be paid the marginal value product without exceeding the
total value added. Increasing returns to scale are therefore compatible with
a profit manimisation model only if there are imperfeciions in product
ci iactor markets. L Finally, the ES function cannot incorpcrate  returns
to scale which vary with factor proportions 5; applied to productiou  zt either
industrial  or sectoral  level, it assumes perfect ma!leability of factor combi-
nations. A nw,re realistic assumption is that factor combinations, once chosen,
can seldom be adjusted quickly without any loss of efficiency.

1 The empirical usefulness of this hypothesis derives from the ease of substitution between
inputs, which directly depends on the manner in which factnrs  are combined, with important
implications for the input decisions of the firm. See H. H. Tsang: “Zconomic  hypotheses
and the derivation of production functions”, in LG/re Ecorromic  Record (Melbourne), Vol. 49,
No. 127, Sep. 1973.

z See for instance G. K. Boon: “Substituci6n  de capiral  y trabajo, comparaciones  de
productividad e inwmos primarios  y proyectados”,  i n  Demogrofa  y Ecormmia  (Colegio
de l?&ico);  Vol. VII, 1973, No. 3; C. A. Knox Lovell:  “Capacity utiliration  and production
ivnction estimation in postwar American manufacturing”, in Qu0mv,~  Joamol~~Eeonumics.
Vat. LXXXI,  No. 2, May 1968;  idem:  “Estimation and prediction with CES  and VES
pmdxtion  functions”, in I~&wationol Econom<c  Review (Philadetphia  and Osaka), Vol. 14,
No. 3. Oct. 1973.

3 Y. Koiowiiz:  “On the estimation  of a nszn-neutral  CES production fwction”,  in T/z
Caaodion  Jwxal ol’.&onomics  (Toronto), Vol.  I, No. 2. May 1968: idem: “Capital-labour
subsritution  in Canadianmanufacruring,  1926-39  and 1946.61”,  ibid.,Vol.  I,No. 3, Aug. 1968.

4 M. S. Feldstein:  “Alternative methods of estimating a CES  production function for
Britain”, in Zconomica  (London), Vol. XXXIV,  No. 136, Nov. 1967;  R. K. Divan:  “Alter-
native specification of economies of scale”, ibid., Vol. XXXII,  No. 132, Noa. ~966.

5 The relationchips  between the elasticity of substitution, the scale elasticity and the
Verdoorn  caeficient have been analysed  by J. M. Ka!z: Pm&&ion fimerions,  ,o+-P?  invest-
meni a,zdgrowth  Wmsterdam, North-Holland Publishing Co., 1969) and C. St.J. O’Herlihy:
TJze  capitol-l&w-  subsfifr~~io  rlostieiry  irt developing  ountrirs, unpublished working paper
(Geneva, ILO, ,970).
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Attempts to fit production functions to less developed countries take value
added as the measure of output. Consequent!y the treetment  of intermedia:e
inpu! is concea!ed.  ’ There is an implicit assumption that the sharz of the
intermediate input in gross output is nearly constant, which amounts to
saying that ihs elasticity of substitution between intermediate input and value
added is zero. ~Ihe omission oi materials from the production function often
atfects the e!asticity of substitution between capital and labour. 2 Furthermore,
capital may be substituted moreefficientlyforintermediateinput  thanforlabou;.

Labour  and capita’ are aggregates of elements that are basically hetero-
geneous. with divergent characteristics: they dither in their longevity, pro-
ductive qualities. mobility, etc. Following Kotowitz, treating labour a:. homo-
geneous input introduces two types of bias into the measure: (a) improvements
in the quality of iabour over time are ignored; and (b) changes in the quality
of labour over the business cycle are ignored. 3 If the length of time is fairly
short, the first type of bias will be small. This heterogeneity appears to be
the main cause and consequence of technical progress in an economy. The
estimated value of the elasticity of substitution strongly depends on the manner
of trouping  heterogeneous  units of capital, labour or output 4, which is closely
related to the level of aggregation. If the definition of sectors is too aggregative,
the estimates of the elasticiiy of substitution based on time series data become
intra-sectora! substitutions of one kind of product for another. This chuge
in output n-ix may or may not be due solely to changes in factor prices; in
both cases, the meaning of the measured elasticity is unclear. Finally, the
two-factor CES production function does not permit adequate treatment of
the role of land, education, entrepreneurship5,  and laboor  mix or capital
mix in the productiotl  processes.

i SEC *chary.. op. cit.; Frances Stewart: “Choice of technique in developing countries”,
in Joorrrrioi  of*~rehpmenr  Srmiies  (London, Fm& iCaas),  Vol. 9, No. 1, Oct. 1972,  and reprint-
ed in c. M. conper (ed.): science.  rechnology onddevclopmenr  (London, Frank ass, 1973);
and mm. op. cit.; also  Chapter  1.

! see Chapter 12.
1 Kotowirr,  op. cit., user  per cent unemployment of the civilian !abour  force (and its

square) ai proxy variable to renresenl  departures of demand from its expectations.
* For a more comprehensive treawnent  of these  problems see A. A. Walters: “Production

and cost  funcnons:  An econometric survey”, inEconome*rico,Vol.  31,No. I-*.Jan.-Apr.  1963;
idem:  An inzroducrion  lo econometrics (London, Macmillan, %X8),  and Nadiri,  op. cit.

j The contribntion  of the entrepreneur’s education to an increase in a firm’s output  and
productivitv  can be caused partly by better choice of inputs and partly by more etktive  use
of labow. Some technrlogical  change might be induced because some  entreprenew~  decide
to innovate and experiment while others wait till the economic profitability  of these innova-
tions is established and technological  change becomes I~SS risky.  For a statistical treatment of
these concepts within a production function framework, see J. Gautie:  R&se des  r&rions
enne lo m7in-d’mvrtv,  I‘Pchelle  et la *echnol*~ie dons ,e petit  ,cm”mrce d Lima (Pdrou)
~Geneva,lLO,  1973; mimeographed), andE.J.  Mitchell:“Explainingtheinternational  pattern
of labor poductivity  and wages: A production model with two labor inputs”, in Revkw
o,!-Ecconomies  and  Siatistics,  “0,. L, NO. 4. Nov.  ,968.
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Estimation problems

There are a number of Frcbkms. connected with the estimation of the
elasticity of substitution. First, the relationship between (real) wages and
employment is wholly explainable by the productivity of labour and not by
substitutability against labour 1 unless the estimate of the elasticity is shown
t3 bc significmtly differat f r o m  iinity. The ciassicai  procedUre of  esrima-
tion assumes an exogenous determination of the wage rate. If the wage rate is
not cxogenously determined, the CES procedure yields a biased and inconsis-
tent estimate of the elasticity even if returns to scale are constant and the
wage rate is equal to the marginal product of labour. The exogenous dzter-
mination  of the wage rate is likely to be a more relevant assumption for an
international sample within an industry thw for an aggregate time series
within a single country or an inter-industry sample. 2

Secondly, the data are assumed to represent points on the production
frontier, that is, all firms observed are assumed to have adjusted fully to the
prevailing factor prices. This is quite unrealistic: for instance, for cross-section
data the discrepancy between actual and optimal combinations may reflect
dirT:rences in managerial quality across firms; the analogous problem for
time series data is the implicit assumption of full adjustment within the
observation period.

Thirdly, except for a few rare cases 3 the studies do not make adjustments for
ur,der-utilisation  of capacity. In time series analysis, much of the variation ia
value added may be attributed to different rates of capacity utilisation over
a business cycle. Besides, in a cross-section analysis, if most tirms are pro-
ducing below capacity we should assess the apparently increasing returns to
scale: conversely, if most firms are (mistakenly) over-producing, a function
fitted to the firms gives rise to a scale elasticity of less than unity. Consequently,
depending on estimation procedures, under-capacity or over-capacity of most
firms. on average, can lead to a biased estimate of the elasticity of substitution.

Fourthly, it is assumed that the same technological alternatives are available,
and that a single production functic!?  exists for all countries or for all sectors
in a country. This would appear to be a particularly ditlicult condition to
satisfy for a cross-section analysis of firms in less developed countries where
transmission of technological change is generally slow, alid one could expect
to find different technologies being used simultaneously in the same sector. *

1 D. R. Fusfeld, review of Profile o/Me&m: Economic  ~-ends  andpamdoxes,  by Stephen
P. Sob&a  with T. A. Domencich,  in American  Economic Reriew  (Menasha, Wis.), Vol. LIV,
No. 4, Part I, June 1964.

3 Feldstein,  op. cit.
3 Behrman,  op. cit., and Chapter 12 below.
’ Acharya.  op. cit.
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In other words, the estimates of the elastici:y relate not to the substitution
possibilities of a unique production function, but rather reflect the “varying
responses to market conditions of firms producing with different vintages of
twhnology”. ’ With time series data on aggregate relationships an analogous
probiem  is rhar of correctly specifying the nature of technological change,
wbirb is an imporiani-:rrdeed  the most important--element iR the statistical
interpretation.

Fifthiy, iftime series data are used undeflated from an inflationary situation,
variations in the rate of inflation bias the estimate of elasticity towards unity. 2
Even in cross-section, if undeflated  data are used and if pr’ces  are positively
correiated  with nommal wages, a bias towards unity occurs. s

Finally, as one might expect, there are marked multicollinearities  in the
time series. The attempt to eliminate the trend by moving average techn:ques
or by linear (or exponential) terms tends to introduce spurious relationships
and to magnify the errors in measurement of the variables. It might be thought
that this problem of multicollinearity would be avoided in cross-section samples,
but this is not so. With intra-industry  cross-sections, for instance, size of
industry, in terms of labour, capital and output, is the dominant relationship;
consequently technologies are similar and the capital-labour  and capita!-
output ratios are more or less the same. The important conclusion, therefore,
is that one does not avoid multicollinearity by the use of crosxection data4

Tbe empirical evidence below seems to indicate that the parameters of the
production function are highly sensitive to slight changes in the data, measure-
ment of variables, and methods of estimation.

A CRITICAL SURVEY OF ESTIPJATES  OF THE
ELASTICITY OF SUBSTITUTION

We begin by saying a few words about the reason for separating cross-
secticn  studies from time series studies. Secocdly, we describe why and how
particular studies have been chosen.

Most of the time series estimates of elasticity are lower than unity, while the
cross-section estimates are generally higher than the time series estimates

’ M. Roerner:  Tk neochmica, e,,,phymr  model applied IO Ghamim mmfacruriw,
Economic Development Report, No. 225 (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Develop-
ment Research Group, 1972).

p O’Herlihy,  op. cit.
3 M. Nerlove:  “Recent empirical studies of the CES  and related production functions”,

in M. Brown (a): The fheory and emoirical  ano/& of production (New  York, National
Bureau of Economic Research, 1967).
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and ciose  to unity. In fact, the time series dats actually reflect a dynamic
adjustment due to a combination of factors such as changes in relative prices,
rechnica!  change and external shocks, which are generally excluded in cross-
section data. The iimr series estimates are often biased because of sinwltanrity
between rhe inputs and their prices, mis-specification of adjustment lags
betwten  the inputs and the ootpI?t,  and the d~~~;---~-  ,ae..ll...al,ww  v. cyclical iondiiians,
e.g. under-utilization of capacity~ Furthermore, in a coupetitive  market
there is no reason for relative prices to differ among firms. Differences in
observed input proportions tend to reflect differences in intra-firm managerial
ability, and consequently the individual production function is not identified. 1
Besides. cross-section estimates tad to be higher than time series estimates
because the former reflect long-run equilibrium states whereas the latter are
dependent on annual changes where short-am reactions may prevail. in other
respects, io a cross-regional analysis, positive correlations are to be expected
between the size of operation. technological change and the resulting labour
productivity on the one hand, and the average wage on the other. This implies
a possible upward bias of the cross-section estimates of the elasticity of substi-
tution. 1 It follows from the above that both conceptual and statistical reasons
justify our decision !o separate cross-section estimates  from time series estimates.

The studies presented have been selected according to two criteria-diversity
of the developing countries where the analysis was conducted and diversity
of estimating methods or sampling centred on the manufacturing sector.
We shall compare selected results by sub-dividing them into four kinds of
estimates-cross-section, time series, pooling of cross-section and time series,
and others.

Cross-section estimates

Five studies providing cross-section :stimat&  of elasticity of substitution
between one or two points of time have been selected. In chronological order,
these are a study at the country level by Reynolds and Gregory for Puerto
Rico, units of observaticn being undifferentiated industries; a study by Eriksson
of five Latin American countries with the same specification as Reynolds
and Gregory; a study at a cross-regional level for Argentina between 1946 and
1954  by Katz; a study of the Philippines manufacturing industries by Scat;
and a study of Nigerian industry by Oyelabi. 3

1 Nadiri,  op. cit., and Walters: “Production and cost functions: An econometric
survey”, op. cit.

2 O‘Hcriihy,  op. cit.
3 L. G. Reynolds and P. Orepory: #‘“~a,  prod,,ctiv;,y  and industrialization  in Puerlo

Rico (Homewaodi  lil., Irwin, 1X5),  Ch. 3, pp. 82.103;  J. R. Eriksson:  “Wage policy and
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As can be seen, the specifications are fairly differenr,  as is the testing of
hypotheses. Whereas the estimation of the elasticity of substitution is at the
very root of the analysis in Sicat’s and Katz’s studies, Eriksson 1 is concerned
with it only incidentally, while Rryno:ds  hiid Gregory do not mention it
anywhere.

Since differences in specification and level of aggregation might lead to

biased estimates of the elasticity of substitution and hx~ce to unjustified com-
parisons, we sha!i-

(I) compare Katz’s (Argentina) results with those of Sicat (Philippines) and
Oyelabi (Nigeria), in both cases using equation (S),  though at a different
level of aggre@ion  (at the regional level for Argentina and at the country
Ieve! for the Philippines and Nigeria);

(Z) compare Katz’s resuits  for Argentina with those of Reynolds and Gregory
for Puerto Rico, in both cases using equation (3),  at the regional level for
Argentina and at the country ieve  for Puerto Rico;

(3) examine the Eriksson model; and

(4) also discuss the Katz model (see equation (3b)).

The results obtained by Katz, Sicat and Oyelabi are compared in table 5.

1. As can be seen when comparing the 1960 estimates by Sicat with the
1954 estimates by Katz, the elasticities of substitution are fairly wmparable
for electrical machinery (about l.O), tobacco (about 1.60), leather products
(about 0.90), chemical products (about l.O), printed and published materials
(about 0.85) or non-metallic minerals (about 1.25). The paper industry tends to
exhibit high flexibility since the elasticity is higher than unity in the three coun-
tries. On the other hand one can observe f:drly strong divergences in the three
countries for textiles, rubber and metal products. Such deviations can be



Table 5. Cross-section estimates  by industries

partly attributed to the level of aggregation for a cross-regional analysis
of the Katz type, which is more heterogeneous than a cross-establishment one
of the Sicat type even at a country level. As a matter of fact, as Katz wrote,
whereas industrial categories are defined in the same way in all regions, the
product mix is not exactly comparable because of specialisation.  1 Secondly,
the year used by Sic&, ix. 1960, was one of slight recession in the Philippines
while 1954, the year for Argentina, was one of expansion. 2 These differences
can consequently be accounted for by the differential et%cts of the full capacity
operation in Argentina in 1954 as compared with partial capacity utilisation
for the Philippines in 1960.

1 Katz, op. cit., p. 46.
2 Katz does not say anything about the trend around 1946 in Argentina.
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In other respects, Sicat shows some estimates for developed countrier
which can be compared with the estimates for the Philippines. It is generally
contended that the elasticity of substitution is likely to be higher for less
developed countries than fcr developed countries owing to slow supply response.
However, as Sicat’ noted, the average elasticities by industries directly obtained
for the Phi!ippiuen  do xwt appear to be any srr?a!!er than those obtained for
American manufacturing using the same level of aggregation. Williamson’s
retults in some industries, obtained through a method of pooling cross-section
and rime series observations and other specifications of the estimating func-
tion 2. tend to confirm this argument. However, Sicat’s or Williamson’s com-
parisons sre likely to be meaningless for the level  of aggregation is different
and thus the product mix is more heterogeneous.

Finally, Sicat compares the estimates of Liu-Hildebrand 3 -ited by
Nerlove  4 with his results for the Philippines obtained through 1 more general
production function. The estimates obtained under this more sophisticated
specification are hig!w than those found by standard methods. Besides, the
correlation coefficient between the two Sicat estimates is 0.54, which would
suggest strong deviations of the elasticity of substitution. For instance, the
elasticity for wood and cork and for electrical machinery is the same when
calculated by standard methods but differs when estimated by this more
general production function.

2. Far manufacturing as a whole, Katz’s results for Argenlina (0.82)
are fairly different from the estimates of Reynolds and Gregory (1.138) for
Puerto Rico; however, both estimates are not significantly different from I.
Besides, the elasticity of substitution for local industries in Puerto Rico is less
than that of export industries-which would imply that the more dynamic
export sector can be induced to absorb a greater amount of labour by a com-
paratively small rise in wages than is the case for local industries. 5

3. In Qksson’s  model, the elasticity of substitution tends to be less than
unity for every country except Colombia. 6 If one compares these results with
those of Reynolds and Gregory for the period !954-58  (the same assumptions
prevail except that in the latter case the rate of increase of output is omitted),

@ There is a marked tendency for economies of scale in Argentina and Brazil while these
countries experience the highest  rate of (neutral) technological change.
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there are reasons for thinking that the value of the elasticity of substitution is
similar in Colombia, Mexico and Fuerio Rico. 1

4. The Katz study, which is the most comprehensive, relates to both
cross-section and time series data relating to Argentim after the Second
World War. Selecting the cross-sectional sub-set of the study, three different
groups of elasiicity of substitution estimates were made up from I5 industries
for 1946 and IO industries for 1954  (equation (5)). and from IO industries with
changes in the cross-regional census data between 1946 and 1954 (equation (3b)).
Where the most restrictive assumptions held (equation (5)),  the industries
have corresponding estimates for each year; only three out of ten industries
had estl  ates that differed substantially from each other-food, metal products,
and electrical machinery. The observed range of estimates is 0.46 (vehicles
and machinery) to 2.02 (petrochemicals) in 1946, and 0.47 (metal products)
to 1.73 (tobacco) in 1954; however, the true range (statistically) is between
0 and 1.50.

When estimates based on intercensal changes are considered, a degree of
imperfect competition is assumed to exist but not to change over the period.
I(atr correctly shows that the absence of this variaa!A  tends to bias the esti-
mated elasticity coeficient  upwards. In fact the change of hypothesis does
not significantly alter the results, as it does for stone, glass and ceramics,
knitting mills, printing, leather products, and wood and furniture. Katz does
not provide any explanation for this.

As regards the stability of elasticity of substitution through time, Katz
maintains that in spite of the fact that the elasticity of substitution did not
remain stable from 1946 to 1954, the pattern of change of this parameter
is “consistent” across industries, which means that the ranking of industries
with respect to their elasticity of substitution in 1946 tends to be similar to
their ranking with respect to elasticity in 1954. The industries that tended to
exhibit a lower than average 0 in 1946 maintained a lower than average value
of th,it parameter in 1954 (except for foodstuffs), and vice versa for industries
in which the elasticity of substitution was higher than average (except for
machinery and electrical equipment). However, if the 0 values for 1946 are

i Ibe enpcctcd  vaiue  of the elasricily  of wbstitution  in the Reynolds and G,w,ory
modei is: E(h)= ~~1~ c.r (iv, ri)  where c is rhe  crpected  regression coeficient  of V in a
regression of vand  iii on V/L; r (@, Y! is the enpecred  va!ue of the regression coefficient of ti
on P: h is the elasticity of substitution estimated by Grevxy  and Reynald!;  a would have
been the ‘~true”  elasticity if Gregory and Reynolds had added the variable V (as is the case
in the Eriksron model). Therefore, the Omission  of the Y variable in the Puerto Ricn case
lends lo lead to an owr-estimate  if one could expect a significant correlation coefficient
hsween i and P. Conversely, the Existence of the Vvariable  in the Eriksron made1  tends to
lead  f~ under-estimates if h and V are posirivcly  correlated: that is the case for Argentina
(0.44) and, to a lesser degree, for Colombia (0.32) and Mexico (0.31).
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(statistically) equal to those of 1954, and if in particular the exogenous variables
that do not enter into each estimated relation are not correlated with the
logarithm of the real wage (or the proportionate change of the real wage), the
elaqticity  of substitution is bound to be the same. In such industries as printing
and publishing or knitting mills, leather products, stone and glass, Katz
obtains a compaisble  elasticity of substitution. 1

Time series estimates

We have selected five time series studies which measure the elasticity of
substitution. A serious limitation of these studies is the suggestion that the
e!vjticity of substitution remains fairly constant over a wide range of capital-
labour ratios, and that it is not altered by technology. With the exception of
Bruno. this assumption is made by all the authors. Three studies (out of five)
assume that the industries contain many firms operating under perfect com-
petition in the factor and product markets. 2 This assumption appears reasonable
far industries defined by twc or more digits in the international Standard
lnduitriai  Classification, but is clearly violated in total manufacturing, which
is a sufficiently large:  sector of the economy to have feedback effects on wages.
These five studies s are a study of Kenya by Harris and Todaro at the country
level  of aggregation; the Katz estimates for the Argentine manufacturing
industry; D&n :and Gujarati’s  three models corresponding to dii%rent
specifications of the production function for Indian manufacturing industries;
Behrmaa’;  estimates for Chilean economic sectors; and the Bruno model
of the constant mar~,xinal  share (CMS). 4

’ Karz  wrote in these  respects  that, in 8 industries out of 15,  0 is significantly diKerent
from unity at a 20 per cmt level of confidence in 1946 2nd in 6 out of 10 in 1954. We are not
convinced by such a by. level of confidence. ‘We think that, on the contrary, the level  of
confidence  must be as severe as possible due to the set of hypotheses implicitly made.

3 As each indwry  e~+ploys  a mall friction of the labour force, it can be assumed fbar
the price of labour  Ibr  each industry ii given and is only marginally aKected  by the state
of demand in any industry.

3 J. R. ilarris  and hf. P. To&m:  ‘Wages, industrial employment and labour  productivity:
The Kenyan experie”ce”,  in Eosm-n  a/iel Economic  Review, “0,. I, NO. 1, June 1969;
Katz, op. cit.; il. K. Diwan and D. N. Gujarati:  “Emplayment  and productivity in Indian
indwrics:  Some questions of theory and policy”, in ,&rho Vijfic?mz  (Poona),  Vol. IO, No. 1,
Mar. 1968; Sebrman,  op. cit.; M. Bruno: “A note on the implications of an empirical
relaticnship  between output per unit of labour,  the wage rate and the capital-la.bour  ratio”
(Stanford University, July 1962; mimeographed), and idem:  “Estimation of iactor  contri-
bution to growth under ~fructur.al  disequilibrium”, in Iqrernntionol  Economic Review, Vol.
9, No. 1, Feb. 1958.

‘The  estinzting  equations in the above cases arc:
(P/L)  = 0 + biu .(9)

(?/L)  = pe:centage  change of value added-in money tan--per  employee (or African);
& = p,ercedage  change of average money wage of employees (or  Africans). Neither output

ifiornore  co”du&d a”er,eof,
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The Divan and Gujarati model (equation (14)) estimates changes in market
st~ructures. In the product market, the authors elaborate a simple growth
process where the firm (or industry) plans a “target” output and makes policy
decisions to achieve it. Growth follows if “planned” output is always kept
higher than “achieved” output by the same ratio (namely @/A,  where fl ch,
which yields the percentage of “pianned”  output actually being achieved).
The Behmman model first tests the degree of flexibility of the Chilean economy
in response  to changes  in international markets and then examines the impli-
cations between aggregate elasticity of substitution, the sectoral elasticities
and the relative growth of each sector.

B:uno elaborares a new production function which tirst !inks labour pro-
ductivity linearly to the real wage rate and then again the marginal product
of kibour  to the real wage rate. The first equation implies that marginal factor
shares are constant, and the second one that market conditions cannot be
perfect. ’ The model is estimated for manufacturing and the entire private
sector in Israel from 1953 to 1964. The values of the elasticity of substitution
he found are fairly small, though depending on labour productivity. On
average, they are significantly less than unity and comparable for both sectors.

’ By eliminating real wage in both equations,  and resolving the resulting partial differ-
ential equation, the following production function is obtained.

ye .ie itp Lx-”  -,,, L .(I@
The elasticity of substitution is not a fixed value but depends on the average labour
productivity.
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Another interesting aspect of Bruno’s  model is that it successfully evahates
the degree to which the labour market is imperfect.

Tables 6 and 7 show time series estimates for di%-rent developing countries
with respect to a set of manufacturing industries and to the average for all
manufactori:xb.  In the latter case, it is found, as expected, that the estit~xites  of
the elasticity of substitution for each country are significantly lower than unity.
At the industrial level, estimates for the chemical industry turn out to be
very low in India and Argentina. On the other hand, the results for the paper
and pulp industry tend to show rather considerable differences between the
two countries.

It is impossible to compare the results of these studies since the level of
aggregation (from three-digit or four-digit industries to total manufacturing)
and the specifications adopted are different. However, the elasticity of sub-
stitution, whatever the specifications, tends to lie below unity in manufacturing
as a whole, with practically the same value in Kenya and Israel. This does
not mean that a similar estimate would necessarily be obtained from the same
specifications. In fact, what is important is the appropriateness of the set of
hypotheses in a country. For instance, the instantaneous optimality condition
(e.g. the industry adjusts its capital-labour  ratio within a year of a change
in average wages) assumed in the Kenya study is certainly a more restrictive
assumption in less developed countries than in developed countries partly
because of organisational  rigidities. Even in the long run the assumption of
constant returns to scale is certainly more appropriate in a developed country
like Canada 1 than in a developing one. A first problem would be to evaluate
the consequemxs  of the relaxing of successive hypotheses on the elasticity
of substitution in order to ascertain why and how the elasticity of substitution
is sensitive to these changes. This is the purpose of Diwan and Gujarati’s
study for Indian industries. Unfortunately, the increasing complexity of the
estimating equaLas  (and hence their greater realism) was achieved at the
cost of increasing multicollinearity; it follows that the estimates of elasticity
of substitution are certainly biased. In the simplest model (equation I2 above),
17 out of 28 industries have an elasticity not significantly different from zero:
Of the I I remaining ones, 6 lie between zero and unity, while in 4 cases the
elasticity  amounts to unity.

It is impossible to disentangle the effects on 0 differentials due to the changing
of hypotheses from those assoc;.  ‘cd with higher multicollinearity. However,
Diwan and Gujarati’s main contribution concerns their treatment of imperfect

’ Kotowitz,  op. cit.; idem:  “Technical progress, factor substitution and income distribu-
tion in Canadian manufacturing, 1926-39  and 194661”,  in Canadian Jounto/  ofLY:onomics,
“0,. II, No. 1, Feb. 1969.
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market conditions. It is interesting to compare their approach with that of
Bruno.  ’

Diwan and Gujarati versus Br!mo  on market imperfections

Diwan and Gujarati assume that initially the wage rate is less than its
marginal product. Therefore, ‘a rate of growth of the wage rate higher than

1 In his “Estimation of factor coctributian  to growth under structural disequilibrium”,
op. cit.
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the rate of growth of marginal productivity would reduce market imperfections”.
Imperfections in the :abour market are assumed to decrease with an increasing
rate of growth of the wage rate.

If the value of the elasticity of change in market imperfections with respect
to the rate of growth of wages is negative, it tends to decrease labour exploi-
tation (i.e. the positive difference between the marginal product and the wage
rate). The authors found a tremendous range of this elasticity (- 30.08 to
47.85) due mainly to multicoliinearity,  whereas reasonable values should be
between I and 0. Consequently it is impossible to draw any conclusion
about the degree of market imperfections from this procedure.

On the other hand Bruno’s approach to market imperfections is quite
different. He specifies the following equation:

a VjaL = pw + 4,

where p and 4 are assumed  to be fixed institutional parameters.
Thep coeficient  is called an “imperfection parameter” and the 4 coefficient

a “disequilibriro  parameter” (p =l and 4 =0 would imply that both labour
and product markets are in competitive equilibrium). The following values

for 1~x1 were found:

1 0.978 (manufacturing)
’ = \ 0.935 (total private sector)

1 - ! .I 54 (manufacturing)
’ = 1 - 0.707 (total private sector)

In both cases, labour receives more than its marginal product  for any value
of the wage rate. though the reiative importance of the discrepancy becomes
incrersingly  small over time. Bruno attributes these results to the fact that
strong trade unions.had  a major influence on wage determination during the
1950s. He states that if real wages are rigid and can,?ot~ be brought down to the
marginal productivity of labour,  one way of increasing employment is to
bring the marginal productivity of laboar  up to the wage rate and invest as
much as one can from domestic savings and foreign  aid. ’

It is rather hard to compare Bruno’s treatment of market imperfections
directly with that of Diwan and Gujarati.  The specifications of the production
functions are not identical and the level of aggregation is quite different-the
firm level for India and the aggregate  private sector for Israel. We can, however,
mention the following points.

First of all, the conditioils assumed move in opposite d,irections in the two
cases: the workers’ exploitation assumption in Mia (i.e. marginal product

: ~runo:  “Estimation of factor contribution  to growth under structural  disequilibrium”,
op. cit., p. 53.
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greater than wages) contrasts with trade unions’ pressure in Israel which
results in wages higher than the marginal product.

Theoreticaliy, if Indian entrepreneurs expect a long-term decrease of
workers’ exploitation (i.e. the labour market to become more perfect), they
will be inclined to substitute capital for labour  since the latter woiild be rela-
tively more expensive.  The balancing factor would be provided by the indirect
increase in the marginal productivity of Izbour. The higher the elasticity of
substitution, rhe faster and larger will be the influence of the input-price
ratio on the capital intensity.

The picture looks quite different in the case of Israel. Under the working
condilions, lsbour receives more than its marginal product. Therefore, if
entrepreneurs, in the long run, expect a diminishing gap between wages and
marginal prodwt,  they will be inclined to substitute capital for labour in
order to minimise their losses. Because of the low values of estimated elasticity
of substitution, a similar process  is likely to occur in India.

As a consequence, both models would yield the rame results though the
conditions ivith regard tg market imperfections are diametrically opposed in.
the two cases.

Let us now see the long-term effect of a change in market conditions
totwzrds  a better equilibrium, using Bruno’s model.

@her things being equal, a once-for-all increase of 4 (which Corresponds
to an increase cf the workers’ marginal product relative to the real wage
rate, since 4 was found to be negative and p nearly equal to unity) should induce
entrepreneurs to substitute labour for capital since the use of labour would
become more profitable. This is likely to be feasible under Bruno’s model
because an increase of 4 is associated with an increase in the elasticity of
substitution for a given vahie of the productivity of labour, independently
of the other coefficients except for the share of capital.

The Katz study: a synthesis of time series and cross-section results

We now present the time series estimates under two specificstions and two
periods of time for some Argentine industries. When equation (10) (see above)
is calculated through two time periods, 1943-53 and 1954-61, the value of
the elasticity of substitution, for a given (neutral) technical progress, appears
to be very fluctuating between corresponding industries. As expected, the time
series estimates are consistently lower than the cross-section estimates for the
18 industries.

However, we disagree with Katz’s finding that 10 industries out of I3 had
a higher elasticity of substitution in 1954-61 than in 1943-53. If we adopt a
rigorous test of significance imposed by the number of hypotheses made

-
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(constant returns to scale, homogeneity of labour,  neutral technical progress),
four elasticities decrease, four others increase aild five are more or less constant;
on the whole, horrcver,  the elasticity significantly increases.

Besides, when the same period (1954-61)  is used for two different functions
(equations IO and 1 I above), the COnsianc, of the scale of operations tends
to reduce the elasticity estimate in almost. all industries. First, the (probable)
high collinearity  between time and output does not allow for testing the “true”
effect of the scale of operation on the elasticity of substitution. Secondly,
the fact of regressing V on V/L, if small changes in employment LP associated
with large changes in output, is fairly tautologlcal in time series analysis since
it amounts to regiessing  V on itself. 1

In a more  general way, the sources of labour productivity growth in
Argentine manufacturing are examined in relation to the elasticity of subrti-
tution computations. More specifically,  in order to explain the sources of
productivity growth, Katz associates for I4 industries the cross-section value of
the elasticity of substitution for 1946 with the changes in labour productivity
for the period 1546-54.

He found a good rank correlation coefficient (R =0.88)  z, which tends to
imply that above-average increases in labour prodactivity  tended to be obtained
in the industries where the elasticity of substitution between capital and labour
was highest, and lower than average changes in labour productiwty  appeared
in industries with lower than average elasticity of substitution. 3 This argument,
together with the fact that wage-rental ratio increased in Argentina by approxi-
mately 60 per cent between 1946 and 1954, induces Katz to assert that “capital
intensity mw have grown more than average in sectors where the elasticity
ofsubstitution was found to be greater than unity and much above the average
elasticity of substitution of the whole manufacturing sectori’. a However,
there is room for argumenr. First, the cross-section 1946 estimates can in fact
be subdivided into three or four sets according to the more or less rigorous
level of confidence adopted, i.e. different from 0, not different from 0.5, not
different from I, higher than 1. Can one successfully test P four-points regression?
Secondly, our proper rank correlation coefficient between changes in labour
productivity for :he period 1946-54 and the elasticity of substitution obtained
through changes in a cross-regional sample for the same period is about
- 0.65. Why such a difference? Thirdly, the rank correlation coefficient between

1 Table 5.2 in Katz, op. cit., p. 88.
5 Ibid., pp. 88.89.
a Ibid., 0. 89.
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(equation 18),  1.60 (equation 17),  2.70 (equation 19). By sectors, the results
can be highly different according to the model used. For instance, for sectors
A (processed foods, beverages, tobacco) and B (textiles, footwear and apparel,
Iat?a products), erwtion  I8 gives estimates slightly lower  than equations
l’, snd IS. For actor ;; (wood and cork 2nd furniture and fixtuics) in the
case of two models tb? estimates arc nearly similar, while with equation 19,
;nlu;s arc slbstsntially higher. Conversely, for other sectors  (D, E, F) ‘, the
three nxdcls  giw reslts statistically equivalent; the estimates we not different
from 0 in the :\,o first. groups und from 1.5  in the last group.

Heavy industries (scctcrs D and E) tend to have, on average, rather lower-
;n *act iwignificant-elastic-ties  of snbstilution  than light indtistries  (sectors
A, 5, CI, .d rbat fxt sIpports  tbe hypothesis that the cisrticities of sub-
btitutiun tend to decreax zs the share of capital rises. However,  these !ower
or :nsi~n:;ican:  estimates ablained  for heavy industries could also mean that G
i> fry mnli  or that the data arc not very good in accounring  for the inter-
industry annual fluctuations in demand for labour.

Other estimates

We now present two studies which diffx from the preceding ones in their
methods or estimatio;.. Clague * is mainly concernid  with directly estimating
the elasticity oF substitution in less developed countries by wing capital-
Ial-our  ratios and factor prices for Peru and the I.Jnited St&s. The nxir
conciosion ,s that elasticities are su’kixgly low, whatever the panel (ihe
estimates arc oli aveiagc lower for actual plant figtires than for engineering
ertimatcs). T&c smal!ness of these values does not seem to be due to the set
of assi;mptions that were adopted. Moreover, the results  are not very sensitive
s 7 airrmaiv:  a!.wn.ptions (for instance, the range is: 0.176 - 0.243 for leather
prodxts,  or 0.446 -0.57P 6x cement iodustry). It should be mentioned
;hat Pzck a, althcog!: usin& xa analogous me:hod, arrived at estimates of
elarticlty  of subsritutwa  significantly higher than 1; the data used involve
fim:-lc~l  observ;ilon  in a number  of less developed and more  developed
counirics. However,  tbe results ca.nnot he directly compared in so far as the
level  of aggxgation  Is not the same and consequently industry-wide averages
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(Cln~ue’s sample basis) do not allow for an independent estimate of the pro-
duction frontier. Of course, several objecrions  can be made against directly
calculating the elasticity of substitution from observed factor proportions. As
Clague himse!f srated, under-estimation may be due to the optimality asscmp-
tion of observed capital-labour  ratios in each country. On the other hand,
an upward bias can arise from the fact that Peruvian capital-labour  ratios
may be lower than the United States ones because “Peruvian workers, being
less skilled, cannot handle as many machines  as American workers”. Ncvcr-
tbclers,  this study is one of the rare examples of rhe direct estimation of elas-
ticity of substitution on the basis of plant data.

Basscco  and Norton ’ also try to estiznnatc  directly the elasticity of substi-
tution through a multi-product production function embodied in a linear
programming model based on Mexican agricultural data. The two inputs used
ax medium-term capital (agricultural machinery, which is normally a direct
substitute for labour)  and non-homogeneous labour composed of hired and
farm labour (including family workers). The cost of labour represents the
total net income received by hired and farm labour per ban-year  worked.
Total net income consists of wage payments and producers’ pro!its,  that is,
economic rents received by farmers thanks to their own labour and to their
rights to land and water. The cost of machinery is simply estimated by the
rate of interest. In order to induce movement along the isoquant 2, increases
in nominal wages (~a component of the cost of labour) are stipulated. The csti-
mates of the elasticity of substitution range from 1 to more than 3. The lowest
estimates xc derived from the assumed constancy of producers’ profits,
while the largest are obtained by assuming that the total value of production
at cndogcnous prices is constant. 3 When nothing is assumed to be changed,
the estimate turns around 1.4. The authors convincingly show that the elasticity
of substitution obtained from the assumed constaucy  of producers’ profit
is under-estimated because there tend to be compensating changes in produc-
tion levels and product prices. As can be seen, therefore, the size of estimates
tends to show significant possibi!itics  of substitution between capital and
labour even If these estimates are based only on one element of fixed capital and
even though the measurement of the cost of capital is much less elaborate
than the cost of labour.

=The isoquant is obtaiaed  from an enve!o,pe  of producrion  functions defined over
multiple factors, in particular land and irrigation supplies.

3 This case permits the measurement of a pure substitutian  erect as far as a unit isquant
is concerned.
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Tbs studies described above were attempts to evaluate possibilities of
substitution between capital and labour by using the,concep:  of the elasticity
of substitution. Most of them estimated the e!asticity indirectly within the
production function framework under a largevarietyofsimpiifyingassumptions.
As a matter of fact, the most popular speciiication is to assume that labour
productivity changes, between regions and over time, can be explained by
wage-induced challges.  In particular, no serious attempt was made to test
gther assumptions *hat are more realistic in an underdeveloped setting, such
as dependency of the capital-labour  ratio on labour productivi:y  through
technological change and economies of scale, under-utilisation of inputs
(especially fixed capital), market imperfections, the relation between the level
of aggregation and the sire of the elasticity of substitution, and the effect of
the passage of time. Ail these assumptions should be rigorously tested in
order to assess their relative effect on the “apparent” valx of the ,zlasti~:ity
of substitution. Moreover, hig?:ly aggregate estimates tend to be meaningI&
because of the large variety of production conditions in a developing setting.
Thus the heterogeneity of results is closely linked to that of assumptions.
A production function taking into account the whole set of hypotheses relevant
to developing countries is very difficult to estima:e directly by traditional
methods of estimation because of the lack of quantitative data and problems
related to multicollinearity between explanatory variables. Whatever its
weaknesses, the direct estimation of the elasticity of substitution avoids such
restrictive a~xmptions to a large extent.

Two major conclusions related to the utility of the elasticity of substiiution
for policy making may be distilled from the foregoing discussion. The first
concerns the usefulness of comparing estimates  of the elasticity of subst~itution
drawn from different sample bases end levels of aggregation and different
equations reflecting varying assumptions about the production function. The
second major question, which is strocgly related to the first, is whether the
elasticity of substitution can i? any way be measured, so as to constitute an
adequate indicator of actual economic behaviour. As regards the first major
question identified here, comparability of estimates of the elasticity of substi-
tution (as between the same sector in two countries, or two different sectors
in the same country, etc.) requires very strict comparabiiity  of both the treat-
ment of data and the estimation procedures. This restriction is not often taken
into account as fully as is necessary. Turning now to the second major question,
the difficulties of comparison that have been mentioned render estimates
of the elasticity of substitution a doubtful indicator on which to base economic
policy formuletion.  Its utility could be greatly reinforced if support for prima
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facie estimates could be obtained from empirical surveys, field investigations,
and interviews with entrepreneurs.

These idens of how to treat the elasticity of substitution concept in practice
deserve to be spelt out more fully. Suppose, for example, that an economic
p!anns:  in a typical developing country x requires information about the
value of elasticity (a) for policy purposes, but that an estimate of elasticity
for all manufacturing may be derived only from pooled data for a sample
of countries in which country x is not included. The traditional argument
would be that developing country x more or less follows the average bzhaviour
and that an estimate of the elasticity based upon such a sample csn therefore
be usefully applied in that country. As we saw, however, the elasticity is likely
to be sensitive in particular to the degree of aggregation and if the output mix
of country J is significantly  more or less concentrated than that of the average
country iq the sampie, then, other things being equal, the sample estimate of
elasticity cannot be useful, or at least not directly; in fact if the output mix
in x is more dispersed than the output mix in the sample, we would expect 0 to
be less than the sample estimate of m. It follows in this case that any effort to
reduce wage increases in country x is like!y to have a weaker effect on capiral-
labour substitution than such an effort in the countries of the sample. Suppose,
nn ‘he o:her band, that additional information ii. z- i,ilable, in the form of-.. I..
suficient time series for country x to enable an estimate of o to be made. The
economic planner would then have two estimates of 0, say:, o 4 (time series
estimate for .I-):),  and d (cross-section estimate for the sample referred to
above). In general, we would expect that 8 > o i. Both contain bias to an
extent that cannot be measured, and are based on hypotheses which may
or may not be valid for country x. Thus if our economic planner intends
to use information about elasticity it would in general be desirable for addi-
tional information to be collected (for example, by surveys of major industries)
so as to ascertain which of the estimates is to be preferred.
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INDIRECT EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS
OF INVESTMENT

by J. Krishnamurty ’

The concept of indirect employment has been used in a variety of ways in
writings on economic development, and there are many issues of concept
and measure-ment in that connection which need to be sorted out since they
have important implications for technological choice and investment allocation.
The different meanings attached to the concept are considered in this chapter,
and an attempt is made to relate each of them to a general inter-industry
framework. The strengths and weaknesses of the concept and the extent to
which it can be applied in the practical context of development programmes
of developing countries is also examined.

The implications of indirect employment effects are considered at macro-
economic, sectoral and project levels of aggregation. It is often argued nova-
days that the emphasis of output and employment planning needs to b e
shifted from the aggregate growth path to the more crucial question of the
output mix and its effects on growth through backward and forward linkages.
Such a shift in emphasis has an obvious implication for industrial planning
and the choice of particular industries.

For each industry the choice of technology may influence the direct and
indirect generation of employment. The direct generation effects are illustrated
by several of the case studies in this volume (e.g. Chapter 6 on textiles, Chapter
I on sugar processing, Chapter 8 on cement blocks). The indirect employment
effects. of alternative technologies cannot be examined empirically because
of the limitations of input-output data. This important point is discussed
further below. It is, however, worth emphasising  that although most of the
discussion here is perforce in terms of inter-industry choice, indirect employ-
nent effects can equally .~ell  be related to alternative technologies within
each industry. It is possible to show that industries and techniques which

‘St. Antony’s  College,  Oxford.
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generate a relatively large amount of direct employment might not generate
a :elatively large amount of total employment, in the same way as activities
which generate a relatively large total output might not generate a relatively
large amount of total employment. Thus a simple direct employment criterion
or a simple output-linkage criterion in the choice of industry and technology
could give misleading results. Which industries and techniques yield large
direct plus indirect employment effects is therefore a crucial question for
employment policy.

In many situations indirect employment effects may not make much
diKerence to the choice of technique. For example, consider the choice between
handloom cloth and mill cloth. Sine.. ii___ _.o bth sre cloth and since both are made
of mill-spun  yarn, indirect et%%  wuu!d be the same. Instead of handloom
cloth. however, consider khodi (hand-woven cloth made from hand-spun
yarn), and the indirect effects are no longer equivalent, because the difference
between hand and machine spinning makes for differences in the corresponding
indirect effects.

When we consider industries producing a very similar but not identical
product, using highly processed but substitutable inputs, indirect effects
could be important in determining technical choice. For example, in the
furniture and building industries it is possible, at least partially, to substitute
bricks and wood for steel and cement. Clearly, the indirect effects of an expan-
sion of cement-intensive and steel-intensive housing would be different from
those of an expansion of housing with intensive use of brick and wood. Since
construction looms so large in development plans, the choice of brick-intensive
and wood-intensive construction would have pervasive indirect employment
and output effects.

Even within agricuiture there are conriderabie possibilities of input substi-
tution. The choice between tractors and bullocks or between commercial and
natural fcrtilisers involves  taking into account the indirect demand for
factors of production and resources in the process of supplying these inputs
to agriculture. Again indirect effects are clearly relevant.

Indirect employment effects in technical choice are defined very differently
by Pack. 1 In his view, when choosing betwen  two techniques there is “an
indirect effect resulting from the saving in initial capital expenditure due
to tbe lower capital-output ratio of the less capital-intensive technique.
The expression for the indirect increase in employment assumes that any
capital save; can be used to generate further employment that requires no
higher a capital-labour  ratio than the labour-intensive textile techniques.” Pack
also shows that if the Philippine econon;y of 1970 were to adopt 1950 spinning

1 see Chapter 6, p. 175.
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plants and Lancashire looms for their textile industry instead of 1968  plants and
Battery-!Jnifii looms, huge direct and indirect increases in employment would
result.

Pack’s indirect employment effects do not correspond to those we discuss
in this chapter. He is really attempting !a provide an employment measure
of the saving in capital resulting from a particular technical choice: while
we seek to measure the additional employment created as a consequence of
the expansion of the input-supplying and output-demanding industries, as a
resul: of the expansion in final demand or output of a particular industry or
set of in&atria.

THE CONCEPT OF IN3lRECT EMPLOYMENT

The idea that the expansion of any particular activity involves the expansion
of other input-supplying activities is simple and obvious. ’ Economists have
aiways been aware of inter-sectoral relations. In Ricardo, thr prohts of industry
depended on the price of corn; in Walrnsian  equilibrium, all prices were
inter-re!ated  and simultaneously determined: and Marshall, for example,
clearly was aware of inter-industry transactions in his concept of derived
demand. When Kahn introduced the employment multiplier into economics,
he clearly dis:inguished between inter-industry and multiplier effects. Accord-
ing to him-

The increased employment that is required in connection actually with the increased
investment will be described as the “primary” employment. It includes the “direct”
employment, and also. of course, the “indirect” employment that is set up in the
production and transport of the raw materials required for making the new invest-
ment. To meet the incrzaxd expenditure of wages and profits that is associated with
primary employment, the production of consumer goods is increased, and the effect
is passed on, though with diminished intensity. The total employment that is set
up in this way in the production of consumption goods will be termed “secondary”
employment. z

Subsequently Keynesian economists emphasised the effect of an autono-
mous increase in expenditure on output (and hence employment). The possibi-
lity of time lags between rounds of expenditure and inelasticity in the response
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ofglobal  or sector.4 output, or both, were taken into account. With the incor-
poration of the accelerator principle, in the nodels of Harrod  and Domar the
growth of output in an economy was regarded as being determined by the
savings rate and the capital-output ratio. From the point of view of economic
planning this meant that once the planned savings rate and capital coefficient
were determined, the growth of output would be known, and then the com-
modity composition of that output could be chosen, subject of course to its
being cxsistent  with the assumed savings rate and capital coefficient. Given
the ccmposition  of output by branch of activity, employment couid  be esti-
mated using employment ncnms  or coefficients for each activity. ’

However, output targets are difficult to specify in detail and are often
pro*;ided  oniy for agriculture and large-scale manufacturing. The food targets
usually have some basis and the industrial targets are based on the announced
produc:ion  plans of the government and of private firms. The targets for
commercial crops are usually fixed in relation to the likely expansion of
manufxtaiing. In addition, some account is taken of the foreign trade situation
and prospects, and a certain increase in services is assumed to be associated
with the envisaged expansion of physical output. Quite clearly this approach
involves a great deal of guesswork because there are large gaps in the infor-
mation, and as a result estimates of employment generation are likely to prove
treacherous even if based on impeccable employment coefficients.

There also tends to be a certain amount of confusion between final demand
and total output. Inter-industry requirements obviously cannot be estimated
withcut an inter-industry table, but what tends to happen is that they are to
some extent taker. into account in some sdc:ors, and are just ignored in others.
We therefore obtain a vector of output for the termina! year of the plan in
which some entries are of final demand, some of total output (including
inter-industrial uses) and others are a mixture of the two. The resulting employ-
ment estimates would clearly be unsatisfactory.

There would be no problem if, for a particular year, we knew the total
output (inclusive of inter-industry transactian)  and the employment co&i-
cients of each sector. This is often possible for an historical year for which
the results of a fairly comprehensive census of production and employment
are available. In such a case employment coefficients are derived from the

’ Many refinements are possible here: the marginal rate of saving might  be set higher
than the average,  or it might be interpreted  in physical terms, and the number of sectors
might be increased somewhat, on analytical, institutiona! or empirical grounds, but essentially
all such approaches aim at determining the level  of total output  and then obtaining the
composition of output in a rather roug:r  and ready way. Using fixed  employment-output
ration for each sector entin%% _.* nf empiayment are obtained. For a description of this prow
dure  in the Indian context, see Government of India, Planning Commission: Regorr ofrAe
Ccmminee  of&xru on Unemploymenf  Esrimores  (New Delhi, 1970),  Ch. 11.
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actual estimates, and the errors, if any, come from the census or survey and
are not the result of judgements  with little or no factual basis. But even so
satisfactory a set of estimates cannot answer two kinds of questions which
interest the planner.

The planner might want to know the relationship between final demand
and the strwture  of total output, so that from a given pattern of final demand
for some future year he could infer the required composition  of output at rhat
date. While a census of production and employment would give him the neces-
sary information for some period in the past, it would not in itself answer
his question. Secondly, assuming that the planner has some freedom to choose
the composition  of final demand, he would need information on the resource
implications of alternative choices. He might use sectoral capital-labour and
capital-output ratios obtained from historical data, but this would indicate only
tire factor supplies going directly into the production of output, no account
being taken of the indirect demand for factors of production created by an
increase in &a-industry requirements. 1

An input-output framework is of considerable help in tackling such prob-
lems. Given its assumptions (on which more later), it gives the pattern of
ticws of inter-industry purchases so that for the ith industry

where X, is the value of the total output of the ith industry or sector, x1 is
the final demand of that sector and aii is the value of the purchase by the
jth sector of the output of the iih sector per rupee * of total output of the jth
sector. 3

The inter-industry table does indicate the amount of labour and capital
(or wages and profits) directly involved in (or arising from) the production
of total output of any sector. In fact the Leontief assumption is made that

*Throughout  this chapter, for convenience, “rupee” stands for any measure  of the value
of OUtpUt.

3 Given  the (1” which form the coefficients of the inter-industry table, for every vector

ofn, K:], there would exist one  and only one  vector of xi, [$. This would  in effect

satisfy our first requirement that the planner would need to know the link between any
particular pattern of final demand and its corresponding pattern of total o”tp”t.  Of cwrse
all possible pairs of 6”nal  demand and total ““tp”t  vectors would not be feasible as resource
constraints would restrict choice.
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capital-labcur  and capital-output ratios are fixed for a particular sector and
invariant with respect to the scale of production. We are interested in discover-
ing the output and employment implications of the expansion in final demand
of a particular sector, and for this purpose we need to know both the factor-
output ratios of th: different sectors and the increases in output in each of the
sectors necessary to sustain the expansion of final demand in our chosen sector. 1

To maximise  employment through the choice of the product mix, the
planner should give as high a weight as possible to sectors with high total
employment creation per rupee of iinal demand. While there would be many
limits on what the planner could do, he would have some power to control
final demand through taxes and subsidies, or directly by changing income
distribution and the availabilities of goods and services. Though these con-
straints might in practice be very complex, the essential logic of the above
procedure is unaffected.

The employment potential of a sector, measured as the direct and indirect
employment attributable to a unit increase in the final demand of that sector,
has in a number of analyses been regarded as the critical ratio for employment
policy. * Even accepting the adequacy of the static input-output framework,
the employment potential measure does not by itself provide a satisfactory
criterion because no account is taken of the capital (or other scarce resource)
requirements of an increase in final demand. s The direct and indirect capital
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requirements of sustaining a unit increase in final demand of the sector would
n n

be 2 k,A;, The corresponding labour requirement is x I,Ai,/w,.  Given the
i?l i&l

scarcity of capital and the abundance of labour, we would seek so to choose
the final demand vector that the capital-labour  ratio is the lowest. 1 This is
obviously an over-simplification, since the over-all capital intensity will be
only one of many considerations the planner would keep in mind. But it is
still important to note that this approach makes it possible for the planner to
be aware of the capital and labour  implications of any particular choice he
may make. However, the weight he attaches to capital intensity in relation
IO orher  considerations is an entirely different matter.

It is often suggested that industries with high forward and backward !inkages
should have priority in expansion, on the ground hat their expansion triggers
off growth along a wide front by generating a substantial demand for inputs
from other sectors, or by causing substantial increases in the output of indus-
tries to which they supply inputs, or in both ways simultaneously. On this basis
a key sector is defined as one for which the sum of backward and forward
linkages is relatively large. Key sectors could alternatively be defined in terms
of their employment, capital or other resource use effects. To do this we
need to know sectoral labour (or capital or specific resource) coefficients.

We now seek to relate the factor and output implications of a unit expansion
either in the final demand of the jth sector, or in the supply, for inter-industrial
use, emanating from the ith sector. In practice it is more  convenient to conceive
of a unit expansion in the output, but not the final demand, of the jth sector.
In this case, the backward linkage in output terms would be F Ai, and the
forward linkage would be T A ,; and the total linkage would be $ (& + A,,).
In a similar way the capital and labour implications of total linkages of a
unit expansion in the output of the jth sector available for inter-industry use
would be T kc (Aii f A,,) and f: I, (A, + A&vi. Using this method we can
rank sectors and industries in terms of their capital intensity (T Xi (Aij  + ai,) /

r k, .

/ I
. which would be the diagonal matrix of capital coefficients.

.
k,

’ In other words, CM of all feasible final demand vectors that the planner  is considering,
he would choose that for which the rado:
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q li/wi(Aij - A$‘)) or in terms of their capital-output ratios (F k, (Asj  f Ai,) /
T (A,!  + A;;)) or in terms of their labour-output ratios (F /,jw, (A,, + Aii) /
F (Aif + Ad).

These ratios need to be carefully distinguished from conventional ratios
for which the same terms are used. We are taking into account the indirect
capital and iabour requirements of the expansion of a sector: these include
the capital and labour inputs absorbed by sectors in the process of supplying
inputs to our sector. as also the capital and labour requirements of sectors re-
ceiving inputs from our sector and, as a consequence, producing additional
output.

LIMITATIONS OF INPUT-OUTPUT METHODS

At this point we consider briefly the rather well known defects of input-
output analyses of the open static variety. We have to assume that each com-
modity is supplied by a single sector with one method of production only,
and that the sector in question produces no other output. The inputs purchased
by a sector are generally assumed to bear a fixed proportion to the output
of the purchasing sector. We have also to assume away external economies
and diseconomies. As long as we consider an input-output table for a particular
year in the past, these limitations are not serious. The estimates crf flows of
inputs and of final demand in value terms are in a sense the result of a whole
series of adjustments of commodity and factor prices. But the moment we
use such a system for projection, the assumptions come into play and cannot
be ignored. The total output, when projected on the basis of a future final
demand vector and historically determined production coefficients, is assumed
to be unaffected by changes in relative prices and availabilities of factors and
commodities which might take place and which would alter the actual values
of the coetlicients.  1

The key assumption mentioned abow, of only one method of production,
is of course very restrictive, and also contradicts the theme of this volume.
In theory it is possible to envisage an input-output table in which alternative
technologies might be included in the form of separate vectors of material
and factor input coefficients. In practice this data requirement is too corn-
prehensive and the input-output coefficients normally calculated are averages
over a spectrum of technologies and products.
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It is of course possible to take account of many of the other objections
to the basic model. Dynamic input-output methods and activity analysis do
attempt to do precisely this. But in the context of the rather shaky data base
of the less developed countries we face the hard choice between following
methods that ignore indirect output and employment (some of which we
outlined earlier) or methods that are powerful and useful, even if based on
ather  restrictive assumptions.

There are two situations where the proportionality assumptions of input-
output analysis can be relaxed to some extent. First, we might examine an
economy over a period in the past with an inter-industry table each for the
initial and terminal year. By making suitable assumptions about the path
of changes in coefficients between the two points of time, or by examining
the values of paraineters at the two points of time, deductions that are relatively
independent of the assumption of the fixity of coefficients can be mad,: regard-
ing the behaviour of the economy. ’ However, this is not of much help in
projecting inter-industry relationships into the future, and yet that is essential
for planning. It c&d, of course, be assumed that the pattern of change in
input coefficients revealed for the past continues in the future, but clearly such
extrapolarion  implies the assumption that relative prices will move in accord-
ance with the projection so that the assumed input coefficients matrix for t4e
terminal year of the projection does in fact come into being. Secondly, the
proportionality assumption can be diluted somewhat in respect of employ-
ment effects. Cheery and Clark, for example, claim that since employment
does not have B feedback into the model, and since we are simply calculating
some further economic implication of the indicated pattern of expansion,
“employment effects are probably best estimated in this way since they are
non-proportional and vary from industry to industry becar-:  of such factors
as nature of work, productivity trends and variation in hours”. 2 This would
be more difficult in the case of capital though we could assume, with some loss
of realism, that the stock of capital available for a given year is already known
and is therefore independent of the production coefficients.

Non-proportionality in employment effect cannot, however, have much
play because there is in fact a certain degree of feedback of some of the conse-
quences on the employment front on to the pattern of input-output relations.
In terms of our earlier definition,. we have W, = 1,X,  where W, is the wage
bill, I, the employment coefficien  i and X, the total output of the ith sector.
We can also write W, = wihiLi where wi is the wage per hour, h, is the average
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number of hours worked by each labourer and Li is the number of labourers
engaged. in the ith sector. The latter equation could be rewritten as
Li = W;:wJi, so that the numbers directly employed in the ith sector would
depend on the wage bill, the hourly wage rate and the average number of hours
worked by each labourer.  The wage bill would have tc be a fixed proportion
of the total output of the sector; if it were not, there would be commodity
and factor substitution along with output expansion and this would violate
the assumption of fixed input coefficients. Similarly, the wage rate per hour
of standardised  labour must also be deemed fixed to avoid the possibility
of commodity and factor substitution. This, of course, means that Wi/wj,  i.e.
the number of man-hours put in that industry, is a fixed proportion of total
output I’.. The number of workers employed, L,, could vary widely depending
on the number of hours each one works, and in fact ihis is all the freedom of
manoeuvre that can b? accommodated within the rather restrictive assumptions
of input-output analysis.

Let us see hew this could be used in practice. Assume we have an inter-
industry table fur 1970 and have obtained the inverse. For the vector of final
demand (xp)  substitute an assumed or planned vector (xf) relating to the
year 1975, the terminal year of our planning model. The vector of total output
(X’)  ran easily be obtained using the inverse and the final demand vector.
For any sector j we can obtain the number of man-hours worked, Wj/wj,
equal to liXJwi. We know the values ofii and w, which are assumed :o remain
at their 1970 !evel  and we also know the value of Xi determined for 1975 from
the inverse and the assumed final demand vector for 1975. Th: value of
Lf(=  Wj/:rll,) would depend on our assumption regarding hj, i.e. the manner
in which man-days or man-years are distributed among workers. The number
employed in the jth sector in 1975 would be larger (or smaller) depending on
whether we assume a lower (or higher) value of hi which also need not be con-
stant between 1970 and 1975. In fact a whole family of different estimates of the
numbers employed in each sector could be obtained by letting hi take different
p!ausible  values. 1

Suppose that the choice were between cotton textiles and metal products.
The number of man-hours of work created by a unit expansion of the final
demand for metal products might be much larger but the number of jobs
created might be relatively small, being mainly in high intensity sectors like

’ tf we are interested in infer-sectora!  comparisons of direct and indirect employment
creation, our analysis has relevance. As we have already sbovfn, a unit expansion of sector  1
creates C/,&i -+ &&I as the wage bill. This would imply & !$ man-hours of

work and 2 - lobs. We now have two criteria, the man-hours and the number of
n I,&

i&l whr
jobs created, to help us in choosing between alternative final demand vectors.
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iron mining and steel making. On the other hand, the expansion of final
demand for cotton textiles might create many low-intensity jobs in agriculture
and rural services. Our analysis makes it possible to take explicit note of the
possibility of under-employment and also of different choices between alleviat-
ing under-employment (involving a high hi) or expanding the number of jobs
each at low intensity. This is relevant not only for choosing between sectors
in final demand but also for deciding on the strategy for 3 particular sec-
tor-on whether to expand employment or reduce under-employment.

Let us try to apply the distinction  between man-hours and jobs created
to the real world. Consider the Bangladesh economy in 1964-65  for which
we know the direct and indirect employment created in each of its seven sectors,
assuming in each case that there was a 10 million taka level of final demand
in the chosen sector, all others having zero final demand. In table 8 we give
the total employment generated by the expansion of final demand in each
xctur. We present two estimates, one without adjustments and the other
assuming that all increases in labour demand in agriculture take the form of
fuller employment, not new jobs. It would appear that this assumption sub-
stantially alters the ranking of sectors. Of course, we have made a rather
extreme assumption, but it must also be remembered that if we had a more
detailed sector breakdown, more interesting results might arise.

There is, therefore, a limited degree of flexibility in the choice of labour
coefficients. The total number ofjobs  created per unit increase in final demand
of a particular sector could vary depending on the number of man-hours
worked per worker in each sector-which would depend on a number of
economic, political and other considerations and is not “given” in the sense
that the wage bill or the hourly wage rate are. In actual practice even wider
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latitude is possible. The case for input-output analysis rests not on an assump-
tion that it provides a total representation of reality but on the fact that it
provides a reasonable approximation to it. Provided that the input coetli+nts
are not very sensitive to changes in factor and commodity prices, some c:mnge
in those prices could be tolerated by the system without any serious problems.
Some direct ad hoc changes in input coefficients can also be made to take account
of new methods of production, or for any other reaon, without having to
obtain fresh estimates of the entire set of input coefficients. To the extent that
this is possible the practical utility of input-output analys;s is greatly enhanced.

4 simple static input-output model cannot take into account technological
change within a sector because the inter-industry and factor-use coeficients
are fixed  and in thecry  cannot be varied In addition, because a sec?or  usua!ly
covers  a number of products we have to assume that the internal composition
of a sector  does not change in such a way as to cause changes in the sectoral
coefficients. In actual applications. sectors could be demarcated on the basis
of know uniformities. For example, traditional and modern branches of
manufacturing might be separated if it is possible and desirable to do so. 1
This might be done for cotton textiles; where there is a aide spectrum of
techniques in operation, the industry is often large and bifurcation makes
sense. In a number of cases the quality of the available information might
militate against attempting disaggregation. Some ad hoc adjustments of
coetlicients  may be possible and desirable, provided that they do not upset
the system unduly.

For examining the effect of different technical choices on total employment,
it would be necessary to have entirely new tables that contain an input vector
for each technique. A feasible approach would be to trace the employment
implications of a major change in the purchased inputs of dilTerent  techniques
by actual sampling in one industry, or by comparing existing vectors for
countries at different stages of technological development. For example, the
input vector for weaving in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the
Republic of Korea might be incorporated into the Indian input-output table
to ascertain the differential employment effect (direct and indirect) of the
choice of say, the Korean labour-intensive method versus  the German one. 2

: ihe only attempt tn separate  the modern from the iraditional  sector in the input-output
framewoik is by iiiorbecke.  See ILO: Shoring in development: A programme  ofemp,oy,,,enr,
equirv  omf.t-rowh/ol  the Philippines,  op. cit., Special Paper 19;  OF. inter-sectoral  linkages and
indirect employment effects in the Philippines. In that study the traditional and modern
components have been treated as separate sectors for transport and communications, and
consumer goods. While  traditional comumer goods ranked fourth, modern consumer goods
ranked twenty-third out of the 33 sec!rxs  ranked in ferms  of employment generation (dir&
and indirecij per unit of final  demand.

* This point is due Lo Howard Pack.
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It might be better in many cases to examine the problem at the industry
or firm level rather than et the economy-wide or inter-sectoral level. In many
cases  the total factor and resource implications of alternative techniques can
be rolighly estimated. Whatever the criterion for technical choicccapital
intensity, capital-output ratio, surplus per unit of capital, foreign exchange
or other scarce resources  required per unit of output-the actual values of
the ratios would depend on whether indirect effects are taken into account
or not.

The input-output system is particularly suited to deal with ihe choice of the
product mix and to indicate the output and factor-use implications of alterna-
tive patterns of final demand. Here again, restrictive assumptions of fixed
coefficients are involved.

In simple input-output exercises where transacticns  with the rest of the
world are not clearly distinguished, estimated indirect effects may not take
place within the country but instead may arise in input-supplying industries
located in other countries. While exports and imports directly entering into
final demand can be easily handled, a matrix of sectoral import coefficients
(m<,) is required to take account of imported inputs. These m,, matrices would
indicate the imports of the ith commodity needed to produce a unit of out-
put in the jth sector. The mii along with the existing aii make possible esti-
mates of import effects, but involve the rather restrictive assumption that
the share of imports in the supply of inputs from the ith sector going to produce
a unit of output in the jth sttor~,  is constant. This means that although we
can calcu!ate the import impiications  of alternative final demand vectors,
w. would need to assume a tixity in the share of imports in the total supply
of inputs originrting in cash sector. We might seek to reduce imports by
choosing an appropriate final demand vector, but this really implies choosing
a composition oi total output to achieve that objective without a. reduction in
any of the import coetlicients. However, it is possible for projection purposes
to adjust the individual import coefficients revealed in the past to take account
of changes expected in the future. It is also necessary to plan for an appropriate
change in some or all import prices in order that the adjusted import coeffi-
cients will b-come a reality. This could be achieved through tariffs or quotas,
or by altering the exchange rate. While this might work well in practice, there
would still be serious problems due to the intrinsic inability of the planner
to control economic activity outside his own economy.

Another problem in using input-output analysis for planning is that the
contemplated expansion in output may not occur. The possibilities of expand-
ing employment may be restricted by the inelastic supply of wage goods and
the fixity of real wages. The contemplated expansion in employment can
take place only within these limits, and it is no longer enough to calculate
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indirect and direst employment et%cls; we have to verify whether there is
an adequate wage goods output to sustain them. I

From many aspects a more  useful way of proceeding would be to estimate
the employment that can be sustained in an economy in a particular year and
then examine different final demand vectors consistent with this ceiling and
obtain the capital (or sauce resource) implications of each. The longer the
period we consider the less serious would be the ceiling set on employment
possibilities and the greater the scope for indirect employment effects. The
wage  goods limitation does not invalidate the concept of indlr,ct  employment;
it is just one of a number ofconsiderations th-,t militate against a naive approach
under which the maxim&ion of total employment becomes the over-riding
objective of econcmic policy. From the viewpoint  of employment planning,
the concept of indirect employment is clearly relevant, but indirect employment
has real resource costs which can be measured, and there are over-all limits
to employment Expansion set by the availability of wage goods. For an economy
with a given factor endowment, when we choose a final demand vector we do
consider its implications in terms of factor use. However, no set of criteria
which ignore indirect employment effects would be complete: at the same
time these e!Tects  as such do not constitute adequate criteria. The inter-
industry framework provides us with a rmeans  of linking the output, capital,
labour and foreign trade implications of an increase in final demand. We
need to know these re!xtions  even if precision is not always attainable in their
measurement. and even if these relations are not as stable as we should like
them to be.

SOME EMPIRICAL TESTS

!! might be argued  that indirect effects exist but can safely be ignored.
In other words, from the point of viw of decision making, it may not matter
very much if we do not know the indirect employment component. This is
clearly a question which has to be decided 3” the basis of the available empi-
rical evidence.

Gossling and Dovring do show that while theoretically similar indices
of labour productivity of agriculture in the United States since 1919 show
the same broad pattern, the inclusion or exclusion of indirect effects from the
index does makeaconsiderabledifference  to the resulting estimates. In particular,
:he contribution of increas-d productivity in non-agriculture is taken into
xcount in the productivity estimate for agriculture. They show how the number
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of man-years contributed by non-agriculture to agricult, ; !s’,  ung i n p u t s
for it) remained virtually constant since 1919. The y ; ~. index which
takes into account indirect effects indicates better the source?  of the produc-
tivity increase. ’

Gupta and Steedman  emphasise the distinction between industry and
system productivity. As rhey argue-

It is quite conceivable, for example, that over a certain period the industry in question
might  substitute manufactured inputs for labour  in its production process, with
the result that its normal@ measured labour  productivity rises rapidly. But when the
labour used in the production of thzse manufactured inputs is taken into account, it
migbt well be found that the total amount of labour  used,  somewhere in theeconomy,
to produce one unit of final output of the in&stry in question has fallen only slightly.
In other wwds, tbc industry measure of labour  produc:ivity,  in which gross output of
an industry is related to industry employment, mey move quite dit?ewntly  from the
swern measure of labour  productivity, in which final output of the industry is related
to the fofa! amount of labour used in its production ?

For the British economy they find that for 1954, 1960 and I966 the rankings
of industries by direct and by total labour use were not very different. The
rank corrLlation coefficients were 0.69, 0.69 and 0.68 respeclively,  and were
highly significant. At the same time, while the over-all rankings could be
fairly close, for particular industries the ranks might vary widely.

It is interesting to compare the ranks of different sectors on the basis of
employment potential per unit of finnl demand (including indirect employment)
on the one hand and direct employment per unit of output on the other. We
have performed this exercise for India and the Ph%ppines  using the Harari-
Krishoamurty and Thorbecke estimates. z For India the Spearman  rank
correlation coefficient is positive and significant but rather low (0.28). For
the Philippines the rankings are very close, the correlation of ranks being
0.9. So in the case of ths Philippines there may not be much of a difference
caused by using one ratio rather than the other, whereas in India that is ilot
the case. It is also interesting that whereas in lndia the ranks of total output
and of total employment per unit of fmal demand bore some similarity, the
Spearmaa coefficient being 0.38, in the Philippines the corresponding coefficient
was -0.3.

The limited evidence is certainly enough to suggest that indirect employment
effects in developing countries are important, and that ignoring them can
in some cases lead to serious errors; also a. policy of msxinising output
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creation per unit of final demand might conflict with max;misaiion of tota!
emplo,me?t  ?er unit of final demand.

SOME FURTHER IMPLICATWNS

Wh:le we have discussed indirect employmeat  effects i-. the context of
economy-wide planning and inter-industry analysis, such effects a.re also
capable of hing investigated in a much more general manner. For instance,
there are a number of analyses of the inter-relationships between agriculture
and manufacturing (in some cases, non-agriculture) in the process of economic
development. ’ The process of growth can be visualised  as a series of inter-
sectoral interactions. It is a!so meaningful to consider indirect employment
effects at the level of an industry or a project or a specific scheme. In such
cases ihe estimation of indire-t  effects may be approximate and will not nor-
mally require the construction of an input-output table for :ie econoiny as a
whole. In many ways such methods predate input-output methods and may be
free of soine of the restrictive assumptions of the static input-output systems.

Agriculture-industry interactions

The growth of the two sectors generates a number of interactions. The
growth of agriculture, which has a !arge weight in most of the less developed
countries, has straightforward final demand linkages. The growing agricultural
income is increasingly expended on industrial goods, thus providing e stimula
for industrial exphrsion. At the same time ihere  are forward linkages in the
form of agricultural raw materials supphed  by the agricultural sector  to the
non-agricultural sector. Similarly, the expansion of the latter sector can be
viewed as affecting the former in a number of ways. To some exteut the growth
of non-agricultural income provides additional demand for agricultural (food)
produce. At the same time the demand for agricuitural  raw materials can
be viewed as a backward linkage and the supply of tractors, fertilisers, pesticides,
and even cement and bricks, as inputs going into agriculture. To the extent
that agricultural expsnsion is contingent on the more intensive use of the
area already uader the plough, the dependence on the non-agricultural sector
as a source of inputs necessary to increase agricultural production wi:l be
all the greater. Also, provided that a substantial proportion of the industries
established in the course of development process agricritural  raw materials,
this could give rise to considerable direct and indirect effects.

-
’ See Bruce F. Johnston’s masterly survev: “Agriculture and structural transformation

in developing countries: A survey of research”, in Journal ofEconomic  Lilerafure,  Vol. VIII,
No. 2, June 1910; also  UNDO: Indusrriol  development survey, Vol. I” (New York, United
Nations, 19721,  Ch. V.
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The direct employment effects of the growth of the agricultural sector
would depend on the particular technology adopted. New methods of p:o-
duction need not be laboor-displacing,  but in practice they all too often tend
to be. For instance Raj Krishna 1 has shown that on balance the New Agri-
cultural Strategy as it has developed in some parts of India would tend to be
labour-;‘isplacing.  largely owing to the introduction of tractor technology.
He ci-nsiders  the indirect effects, both through increased incomes and the
multii-‘a  process and through technical interdependence. The coefficients for
the agricultural sector are adjusted to take account of the new technology in
agriculture, but for non-agriculture the coefficient estimated from the 1964-65
data are retained. While the indirect effect on employment of the expansion of
the non-agriculture sector in response to the growth of agriculture and its
input demands is positive, Raj Krishna suspects that even if agriculture grows
at about 5 per cent per annum, the net effect--taking into account direct
and indirect effects-could be negative if the labour force grows at more
than 2 per cent per annum, which in the Indian case it probably will. Raj
Krishna’s estimates of the indirect effect  could be over-generods. Given
agriculture’s weight in the total output and the input requirements of the
New Agricultural Strategy, the internal composition of the manufacturing
sector wouid be substantial!) altered in the process. 2 For example, the share
of fertilisers  in manufacturing output would substantially increase, and this
may not prove employment-intensive in view of the indirect effects. On the
other hand it is possible that the expansion of the agricultural sector generates
incomes that we spent on goods and service’s which are labour-intensive if
indirect effects are taken into account. The indirect effects are in principle
measxnble, and a certain kind of agricultural expansion could have a negative
employment effect. What is required is to estimate the income elasricities
of demand for different commodities as incomes increase, to see the extent
to which the commodities for which demand increases with level of income are
labour-intensive. directly and indirectly, and to evaluate the employment impli-
cations of changes in the composition of the output of the non-agricultural
sector. ‘This_  of course, would require a multi-pectoral  model, and a great deal
more information than is currently readily available.

It is clearly necessary to estimate the total employment effect of fertiliser
production. Unfortunately, our data for India do not include satisfactory figures

’ Raj Krishna: Meos~mment of the direct  and in&m2  emphyyment  eficfs ofngrieultural
growrh  with rechnieol  ehonge,  paper presented at the Ford Foundation seminar on technology
and employment  in developing countries, New De!hi,  March 1973 (mimeographed,  1973).

*TO put it more generally,  the examination of the impact of changes in the coefficients
of rhe agricultural  rector, keeping the coefficients  of the non-agricultural sector canstant,
could  be misleading; this is the real problem of using a two-sector  model and Raj Krishna
is fully aware of it.
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for this sector. The direct employment efiects are demonstrably small, but what
of the indirect effects? The backward linkages are likely to be low and the
forward linkages, though substantial, are already taken into account in the
agricultural sector. Fertiliser production migh:  have important lateral effects:
for instance it might stimulate the development of a heavy chemical industry,
which though excellent in itself is unlikely to increase employment to any great
extent.

The real scope for the expansion of employment opportunities seems to
lie in the forward effects of expansion of the agricultural sector. There is no
doubt that the expansion of processing industries using raw materials from
the agricultural sector would directly and indirectly create considerable
employment. It is striking that the top ten sectors in terms of employment
potential per unit of tina! demand in the Indian economy are (1) gur and
khnndsari  I, (2) other tobacco products, (3) sugar, (4) oilseeds, (5) cashew nut
processing, (6) flour milling, (7) fruits and vegetables, (8) starch, (9) vanaspati %,

(IO) raw silk. Of these, seven (1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9) involve processing the
products of agriculture, and the remaining three involve.-  agriculture oractiy:ities
related to it. For the Philippines the top ten secton were (I) maize, (2) rice,
(3) traditional transport, (4) traditions! consumes goods, (5) sugar cane,
(6) pineapple, (7) fishing, (8) livestock, (9) traditional services, and (10) other
food crops. Of these, the bulk appear to be primary-sector activities, but this
is because much of agricultural processing comes under traditional consumer
goods, which is a sector with a high rank. It is also significant that traditional
transport and traditional services rank high; quite possibly these arc also
linked with the direct and indirect processing of agricultmal  produce.

The evidence for India and the Philippines certainly  suggests that the
expansion of agricultural output would bring in its wake the growth of process-
ing industries affording .considerable employment opportunities. The agro-
processing industries mentioned above are often relatively labour-intensive,
and are run on a small scale.

indirect employment effects outside the input-output framework

?ublic  works

Public works, as an instrument of employment creation in the event of
regional or national disasters or as a means of making smends,  albeit partially,
for the limited job creation envisaged in the nationai  plnn, are clearly exceed-

1 Tradilicnal sweetening agents  derived from sugar cane.
2 Cooking fat of animal ori&.
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ingly important in developing countries, where even the indirect employment
implications can be very significant and yet are not taken into account.

The elements of this approach were known in the 193Os,  when in the United
States riv31  agencies of the Government were arguing the impact of their
schemes of public spending in creating employment: there was already an
awareness of the fact that the indirect effects had to be taken into account,
and crud: calculations were made of the additional employment which might
be created in activities supplying inputs or meeting the increased demand
for goods and services generated by the expenditure of incomes created directly
by the project. At this time there were no input-output tables, nor were the
participants in this dispute aware of the possibilities of the input-output
method; yet they tackled the problem using methods approximaticg  to those
with which we are now conversant. 1 Much later, in 1958, Strout * showed
that the empioyment  effects of different schemes of government spending could
be measured in an inter-industry framework and, in particular, that ignoring
the indirect effects could give highly misleading ranks to the schemes.

It is very significant that indirect effects are ignored in schemes for public
works in oweloping  countries. This is particularly surprising since these
programme? have the explicit objective of maximising  the employment created
per rupee of expenditure. It is instructive in this contex: to look at the approach
adopted in evaluating rural manpower projects in India. No attempt was
made to obtain the indirect employment effects, and consequently it was
claimed that-

employment is low where the proportion of cost on establishment and raw materials
is high. Under soil conservation, employment generation in Penikonda (Andhra
Pradesh) is very low. because 96 per cent of extxnditure  is incurred on establishment
and materials. The same trend is noticeable in Kotra and Alland. This is also the
case for minor irrigation and other schemes. In Kotra (Rajasthan), Mangrulpir
(Mabarashtra), and Alland  (Mysore), the relative employment poter.tial  of different
wcrks varies xcording to the extent of costs involved on establishment and materials.3

Two sets of considerations arise ~&en thP concept of indirect effects is
applied to public spending avowedly for employment creation. First, within the
traditional alternatives, the choice must take into account the quantum and
location of the indirect employment effects. For example, in an area of localised

1 This is described in some detail by Evans and Hoffenberg  in National Bureau of
Economic Research: Inp&-wlput  an&is:  An opproisol,  op. cit., pp. 54-X  The dispute
between the Works Projects Administration and the Public Works Administration was
resolved by the Construction Division of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which estimated
the indirect Tffects on a sample basis by tracing the pattern of purchases.

= See Alan  M. Strout:  “Primary employment effects of alternative spending programmes”,
in Review of Economics and Statisrics,  Vol. XL, 1958, pp. 319-328.

a ?:ogramme  Eva!uation  Organisation,  Planning Commission (India): Report on
evoiuotion  of rurnl  monpowerprojecrs  (Delhi, 19671,  p. 9.
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drought. employment created outside the area has no positive value: similarly,
other things remaining the same, one would prefer a scheme for which the
total eaicts  are more concentrated on the poor than one under which this
is not the ;ase. These are considerations which one would normally apply to
direct employment effects, and their extension to indirect effects is only logical.
The second consideration is more fundamental and wide-ranging: if employ-
ment per rupx is to be maximised, should expenditure be directed to con-
struction ar to something else? One could reasonably argue that government
subsidies to ru:al labour-intensive processors of agricultural raw materisls
might in some s;~,ses  create more employment per rupee of go-iernment  expen-
ditiire and invol:e a fuller utilisation  of rural skills and capital stock. As
noted earlier, sucil Industries often have high employment potential-taking
ir;o account indirect effects-and do not require labour to come out of the
h’wseho!d  to obtain wage employment. There would of course be problems
of bottlenecks or inadequacies in the supply of agricultural raw materials,
and these problems are likely to be severe,  especially in a year of drought,
flood or other natural alamity. At any rate, schemes aimed directly at employ-
ment creat:on  cannot be ranked in a meaningful way without taking indirect
effects into account.

Project appraisal

When economists engage in project evaluation, they are attempting to
evaluate specific planned investment to produce one or more products; they
treat the rest of the economy in a somewhat summary fashion, characterising
it in terms of the values for a limited set of variables like the shadow wage
rate, the accounting rate of interest and the social rate of time discount,
retlecting  factor supplies and alternative demands over time. Each evaluator
has to decide how far back and how far forward he proposes to exarcine inflows
and outflows. for exampie, in evsluating  a paper and pulp mi!!, he would
examine the employment and wages indirectly created in logging. 1 Similarly,
for a water supply project, the evaluator would estimate the employment
effect on the farmers who would receive the water from the project. p In the
first case some backward I’nkages  are examined, in the latter some forward
linkages; and some arbitrariness is involved. But what the evaluator is interested
in is not so much estimates of indirect employment effects as their valuation
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(posirive or negative). The differences therefore relate not to the existence or
measurability of indirect employment effects of the project but to their social
eva!uation.

It is generally agreed that employment effects can be measured, but one
view is that they are quantitatively unimportant and can be ignorrd in project
evaiation. This view is difficult to sustain since the available evidence for
developing and developed cotintries shows that a number of activnies generate
considerable indirect employment through backward linkages, in some cases
indirect employment far exceeding direct employment.

A more plausible position is that indirect employment effects can be
substantial. but are not very relevant to project evaluation. Four reasons are
given in apport  of this position. First, projects do not “cause”  forward
linkages since the latter arise from the supply of the commodity in question,
and not specifically from its being dom&cally produced I; so they arc not
reievant to the caiculation of the net benefit derived from the project. Secondly,
the expaxion  of the project industry, A, confers a gain tn the input-receiving
industry, B, in the form of an external economy, i.e. by lowering the price
of inputs, but this is accounted for already since the output of A is valued at
the pre-external economy (higher) price. * Thirdly, it is argued that backward
linkages are rarely substantial and that an industry S could come into being
supplying inputs to an industry A located in some other couri “.I  other
words, setting up A in a particular country is not a necessary .andition for
the emergence of industry S in that country. s So the setting up of S is not
really B benefit derived from starting A, and should not be included in the
calculation of net benefit. Fourthly, when backward linkages appear large,
this is an indication that the coverage of the project needs to be extended and
that a whoie  compiex  or aggiomeration  of industries needs to be examined. 4

Once we have estimated the employment “caused” by a project, how do we
evaluate the benefits that arise from the increased employment.? One procedure
is ro choose Frojects  which produce a net benefit over the period under consi-
deration. In that case employment is not a direct objective in itself, but is
a benefit to the extent that it is an instrument for improving the distribution
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of inwme and a cost to the ex?ent that it leads to a shift of income away
fron: investmax We are really taking consumption as our besic measure and
treating employment in tans of its effect on consumption. 1 Another way
would bc :z regard employment as implying a commitment to consumption
in so far as wage arners  tend to consume all or most of their wages. 2 This
is good since in this way the benefits are distributed, but it is bad in that the
objective of raising the savings rate through !he mesbanism  of project se!ection
nay not be a:tained.

The view that the real constraint on development is savings, not inuest~~ent,
has obvious in:?lications  for the question of linkages. Linkage effects do not
generally bring into being additional savings. Instead, by expendicg investment
opportunities they increase the pressure on existing savings. Also, since the
supply of wage goods tends to be relatlveiy fixed, it sets a limit on employment
creation. This means that employment creation through linkages is at the
cost of possible employment creation elsewhere in the economy. 3

Some qualifications need to be made to the above arguments. In the first
place, in terrain  situations linkage et?ects  may lead to ixxeased  savings. In
this case one benefit of the project A could be that it leads to increased savings
in industry S or industry D, which respectively supply inputs to and demand
,outputs from A. This could happen for small entrepreneurs whr might raise
their savings rate or increase ihe utilisation  of t.heir existing capital stock
whrn new opportunities appear. This might be the case with rural labour-
intensive processing industries and agriculture-based activities in developing
countries. Also Car many less developed countries both backward and forward
linkages with the world economy might be very difficult to forge owing to
market and non-market international restrictions on entry. In such situa-
tions the setting-up of industry A is necessary for industries S and D to
emerge.

Once A, S and D are in operation substantial economies may arise and the
industrial structure of the country would be greatly strengthened. But in
such clear cases A, S and D should be treated as an agglomeration and analysed
accordingly. Also, in most economies where public project evaluation is
practised some degree of aggrcgative planning would also he needed and
such inter-relationships could be taken into account.



CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we stress the theoretical and practical importance of indirect
employment effects. At the theoretical level they can be measured and at the
practical leve! they are by no means insignificant. Although they are usually
estimates by methods involving the assumptions of fixed coefficients, it is poss-
ible to introduce flexibility into the analysis by making some adjustments to
the inpui-ouipui coeflicients  and aiteraiions  in the output-empioyment ratios.

The objectives of planning can rarely be equated with employment maxi-
misaiion:  -whiie  indireci effecis have to be taksu iuto consideration in looking
at the factor-use tmplications of a particular pattern of expansion of output,
other considerations like the maximisation  of the present value of the anticipated
stream of consumption may be more crucial. Even outside the framework
of economy-wide multi-sectoral models the concept of indirect effects has
important applications. It can be used in a two-sector model with adjusted
coefficients to determine the effect of changes in technology in a given sector
on the over-all employment situation. Even at a more general  !eve!, the ir.ter-
actions between agriculture and the non-agricultural sectors  cannot be under-
stood without invoking the notion of inter-sectoral flows and indirect employ.
ment effects. We have been able to show that in an important area of public
expenditure in less developed countries, i.e. on public works, the indirect
employment effects are not estimated; yet these are both relevant-since the
objective of FJblic works is employment maximisation--and capable of
being measured in a rough and ready way. We also show that indirect employ-
ment effects can be measured for industrial project evaluation, but do not
carry much weight in project choice unless it can be shown that they help to
mobiiise savings and other resources which would otherwise have been idle.
Finally, we show that indirect employment effects can be important in certain
situations influencing technical choice. In sum, the concept of indirect employ-
ment effects is an important one, and whatever one’s economic objectives
it needs to bc measured.
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CHOlCE OF TECHNIQUES FOR
CAN MAKING IN KENYA,
TANZANIA AND THAILAND

by C. Cooper, R. Kaplinsky, FL Bell and W. Satyarakwit ’

There are obvious reasons why questions about the choice of techniques
of production come into the discussion of employment policy. To put things
crudely, economists think of techniques or production simply as particular
combinations of machinery (or investment) and labour that can make a
certain product. Then, if there is a range of such techniques available, each
defined by a different amount of investment per worker, the economic problem
is to specify the optimal technique assuming that we know the cost of capital
and the cost of labour. The link to employment policy is simply that if there
are unemployed workers, techniques which use relatively little scarce investment
capital per worker (that is, iabour-intensive  ones) may become socially desirable
or “optimal” from society’s point of view. 2

There are, as always, lengthy theoretical arguments among economists
about the validity of this idea. However, these do not concern us directly.
This chapter is about empirical questions, and particularly about whether
CT not there is a basis in reality for the assumptions that are made in the theore-
tical arguments about the choice of techniques.

There are two main types of objection about these assumptions. One is
that as a matter of fact there is no choice of technique at all, particularly jn

1 Science Policy Research Unit and Institute of Development Studies, University of
Sussex. The .naterial  in this chapter results from a case study which the authors are preparing
for the IL.0 World Employment Programme  project on technology and employment. The
authors would like to stress that this chapter contains only preliminary findings of the study
and has been written before all the results have been worked out. It is hoped to publish a
complete account of research and iinal  results separately in the form of a monograph. The
authors would like to thank the management af various can-manufacturing compaaies  in
Kenya, Tanzania, Thailand, the United Kingdom and Hawaii for their close co-operation
and kind help with  this research.

z ‘The arguments are more complicated than this suggests. For example, there are prob-
lems about choosing a rate of growth of employment as well as choosing the initial level of
employment which can be attained with a fixed amount  of investment. See A. K. Sen:
Choice of techniques, op. cit., and UNDO:  Guidelines for project  evaluorion,  op. cit.
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manufacturing industry. In other words, it is argued that once the product
has been specified, it will turn out that there is only one economically efficient 1
way of making it. * Two arguments (at least) are used to support this view.
The first is that the technological advance of innovation in the advanced
countries generally results in new processes which render all older ones ineffi-
cient. These new processes are also more capital-intensive than older ones,
and so iess “appropriate” to the factor endowments of the developing countries
(even though, they are, by hypothesis, the optimal ones). In fact, this is an
assertion about efficiency in the economic sense irrespective of comparative
technological efficiency: innovation may or may not render older processes
economically inefficient; whether it does so or net can be decided only by
looking at the circumstances of particular cases.

The second line of argument is that most innovation is “product innovation”
in which new products displace old ones in the market, and in which very
few processes-sometimes only one-are developed, especially to make the
nev’ product. Once again it is said that the newer processes associated with
newer products are more capital .intensive thau the processes used for older
products. it is argued that the problem of choice consequently boils down
to making a choice of product, there being no choice of techniques for making
a particular product. This is also an empirical question, and it can only be
examined empirically.

The second type of object.ion to the way in which the choice of techniques
question ic handled in economic theory is essentially that the models used are
so over-simplified as to be nearly useless. There are many criticisms that run
along these lines: a common one is against the assumption that there are only
two factors of production (that is, sapjtal and undifferentiated labour),  on the
grounds ihzt the availability of other inputs like skilled labour or supervision
are often critical in real situations. 3 There are other criticisms too, most of
them along the lines that it is inadequate to describe how actual choices are
made simply in terms of the relative prices of factors of production. In other
words, various external conditions like the size of the market, its organisation,

1 Economic e!Ticietxy  is referred to here in a formal sense:  if the authors safe that there
ir only one economically efficient  technique, they mean that although there may be other
engineering possrblhues,  they all require more investment and more labour per unit of
asput  and hence will not be optimal at any combination of factor prices.

z Frances Stewart in parricular has developed this argument. See Frances Stewart:
“Choice of technique in developing countries”, op. cir.

3 See, for exampie,  ILO: Employment, incomer  and equality: A strategy for increasing
productive employmenr  in Kenya. op. cit., where it is argued that the scarcity and cost of
supervisory labour  is an important factor in preventing the use of labour-intensive  can-
sealing techniques. The labour-intensive  techniques use unskilled workers, and because of
imperfect sealing, reject rates  would tend to be very high without a large amount of super-
vision.
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the organisation  of the labour  force, expectations about changing wage rates
and the like enter into decision making, and the simple static model does not
take :hem adequately into account. Simple models cnn always be defended
on the grounds that they do not set out to mirror reality but only to explore
the logical consequences of some of its salient characteristics; there is no
doubt that the simple choice-of-techniques model has been illuminating from
this point of view. The problem remains, however, that it has also been used
to prescribe policy, and that if some of the things it leaves out are in fact
common characteristics of investment decisions in the real world, then the
policy recommendations that are based on the model might well be misleading.

So WP are left with two main questions: first, whether there is really B choice
of techniques for making particular products, or only a choice of products:
and secondly, if there is a choice of techniques, what are the factors that
explain the decisions that are actually made by entrepreneurs in developing
countries? We cannot give general answers to these questions, and we do not
set out to do so. The rest of this chapter is about a case study of a particular
process-for manufacturing tin cans--which th!rowr some light on the broad
questions without providing final answers. First we briefiy give seasons for the
choice of can sealing for study, and describe the can-making process and its
various products. This is followed by an examination of the question: are
there a number of economically efficient technologies for making cans? The
next section is a review of the factors which actually determined the choice
of technology, and a final section contains our conclusions.

CAN MANUFACTURE AS AN EXAMPLE

Why did we choose can-tmxnufaciuring processes? Part of the answa is:
by an accident of history. It happens that a preliminary study of some can-
manufacturing sub-processes was carried out in the course of the IL0 employ-
ment mission to Kenya. 1 Some of the results of that work seemed sw¶iciently
interesting to justify a closer look at the industry. We have already mentioned
one of the conclusions of the initial study in Kenya: it seemed to show that
the scarcity of supervisory skills was an important constraint on the use of
labour-intensive alternatives. This, in particular, was fe!t to be worth follow-
ing up.

There are some other reasons too. First of all, this is part of manufacturing
industry, and it is widely argued that the limitations on the choice of techniqu=-j
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are most swere in manufacturing. So the can-manufaEturing process seemed
to otter us an opportunity of finding out what these constraints were, and
how binding they were. Furthermore, there has been a good deal of innovation
in can making, particularly through automation and the gradual development
of a continuous process, so it seemed as if this industry might give us an oppor-
tunity to investigate how innovation, and possibly product changes too,
affected th,z choice of techniques in developing countries.

C?!n-makin”  “---~sses  and prodlxtsil r.w--

The can-making process involves the transformation of tin-plated sheet
steel into an open-ended can which is ready to be filled. For most types of
tin can, manufacture consists of two separate sequences of operations-the
production of the ends for the can body and the forming and assembly of the
can body itself. All the cases discussed in this chapter are concerned only
with the !atter sequence of operations.

The process consists of a number of stages. First, the sheet steel has to be
slit into blanks from which the can bodies are made. Tin slitting can be done
by more or less completely automated machinery, or by more labour-intensive
processes. The most labour-inteusive  method now in use appears to consist
of a manually controlled and fed guillotine powered by a foot-operated
mechanism. However, mope labour-intensive methods have been used. For
example, in the nineteenth century in England, blanks were cut by tiu snips
(large scissors). Secondly, the can body is formed from the blank. Body making
consists of a number of sub-processes. 1 In an automated line these processes
are all performed continuously in a body-maker or side-seamer system; in
labour-intensive systems the processes are separated and can be done on a
batch production basis. Thirdly, the end of the can body is flanged in order
to take the can end. Again there are various possible degrees of mechanisation.
The fourth major process is end-seaming, whereby the end of the can is joined
to the body. A range of methods of differing labour intensity are used. The
final stages of the process consist of testing (where the can seams are tested
under air pressure) and packaging, where once again, there are various possible
p:ocesses,  raaging  from a very simple manual one to a fully automated packer.
In automated plants the link between the various stages in this process is a
corweyor system; in less automated units various combinations of manual
transfer are possible.

x For example, forming, which curves the blank into the can shape; hooking, whereby
the sides are hooked into one another to create the seam; bumping, which creaies  the seam
itself; soldering, which tixps the seam; and cooling.
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There is of course a very wide variety of can types and specifications.
Leaving aside highly specialised  products like the cans used for aerosols, cans
are usual!y  classified as either “open-top” or “general”. “Open-top” cans are
typified by the familiar tinned-food can. The end-seamed can body and the
top are delivered to the customer, who serls the can after filling. Almost all
packed and sealed food cans are subsequently processed at high temperatures;
cans for this purpose must therefore meet demanding specifications. This is
usually less true for the “general” line of cans, which includes a very wide
variety of types. We considered only two types in this study-the shoe-polish
tin and the rectangular-section 204tre  kerosene tin used in East Africa. Most
of our data are about open-top cans; however, there is a wide variety of such
cans. Open-top specifications can vary in terms of sire, types of tin plate,
lacquering and basic design. As far as basic design is concerned, open-top
cans may take all conceivable shapes: there are not only round ones but
also oval cans and rectangular meat cans. Also, seaming methods can differ:
some cans are “lock-seamed” (the process we described above is the lock-
seaming process) whereas others are “lap-seamed”. Moreover, whereas most
seams are soldered, some are glued. One of the problems we had in studying
the choice of techniques in the industry was the problem of holding the product
specification constant.

Range of cases covered

The data for the study were collected in three countries-Kenya, Tanzania
and Thailand. The intention was not so much to make a formally structured
international comparison, but more to cover a number of different economic
circumstances that might influence the technical choices that were actually
made at the enterprise level. As it turned out, we obtained more d&ailed
data on a particular process (open-top can manufacture) from Thailand than
from the East African countries, whereas in the latter countries we were able
to collect data on a greater number of different processes, though in less detail.
These differences result mainly from differences in time and opportunity.
The East African comparisons are specified in table 9, and Thai ones in table 10.

TECHNIQUES, FACTOR PRICES AND PRODUCTS

Our approach to the question of choice of technique is to examine whether
those that are actually in use for making various types of can in Kenya,
Tanzania and Thailand are economically efficient in relation to one another.
Suppose that technique X has a higher labour productivity (i.e. output per
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Tabie  9. Choice of techniques studies in East Africa

Capital-intensive Processed and
““n-processed  foods Al

Capital-intensive A2
Most capital-intensive A3
Very  labour-intensive A4

Capital-intensive Processed  corned  beef B,
Labour-intensive BZ

Very capital-intensive Kerosene or cashew ‘21
Labour-intensive c2
Most labour-intensive c3

Capital-intensive Shoe polish DI
automatic

Labaurintensive D2
semi-automatic

unit of labour) than technique Y. In this case, for technique Y to be econo-
mically eficient  by compzrison with X, it must have a higher output per unit
of ca$al than X (if labour and capital are the only factors of production).
If Y is efficient in this sense the implication is that there is some combination of
price of capital (i.e. rate of interest) and wage rate at which the total costs
per unit of output with Y will be less than with X. Since Y has a relatively
low output per worker and a relatively high output per unit of capital, it
will be &vowed  in cases in which the interest rate is high and the wage rate
comparatively low; technique X will be favoured in cases in which the balance
is reversed. On the other hand if Y had been inefficient (i.e. had been associated
with a lower output per unit of capital as well as a lower output per unit of
labour), there would have been no combination of wage rate and rate of
interest at which  its cost of production would have been lower than X. Y would
never be used, even if social instead of market prices for factors were used
in the investment decision. 1

The first question we ask in this part of the chapter is whether the techniques
wittin each group are &i&at in this sense. However, that is not enough:
we must keep in mind the possibi!ity that even if a labour-intensive technique,
like Y for example, is efficient by comparison with a capital-intensive one,
it will nevertheless he preferred only at extremely high interest Iates and un-

’ However, “inefficient” techniques may sometimes be used in the context of an extreme
type of employment policy. The  use of very labour-intensive  inefficient technology means  a
sacrifice of present and future output and future employment in return  for higher  employment
per unir of capital in the short run.
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Table 10. Choice of techniques  studies in Thailand (open-top cans)

CA” “se ProccsJ Coding

Milk, fruit, vegetables Automated capitai-intennive El
Miik LZ
Fr”it Semi-automated GI

G?
Ve~stablee, *idler Manual ML

MZ

realistically low wage rates. ’ In this case, the existence of an efficient labour-
intensive alternative is of mainly academic interest, since it is unlikely ever
to be used in practice. The second step in the analysis is therefore to examine
total unit cgsts of production with the various techniques available, and to
assess the wage rates below which the more labour-intensive techniques might
be used. 2

In each case we begin by assuming that product differences within each
group of technologies listed in tables 9 and IO are sufficiently small to be
ignored in the comparisons; however, in reality this is a very crude approxi-
mation, so at a second stage we drop this assumptinn, and examine how far
product differences have affected technical decisions.

Kenya and Tanzania

These studies cover the four technology groups that are listed in table 9.
For eech of these groups we look at the relative efficiency of the techniques,
the unit costs of production and product differences and their implications.
The East African comparisons are all based on single-shift working which is
more or less the rule in all the factories we visited. The data for these com-
parisons were collected through factory visits. The quantitative data covers
whole production lines: it is not disaggregated  to the sub-process level. The
main items of quantitative data are:

I. Rater of output for the production lines. These are based as far as
possible on the actual operation of the production line, generally obtained
from monthly production figures in the factory. Some adjustments have been
made to allow for the fact that rates of output vary somewhat with the size
of can being produced.

2. Labour  input per shift and wage rates. Again these figures were obtained
from the factory visits. In general it was possible to break down labour inputs

1 In other words at factor  prices which arc quite unrealistic even in social terms.
z These cost asmments  are made in the same way as the assessment in Chapter 5 below.
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into skilled and unskilled labour. The cost comparisons are all based on a
uniform wsgc  rate-the rate ruling in the Kenya modern sector-so that
the effect of multiple wage structures is not considered here. ’

3. Capital costs. All capital costs are calculated as if we were making a
choice of investing in one or other of the techniqurs  currently used in each
group. As far as possible, therefore, we used 1974 replacement costs for
machinery and buildings. Annualcapital  costs were obtained by using an annuity
formula., assuming an economic life of 25 years for all equipment. There were
some difficulties in obtaining replncemeut costs in all cases, sometimes because
Xnes  had been modified and sometimes because parts of the production
lines were obsolescent. In these cases we had to make rough estimates. Building
costs were obtained from the factnry  visits; buiIdir.gs  were assumed to have
a life of 50 years. The cost calculations in East Africa are based on a rate of
interest of 10 per cent throughout.

4. Power costs. Such costs arc the main item of non&bow variable costs
in the cost calculations.

Round-section open-top cans

There are four production  lines in East Africa manufacturing round open-
top cans-three fully mechanised  continuous lines in Kenya, and one semi-
automatic lap-seam line in Tanzania. Table 11 shows that the output of these
lines differs considerably: A2 and A3 produce about 10,000 cans per hour,
while .4i produces only 4,200; the semi-automatic lap-seam line A4 produces
about 1,100 per hour. Labour  input for Al is eight unskilled operators, one
skilled mechanic and one supervisor. For A2 there are ten unskilled operators,
and on A3, which has automated packing and slitting operations, only four
unskilled operators are required in addition to the mechanic and supervisor.

The productivities of labou: and capital are shown in the table.
The techniques in use cover a wide range of capital intensity. The most

capital-intensive line is A3, the fully automated Kenya line. The least capital-
intensive is the iap-seam line in Tanzania: this relatively labour-intensive
line provides neariy 20 times as much employment per unit of investment,
and .iust over IO times as much employn.ent per unit of output, as the most
capital-intensive line.

Table II and figure 2 show that three of the technologies are efficient
(i.e. A3, 42 and A4 in descending order of capital intensity). It is interesting
that both Lhe most capital-intensive (A3) and the least capital-intenswe (A4)
are efficient technologies. Al, however, is inefficient under Kenya”  operating
conditions (we do not know why this relatively new line should be so markedly

’ However, it is considered in the Thai comparisons below.
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Table il. Factor prfiductivity:  round awn-tap can manufacture in Kenya  and Tanzania

output per hour lnumber of cans) 42w I! 088 9 450 1084
Iabour

Skilled workers (including
supervisors (in brackets)) xu Z(1) W) 1.16(I)

Ucskilld  workers 8 10 4 6

Machines 140 000 180 000 191500 12500
ijUildi”&!S 7 200 7 200 7200 1844

O;K(ca”s  per f.EA) 0.03 0.062 0.049 0.087
0,L (cans per worker) 420 924 1 575 151
L/K Workers per fEA) O.oooO71 O.Mwo67 0.040331 O.wOS7
K/L WA per worker) 14 000 15000 31917 1 746

inferior to the others but the difference may bc due to the fact that it is tooled
to produce cans of larger size). We are left with three efficient techniqws,  cne
semi-automated and two fully automatic. ‘The most profitable technique from
the 6rms’ point of view depends upon the relative prices of capital and labour.
In order to simulate a realistic investment decision, we have evaluated all
techniques at the current wage rates in Nairobi. This slightly artificial assunp

0.03 1 .A1
I

lX104 2x10-4 3X104 4x10-4 5x10-4
L/K (number of workers per

EEA of capital invested)
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tion prevents us from comparing actual costs of production in Tanzania with
those in Kenya, but it does allow us to conclude what unit costs would be if
all the techniques were instal!ed  in Kecya and operated as at present.

Unit costs of production are calculated and presented in table 12. At
existing factor prices and at capacity utilisation t;ie semi-automated A4 is
clearly sub-optimal, So, too, ij the more labour-intensive of the fully automated
Lines (AZ): although its unit costs are not far from those of A3. Clearly, however,
at current factor prices the optimal technique is A3-the  most automated
technique The cost data in table 12 show also that although the labour-intensive
A4 technique for making lap-seam open-top cans is efficient by comparison
with the capital-~,tensive  technique in terms of use of capital and power,
its unit coxs st current wage rates in Kenya are very high indeed. 1 Lower
wage rates would improve the relative position of this technique, but the
wage rate would have to be somewhere round about one-hundredth of its
present level in Kenya for it to be preferred. We .ssume that such a I? el is
well below any realistic estimate of the social opportunity cost of labour in
East Africa, and it is therefore hardiy  conceivable that technique A4 could
be prefxed even on social grounds. 2

This therefore appears to be a caie in which technological innovation has
resulted in new techniques (i.e. A2 and A3) which, although they have not
made the old A4 labour-intensive technique inefficient, are so much more
productive than A4 that there is no realistic shadow wage rate at which A4
would be preferred.

However, there are also significant differences in product between the
A4 technique and the more capital-intensive ones. The labour-intensive
technique is used for making lap-seamed open-top cans in Tanzania. 3 We were
told that larg+x  tins for packing pinel:?p!es  in Kenya were previously lap-
seamed. However, the manufaciurers  received numerous complaints about
leakages. Head office  technicians (tlx can manuiacturcr  is a foreign subsidiary),
concluded that the leaks occurred in [he side XXII, and might well have been
due to the way in which the cans were handled during transport. They recom-



mended the adoption  of more mechanised techniques which produced lock-
seamed cans. The main reasons were as follows:

1. It was thought to be too difficult to persuade the handlers to change
their methods of storage and transport.

2. The main cwtomer was a multinational enterprise with a considerable
international reputation  to uphold, and was a large customer not only of the
Kenyan subsidiary but also of subsidiaries elsewhere. This customer felt
that the czms produced with the more mechanised techniques possessed a
stronger side seam, and that is.ternal lacquering could be nvxe effectively
applied to them. Therefore it would not be advisable to resist the demands
for improvement of product quality.

3. Although it seemed possible to make lap-seam cans of adequate quality,
the variability of can quality in an essentially man-controlled operation meant
that supervisory costc  and rejection rates would be greatly increased.

4. The can producer had to compensate its customer not only for the
value of the spoilt cans but also for the contents. As the value of the can is
only a small component of final cost there was a considerable inducement to
avert risks by mechanisation or at least by supplying a lock-seamed can.

5. In any case, even though the primary impetus to mechanisation was
product quality, the lap-seam cans were likely to be cost-competitive only if
mechanised lines had to operate at very low capacity utilisation.  This was
unlikely in the rapidly growing Kenyan market, so there were strong economic
grounds for mechanisation.

In the circumstances, the switch to highly mechanised continuous production
of lock-seamed cans is explicable. Continuous production methods were
apparently the only possibility. It is quite interesting, however, that there
was apparently no attempt to seek out a more labour-intensive lock-seaming
technology. This is the more interesting in view of the Thai experience, which
we discws later.
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Table 13.  Factor  productivity: rectangular open-top can manufacture in Kenya and
Tanzania

Table 14. Unit costs of production: rectangular open-fop can manufacture in Kenya and
Tanzania (EA shillings per thousand cans)

-_ “.

Capital 0.30 0.50
LabO”r 2.73 2.75
Power 0.02 0.03

Rectangular-section open-top cans

We examined two techniques for making rectangular open-top 12 oz.
cans, one in Tanzania and one in Kenya. Table 13 shows that the output of
technique B2 is 11,640 cans per hour and the output of Bl 7,200 cans per hour.
Whereas B2 employs 15 unskilled labourers and 2.5 skilled labourers, Bl
employs 10 unskilled and 2 skilled labourers. The tabie also shows the factor
productivities of the two techniques.

Table 13 shows that Bl is an inefficient technique. This is almost certainly
due to its low rate of output. We suspect that this is the consequence of a very
low rate of capacity utilisation,  so that further comparison of the techniques
will probably not yield much. As one might expect, there is no set of factor
prices which would lead to a preference fcr Bl. The unit costs of outputf ram the
two techniques are shown in table 14 and are derived from wage rates currently
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prevailing in Nairobi. The marginally greater labour  intensity of the B2
technique is more apparent than real: it is probably ;he result of a higher
rate of capacity utilisation.

We have a sample of thre techniques for the produc?ion of kerosene tins.
In two of these (in Kenya), the tin body is made in two sections and then
locked and seamed together. In the more modern, automated Tanzanian
technique the tin is formed from a single piece in one operation. The output
of the Cl line is 936 per hour, while that of the C2 line is;].291  per hour and
that of the C3 line is 310 per how. Labour  input is 28 unskilled and 2 skilled
on the Cl line, 44 unskilled and 1.25 skilled on the C2 iine and 16 unskilled
and 1.3 skilled on the C3 line. These figures and the resulting factor producti-
vities are shown in table 15. That shows that the most labour-intensive C3
technique is inefficient, and we would expect it to be scrapped in favour of
a neiY  line if the market were sufficiently large.

However, Cl and C2 are efficient. Table 16 shows unit costs for the three
tech&ues.  There must be some doubt about these data, since the capital
cost of the very old C2 technique is hard to estimate with any certainty. Never-
theless, the position is fairly clear. Unit costs are more or less the same with
the old C2 technique, which is labourdotensive,  as with the new capital-
intensive Cl technique. This means that in social terms the more  labour-
inrensive C2 technique is almost certainly to be preferred. The social oppor-
tunity cost of labour in East Africa is well below the wage rate in the modern
sector in Nairobi, so that even if there is some doubt about the replacement cost
of the C2 technique, it is most probably the desirable one from a social point
of view (if not from a private point of view also). The C2 technique, however,
is only very slightly more  labour-intensive  than the new one (it allows 20 per
cent more employment per unit of investment).

On the face of it, the technological change in moving from C2 to Cl has
not bad much effect on factor nroduc:ivities,  and has not undermined the
relative  efficiency of the older technique. It might, however, have reduced
materials intensity of production (the new technique makes a can with one side
seam whereas the older one makes a can with two), though we would expect
this et%ct to be rather small.

There remains the question whether the single-seamed can is in some real
sense an improved product (i.e. whether there has been a product innovation).
The answer is probably not: the can with two side seams appears to serve
as well as the can with a single seam for sale of kerosene in predominantly
rural markets.
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Table 15. Factor productivity: manufacture of 20.line kerasew  tins in Kenya and Tanrania

Output per hour  (number of tins)
LabO”<

Skilled workers (including supervisors
(in brackets))

Unskilled workers
Capital  Cost  WA, 1974)

Machines
Buildings

O/K  (tins per EEA)
D,L (lins per worker)
L,K (worker per fEA)
K,L (f,EA  per worker)

936

2(l)
28

llFoo0
115043

0.0081
31.2
O.OKi26
3 833

1.3(0.67)
16

32 050
7 488

O.OW7
17.9

Table 16. Unit costs of production: manufacture of ZO-litre  kerosene fins in Kenya and
Tanzania (EA shillings per thousand cans)

““if COPIS Producfion  line

Cl a c3

Capital 0.30 0.22 0.28
LabOur 7.11 7.15 11.79
Power 0.01 0.04 0.07

Total ,.42 7.41 12.14

Shoe-polish tins

Lastly, we examine the production of shoe-polish tins. We studied two
techniques, one automated and one semi-automated; both are used in the
same plent in Nairobi. Whereas the Dl automated technique produced
6,009 tins an hour, the less automated D2 technique produces only 1,800. The
D1 technique employs 6 unskilled and 0.2 skilled operatives, and the D2
technique employs 5 unskilled and 0.4 skilled. Factor productivities are
shown in table 11. The D2 technique is clearly inefficient. Uoit  costs of pro-
duction are shown in table 18: the unit variable costs of production of the
D2 technique are greater than the total unit wsts of production of the new
Dl technique, and therefore we might expect it to be scrapped.

In this case, therefore, the result of innovation has clearly been that an
older labour-intensive technique has been superseded entirely by a superior,
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Table 17. Factor productivity: manufacture of shoe-polish tins in Kenya

Pmduction  lime  an.3
date  of inrtallafion

D2 W6W DI (19711,

output per hour (number of tins) ,800 6 000
labour

Skilled workers (all supervisory) 0.4 0.2
Unskilled workers 5 6

capital cost  (EEA, 1974)
Machines 10 500 16 550
Buildings 1040 2 240

0,K (tins per %A) 0.171 0.363
O/L (tins per worker) 333 968
L,K (worker per SEA) 0.0005 o.om37
K/r. WA per  worker) 1944 2 669

Table 18. Unit costs  of production: manufacture of shoe-polish tins in Kenya
(EA shillings per thousand tins)

“OiI EOIlP Production  line

D1 DI

Capita! 0~14 0.07
Labour 6.35 2.12
Power 0.c 1 0.01

Total 6.A 2.20

more capital-intensive one, which, as it happens, also gives a better product.
However, there are two interesting compiications. The first is that the Dl
technique produces tins of higher quality than the D2. In fact, the can-pro-
ducing company introduced the Dl production line because a new customer
company (from outside Kenya) entered the market and made strict demands
for very high-quality tins. The decision to invest in the Dl technique was
prompted first by these strict specifications and secondly by the assumed
expansion of the inarket for shoe-poiish tins because of the arrival of a new
polish producer. It is noticeable that the Dl technique would only just be
competitive with D2 at the D2 scale of output ‘, so that the large increase in
the size of the market was probably quite an important factor in the decision
to install the automated technology. The second complication is that the



high degree of automation of the Dl line is apparently a direct outcome of the
customer requirement for a very high-quality tin. There may well be less
automated methods available for producing tins, though of somewhat lower
quality.

Thailand

Whereas the East African survey covered a number of different types of
can, with very different end uses, the Thailand study is much more restricted
in product scope: it deals only with round open-top cans used for food preser-
vation. ’

The Thai situation differs from the Eart African in some important ways.
Can manufacture in East Africa is dominated by a single multinational enter-
prise, and all our data for the East African comparisons were obtained from
subsidiaries of rhis firm, which is the only supplier of cans, apart from one
canning company that also produces cans, but only for its own use. In Thailand
the mzuufacture  of cans is divided between enterprises in the modern sector
(producing daily products, for example) which make their own cans for
their own use, and specialised can producers. Furthermore, the specialised
can producers fall into two groups: in the high-wage sector there is a subsi-
diary of a multinational firm which speck&es  in can production a, and there
are a number of local firms paying lower wages which also produce cans.
The foreign subsidiary sells its cans mainly to firms which export canned goods
and to firms supplying high-quality products such as dairy products to the
domestic market (these customers are in many cases themselves subsidiaries
of foreign firms); while the local firms supply locally owned companies sel!ing
their canned goods in Thailand.

The main reasons for this difference in organisation  are first that the multi-
national specialist can producer entered the Thai market at a much later stage
than in East Afr&; consequentl:. a substantial part of its potential market
had already been mopped up by firms producing cans for their own use.
Secondly, locally owned Thai industry is more developed than local industry
in East Africa; there was therefore a considerable demand from local canners,
which provided an opportunity for the development oC local can makers. Also,
the entrepreneurial  a;ld technical abilities for setting up a local can-making
industry are probably more  developed in Thailand than in East Africa. The
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result is that there is a range of different types of firms producing cans in
Thal;ind. By and large they produce for different markets and face different
&actor  prices. This in itself suggests that there might be a wider range of tech-
niques in use in Thailand than in East Africa, and was one of the reasons hhy
we wished to include a study of Thailand.

For the purposes of this preliminary account ‘we have used the Thai data
in the same way as the East African. We shall examine whether other techno-
logies are available (this ?-me for round open-top food cans only), and how
product differences might affect the choice between them.

The comparison is based on data from six production lines, listed in
table 20, for open-top cans. But first a little more must be said about the tech-
niques and the enterprises which have installed them. The El technique is
used by the foreign subsidiary which specialises in can manufacture. It consists
of 3 relatively high-speed continuous line, which because of the fragmentation
of the firm’s market (itself a result of relatively late entry) is used for a variety
?f ca!ls of different sizes. The E2 technique is used by a firm which sells canned
dairy products in Thailand and abroad, and which makes its own cans. The
production line is used for one size of can only. It is similar to the El technique
except that, first; El is more flexible and probably embodies some diseconomies;
bring a multi-product system, as compared to E2; secondly, E2 does not
include an automatic tester (testing is done oR line), nor an automatic packer
(the cans are passed directly to the milk canner), both of which are fitted to
the El line. Techniques Gl and G2 are rather similar, both introduced by
locally owned firms operating with relatively low-wage labour and producing
for locally owned canneries serving the Thai market. Most of the cans are
used for fruit, vegetables or pickles. The production lines are slower than
the El and E2: they may be described as semi-automated continuous lines.
Whereas the E! and E2 lines are fitted with equipment from Europe or the
United States, the Gl line is Japanese and the G2 is from a developing Asian
country. HI and H2 are labour-intensive lines. They are discontinuous; the
workers operate around individual pieces of machinery, and inter-machine
transfer is manual. Most of the equipment is made in Thailand. Speeds ate
low. Lines of this type are used to produce a wide variety~of products for the
local market. The two H lines are used to produce cans for locally owned
companies marketing canned vegetables and pickles in Thailand.

The range of techniques used in Thailand is therefore considerable, and
wider than the range in East Africa. We would expect some ditT..rences  in
product quality between these production lines. However, as a first step in
the analysis, we Icave  this question aside; we shall come back to it later on.

The basic data on factor productivities are given in table 19. There are
some qualifications to these data. First, the rate of output for El is given as
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21,600 cans an hour. This is the “expected rate” of output in the factory.
The actual long.term average (over more than four years) is considerably
lower--about half of this. The loss of output seems to be mainly the result
of loss of time through inefficiency in dealing with the problems of changing
the line from one can type to another. Both ihe problems and the loss of
output they lead to are in large part a function of the technolo-gy. This qnalifi-
cation means that the data on units costs are favourably biased for El. Secondly,
capital costs for El include costs of machines for packing and testing, and
the iabour inputs needed for those machines are also included. The other
techniques do not include packaging and testing. This biases the results against
El, but changes none of our conclusions; we make some adjustments later
on where necessary. Thirdly, there is another respect in which lines El and
E2 are not strictly comparable. The first is a flexible line producing many
types of can; the second produces only one type at or near the “expected”
rates. This difference in the homogeneity of the product probably affects both
cznitnl and labour costs. For capital costs the rate of discount is assumed to
be IO per cent, and the life of the equipment ten years.

The main conclusion to be drawn from table 19 is that there is a broad
range of efficient techniques: it is true that El is inferior to E2, hut as we have
seen this difference can be ignored because they are not strictly comparable;
aiso H2 is just inferior to HI, but otherwise we have a range of techniques
which are efficient, from the most to the least capital-intensive. The least
capital-intensive (HI) employs nearly 300 times as much labour per unit
of capital as the most capital-intensive (El); the intermediate types of technique
(Gl and G?) employ up to about ten times as much labour per unit of capital
as the capital-intensive ones.

‘The unit costs of production with these techniques are given in table 20.
The first line of the table shows unit costs at actual wage rates facing the various
firms. Since the wage rates on the G and H production lines are about half of
those on the E lines, this fnvours the intermediate and labour-intensive tech-
niques. It turns out that Gl has the lowest unit costs, followed closely by G2.
In the second line of the table costs are adjusted to a standard wage rate,
namely the rate payable on lines using the E techniques in the modern sector.
At this rate Gl and G2 are still the cheaper techniques, though they are not
far off the cost levels of E2, the single-product automated production line.

There is a further adjustment in the third and fourth lines of the table.
The fourth line shows unit costs excluding the costs of packaging and testing
from technique El (which is the only production line that includes these
components). The results are broadly unchanged. The intermediate tech-
niques (GI and G2) have the lowest unit costs, and are followed by the auto-
mated ones. The very labour-intensive production lines have higher unit
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Capital cm!  (thousands
of bahm) 9 0‘9 6331 1 535 1 230 32.5 56

OK’ (cans per thousaild  bahts) 2.39 3.03 5.71 8.62 22.15 15.18
O/L (cans per worker) 1 963 32on 876 731 76 68
L/K (workers per million bahts) 1.22 0.95 6.51 11.79 292.3 223.2
KLfJhousandsofbahts

per worker) 819.90 1055~‘6 153.50 84.82 3.42 4.48

35.5 25.2 11.4 17.6 35.9 62.1
35.5 25.2 17.8 19.4 67.9 98.1

30.6 25.2 11.4 14.7 35.9 62.1
30.6 25.2 17.8 19.4 67.9 98.1

costs than the others, even in the first iinc of the table, where they have the
advantage of a very low wage rate. For the labour-intensive production lines
to be preferred to the others, the shadow wage rate would have to be very
nearly zero-which is unrealistically low, as in the case of East Africa.

There are, of course, other reasons which might favour  the HI and H2
techniques. For example, they use locally made machinery, thus saving fmeign
exchange and possibly ,reating external economies in the machine-making
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sector. Even so, these advantages would have to be given massive weight to
offset the !cw productivity of these particuka  techniques.

Apparently, then, the process of innovation in this case has made the very
labour-intensive techniques uncompeti:ive. Much the same lhing happened
in the East African case of round open-top can production, although in East
Africa the labour-intensive alternative is not as labour-intensive as in Thailand.
A very interesting difference in Thailand, however, is that there are two inter-
mediate types of fC?chnique,  both developed in Asian countries with wbot are
by world standards low-wage economies (one country being Japan). More
interesting still, these techniques have lower unit costs of prodwtion than
the automated ones, even at the wage rates paid in the modern sector, and
even though the automated techniques are both being operated by multinational
firms with sophisticated and efficient management. This therefore appears to
be a case in which the swctrum  of techniques bad been extended by the develop-
ment 0: some further possibilities. ’ This suggests that it has been possible to
offset the effects of labour-saving bias, at least to some extent.

But what about products? A key question is: are the cans produced by
techniqvues  Gl and G2 sufFiciently good to meet the quality standards in the
markets which are at present being served by El? z At fiat sight the answer
is no. We rook a sample of cans from G2 (which appeared to have lower
quality standards than Cl), and had them quality-tested in the laboratories of
the specialist can producer (El). The cans had a number of defects which
made them ucfit for use in export markets. Ho,wever,  a closer inspection of the
kinds of defects in these cans suggested strongly to us that the problem was
not inherent in the G2 technique itself but resulted from the way m which the
technique was being used a: it seemed perfectly possible that with appropriate
cperating  procedures and quality control faci!ities, the same technique could
be used to produce cans of export quality. The only way we could fmd of
testing this possibility was to discover whether there were any Asian exporters
of canned food who used cans made with this technology. Wz made a limited
questionnaire survey of exporters of canned goods from one Asian coxiry
in which there is a whoiiy foreign-owned food-canning subsidiary ;: a foreign

’ Se* the discussion on pages  11 l-1 IS of modern adaptations of techniques that have in
themselves fallen  inm disuse.

z It should !x noted  that the cans produced on the labour-intensive  lines HI and HZ
are  of very poo:  quality. When in this chapter we .‘efer to “poor quality”, we refer to both
the optimum level and the variability of quality achieved. For techniques in which the oper-
ations zre  lar&’  controlled directly by men rather than by machines (e.g. A4 as well as HI
and HZ) it may be the variability rather than the attainable level of quality which causes
problems.

* The final report  of our findings contains a detailed analysis of the results of the quality
study.
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firm, exporting 99 per ceni of its output. This subsidiary makes all its own
cans. using precisely the G2 technique of our case stildy;  moreover, it exports
to markets in which both customer and public health requirements for can
quality are very high, namely Japan, the United States, and the Federal
Republic of Germaay and other parts of Western Europe. We concluded
from this survey that there is no intrinsic problem of quality with the G2
technique;  thz problem is that the production line is not being operated
properly in Thaiiand.

It is true, of course, that unit costs would rise if the Thai firm had to meet
internationsl  quality standards. To explore the cost of such a requirement
we made an anaiysis  of what unit costs would be with the G2 technique if it
were used in the institutional context of the El technique. We allowed for a
higher wage ret?, El-type supervi,sion, testing, quality control and automatic
packing. With all these adjustments, there is still a considerable saving in
private costs with the G2 technique.’ Our calculations show that over a
ten-year period under these stringent conditions of operation, the G2 technique
wou!d  give cost savings, by comparison with the El technique, of a present
discounted value that could be at least as much as IO million bahts (about
f200,OOO;  on certain very plausible assumptions. In social terms savings
would be eveu greater: employment per unit of both output and investment
is considerably larger; the foreign exchange costs of investment are much
lower per unit of output; there are greater possibilities of building up local
capability to copy and manufacture the machinery than with technique El ;
ar.d there are greater chances for Thai as opposed to foreign firms to supply
the export market and t.hus to increase the country’s foreign exchange earnings.

In short, the problem  of meeting quality requirements with the intermediate
technology seems to be more apparent than real. The intermediate technique
has not been superseded by the automated one because of product quality :e-
quirements, although the very labour-intensive techniques certainly have been.

The concept of availability of techniques

On the basis of the case studies, what can we say about the availability
of different techniques as far as this industry is concerned?

The development of new can-making techniques has made some existing
ones inefficient-the labour-intensive  technique for making 204itre kerosene
tins, the semi-automatic technique for shoe-polish tins and one of the very
labour-intensive methods for making round open-top cans in Thailand.

i It ah has the advantage that it is used on a smaller-scaie  line. so that problems of
flexible,  multi-praduct  production would be czsier  to deal wits  than with  Lhe EL technique,
ah also would be !‘le  problem of matching capacity to increases in demand.
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However, it doss not seem to be generally true in this industry that innovation
produces a technology that supersedes all the others existing in the sense of
making them inefficient. Even in the cases in which a labour-intensive technique
is superseded by innovation-for example in the case of kerosene tins in
East Africa-there is usually more than one technique left to choose from.
It is only in the case of shoe-polish tins that this is not true; and obviously
there may be other possible techniques that are not included in our study.
It is quite striking that in the case of round open-top cans in both East Africa
and Thailand even the very old, labour-intensive techniques are still efficient
by comparison with the new ones. The problem with those very labour-intensive
techniques is not that they are inefficient in a formal sense but that they have
such Ion productivities that they are sub-optimal for all realistic factor price
combinations if the possibility of a zero shadow wage is excluded. This applies
to the production of round open-top tins in East Africa and Thailand.

Changes in product have occurred during innovation: the very labour-
intensively produced open-top can5  in Thailand (and also in East Africa) are
of poor quality by comparison with those that are made on automated lines.
The same is true in the case of shoe-polish tins, though not for kerosene tins,
However, in this industry at least, product changes are not always as decisive
as may seem to be the case. In the case of lines developed in Japan and another
Asian country and used in Thailand, poor quality is more the result of inade-
quate operation of the production line than of inherent defects in the line
itself. In this important case, a change in product is not unavoidable.

The Japanese techniques are important because they show that efficient
techniques can be found which are more labour-intensive than newer capital-
intensive ones, but which can produce at much lower private as well as social
costs. These techniques are interesting also because they seem to be up-to-date
variations of techniques which were used in Europe and the United States
in the 1920s or before. These modern  techniques derived from the older tech-
nologies can be used to make higt-quality products.  They have been developed
in countries where wages are low by comparison with those now paid in the
United States and Europe.

In this industry at least, therefore, there are alternative techniques in a
real sense, at least in some important cases, and there is no need for a product
change that would preclude the use of more labour-intensive techniques.
Moreover, the range of techniques available is a good deal wider than the
studies suggest. ‘We simply looked at some of the techniques that are actually

’ In general our sample is biased towards the more labour-intensive  end of the snectrum
of techniques in use. Even the most  capital-intensive of the techniques coverer
are far less  capital-intensive than a number of techniques in use in the more  industrialiseh
c-n,rntriP.

d in’this stud”
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in use in East Africa and Thailand. There are other techniques in use in Thailand,
and yet others in use in Europe and the United States. It is quite conceivable
that thers may be intermediate variations which have not been covered by
the study. One particularly interesting development is likely to extend the
available range considerably during the next few years: there has recently
be;” a major innova:ion in can making (the introduction of the two-piece
can). The technique for this is appropriate for very high volumes of output.
This technological leap is making available a range of second-hand high-speed
lines in Europe and the United States. The price of this type of second-hand
machinery is falling quite rapidly, and smaller-scale European and United
Starrs can producers are purchasing this equipment. In turn they are dispos-
ing of iheir own range of second-hand, lower-speed equipment at low prices.
It is more than lik:ely that this innovation-induced change’in  the second-hand
machinery market will make available a number of techniques that are !ike!y
to b;, both labour-intensive and inexpensive.

Another limitation of our survey is that we have not looked at alternatives
xt the sub-process level. In Fact, there are a very large number of conceivable
combinations of sub-processes to make up a production iine. If we had taken
these into account, it would plxinly have increased the number of different
possibilities.

The study also shows that the concept of availability of different techniques
needs to be more clearly formulated. What does “availability” mean-in
particular. what does it mean as far as the private decision maker is concerned?
in the first place, it seems clear that there are costs involved in establishing
what is available. The curious notion that what is available is in some way
immediately knowjn to everyone in the industry, or can be discovered at no cost,
is not valid. Our information suggests that the only season for which the
ipecialised  modern can producer in Thailand (using the El technique) did
not consider the techniques evolved in other Asian countries was that the
engineers did not know about them 2; yet this tirm is a large, highly organised
multinational enterprise. Indeed, one season why the firm did not consider
these techniques may well be that it is too organised, in the sense that most
technological decisions are made by head office personnel, who are much
i~lore  aware of technology and conditions in advanced countries than in
dweloping  countries. However, we spoke to managers of another multinational
enterprise (not included in the case studies). which has incurred considerable

‘See Chapter 5 below for a discussion of the way in which innovation-induced avail-
ability of second-hand machinery is likely to ensure bath low initial cost and low operating
cost for entrepreneurs.
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costs in seeking out the techniques which were available and was actually
considering the Asian techniques in question for one of its operations.

The :ange of techniques available can also be widened through engineering
adaptation by indwidual firms. We found one firm in an advanced country
that was considering the possibilities of re-tooling its operations in a developing
country (to improve quality of output), and another was looking at the possi-
bi!ity of producing new designs based on Japanese technology, specially for
its operations in developing countries.

Our observations in Thailand indicated that iocal manufacture of equip-
ment may be another way in which the range of techniques available can be
expanded. This method of expanding the range is distinct from any adaptive
engineering or re-design efforts. By this method a particular technique in
itself remains unchanged but its capital cost may be lowered because local
machine..building  costs may be lower than those in the country of origin of the
technique. In economic terms, this then becomes an alternative, less capital-
intensive technique. This method of securing a more appropriate technique
was observed on a number of occasicns.  One firrn copied an imported packing
machine at a cost of between 50 and 60 per cent of the cost of the imported
machine. Another firm copied Japanese end-making machinery, at a cost
again of about 50 per cent of that of the imported equipment. The same type
of action was observed in other sections of industry in Thailand, but it is by
no means clear how widespread this method is, nor what the posslbdtttes  are
of using it to increase the range of available techniques. Clearly there are
some limits: for one thing the costs of making machinery locally are not
lower for all types of machine.

Another possibility lies in recourse to techniques that have been used in the
past but are now obsolete. As such, it is perhaps seldom likely to be very
useful: but when such a resurrection is combined with some simple engineering,
the possibility of generating a wider range of technological possibilities may
be quite large. In the case of can-making techniques, it is interesting to note
tba: :he II techniques in use in Thailand are in fact relics of techniques used in
Europe and North America in the second half of the nineteenth century.
The G techniques are those brought into use in the 1920s and 1930s. Between
the middle of the nineteenth century and the 1920s the technology of can
making evolved, producing a number of techniques intermediate  in productivity
between the G and H techniques. A superficial examination of these inter-
mediate techniques suggests that they could provide the basis, almost certainly
at the sub-process level, for a number of probably efficient modern techniques.

A variation on the resurrect:on  of old techniques seems to be responsible
for the availability of the G type of technique found to be optimal in Thailand.
As mentioned above, these techniques were developed in the 1920s  and 1930%
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and now seem to have passed out of use in Europe and the United States.
However, the techniques have been preserved in two Asian countries where
they are used. It is not purely by preservation that this type of technique has
remained available as a competitive alternative: in a number of respects
(materials used, accuracy of parts, power units incorporated) they are different
from the technique used in the past. These adjustments have almost certainly
contributed to the maintenance of the competitive position of this type of
technique, particularly with respect to their ability (when operated correctly)
to match the quality specifications of cans produced by more “modern”
techniques.

The implication is that there are a number of measures that can widen
the range of techniques available; therefore what is available is not fixed and
immediately known to all decision makers. These measures may range from
simple 1 search, through local manufacture or engineering adaptation, to
research and development proper. They all involve costs, which are, however,
probably quite small by comparison with potential private and social gains.
A case in point is provided by the gains that could be made in Thailand by
using the Asian technology instead of that evolved in countries that are more
advanced in this respect.

OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING CHOICE

For the most part we have looked at the question of choice of techniques
as a matter of minimising costs of production given factor prices, more  or less
assuming a two-factor world (i.e. where factor inputs consist of capital and
homogeneous labour).  This concept is open to criticism on the grounds that
it is an extreine simplification of how a decision about technology is actually
made. Other factors may lead to choices that are different from what oue
would predict using the simple model. What is more important, however,
is that such factors may also be serious obstacles to the success of some of the
policies that are proposed on the basis of simple models-factor price policies
for example. In the course of our research we collected information on factors
that iniluence and sometimes determine the rechnological decision, but that
lie outside the parameters of the simple model. We have already discussed
some of these factors-the influence of changes in product, for example-but
a number of others remain.

’ Search may, in fact, be far from simple, particularly if it is intended to search for
available techniaues  in the second-hand market.



Organisation  and growth of markets

All the unit cost comparisons between techniques have been made on the
assumnption  that the volume of demand will be adequate to allow operation
of each technique at, or close to, its normal full-capacity rate of output. This
is so even where these rates differ markedly between the cases compared. i
This_ of course, may not be the real d&sic-  situation; r.nd since costs are
obviously sensitive to the rates of output and hence to the volume of demand,
the appropriate  and optimal techniques may not be those suggested in the
analysis above. We noted that the scale of the Tanzanian market might justify
the use of the labour-intensive A4 lap-canning technique for open-top cans
which could not be justified in the Kenyan market. Similarly, the D2 shoe-
polish tin technique might be preferred to Dl if the scale of output had been
less than was assumed in the cost analysis for D2. As it was, the expected
rapid growth of the Kenya” market seems to have had some influence on the
choice of the Dl technique. Again, the H techniques were probably a sensible
choice in Thailand, given their inherent flexibility and the very small particular
product markets that they supplied?

It is unlikely that in the partiwlar  cases covered in this study the scale
of output would change any of tt;e conclusions reached about the inappro-
priateness of some of the more labour-intensive techniques. However, the
genera.l  point is worth stressing that two types of situation may be general
enough to increase the probability that preference will be given to smal!er-
scale, more labour-intensive techniques.

The first situation is one in which a market is building up to the level
allowing full-capacity operation of more capital-intensive techniques. Preli-
minary analysis of the Thai data indicates that the G techniques would still
be preferred to the El technique, even if the unit costs of the former incor-
porated the penalty of very rapid accounting depreciation over only five years,
while the !atter was depreciated over 10 or even 25 years. Thus, even if the
growth of a market is expected to reach a level justifying the use of a more
capital-intensive technique, there may be a period during which the more
labour-intensive technique is to be preferred. This situation might even arise
repeatedly when the market grew above the level of demand that could be
met by the first unit of productive equipment for the capital-intensive tech-
nique but before it grew to the lwel justifying investment in a second unit.

Secondly, it may be an aim of general social and economic policy to seek
a wide regional dispersion of industry. Such a policy might be quite reasonable
in connection with food production and canning and with can making. The

’ See for example table 19. The H techniques operate at about one-tenth of the rate of
ourput  of the G techniques and at less than one-twentieth of that of the E techniques.
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scale of production of dispersed wits would almost certainly have to be
lower ths ? that of the more centralised plants covered in this study. Weighting
of the costs to express a preference for a particular location as well as for a
socially desirable greater volume of employment would of course favour the
techniques with lower full-capacity rates of production, i.e. the more labour-
intensive techniques. However, in the particular cases dealt with in this study
it has been show,”  that an unacceptably big employment premium is necessary
to bring some of the most labour-intensive techniques into parity with their
more capital-intensive counterparts. Adding locational considerations is un-
likely to make these techniqws  acceptable.

On the other hand, this brings us to the question of product specifications.
Take for example the case of shoe polish. It is not inconceivable that a type
of shoe polish other than “multinational shoe polish” could be manufactured
in smaller, regionally dispersed units. It might well be marketable locally in
cans of lower quality specification than “multinational cans”. The “local cans”
in turn could be niznufactured  with smaller-scale and more labour-intensive
techniques (e.g. D2). An evaluation of the whole situation in terms of social
costs might well indicate that the smaller-scale, more labour-intensive  can-
making technique was preferable.

Supervision and skill requirements

In an early case study of can processes carried out in Kenya’, it was
suggested that supervision costs might be a major factor militating against
the use of labcur-in:ensivr  technology. Some of the Kenya” data apparently
support the notion that supervision costs increase as a proportion of total
unit costs as labxr intensity increases. in the case of round open-top cans,
supervision costs were  37 per cent oftotal unit costs on the very labour-intensive
lap-seaming line. They were proportionately lower on the more capital-inten-
sive Al and A2 lines (16 per cent and 13 per cent respectively), but they rose
sharply with the most capital-intensive line (A3) where they came to 21 per
cent of total unit costs. 2 The Kenyan data, therefore, are not very conclusive:
if anythifig they suggest that supervision costs per unit are lowest with more
“intermediate” technologies, but rise with greater labour znd capital intensity.

Nor did the Thai study throw much light on the problem. In this case
there was no discernible relationship between labour intensity and supervision

’ IL.0:  Employnen,, incomes and equaliry  : n srmregy  for increasing  producrive  employ-
mm in K~nyo. op. cit., Technical Paper 7.

2 This may not represent the “reaY  requirement of this line for super~isio~  inputs, but
rather the indivisibility of the single supervisor on the line in relation to the lower number
of line-operating workers on this more automaled system.
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costs as a proportion of total unit costs. Supervision costs were general!y  about
15-29 per cent of total unit costs, but there was no particular pattern to be
observed.  However, the Thai study does suggest an interesting qualitative differ-
ence between supervision on capital-intensive lines and on !abour-intensive
ones. The supervisor wage rates on automated lines tend to be very high;
they ax much less on the normal lines. Partly no doubt this is because the
automated lines are in the high-wage sector anyway. But there are a!so some
obviocz differences between the type of supervision needed on automated
lines-generally people with a high level of technical ability to manage
machines--and  the type needed to organise  a large number of workers on a
labour-intensive line. Probably the skills needed for organising workers
(as opposed to supervising machines) ax more readily available in developing
countries than ihose needed for automated lines. If this is the case, the super-
“is&o  problem liray not be qnite as general a problem in manufacturing as it
is sometimes thoilght to be.

Imperfect knowledge

There is a good deal of evidence of imperfections in the flow of infor-
mation about the range of techniques that are actually available. We uavr
already pointed out that even a multinational specialised  can-producing firm,
with all its advantages of technical  skill, organisation,  management and other
resources, may not be adequately informed of the possibilities. The firm
which uses the El open-top technique in Thailand is a multinational and
seems to have had little if any information about the technologies developed
in other Asian countries (GI and G2)--and this only after twice choosing
the EI !echnique.  !mperfect k.;owledge  carr  &so  lead to an exaggerated assess-
ment of risk, which can have a determining effect on decisions. For exaaple,
the Thai firm using Japanese equipment bought similar but cheaper equipment
from &other  Asian country for a later investment. Its reasons for making the
more costly first purchase were la:gely that it was oncertain  about the reliability
of the equipment from the other country. In this sort of situation, one may
even encounter the notion that home equipment is more reliable than equip-
ment from some other source simply because it is more expensive:, though
very similar in design.

Multinational producers

Plant standardisation

The choices made by multinational enterprises  can be strcngiy influenced
~‘y the advantages of using more or less standard&d  plant everywhere. This
can cut operating costs very significantly by simplifying repair and speeding
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up diagnosis, particularly when diagnosis involves communication with the
head c&x; this argument WBS  put to us by n seniw engineer from a large
Haxiian  er;terprise  which in all other respects was apparently acutely con-
scious of factor prices. We have encountrred  the prac:ice of standardisation
bymu!tina:ional producers in other industries too---notably in tyre manufxture,
where it plainly leads to a commihment to very capital-intensive, automated
plant. It wa probably a consideration  in the choice of thz El technology in
Thailand, and possibly also in failures to seek out more labour-intensive
variations (as in the case of round open-top cans in Kenya, for example).

\lertical integration

In the cases cove:rd m this srvdy, choices were made by a number of dif-
ferent types of firm, and in general we would expect the nature of individual
firms to influence their selection of techniques. However, the evidence from
che ceses on what the influence might actually have beeu is somewhat mixed
and inconclusivs. In the detailed cost analysis of the Thai data (not included
;u thlq chapter) we have allowed for some of the more obvious  institutional
differences between muttiuational  awl !ocsl firms Although unit costs are
sensitive to these adjustments. the optima! rzlectirn is much less so.

Jr! broad terms the multinational lirrs  themselves are similar to each
other, but there are none : less :omc differences among them. Foil example.
technique El was chosen if vertically integrated tirm which not on!y manu-
factures cans bu: also ga ttes technology ~~elevant  to can making, develops
techniques and munufzx:i ‘s much of the :&want  equipment. To a consid-
erable extem, then, irs det. xx with regard to the choice of techniques for
can making in a subsidiary m a developing country are likely to be a&ted
by its own in.volvement in this whole spectrum of actirities.  The firm may, for
example, wish to spread research and development costs as widely as possible,
to recoup them t.s quicl.ly as poxible, to maintain a certain level of xc1 ‘city
in its machine-building facilities, or to sell refurbished equipment froa its
plants in deveioped  countries I, perhaps in response to innovation in the
latter. These and other intra-firm considerations may well affect choice at the
level of subsidiaries. Whether they actually d9 (or did) or no: depends on
details of the decision-making process about which our information does not
allow us to come to any conclusion.

Another multinational enterprise operating in Thailand (noi included in
the six basic cases) seemed much more flexible with respect to the choices
it made. For example, one of its firs! oversets  plants, set up in the Philippines

1 This probably accounted for the kind ofequiprnent  aed in the East African subsidiaries
of the firm.
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used techniquss rhnt were quite different from those in its home pLnt. Its
Thui pltni used techniques which  were different from those in the Philippines
planr:  and zithough here it used some equipment displaced from its home
plan:. it also incorporated elements of the G2 Asian technique. Unlike the !z
arm :!XII  bad ciiosen the El technique. this multinationa!  firm did snot have
such  ;: grcar in>ritutionally  organised commitmerrt  to :I particular type of
can-making technology or to a particuiar  ser of techniques. It spcciaiised in
the canning and marketing of food products, and can making was merely a
necessary complement to these activities. The firm was probably therefore
nvxe easily able to search for and vse other can-making lines.

H~ivsver.  it appears that other factors also came into play. The multina-
ti<>nal  firm operatin_e  the E2 technique was similar to this less technologically
conimi!ted firm: it was also a firm specialising  in food processing and mar-
hetine. with can makins merely a necessary complement, but it showed very
limited flexibility and appeared to have made almost no search for alternatives.
Although the E2 technique had both a lower initial capital cost and lower
unit costs :han El. the different choice is, as wz have suggested above, probabiy
to be explained in tar.6 of differences in product rather than by differences In
the iypz of t%m.  However, as table 20 suggests, techniques Gl and G2 were
probably to be preferred to E2; yet neither of the former were considered by
the EZ-using firm, even when in 1473 it camr to consider the installation of a
second line. Even after having a subsidiary operating in Thailand for a number
of years. this multinational enterprise did not seem to know of the existence
of these more labour-intensive  and p:?bably lower-cost tecl-niques.  Certainly
it did not consider them as alternatives to another installation of the same
technique as before.

Fear of labour problems

We came across the argument that machines are easier to manage than
workers, and that machines do not go on strike. This appeared to have
influenced technical decisions towards higher levels of capital intensity-at
ieast in the sense that it is a disincentive to seek out labour-intensive techniques.
Managers are also inclined to favour more capita!-intensive technologies if
it is very hard 10 dismiss workers or where, as in Kenya, the policy is to encour-
age firms to increase employment by some fixed proportion of their existing
labour force.

The case studies dii not yield very much useful information about the
extent to which decision makers regarded personnel management as a con-
straint on the use of mere labour-intensive techniques. However, one of the
Thai cases (El) provides some insights into aspects of the reality behind
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whatever impressions may exist. This firm, using the high-srced automated
technique, encountered a number of problems  concerned with persorinel
management. For example, there was a constant problem of inadequate
F upervisicn. The firm had to develop and train its supervisors from among
workers initially operating the production line. At the same time there were
apparently some signs of resentment on the part of the labcur force at the
limited promotion possibilities to supervisory positions within Ihe p!ant.
On top of this, the difficulties associated with running a high-speed line tc
produce a wide range of products led to an atnxxphere  of constant crisis on
the factory floor. There was quite a high propensity ti, strike, and machine
down-time was very large. Everybody from the plant manager downwards
scaed tc be aider almost persistent pressure owing to the need tc cope with
these emergencies. The situation was ox of potential and actual labour-
manageme”t  conilict.

Our preliminary analysis in this case suggests that in fact a wide variety
of iabour-management  problems would have been eased considerably if the
mcrc labour-intensive G techniques had been used in place of the high-speed
E technique: the larger line-operating labour force r:ould have increased
the probability of tinding a larger absolute number of potential supervisors;
the larger number of supervisory posts (though not necessarily corresponding
to 1 larger proportion of the labour force) might have reduced the resentment
about limited promotion possibilities; the simpler operating routine of very
low change-over frequency resulting from using a number of lices of the G
technique would have allowed greater attention to be paid to training in the
required supervisory skills, and would also have sharply reduced the number
of emeizencies and the resulting situations of potential conflict. This is all
a little hypothetical’, but it suggests that one might at least question the cften
repeated hypothesis that increased labour  intensity of production is essociated
wth increased problems of labour  management.

SOME GENERAL IMPLICATIONS

The results of the East African arid Thai cx studies suggest that capital-
intensive techniques were used not merely because other more appropriate
techniques were not available: a policy of creating mcrc appropriate techniques
by research and development or of developing intermediate techniques by

’ We should also stress  that the comments are bared solely on a single case, possibly
peculiar, in Thailand. They should be set in the context of the feeling of some manaws in
East Africa  that increased labour intensity would in various ways generate problems of
personnel  management.



adaptive engineering probably wouid not 30 its OWP have made much dif-
feerrnce  to employmen? ;q the can-making industry; more appropriate techniques
did a!rrady  sxist. but they were simply not used in situations in which it
appeared that their use would have been justified.

It seems that it was the selection process, not the nature of the available
techniques, that was somehow inappropriate. The decisions were  probably
not infiuenced  by questions of products and markets; at least such questions
did not ?revsnt  the use of G techniques in Thailand ‘; the selection of these
more labour-l;ltensive techniques did not require any shift in the patterns of
consumption and income distribution.

Comparative irrelevance of sane selection criteria in p:actice

It seems iikeiy that policies designed to adjusi distorted facr~~ prices
would have been equally ineffective in changing the choices made. On the
one hand, some techniques (the most labour-intensive among those used in
the cases studied) could not have been preferred unless relative factor prices
had been cixnged to a degree that does not seem at all acceptable. On the
other hand, other relatively labour-intensive techniques (the intermediate
G techniques in Thailand) were already the most economical techniques at
existing wage ~ates--~ven  at the wage Iates paid in the “modern” sector of the
economy. Given the wide margin of existing cost advantage for these tech-
niques, there is no reason to believe that efforts to make it any wider by mani-
pulating relative factor prices would have achieved very much.

Lt is perhaps an unusua! accident both of our sampling and of the particular
history of can-makinp  technology that the optilral  selection from among the
particular techniqiles in this study is not more sensitive to marginal shifts
of relative prices. This very limited sensitivity is also perhaps due to the fact
that we, like most of the companies making the decisions, have considered
production lines as complete units. We have described above aspects of the
behaviow  of one multinational firm in Thailand which seemed to be :lite
flexible in its technical decision making: this company seemed to be unusually
responsive to prices and costs, and also to be more prepared than most of the
other firms to consider making :ip a production line with sub-processes drawn
from a variety of different sources; if faced with different relative prices this
company might have adjusted the average labour intensity of the whole line
by adjusting the mix of techniques within the line.

L In fact, the management of the firm using the Et technique did perceive product quality
requirements as a probable constraint on the use of the G techniques. This, however, was
hfter they had already installed two units of the El technique.
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The cases suggest, then, that choices of technique are not highly sensi.we
to consideratioils  of factor and unit cost. In the previous section we discussed
some factors which may dilute the influence of cost considerations ou decision
making. Some of the factors do not seem actually to have been opers:i%.c  in
these cases. For example, we cannot use considerations relating to the scale
of the markr: 3s sven part of an explanation of the inappropriate  choices
in Thailand; similarly the choice of more iabour-intensive G techpiques
i.‘::t~:.-d  of the El technique may in fact have simplified personnei management
;::; t:&de it easier rather than more difficult. In fact, these case studies suggest
conclaions similar to those of a study carried out in the footwear and sugar
Industries, namely that some decision makers appear to have been “impru-
dent”. 1 That study suggests that the explanation of this type of imprudence is io
be Found in the fJilure of !nginzers, with their limited vision, and to a lesser
extent of economists, to exercise a more decisive influence on investnat
decisions. The can-making case studies confirm the existence of this kiud of
limitation, but not in a mznner  systematic enough to al!ow any particular
categories of decision  maker to be identified as tending to be more “imprudent”
than others. We must therefore attempt to find the origins of apparently
imprudent decision making among the influences that cnshiop  the inAilence
of ?revailinp ;%ces and costs on the selection process, in particular iimited
knowleoge,  risk avoidance and the desire for system compatibility within
multi-plant firms.

We have described above some aspects of the differing behaviour of firms
whxh appear to be broadly similar. We should stress the point that it does not
seem possible to generalise  about the types of decision maker who tend more
often than others to make imprudent decisions. For example, a multinationai
enterprise using its engineers from a developed cwntry was twice responsible
for the inappropriate choice of the El technique in Thailand. This may give
some support to general hypotheses about the malign influence of engineers.
However, other information  we collected suggests that the influence of engineers
is not always malign. The production engineer of one firm, another multi-
national enterprise, deliberately sought out information about the availa-
bility of a wide range of tec!miques for its overseas plants. The firm’s choice
was limi!ed hy a desire to maintain compatibility between the systems in its
Thai and headquarters plants. However, the costs of compatible techniques
were carefully balanced against the costs of other techniques. The firm incorpor-
ated selected elements of the G2 Asian technique with elements of other more
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familiar techniques ii: its Thai plant. The firm w:s quit2 clearly seeking a lesst-
cost solut;o:1  to the choice problem at prevailing local factor prices.

We thus find similar firms 1 which behaved differently and made different
decisionr.  In another example drawn from Th?6land, two decisions with
differen! resulting technical choices were made by a single firm. The firm using
the C-i technique also selected the slightly less capital-intensive G7 technique
This was only after the experience of using the Cl technique had increased
its ability to cope with the risk perceived to be associated with the cheaper
and themfore apparently less reliable G2 lins.

Scope for national demonstration centres

I: seems fairly c!ezr  from our observations in Thailand that inept decisions
are apparently quite widespread. (Although WC have net directly compared
rhe aiternstives  found in Thailand with those used in East Africa, th? impli-
cation is that the situation is similar there.) We have until DOW described oniy
a few of the more inappropriate decisions made by the firms in the cases ?:udied.
A Ccw  examples may illustrate the wider range of inappropriate choice of
techniques. The firm using technique G? selected a line including two units
of machinery which have never been used and probably will never xed to be
used fur the types of product made. These two i:cm: cost 40,500 bahts--about
38 per cent of the total investment made. A number of the fruit-canning
firms chose to set up thsir own can-making lines when even an optimistic assess-
ment of their level of output would have indicated that purchase of cans from
a specialist can maker iuould probably have been more appropriate. Having
male that decision some of these firms then chose lines of equipments  which
incorporate? unnecessary items or which calicd for unnecessarily high-speed
techniques. Both of these features of the equipment made the capital costs
of production higher than they needed to be.

The East African 2nd Thai case studies suggested, therefore, that steps
zbould  be taken to reduce or eliminate various randomly distributed forms
of imprudent selection of techniques and to reduce the influence of the factors
that insulate decision making from local prices and costs.

A first step would be to assemble detailed information about the available
techniques for the manufacture of the particular product-tin cans in -his
case. However, the case studies suggest that we should be very cautious about
proposals to set up technology information centres, particularly their inter-
national variants. At least three types of consideration seem to be important

’ As described  above, these two firms are similar in only some  rcspecrs.  IO others they
differ:  for example  in the degree to which they are committed to can making ai.d to particubr
WPea  of can-making technology and can-makin%  techniques.
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in this rrspect. The assembled information should actually be brought to bear
on the decision-making process. This requires some system that can influence
both ihe entrepreneur in the informal sector in Bangkok and the decision
makers of the multinational enterprise in Europe or the United States. It seems
ur;ealisric  to rrpect that the decisions of either would be much influenced if
the system consisted only of some international information centre. Without
a wmponent  at the national level at lw , it seems likely that any international
syst::n;  will bc igmxed.

7’le second point stems from the fact that the information available to the
decis:on  maker probably needs to be of such a quality that it reduces risk
averr~cn.  The Thai, entrepreneur in case Gl knew of the existence, specifications,
coct:z and source of the less capital-intensive G2 technique, but he did not
trust it. The local managemen: of the multinational firm of case El similarly
distrusted the G2 technique when they became aware of its existence. Interest-
ingly enough, the first steps they took to measure the risk were to visit a
local plant using the technique, to see it in operation and to take samples for
analysis in their own zsting laboratory. It seems likely tnat to reduce the
perception of risk associated with alternative techniques the accumulated
information -41 not only have to be locally available but will also have to be
tangible and highly convincing. This seems to point to the need for demon-
stration plants capable of operating on a Froduction basis, perhaps in a govern-
mere-controiled  production centre.

We noted earlier that the efficiency of a technique (in this cas. the G
techniques in Thailand) was highly sensitive to the way in which the technique
was operated. For example, inadequate operating capability ruled out the
possibility that the firms actually using the G technique could supply cans to
certain quality-demanding segments ofthe market. Limited operating capability
may &so severely restrict the average rate of output. Thus it may well result
in higher-cost, lower-quality output. This in itself is undesirable, but it will
also affect decisions taken by other producers: the observed experience of
high-cost and low-quality output with a particular technique is likely to be
a strong influence on subsequent choices of technique by the same firm or by
others.

:n addition, the existence of a kind of operational knowiedge  about tech-
nology might be a considerable help in monitoring and controlling the choice
of techniques by multinational enterprises. For example, our information
suggesis  that there would have been considerable social as well as private
gains if the multinational  can producer had used G techniques instead of El.
In fact private gains from using 5 techniques are appsrently  so big that they
would almost certainly more than compensate for the private costs of losing
inter-piat  technical compatibility. Whether they would make up for the loss
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of the fui! range of intra-firm benefits is a question *hut ive cannot answer.
Obx~ioosly.  in order to monitor effectively the choice of techniques by muiti-
nxtionnl enterprises, one would need to be able to make this kind of point.
This agrin  is an argument for accumulating detailed working information
ahour the Tpcrnting costs and performances of different techniquts.

II is true that In the first instance most of the gains from lov~er-cost  pro-
duc:ion  through use of an intermediale  technique \vould  be appropriated by
multinational enterprises. This obviously raises questio?; of how the gains
will be distribiuted between the national economy and the firm (which may
simply increase the payments of profits abroad). The provision of operational
knowledge would thexfore  have to be accompanied by adequate control
over the activicier  of foreig,!  firms. Even in the absence of such control there
xould3 however, be some social gzins,  particularly in terms of more employment
per unit of output.

In gmerai.  then, we suggest that any attempt to influence the choice of
production techniques must be very firmly grounded in, and very closely
r&ted to, !ocal capability to operate them. The institutional instrument of
such a policy must be a centre of exce!lence in existing technology.

Such a po!izy  is not necesssri!y an alternative to the manipu!ation  of
re!zriw factor prices; indeed, it is probably a necessary complement to it.
Iinwever,  if it is the ax, as we suggest on the basis of these case studies, that
t~he decision-making system is relatively unresponsive to relative prices, then
stT~rrs  to manipulate prices so as to change  the decisions made are unlikely
LO succeed unless the manipulation is massive-so massive that it would almost
certainI!  generate  other undesirable economic distortions.

Similarly, the use of an institution dealing with existing technology to
influence decision making is not simply an alternstive  to policies designed
to expand the range of techniques that are available for choice. Again the two
apprcaches  are complanzntary.  If, as the case studies wggest, rhe more
labour-intensive techniques available are not chosen despite !ower  costs at
prevailing factor prices, then simply making available yet more possible
techniques is unlikely to achieve a great deal. Excellence in operating and
making decisions about available techniques will be both a stepping-stone
towards and a necesxy complement to design and production engineering
for local macufacture  with the technique: to engineering modification of tech-
niques: and to any strategy of advance, through research and development,
towards techniques more appropriate in developing countries than those
evolved in the dexloped  countries.

Clearly, a policy of the type we outline requires the use of resources.
Can this resource use be justified? The analysis  of the Tha: zse studies can be
used to suggest a very approximate answer. We have already ir?:.ated,  with
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reference  to a single decisiox in Thailand, that the discounted preser,t value
of a moue appropriate decisior? than that which wi!s  made might be as high
as 10 million bahts (f200,OOO).  To this must be added the value of the various
social benefits which we noted would h:tve  resulted from such a decision.
We most then include a valuation of the socia!  an3 private costs of a~ll the
other “imprudent” decisions which we indicated had been made in the can-
making sector in Thai!ar.d.  Where one complete unit for the G type technique
would have cost about 1.2 million to 1.5 mil’ion bahts, and where the total
costs of employing an experienced, expatriate can-line engineer might be
almost about 500,000 bahts a year, it is likely that the rate of return on the
use of resources to improve decision making could be quite substantial.

Having attempted to indicate roughly the possible returns of a change of
policy in this particular case, we should stress that in making any cost-benefit
evaluaiion  of this type of use of resources to improve decision making one
must, of course, carefully consider the true opportunity costs of the particular
use of what may be, ir. some countries, very scaxe  engineering and technical
~esowces.  However, the evaluation must also take into consideration the
fact that there may be significant external economies to this type of resource
allocation. The necessary types of decision making and operating capability
must to a large extent be developed from more general technical skills through
a process of learning by doing.
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SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT 1N
DEVELOPING COUNTRiES:
JUTE PiiGCESSiNG  MkCHiNERY  liq KENYA

by C. Cooper and 8. Kaplinsky ‘,
with the collaboration of R. Turmr

It is hardly surprising that the recent preoccupation with problems of
unemployment should have reviyed interest in the use of second-hand ma:chinery
in developing countries. It is often argued that second-hand mschincry  is
particularly appropriate to countries where investment capital is scarce  and
labour  plentiful, because compared to new machinxy  it sajes invsstnrent
costs per worker. So if the unemployment problem is primarily thr result of
a shortage of investment, it seems sensible to look at the possibility of using
second-hand machinery as a labom-intensive alternative, pariicularly  in
manufactliring  industry where the choice of new technologies is rather limited.

There are many counter-arguments. For example, some people nrgoe  that
second-hand machinery is nearly always inefficient because while it may save
investment costs per worker compared to new equipment, it nearly aiways
entails both higher investment costs per unit of output and lower labour
productivity. Also, they argue that spare parts are an insuperable problem,
maintenance costs are prohibitive and irzstallation bedevilled  by special difi-
cu!ties  that enterprises in developing countries cannot overcome.

There is surprisingly little factual ev.g<mce on either side of the argument,
even though the question of whether secona-band machinery is “useful” OI not
is basically an empirical one. Consequently, we thought it would be illuminating
to make an empir::al  case study of the economics of second-hand machinery.
This chapter gives the main results of the case study. It starts with a brief
review of the theory of second-hand machinery. It continues with an exami-
nation of the market for second-hand jute processing machinery in Dundee
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sod then with B comparison of the performance of second-hand and new
macbinrry  of similar types ir a Kenyan  factory. The last section reproduces
some conclusions of the cae study.

THEORY OF SECOND-HAND MACHINERY

The first step towards understanding what Ama,rtya Sen has called “the use-
fulness of used machines” 1m developing countries is to work odt how an
ower might value machines that are already installed in his factor. and to
compare this to :he value that they might have in n country where rhe rate
of interest or profit is higher.

What is the value of a machine that is already installed?
Once the machine is instal!ed,  its value no longer depenJs on what was

paid for it but on what it will earn in the way of rent in the future. The rent
it can earn depends on the difference between the unit variable costs of oper-
:zting :he nachine  and the price of the final output from it. In a competitive
msrhet, the price of the output eql;als  the total unit costs of making it with
the most et?Lent new machine (i.e. the “best practice machine”) that is avail-
able on Ihe capital goods market. So, the rent per unit of output from the
installed machine is equal to the difference between total unit costs on new
machines and unit variable costs on the installed machine. Tti:; rent must
cover depreciation on the installed machine, as well as giving the owner some
net return. The value of the machine to him can be imputed from this net
return if w know the rate of interest or prcfit.

The theory is that the ova% will go on using his machine so long as its
operating value is greater than zero a, or if it has some value as scrap, so long
2s its operating value is greater than scrap value. However, if someone offers
the wvmer  a price for the machine greater than its value in use, he would be
wise to part with it. So if there is a market for second-hand machinery, the
prices ruling in the market may determine when the owner selis his old machines
and buys new ones.

For the moment, however, the second-hand market will be left out of
account, and a little more attention will be devoted  to the factors that determine
the value which the owner puts on installed machinery when there is no demand
for used equipment.

1 Amartra  %o: “On the usefulness of used machines”, in Review of Eco~~rnics  and
.srorisrics,  “0,. XLW, NO.  3, AU&  ,962.

p The valiie  of the machine drs?s to zero  when total unit costs on the best available new
machine faUs below the unit variatale  costs on the inst-.lled  one. For example, an innovation.
may rc%il  in a sharp reduction in total uni:  costs on new machines, or the unit variiable  costs
of the aid machines may increase with age.
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Sorne  of these factor?  are quite easily measurab!e.  For example, the value
of instz!ied  rr?achincs  depends, inter a!ia, on the price, rate of output, and
iabour productivity  of new machines for the same output. If new mxhines
appear on the market at a lower price than before with u similar or greater :ate
of output and labour productivity, the value of installed machinery will LII,
hrc:~use the improvements in new machinery reduce the total unit costs of
production, 2nd in consequence reduce the market price of the output (under
competitive conditions). The result is that the rents that can he earned from
instalied mactines  wi!! SE-!!,  and so also their va!ue. In the salme  way, nn
increase in unit variable costs on old machines-due to increased maintenance
costs perhaps, or to a fall in therr rate of output-will reduce their value,
even  if the prices and performance of the machines are unchanged.

However, rhe value of installed machines also depends on expectations,
which are subjective and hard to quantify. Obviously, the rents that can be
got from old machines depend on factor costs such as wage costs. If machine
owners expect the wage rate to increase, and if new machines have higher
labour productivity than old, owners will put a !ower  value on installed
machines. Also, owners who think that the prices of new machines will fall
in fut*:re,  or that innovations will appear with higher rates of output or Iabour
proL ctivity than those that are currently on the market, will place less value
on installed machines. In general, any expectations of falling product prices-
whether  due to innovation or, for example, to an anticipated weakening in
demand-will pull down the value of installed machinery’, perhaps below
scrap value.

The value of installed machines may be thought of as the lowest price a?
which the machine owner is likely to part with them. One consequence of
this is that it might be very difficult to determine what the price is in general
terms: it will be different for different machine owners because it depends
ultimately on their expectations of the future.

There are some conclusions to be drawn from the foregoing discussion.
Anything that reduces the value of installed machines is likely to increase tne
supply of oid machinery on the second-hand market at any given price. * broadly
speaking, there are three reasons why old machinery becomes available:

{ai because the variable costs of the machinery have increased with age, and
perhaps because wage costs for operators and maintenance in advanced
countries have risen, while labour productivity on old machines has fallen,
compared with that on new ones:

1 Such expectations will also reduce the equilibrium price of newma&ines  in the capital
goods  market.

x This  idea of a price level for second-Iand  machinery has to be reconsidered for the
case of jute machinery, ris will be seen later.
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(b) because technically more advanced equipment has reduced the value of
installed equipment: or

(cl because there is a dr;line  in demand for the products.

These reasons are not independent of each other. In case (a), for sxample,
the important factor is the relationship between variable costs on old equipment
and the price level. The price level, however, is a function of technology, since
it depends on total unit costs on new machines. In both cases  lb) and (c) the
importan:  change is the fall in product prices under crmpetitive  conditions. 1

However, for practical purposes the’ distinc:ions are important. Machines
which become available for reason (a) are likely to have very high running
costs and low labour productivities. Machines that are available for reason (bj

ma) be obsolete in both developing and advanced countries, and should he
treated with caution. On the other hand, it is possible that machines which
become available because of a downturn in demand will be technically up-to-
date and quite new.

So far. attention has been wncentrated  on the value of installed machines
to their present  owners. The next question is, how do potential buyers of used
equipment (particularly buyers from developing cow&es)  value it?

Let it be assumed that firms in the developing countries choose between
new machines (models that are also available to firms in advanced countries)
and second-hand machines from firms in advanced countries. In order to
maximise  their profits, they should choose the equipment which gives the lowest
total unit costs at their factor prices. Let it also he assumed that both new
and second-hand machines perform in the same way in an advanced and in
an underdeve!oped  country (so that rates of output, machine productivity
and lahour  productiviiy  are the same in the two countries). Assume also that
there are no transport costs, instailation  costs or differences in maintenance
costs between the two countries. The only significant differences are that the
rate of interest in the developing country is highet than in the advanced and
the wage rate lower. If we make these assumptions it turns out that the choice
between new and second-hand machines depends only on the relative przes
of the machines. 2

Usually the price of new machines can he taken as given, i.e. as a world
market price. In that case there is some price for second-hand machines at
which the firm will be indifferent between them and the new machines. This

’ However-,  the analysis does not depend on the 2wm~ptim  of perfect competition. It
wil! work equally well  for olipopoty,  provided we assume profit maximisation.  See W. E. C.
Salter:Prudnefivi,~ondfeehn~~eolchonge(Cambridge  OniversityPress,Znded., 1966j,pp.90-93.

2 Strictly speaking, we must also assume that businessmen who  winb to buy the old
machines hwe the sane expectations about future innovations as the machine owners,
so fbar they make similar assumptions about machine life.
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price is the maximum price which the businessman in the developing country
can pay for second-hand machinery. If the price is higher he will  prefer new
machines. because they will give lower total unit costs. l’he importat  point
about this maximum price is that on the assumptions \ve have made, it is
slwys h&her  than the minimum price at which the machine owner in the
advaxed country is prepared to part with the machine. 1

This is an important result because it is really the basis of arguments in
favour of using second-hand machines in deve!oping  countries. It implies
that if firms in thz developing countries can buy second-hand machinery at
or near the price which reflects their value in use to the caners  in the advanced
countries. it will aiways he mole profitable-from the private point of view-
to use the secwd-hand  equipment. This is the first step in the argument.
The second is that second-hand machines must also have the advantage from a
ioc:al point of yie\v: they save on foreign exchange; they will henelit more
than new machines if the shadow wag< for labour is below the market wage,
a?d so on. Thus, the differential advantage of second-hand machines over new
ones is likely to be increased if social, as opposed to private, accounting is
used. Finally. if policy makers put special weight on employment generated per
unit or investment (a “pwe employment objective”)“, second-hand machinery
will in most cases he even more favoured over new equipment.

However, the argument rests on some challenging assumptions. and much
of the debate about second-hand machinery centres  on those assumptions

’ Amartya  Scn,  “On the usefulness of used machixs”, op. cit. See also the monograph
on which this chapter is based (C. Cooper and R. Kaplinsky,  op. cit.). ‘This result  hoids
even if wage rates arc the same in the two countries; all WC require is that the rate of interest
and profit in the developing country should be higbei  than in the advanced.

Suppose that the second-hand machines are priced at their value in operation to the
firm ibar owns them. This is the price that e~~ualises the total unit costs an new and old
equipment at the rate of interest prevailing  in the advanced country (and also at the wage
rate in that country-but  WC wiil leave wage rate differences out of account). At this price
for second-hand machines, their unit capital casts  will be a smaller proportion pf total unit
cons than wirb  new machmer.  If now the rate of Werest is increased, while manraining  the
prices  of old and new machines at their original level, total unit costs on both old and new
machines will increase, because of increasing unit capital costs. The proportionate increase
in unit capirai  COSTS  will also be the same on both old and nev machines. But because unit
capital cosrs are absolurely  smaller with old machines, the absolute increase in unit capital
costs, and hence in ton4  unit cogs,  will be less with old machines than new. Then, since at
the original level of the rate <of  interest total unit costs were the sane for both types, it follows
that at higher raier of interest total unit costs will be lower  on the second-band machines
than on the new. This is the argument which  Sen develops. A corollary is that at the higher
(developing country) rate of interest, the price for second-band machines at which their total
unit costs  arc equal to those on new machines wii, be greater than at the lower (advanced
countryj  rate of interest. This profit-equalising  price in the developins  country is the maximum
vrice  which a firm in the developing country can afford  to pay for the machines, and it is
necessarily higher than the minimum price at which the owner in an advanced country will
be orepared to part with them.

1 On the question of the pure employment objective see UNIDO:  Cai&!inesfir  pro@er
emhmor~“un, op. cit.
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rather than 09 :he logic of the aryument  itself. Before we look at the empirical
rewi!r.  we sllsll iist KCIK of the assumptions and discuss the con~equencrs  of
droppinp them.

I. There is the assumption that the second-hand machinery can be pur-
chxsed at or nboui the minimum price which is ncceptahle  to its owner, or at
least wll belw  the mnximum :>rice \*hich the tirm in the developing country
can aRord  to pay for it. This is zally an assumption about the organisation
and structure of the market for second-hand machinery. In his analysis, Sen
jus;ifies this assumption on the grounds that “. the underdeveloped country
(provides] only a very small part of the total demand for machinery of any age
group“. However. as we shall see in the case study, R thin market of this kind
con have quite dill’erent  implications for price formation. There is also the
possi5ility that a su!xtantial  demand for second-hand machinery might push
prks tip. LY %/llL*‘x *L point where it becomes  privately  unproiiiabie in at least
some developing countries (i.e. those where interest rates are not so high
and wage rates not so low compared with those of advanced countries).

2. The argument does not cover the possibility that the old machinery may
he available because of an innovation. A radical innovation could make the
machinery obsolete in the advanced country, but equally, it could mean that
the maximum price that firms in the developing countries can afford to pay
for it is less than its price as scrap. In this case, there is no basis for a trans-
a&on and there wili  be none, unless someone makes a mistake (which can
happen). In some rather muddled arguments against second-hand machinery,
it is asserted that since second-hand machines generally become available
br~a~se of innovation in the advanced countries, they are always sub-optimal
-even in developing countries. This is not a very sound argument. First,
as already pointed out, the supply of second-hand machinery does not depend
only on there being an innovation in the advanced countries. Secondly, even
if there is an innovation, it does not follow a priori that the second-hand
machines will be sub-optimal in the developing countries. The point is only that
they may be-whether they are or not is a matter of fact, not logic. Thirdly, if the
machines are sub-optima!, presumably no one will wish to buy them anyway.

3. Transport, building and installation costs are left out of the argument.
Generally speaking, these costs are the same for second-hand as for new
machines. If they are large they may substantially reduce the maximum price
that the firms in the developing country can afford to pay for the second-hand
machines themselves. It is possible that this maximum price could fall below the
minimum price the machine owners are prepared to accept.

4. The xgnrnent  assumes that rates of output on new and second-hand
equipment are the satn~ in the advanced as in the developing countries. Expe-
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rience in many industries suggests that this is extremeiy unlikely. Of course,
new equipment may be affected just as much as second-hand by sub-optimal
working, but thele may be cases in which second-hand machines are more
seriously affected. For example, new machines are often installed by the
mxhine makers. *hereas  second-hand ones may be installed by the purchaser
himself. Faulty  instailation could be one reason why the loss of output 0’1
second-hand machines is greater thzn on new.

5. The argument does not take account of problems of maintenance and
spare parts, which may increase the variable costs of prodaction  on second-
hand machines more than on new machines.

6. Finally, the argument leaves out the role of expectations and risks in the
investment decision. Both the maximum buying price for second-hand machi-
nery in developing countries and the minimum selling price in advanced
coilntrirs  depend on business expectations as well as on more easily measur-
abie things like machine performance. For example, potential buyers of second-
hand machinery may, for one reason or another, have stronger expectations
of a future innovation than the sellers. This could drive the maximum price
they are prepared to pay below the owner’s minimum selling price, and destroy
the possibility of a transaction. Alternatively, buyers may be ignorant of
forthcoming innovations that sellers already klrow about, so that they take
an excessively optimistic view of the value of second-hand machinery. Ao,
important point which Is not considered is whether there are special risks in
baying second-hand equipment. greater than with new. The case study suggests
that there may be.

When we look more closely at the assumptions underlying the argument,
the rather optimistic view about the usefulness of used equipment which comet
ant of the theoretical argument is at least attenuated. Precisely how much
iinportance  attaches to these matters is a question that can be answered only
by loohing at the facts of particular cases. The case study which follows is an
attempt to do this. Obviously, it cannot give a basis for broad generalisations.
but it can illuminate some of the problems that arise with the use of second-
hand machinery in reaiity.

THE DUNDEE  MARKET FOR SECOND-HAND
JUTE PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

This section deals with the market for second-hand jute processing equip-
ment in Dundee, Scotland; Dundee is or has been the most important centre
for the jute processing industry in the advanced countries. This sectmn is
more concerned with the organisation  of the market than with its quantitative
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aspects. Before the results of the study in Dundee are examined ? brief de-
scription of jute processing needs to be given.

Jute processing is not very complicated in principle, although it is techni-
cally sophisticated in practii,.  Jute is delivered to the processing plant in
bales of tibre. The bale?  are opened, and the tangled fibres are spread out
(there are fi, ; processes involved here-bale opening, batching, breaking
and finishing). Next, the tangled fibres are combed out in a number of stages
so that they lie parallel to one another. This is called “drawing”.

After drawing, the jute is in the form of a long flat strip of parallel jute
fibres about 1.5-Z inches wide. The strip is crimped to give it greater ttnsile
strength. These strips of aligned fibres are called “s!ivers”.

At the next stage the sliver is spun into yarn on a spinning frame. It is
then prepared for weaving by treatment and by winding on the appropriate
delivery spools. The yarn is then woven  on varioss  types of Itiom to produce
jute cloth.

The detailed study in the Kenyan  factory, which is described in the next
section, is concerned with only two types of jute equipwznt. These are circular
looms, which are used foor weaving a tube of cloth for making maize bags,
and spinning frames. However, in looking at the market for second-hand
equipment we took account of other types of machinery as well.

SUPPlY

A first conclusion is that the supply of second-hand jute machinery has
been afFected  by all three of the conditions previously mentioned, viz. ageing
of in&led  equipment (without noticeable innovation in new equipment);
innovations; and declinine demand for products from the United Kingdom
jute processing industry. Qe can designate three periods according to which
of these factors was dominant.

First there is the period up to the Second World War. In this period
there was not much innovation in jute processing. The supply of second-hand
equipment was mainly determined by the mechanical deterioration and the
consequent increase in unit variable costs on installed machines. This kind
of deterioration is slow on many kinds of juie machinery (which tends to be
mechanically simple and very robust), so a lot of the equipment that became
available in this period was very old-some of it had been in use for between
80 and 100  years.

The situation changed after the war. From 1945 until about i960  there
was substantial demand for the products of the United Kingdom processing
industry, and also a considerable amount of innovation in machinery. Some
of the innovations led to large-scale replacement of installed capacity. The
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:eplaccment of the old rove spmning capacity by so-called “slip-draft” spinning
immediately after the war was an importa,:t  case in point. Other innovations,
howeve;,  actually reduced unit variable costs on installed machines and had
th- effect of slowing down replacement. A particularly important one was
the automatic loader. This made it possible to replnce shuttles without stopping
the loom; it increased labour productivity in weaving by a factor of 4, for a
rtihcr  small investment outlay per loom.

Since 1960 the supply of old machinery has been affected partly by inno-
vations, but mainly by the declining market for the products of the United
Kingdom jute processing industry. Demand fell off for a number of reasons.
Fo; one thing, the Government of the United Kingdom reduced tariffs and
did away with quotas on imported jute cloth and bags, so that Indian and
Pakistani manufacturers ran off with a large part of the bag market. Secondly,
substitute materials came on to the market-particularly paper and poly-
propylene for making bags. And thirdly,  agricultural demand for jute bags
fel! off because of bulk handling. The United Kingdom jute processing industry
diversified. Most firms withdrew from ihe bag market and concentrated on
high-quality jute cloth, particu!arly  broadcloth for making tufted carpet.

The main result of this was to increase the supply of used narrow’ looro\,
which had been used mainly for bag cloths. l-here was a substavtial  market
for these in Africa, and later on in Thailand. Also, used circular looms (which
are entirely specialised to bag making) became available. In the initial part
of this period the supply of spinning and drawing equipment was not increased
as much as the supply of weaving machinery. Diversification into broadcloths
did not require any major changes in spinning capacity.

Later on, however, after about 1965, the supply of used spinning frames
increased, partly because of innovation. A new type of spinning frame, called
the “apron-draft” frame, displaced some of the slip-draft frames that had
been installed just after the war. But the decline in the broadcloth market
(which was taken over in its turn by substitute materials, particularly poly-
propylene) meant that there was substantial excess capacity in both spinning
and weaving equipment in Dundee. During this period (i.e. 1965 to the present)
whole jute mills and weaving plants were sold second-hand (in Africa, Bangla-
desh and Thailand) and much of the equipment was relatively new.

Earlier we pointed out the different conditions which could lead to an
increase in the supply of old machinery. These conditions are of importance to
buyers, because the quality of the machinery that becomes avaiiable  depends
partly on the reasons why the original owners want to get rid of it. This is
borne out to some extent by the study we made in Dundee. For example, _
before the Second World War, machinery supply was mainly determined by
deterioration of equipment (which was subsequently replaced by machinery
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of more or less the same kind). Much of this equipment was very old indeed
and of dubious quality. At that time the second-hand merchants were obliged
to do a considerable amount of reconditioning, n’hich has been much less
common sir?:?  the war as relatively newer equipment has been sold off because
of innovat!on and replacement, and declining markets. 1 It is certainly true
that much of the equipment sold off in the late 1960s as a result of declining
markets was almost new, and was technically up-to-date.

l-however,  the study also showed that the relationships between the under-
lying reasons for increases in the supply of machinery and its quality and poten-
tial usefulness in the developing countries are not always the same. For example,
rove spinning frames that were reylaced in 1948 by the innovation of slip-
draft spinning were often very old, and many of them were in poor condition.
So innovation does not necessari!y  make relatively new machines available;
what counts is the rate of innovation and how 1or.g  it is sustained. Another
problem is that even when there is a large amount of excess capacity, machine
owners quite often retain old machinery for long periods. There may be a
number of reasons for this. For example, the owners may hope for an eventual
recovery of demand, or they may hope that it will  be possible to use old
machinery in nen ways-for example by using jute looms to weave synthetic
substitute materials. Or they may keep the equipment in hopes of a particularly
profitable second-hand sale, perhaps by selling off the jute mill as a whole
instead of in bits and pieces. At all events, this form of “stocking” is quite
common in Dundee; it is helped aiong by the low opportunity cost of factory
space in a depressed area. Consequently, some of the machinery that has been
sold off as a result of declining markets is older than might have been expected.
The second-hand circular looms which we studied in Kenya had been kept
idle in Dundee for about four years.

Organisation of the market

The second important result of the study in Dundee has to do with the
organ&Sian  of the market for second-hand equipment. It relates directly
to assumptions about the factors that determine the prices of second-hand
machines, which underlie a good deal of the theoretical argument  discussed
in the first part of this paper.

To start with, we found that decisions to discard old machinery are hardly
ever affected by prospects of a second-hand sale. Nearly all replacement
decisions in Dundee are made independently of the market for second-hand

i Another reason  for fhis may be that rising labour costs in the United Kingdom and
increasing ski%  in the developing countries have meant  that the comparative advantage
in reew~diiionine  has passed to the developing countries.
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machines. The main reason for this is that the market is very thin. Buyers
only appear intermittently. They enter the market not in response to infor-
mation ahout  the availability of old machinery in the United Kingdom but
because the firm in the developing country has decided on an investment
programme. The communication of information on used machinery for saie
is imperfect; moreover, sellers are usually in the market for only a limited
time before they scrap their machinery. Whether ox not a transaction takes
place depends, therefore, on there being a coincidence in timing between the
decision of buyers to hilnt out second-ha4  machines and replacement decisions
in Dundee. When these coincidences occur, they usually involve only one
buyer and one seller.

Some of these effects have been mod&d from time to time b> a stock-
piling of unused equipment after a fall in demand, and also by dealers who
sometimes supply a nwnber of potential buyers with information about the
mailability 3f equipment. Generally speaking, however, the market remains
highly imperfect. There is simply no assured equilibrium price for used machines
which machine owxxs can take into account when they make replacernect
decisions.

A more important consequence of this market organisation  is that nearly
all transactions involve bargaining between the maximum price that the pur-
chaser is prepared to pay and the minimum that the seller can accept (which
may be near TV scrap value). The buyer is normally at a disadvantage in the
bargaining process. First, it is often difficult for him to know what is the maxi-
mum price he should pay. Apart from problems of predicting future innovations
(which buyers often know less about than sellers), there is the difficulty of
guessing how transport and reassembly may affect the performance of the
machinery. Secondly, the seller normally has more information and knousl-
edge about the machine than the buyer; he is better informed about its past
history and its technical limitations. In these circumstances, prices may be
driven up well above the miniinum acceptable price to the seller; they may
end up quite close to the buyer’s maximum price. Indeed, as we shall see in
the factory study, the buyer can make serious mistakes about whz; his maximum ~,
price should he, and the price at which the bargain is struck can be well above’
the ceiling which ?I more realistic buyer would have set.

Role of dealers

A third subject of inquiry in the Dundee part of the study was the role
of second-hand dealers. The rnison #@we for dealers in this industry is that
sellers and buyers know very little about one another. It would not be possible
for the Dundee firms to meet the overhead costs of keeping themselves informed
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about potential buyers, since each firm comes on to the market only very
occasionally. Similarly, their customers would have to meet the casts of
keeping themselves  informed about the availability of machinery in Dundee,
and that n,ould he uneconomic for them. The dealer concentrates transactions
and is able to meet these costs, although the market is not large enough to
support more than a very few dealers anyway.

The dealer has other sources of advantage. The most important is that
he is in a much stronger position than his customers to assess the technical
quality of machinery in the Dundee factories. This is partly because he has
access to better technical advice than his customers, and anyway has much
more experience than they of making this kind ofjudgement. But probably more
important, the dealer is likely to know much more than his customers about
the way in which particular pieces of machinery have been treated during
thslr ivorking life in Dundce.

Finally. the dealers carry out some particular functions for their customers.
They provide the labour to lift the old machines, pack them and transport
them to the shipment point; they do the legal and commercial paper work
of the transaction; they provide some assurance of spare parts, and sometimes
they are able to tind engineers and technicians to help with re-assembly and
installatiofi.

When it comes to the actual transaction, the knowledge the dealer has
about the quality of the machinery and the practices of the firm which is
making the sale is obviously useful in bargaining: it gives the dealer an advan-
tage owr his customer% But he has other advantages also, particularly hccause
he can conduc:  the bargaining process in a way which his customers in devel-
oping countries simp!y cannot copy.

For example, many of the bargaining situations involve playing for time.
The dealer keeps his offer down and waits, hoping that the owner will be placed
in a position of accepting his price or else selling less profitably for scrap.
This procedure is likely to work best in cases where the company wishes to
free facIory space for new equipment, when there are costs involved in waiting
for the dealer to increase his offer.

In this type of market it is difficult for a buyer to know whether it is better
to work through a dealer or to go it alone. The customer has to meet some
stringent conditions before he can he sure that he will he able to do better by
making a direct purchase: he must have a way of informing himself about
availability of old machinery (perhaps over quite a long period); he must
he sure tbi:  his bargaining capacity is at least as good as the dealer’s; he
must have detailed knowledge of the particular machines he is buying: and
he must he able to ‘~ ‘ltaln spare parts. Usually, the cwtomer  would have
to incur costs to meet these conditions, so that he has to be sure that these
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costs ~ILI the actual selling price are iower  than what he would have had tc
pay the dealer. The dealer is essentially a second-best solution, but since the
market is imperfect :t may be quite difficult to find a better solution unless
the government in the adwnced  country is willing to step in to improve the
licw of iniormation and knowledge  in the market.

COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE IN KENYA OF JUTE PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT BOUGHT NEW AND SECOND-HAND

The real test of the economic value of second-hand machines in developing
countries is whether or not they are privately and soc~al!y  profitable in cpera-
tion: their advantages and disadvantages do not appear until they are used to
produce output.

This part of the chzpter relates to a Kenya” fxtwy, ar.d involves a compa-
rison of the performance of second-hand machines with that of machines
which weie purchased new by the factory owners. 1

The comparison  ccvers  tu’c iypes of jute machinery: first, circular looms,
which are used to make tubular cloth for grain bags, and secondly, 80-spindle
slip-draft spinning frames used to spin jute yarn. The factory uses both new
and second-hand machines in each category. The comparison is based on
output and costing data which we collected from factory records and from
extensive talks with the factory management ever a period of two to three
months. The factory managers were extremely co-operative and helpful and
gave us unusually free access to their records and krawledge.

The first part of the comparison is about the technical performance of the
machines: the second deals with economic performance.

Technical performance

Circular looms produce tubular cloth which is subsequently cut into bag
lengths and sewn. In Kenya the looms are used tc make what are called
“combination grain bags”-“combination” because the cloth is made from a
combination of fibres:  the weft is sisal and the warp is jute. The Kenya bags
are made from very heavy yaw?: the weft is 1,100 tex and the warp 420 tex.
Circular looms are rather complex by comparison with most other types of
jut, machinery.
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There are four kinds of circular looms in the sample. which consists of:
8 machinesf  1949).  designated 52 Mk 149;  12 machines (1954),  designated 53 Mk
I 54: 4 machines (1963), designated J3 Mk II 63; 5 machines (1966),  designated
J3 Mk 1 66. The 1949 machines are the ones that were bought second-hand.

There arc some technical  differences oetween these types of machinery,
but as it turns cut, these differences do not al&t our mait! conclusions.

We obtained output data on a shift-by-shift basis for each loom over a
period of 20 days. However, because we were suspicious of some of the readings
for the first 10 days, we mainly used the data for the second half of the period.
The average output per shift from the looms for this latter part of the period
was 25 follows:

Type of loom A”erage  outpllt
per  shift (metresj

32 Mk 1 49 (second-hand) 68. I
53 Mk 154 316.5
J3 Mk 11 63 335.3
33 M k  I66 215.4

All these average outputs differ significantly from one another (at the
1 per cent level), except those for 196;  and 1954. The results show ihat the
second-hand machines were much less productive than the machines which
had been purchased new. Both in our discussions with engineers in Dundee
(some of whom had been responsible for these very machines during
their working Iii-e  in Dundee)  and with factory management, we examined
a number of possible explanations for this extremely poor performance.
Using Kenyan yarn the machines were operating at a factory-rated efficiency
of IO-15 per cent; with yarn ofcomparable weight in Dundee they had operated
zt about 50 per cent efficiency.

Some of the factors that contribute to this poor performance are not
specific to second-hand machines. However, the most strongly favoured
explanations, and the ones which are held to account for most of the loss of
output, are specifically related to the fact that the machines were second-hand.
The Dundee enginers  (with whom we had extensive discussions) mentioned
the two main factors. Firs: the 52 looms had been standing idle in Dundee for
a long time-probably about four years. ‘They had certainly been looked
after during this period, but nevertheless they must have suffered considera~bly.
Secondly, because these were old looms that had stood in the same Dundee
factory for mesy years, they had “settled” in their original factory space.
iiftingz transport to Kenya and reassembly must have caused many problems
af alignment. The performance of the machines strongly suggests that these
problem; have not been solved. The machines were in fact installed by factory
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personne!  in Kenya. They were purchased more or less directly by a senifx
manage-r from the Kenyan factory, with minimum support from the srcond-
hand dealx.  There was no technical assistance with installation.

At this stage, we took a look at comparable output data for the spinning
frames.

The spinning frames in the Kenyan factory were all SO-spindle slip-draft
framss weaving jute yarns. We have already discussed how spinning is done.
A” important point about it is that the machinery is simple and robust;
it is very different from circular looms from this point of view. There are
16 spinning :rames in the sample. Six of them are Fairburn-Lawson frames
bought new in 1954  (referred to below as FL 54s). Six are Mackie frames
bought new in 1968. Four are Mackie frames made in 1963 and bought second-
hand in 1971. The output from these frames is indicated below.

FL 54 222. I
M 63 (second-hand) 300.0
M 68 335.2

The first point is the poor performance of the 1954 machines. They actually
produce less per shift than the second-hand 1963 models. The main reason for
this is one of design: the machines are not necessarily being used inetliciently
-they are simply technically inefficient machines. Secondly, although the
average  output from the second-hand machines is !ower  than from the tech-
nically comparable 1968 machines, it is not much lower; the difference is
only about 10 per cent. In the case of spinning frames the second-band machines
compare much more favourab!y with machines bought new than in the case
of circular looms. Part of the reason for this may be that the second-hand
spinning frames are not as old as the second-hand looms, nor did they stand
idle in Dundee for as long as the looms. But the main rewx~ is almost certainly
that the spinning frames are much simpler machines than the looms. They
arz built cn a massive metal framework, which reduces realignment prob!ems
after lifting and transport, and the moving pa:ts-per  spindle at least--are
simpler and more robust than in the case of the circular looms.

The lower average output on second-hand frames compared to that on
frames bought new is probably due to mechanical wear on rollers and other
movie;:  parts, which can lead to mole frequent yarn hreakzges. If the spinner
is rcasrnably  skilled a yarn breakage on the spinning frames can be corrected
quit:: rapidly without stopping the frame. However, ii yarn breakages are fre-
quent, there may he deiays in rectifying them, since the worker may have some
dilficulty in keeping up, and may fail to notice all the breakages immediately.
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A second stage in the study of technical performance was the analysis
of sources of variation in the output of machines. We considered two hypo-
theses. First, it seemed likely that there would be greater differences between
the performance of individual machine; of a given model as the model became
older. If this was so, it meant that pu:chasers of second-hand machines had
to solve the problem of choosing the better machines from a batch which
might be very variable in quality. So we wished to know whether there were
greater differences between the machines in the second-hand group than
beween  the machines that had been bought new. Secondly, we thought that
the output of particular machines might vary more from day to day and
from shift to shift as the machines got older. Loom output could vary because
the efficiency of the weavers (and other workers who supported them) varied.
Our argument was that old-r looms were more sensitive to the efficiency of the
worker than new looms. Newer looms were stopped for more or less routine
reasons  like shuttle changes or minor yarn breakages, which could bc fixed
up fairly easily by semi-skil!ed  workers. Semi-skilled workers probably took
about the same time as skilled ones to get the loom into operation again.
Consequer,tly, while there might be sonx variation in the output from the
!oom it wouid uot be affected very much by the fact that some workers were
less skilled than others.

Older looms, however, particularly second-hand ones, were likely to
suffer from uxchanical  problems and possibly more severe yarn breakages
(because of alignment problems). In other words the ailments of older machines
were differeni from those of newer ones. It might need skill to cure these
ailments quickly, The production time that was lost on older machines might
depend on whether the man who tried to solve  the problem was skilled or not,
to a greater extent than with newer machines. Since the workers were not
uniformly skilled, this should show up in a greater variation in the output
of the older looms.

The data on circular looms supported the first of these arguments. There
are no significant differences among machines of the newer 1966 model, but
there are among those of other models. Also the relative variation in output
increased with the age of the machines. The coefficient of variation was
0.015 for 1966 machines and 0.984 for the second-hand machines.

On the other hand the spinning frame data did not support the first hypo-
thesis. There were highly significant differences among machines of both the
1968 and the second-hand 1963 model, but the coefficients of variation among
machines were more or less the same fx hoth models.

Once again we were led to the conclusion that the spinning frames had
not deteriorated with age to the same extent cs the circular looms, nor did
they suffer as much from the ailments typical of the second-hand machines,
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mainly because the spinning frames were robust machines and relatively

uncomplicated.
The secwd  hypothesis suggests that the older second-hand machines may

bl: more sensitive to lack of operator skills than the new ones. The second-
h.md circular !ooms  shcw significant variation between shifts whereas the
newer models do not. Also coefficients of variation are greater ?or the second-
hand looms. In the case of the spinning frames, we cannot distinguish between
the new and the second-hand models in this way. The hypothesis is confirmed
for the circular looms but not for the spinning frames.

These comparisons of technical performance can be related to the key
assumptions in the argument about second-hand machines  discussed in the
first section. In the case of the circular looms, it is clear that there were impor-
tant miscalculations about the attainable rate of output-miscalculations
which are specifically the result of the second-hand origin of the machines
For these machines, the uncertainties about output performance were seriousiv
undwestimated.  The spinning frames, on the other hand, do not a;.~ iise
to this kind of problem. The relatively large differences among the second-hand
circular looms, and their relatively greater sensitivity to worker skills, also
point towards an important kind of uncertainty. Once again, there is much
less of a problem with second-hand spinning frames.

Taken together, the results demonstrate the difficulties of generalising  about
second-band machinery. However, they also suggest that it is possible to
distinguish between kinds of machinery that are more  susceptible to the proh-
lems usually raised about second-hand equipment, and kinds that are less so.

To compare the economics of machines bought new or second-hand
respectively, we have to examine the rationality of the investment decision
which resuited  in the firm’s buying second-hand in the first place. This involves
a comparison of the ex (~llfe total nnit costs of prodwtion  on each type of
machine. To do this the following kinds of information are needed:

{‘ai  a list of the variwa  types of machine (including the second-hand ones)
that were available to the firm at the time it made the decision to buy
second-hand;

(b) the rates of output from each type of machine;

(cj the price of eech t:~pe of machine ’ (at the time of the investment decision),
anticipated economic life and the rate of interest; and

’ To be precise, we need to know the total COSTS of installing each type of machine, of
which the price of the machine it&f is 0: .iy a part. We describe total investment costs  in
mme detail later on.



JZ Mk I49 (second-hand) 4,414 5 849
J3 Mk II 63 121324 63 248
33 Mk I66 125 459 71 528

id} variable costs of production and working capital required on each type
of machine (we will specify these more completely later on).

A number of assumptions were made in order to set up these data for the
circular looms and the spinning frames. 1 First we assumed that the firm
could choose between the second-hand machines it actually installed and new
machines of the type it had already installed under earlier investment pro-
grammes.  This is admittedly a bit arbitrary since it leaves out some other
possibiiities that might have been open to the firm, but it is justified on grounds
of data availability. Secondly, we made estimates of what machine prices
had been when the firm had installed the second-hand ones (i.e. in 1370).
These estimates were based as far as possible on quoted market prices at the
time. Thirdly, we made est;raates CT working capital costs zind  of various
smzller  components of variable costs. Farthly,  we calculated annual capital
costs on the basis of die cowentionzl  ani.uity  formula, using the estimates
of machine life mxie by factory personnel.

The results of the cost cornpa  r:son are summarised below. We look first
of all at total investment costs of the circular looms and the spinning frames,
and then at the total unit costs uf producticr..

Table 21 snmmarises  some components of total investment costs for the
circular looms (at 1972 prices). It is a picture of some of the investment alter-
natives which were available when the firm bought second-hand J2 !ooms  in
1971. The table shows how deceptive the low f.o.b. price of second-hand
machines can be as a guide to investment costs because of all the other costs
that are involved, and that remain the same whether a machine is bought new
or second-hand. The total investment costs for a 53 Mk I loom are about
1.7 times greater than the f.o.b. cost of the loom itself. Total investment costs
for the second-hand looms were 7 times the f.o.b. cost of the loom alone.
Consequently, although the second-hand looms were bought at only 8 per cent

’ These assumPtio&  are discussed in detail in C. Cooper and R. Kaplinsky,  op. cit.



of the price af a new J3 Mk I loom, their total investment costs were 33 per cent
of rhe ini-esrment costs of a 53 Mk 1.

Most of the damage is done by the high costs of installation for circuiar
looms. The machines are mounted on a specially constructed wooden platform
about 10 feer  high. Costs of installation wxe a good deal more than twice
the cat of the second-hand loor 1, though only about one-fifth of the costs
of iin-&’  looms.

Ir. $exrai  .t is clear from this data that a good deal of the price advantage
of recond-hand nachinery  can be whittled away by these other elements in
investmeEt costs. If machinery is expensive to transport or to install or if a
iot of working capital is nzeded to operate it, the argument for buying
second-hand is considerably weakened.’

Table 22 gives comparable data for spinning frames.
Once again, the price advantage of second-hand machines is cut down by

other fixed eiements of investment cost, but the effect is much less marked
than with the looms. If the figures for the Mackie !96P machines bought new
are compared with those for the Mackie 1963 mxhines  bought second-hand,
it will be seen thet total investment costs of frames bought new arc about 1.3
times the machines price (as against I.7 times for looms). Total investment
costs for second-hand frames are 2.5 times the machine price (as against
7 times for looms). The purchase price of se, and-haad  frames is 20 per cent
of the price of a nea frame (for looms the PT )portion is 8 per cent) and their
iotai mvestment :osts are 37 per cent of total investment costs for new
machines. Obviously two factors PFZ at work. One is that to start with the
-Ie of secoarl-hand frames is a quite high proportion of the price of LLW
~ixzs  (higher than in t!xe  case of the looms). The other, more important factor
is simply that trar,por: and installation costs are not as big in relati~on  to



machine costs as they are for circular looms, so that advarrrages of low machine
price for the second-hand spinning frames are not whittled down to quite
the same extent as are the advantages of low-priced circular looms.

The data on looms, and to a somewhat lesser extent on spinning frames,
suggest that assuaptions about transport and installation costs are very
important to the argument about second-hand machinery. Essentially, if
there are important elements rT investment costs which are the same for bcth
new and second-hand machires,  this will tend to reduce the maximum price
which buyers in developing countries can afford to pay for second-hand
machinery and so reduce the range of purchase prices in which second-hand
machinery is uxful to them.

Table 23 summariscs  the total unit costs of production in these various
types of looms. These cata allow us to draw conclusions about the decision
to install second-hand looms.

Total unit costs on the second-hand 1949 machines are much grater  than
on the new machines. The correct decision would have been to install .I3 Mk II
machines (or possibly some more advanced loom which we have not taken
into account). The rate of outpnt  from the second-hand looms would have
to be more than 2.5 times what was actually achieved to make them an optimal
choice.

It is important to remember that there is a good deal of hindsight embodied
in the data. We know what mtz of output was actually achieved on the szcond-
hand looms; we also know that it is very low mainly because of the problems
of lifting, transporting and reinstalling the looms. It is precis+ this infor-
mation which was not available to the firm when it made the decision to buy
second-hand. The decision was almost certainly based on a higher anticipated
rate of output than was achieved in practice. The factory-rated efficiency of
the second-hand machines is exceedingly low--about I2 per cent or so.
It would not have been absurd to expect the machines to operate at about
35 per cent efficiency. Since at this rate of efficiency the second-hand looms
would certainly have been the correct choice, the main lesson to he drawn is
that there are very considerable risks in buyingcomplexequipment second-hand.
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There is a second lesson implicit in the data, which is that the case for
buying second-hand loans depends much more on the anticipated rate of
output from the looms  than on the price  ihat is paid for them. In fact, while
machine price nccounted for about 15-20 per cent of the total unit costs of
machines bought new, it accounts for only 4 per cent of the unit costs of
second-hand machines. Even if it had been possible to beat down the price
of the machines by half, the effect on total unit costs would have been extremely
small: they would have been lower by about ,005 of an East African shilling.
A small increase in average output-say 10 per cent--would reduce unit
costs live times more than cutting :he machine price by 50 per cent. So the
machine purchaser would have done well to put most of his efforts into finding
out about the mechanical performance of the looms, and the likely effects of
moving them. rather than bothering too much about the price he had to pay
for them. This is a good general rule about second-hand machinery for:

(a) labour-intensive processes with which investment costs as a whole do not
contribute much to total unit costs; and

(bj both capital-intensive and labour-intensive processes in which case trans-
port and installation account for a major part of total investment costs.

Table 23 also leads to the interesting conclusion that because of the very
low rate of output obtained with the second-hand looms, they should probably
be scrapsed and replaced with new 33 Mk II machines OI with more modern
looms altogether, at least from the point of view of private profitability.
This conclusion follows from the fact that unit variable costs on the second-
hand looms are considerably higher than unit total costs on the 13 Mk II looms.

Table 24 gives the figures on unit costs of production on spinning frames.
The table shows clearly that it was a good decision to buy the second-hand
spinning frames. They have considerably lower total unit costs than equivalent
new machines (represented by the Mackie 1968 model). So in the case of
spinning frames the second-hand machines are the most profitable investment.
We can go further: the total unit costs of production on the second-hand
machines are in fact lower than unit variable costs on the Fairburn-Lawson



machines, and it would have been profitable to replxe the Fairburn-Lawson
machines wit!, second-hand 1963 ones.

We also examined the way total unit costs of production varied among
machines of the sane type. Our expectation was that they would vary more
among older second-hand machines than among relatively new ones. This
was borne out in the case of the circular looms, in respect of which both the
absolute variation in unit costs among machines and coefficients of variation
wi’-rs  substantially larger for the second-hand machines than for the new.
Huweverl  there is a iurther aspect. We found earlier that the variation in rates
of output were also bigger on the second-hand machines than on the new.
Howe\r. the results show that the differences between new models and the
second-hand ones were much greater in the case of variations in unit costs
?han in the case of rates of output. This is essentially a reflection of the shape
of rhe cost curves: the second-hand machines are operating in a range of
outputs where the unit cost curve slopes sharply downwards (because of
fi:,ed costs): the new machines, on the other hand, are operating at outputs
where the unit cost curve is much flatter (i.e. at the optimum point of produc-
tion). Ccnsiqtirnliy, a given absolute variation in output among second-hand
machines is reflected in a much greater variation in total unit costs of produc-
tion. Whereas  on new machines a given variation in output is reflected in n
smaller variation in unit costs. We think this is an important resu!t because it
underiines the difficulties that can arise in predicting the performance of
individual second-hand machines of a hiven model and year.

Similar results were obtained for spinning frames. Even though we found
!ittle difference between uew and second-hand frames from the point of
view of variations in rates of output, there were important differences between
them from the point of view of variations in unit cost?.  This again is because
the second-hand f?ames-even  though comparatively  much closer to new
machines in their outpd:  performance than the second-hand looms--are
nevertheless operating in a range where the unit cost curve slopes steeply
downwards. So even in the case of these comparatively high-quality second-
hand machines, there are much greater absolute and relative variations in
unit costs among individual machines than in the case of new ones.

Once more these results can be related to the assumptions underlying the
arguments about the usefulness of second-hand machinery. One assumption
which is frequently made is that the rates of output obtained from machines
in the advanced countries are a good guide to the rates that will be attainable
in developing countries. The case study on output from circular looms has
already shown how misleading this can be. In particular in the case of circular
looms there are factors which are specific to machines bought second-hand
and which resulted in a very serioils  shortfall in output performance in Kenya
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compared with that in Dundee. The performance of spinning frames  was less
aliected  by the fact that they were second-hand, largely because they are m”re
rrhusl machines than circular looms.

The analysis of escnomic performance shows just how important the rate
of output ohiained from second-hand machinery can he. Unit costs of pro-
duction are very sensitive indeed to rates of output, much more SO than to
machine prices therm&es,  although a good deal of the discussion about the
second-hand machines centres  on the price problem. This sensitivity to the
rate of output is an important point of uncertainty about second.hand
machinery, particularly in cases like that of circular looms, in w,hich  there
are seasons  to expect that the attainable outputs from second-hand machines
ir; the customer firm may he more unpredictable than output from new
machines. This economic analysis underlies the problem of risk and uncertainty.

The problem of uncertainty is the greater because differences among second-
hand machines in regard to output performance are sometimes greater than
differences among new machines. This was the case with circular looms though
no? with spinning frames. More important, however, is the fact that these
differences among machines in terms of technical performance tend to appear as
even greater differences in economic performance. Even second-hand spinning
frames show more variation in total unii costs of production from one machine
to another than new ones, although the output variations were much :he same
as for new machines. This is a further reason for suspecting that there are
greater uncertainties in investment in second-hand machinery than in new.

It is difficult to generalise  from the results of a single case study: there are
no grounds for asserting that the performance of circular looms in thir case
is more characteristic of what happens when firms buy second-hand machinery
than the perfor..xmce of the spinning frames; there is not even a basis for
guesswork aho:~lt the question. However, it can he said that the case study
demonstrates the dangers of having a definite opinion either way about the
usefulness of second-hand n;achines in general. This conclusion, of course,
is no! particularly comforting for either side in the debate.

The theoretical argument that lies behind the idea that developing countries
should use second-hand machines is compelling if one leaves aside such factors
as transport costs and differences in factor productivity between advanced
and developing countries. It is not difficult to show that the maximum price
which a firm in a developing country can afford to pay for a used machine is
higher than the minimum price at which a machine owner in an advanced
country will be prepared to part with it (leaving out the problem of scrap value
for the moment). Another way ofputting this is: the vaiue in use of second-hand
equipment is higher in developing countries than in advanced ones, because
of factor prices differences. As a result, there is a private and social incentive
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to use secor?d-hand  machines in developing countries, so that it looks as if
such machines constitute an important source of efficient and relatively
labour-intensive technology.

Of course. we have shown that it is quite inadequate to assume away
transport costs, installation cost and the like. It is also inappropriate to leave
otit diifcrences  in factor productivities. For one thing, there are important
difierences  in labour skills. For another, machine efficiency may deteriorate
in the process of moving the equipment from its original factory to a new one.
These points alone, among a large number of others that have been made in
the course of this analysis, are quite su3icient  to justify a certain reticence
about second-hand machines. When practical technological problems are
taken into account, the dogmatic advocacy of the use of second-hand machines
in developing countries begins to appear a little ahwrd. However, the opposing
vie~v  is absurd EGO,  i.e. the idea that second-hand machines are a!ways ineflicient.
always have high maintenance and spare-part costs and a low rate of output,
and are always on the point of economic obsolescence. The second hand
spinning frames in the case study ilre efficient and socially and $ivate!y
optir,dl; they use one-third of the investment per workplace needed for new
machines. They were obviously a very good investment. Generally speaking,
proponents and opponents of the use of second-hand machines both miss the
point. The arguments about the merits and demerits of second-hand machines
are carried out in terms that obscure the main problem, which can he put
simply: any investment involves risks and uncertainties; the problem about in-
vestment in second-hand machines is that the risks and uncertainties are nearly
aiw-ays much greater than in the case of new machines. It is very easy to make
mistakes; the story of the second-band circular looms shows just how easy.

The fact that it is easy to make mistakes is important for two reasons.
First of aill it leads to a wasteful use of investible resources, because mistakes
are usually associat.d  with low output-investment ratios. Also, a mistaken
investment in second-hand machines might nevertheless have the advantage
of providing a re!ative!y  large smowt  of employment per unit of investment in
the short run, hut this is achieved at the cost of reducing the re-investible surplus
and the potential growth in employment and output. 1 These are, of course,
th2 ;onveotional  arguments against the use of inefficient technologies. Secondly,
there is a point that is left out of the conventional argument. If the performance
of the second-hand machines is poor enough, it can happen that unit variable
costs on them will he actually higher than unit total costs on new machines.
In this case, profit-maximising firms will he strongly disposed to scrap the

I If rhe second-hand machinery is idicient--like the circular looms-there is, of course,
a sacrifice of output per unit of investment in the short run too.
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machines and substitute new ones (or possibly much better second-hand
ones). The trouble is that replacement means the expenditure of more invest-
ible  rcswrces  without generating more empioyment. If replacement investment
is taken into account, a mistaken investmeni  in sccon!-hand  machinery
can lead tc n siiuation where investment per workplace is ultimately higher
than it would have been if the investment had been made ir new machines
in rhe first place. So the high risk of making mistakes about second-hand
equipment is a very serious problem not only because of the usual disad-
vsntages that follow from using rnefficient  technology but more particularly
&cause it can lead, paradoxically, to very high investment costs per v/orkplace.

CONCLUSIONS

It is not easy to devise policies to deal with the problems oi risks and
uncertainty, or at least with the particular kinds of risk and uncertaiuty  that
charwerise second-hand machinery. However, some fundamental rules about
buying second-hand are suggested by the analysis, and could provide a starting-
point for the elaboration of a general policy on the matter.

The first rule is that the risks of tuying  second-hand are much greater with
some types of machine than others. A simple, robust machine like a spinning
frame is a better proposition than a complex, sensitive machine. To repeat a
point made earlier, second-hand machinery is no? just old machinery, it is old
machinery which has been lifted, transported and reinstalled. Machine makers
do not generally design machinery with this in mind. Some types of machine
stand up to the experience better than others, and this should be an important
consideration in deciding whether to use new or second-hand machinery.

A second rule is to find out why the machinery is for sa!e.  Machinery may
be sold otT because its variable costs have risen with age and are too high to
justify its use in production. It is risky to buy such equipment. Although
it may seem that the machinery still has a value in operation in developing
countries (t;ecause of lower wage rates), the risks of running out of spare
parts, or of incurring heavy maintenance costs, or oi deterioration during
reinstallation, are generally high.

Machinery that is sold because innovation has made it economically
obsolete is often still in good working order. The problem in this case is that
although the machines may be reliable and economically efficient at developing
country factor prices, their economic iife may be rather short: there may be
further innovation which will make the machinery obsolete even at low wage
rates. But there is another, potentially mnre difficult proble? about this type
of machinery. After an innovation, it often happens that machinery manu-
ficturers  stop making the older type of machine. If the innovation results
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in widespread replacement of the older types of machines in the advanced
conntries,  the manufactwers  may stop making spare parts for the older
machines. Thus there can be considerable difficulties in obtaining spare parts.

Some machinery is sold !xcause producers in the sdvanced country face
a deciining demand for the product. Generally speaking, machinery that be-
comes avaiiable  because of changes in product markets in the advanced coun-
tries is probably the kind to buy. In such a situation the machines sold off
are quite often (though not always) comparatively new.

In addition, it is important to check up on the production history and
maintenance records of used machinery. In particular, if the machines have
been idir for any length of time, it i, essential to find out what was done about
keeping ihem in working order.

A third principle is to give consideration to likely future changes in
technology and in factor prices. In industries in which there is a high rate of
innovation.  the ecxomic  life of second-hand machinery may be very short.
It may still be sensible to use it (indeed one consequence of a high rate of
innovation is that the second-hand machinery may be comparatively new);
but because of the short economic life of the equipment, the capi!&saving
eRect of buying second-hand may be a good den! less in the long rw than it
seems tp be in the short.

Fxxthly, it is important not to be misled by very low machine prices
into excessive optimism about savings in investible  resources. The case study
shows hew important other elements in investment cost can be in comparison
to the cost of the machine. Transport and installation costs need to be con-
sidered carefully.

Fifthly, it is very often more important to worry about how well the machines
will perform when they are re-installed then &cut small reductions in their
second-hand price. This is particularly true in labour-intensive  processes,
and where machine price is a small proporticn  of to&l investment costs.
This is a difficult problem. It is inhsrently  rather difficult to know what effect
transport and re-installation will have on machine performance, although
the effect will be more marked with complex and sensi:ive  equipment; as we
have seen, it can result in very large reductions in output.

The sixth rule is to bear in raind that second-hand machines differ from
one another more than new machines in terms of output performance. This
results in large relative variations in the unit costs of outpur between machines.

Finally, there are two rather obvious problems, which can, however, be
over!ooked: there is the problem of the availability of spare parts and the
problem of technical assistance with installation.

Clearly, it would also be nice to have 3 lot more information about second-
hand machinery and its problems. For example, it would be useful to collate
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technologicai  and economic information about how different types of machin-
ery deteriorate with age and are likely to be affected by lifting and re-installa-
tic”. It might be possible for technologists tp produce some sort of genera-
lisaticn on the question of which kinds of machines are likely to suffer most
through ngeing and removal particularly in terms of output performance.

it \vould also be valuable to know much more about how the markets
for different types of second-hand machinery actually operate. Is the thin
market peculix  to the case of jute machinery because of particular historical
circumstances, or are [here similar markets? Are the markets more competitive
in cases  iu which there is a substantial demand for second-hand machinery
in the advanced countries themselves? How does the existence of an internal
market like this affect prices and so the usefulness of used machines? For
exampie, dealers might have much more room to manoeuv~e in lixing prices
in thin markets than in mope  smoothly functioning ones. How efficient is the
flow of information in the market? These are only a few of the questions that
call for ac answer.

It is of course very doubtful whether even a massive programme of em-
pirica! research will produce clear categorisations  of “good” and “bad” types
of second-bad  machinery. However, some level of generalisation about
empirical realities, higher than what has already been achieved, is almost
certainly possible and is probably worth striving for.

Even m the absence of further information, there are a few points to be
nade about policies on the use of second-hand machinery. A first point is to
recognise  aiat is probably an important general limitation. Widespread use
of second-hand machinery may reduce investment costs per worker in the
short run, but in the long run it will not solve the em@oyment  and income
distribution problems that are caused by technological changes biased towards
increased capital intensity: so the use of second-hand machinery is uot an
alternative to the search for more “appropriate” technologies in the laboratories
and workshops of developing  countries. It is of course possible that a policy
of using old machinery in developing countries might actually contribute
towards their technological capacity to create new “appropriate” methods of
production. For example, it might create greater demands on iocal machine
shops and start a learning process there. Usually, however, these external
economies will be achieved only if tbe productive sectors am specifically
organised  to capture them, which often calls for government intervention. ’
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A second point is that existing policies in developing countries in general
on :be use of secoud-hand equipment are rather utldiscriminating. We have
nor been abie to survey them m any detail, but OUT  impression is that most
deveiopine countries seem to fall into one of two extremes: they either ban
second-hand  machinery altogether, or they allow it to be imported without
paying any atteution  to the particular problems and risks that are associated
with it. Furthermore, no exp!icit  distinctions are drawn between the different
types of institutional setting in which transactions in second-hand machinery
take place. A rrawaction  between a dealer in a rensonabiy competitive second-
hand market and an independent firm in the developing country is one t~hing;
an intra-company transaction in which a foreign enterprise pays for equity
in a subsidiary company by supplying aid equipment from headquarters is
quite another. The first case is the one we have studied, and raises the problems
we have discussed. The second raises many more problems, particularly because
it may be very difficult indeed to assess the value which the foreign enterprise
places on the machinery; prices are rather arbitrary in an intra-company
transaction.

Neither an open door policy nor a policy of total prohibition is likely to be
optimal for business deals between independent enterprises: the open door
policy ignores the possibility that imperfect markets, imperfect communi-
cations between buyers and sellers and technical weaknesses on the part of
buyers could lead to quite serious mistakes, wastage and misallocation of
investible  resources and foreign exchange; whereas the policy of total pro-
hibition ignores the fact that there are economic and social gains to be derived
from the use of second-hand machinery, if only one knows enough about it
to reduce risks.

One can imagine cIxxns?u~~:es  iu which there would be a case for total
prohibition. For example, where rhert is a serious lack of technical knowledge,
so that one cannot compensate easily far the lack of twhnical skills in the
enterprises by creating advisory services, or one can do so only at very high
social cost, total prohibition of second-hand machinery may be the only way
out. 1 However, it is rather doubtful whether existing policies of total prohibi-
tion are really besed on such a rational evaluation.

In most cases an optimal policy would probably be a policy of discrimi-
naiing  import of used machinery, based au a knowledge of how various
second-hand markets are organised ;md on the accumulation of knowledge
about success and failure in the use of various types of old machines. The
rules we listed above provide some indication of the factors which it is ueces-

i Exn here, however, it may be that the net benefits of an open door policy, after allowing
for the misallocatians  it may p’~oduce,  would be greater than those of a total prohibition.
Obviously, this is an extremely diwit evaluation to m&2.
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sary to be discriminating shout.  Discrimination in this sense involves a good
deal more than an act of will. It is probably only possible to implement this
kind of policy if the skills required in making an investment decision about
second-hand machinery are properly organised. This aspect will be touched on
in a moment. It is worth tloticing, however, that neither of the extreme policies
discussed makes it possible to build up the skills and knowledge that are
needed in order to imp1emer.t  a policy of discriminating use of old machinery.

It is rather bard to generalise  about the skills that are needed to purchase
old equipment successfully. At the most general level, it is probably trri’:  that
any improvement in the quality of management decision making is likely to
comribute  something to the capacity for making successful use of old machines.
More specifically, the technical skills available in the productive enterprises
are plainly~ important too. Still more specifically, government intervention to
improve information  and knowledge about the advantages and dangers of,
second-hand equipment would certainly be neded to support any discrimi-
nating policy.

in some cases it might be possible to acculnu!ate  expertise about old equip-
ment through existing research and technical organisation related to the
industries ccncerned. Better organisation of the machine shop sector, and
perhaps the encouragement of specialised  units dealing only with o!d machines,
could also provide a basis for building up the knowledge required.

Finally. it seems that the flow of market information between buyers and
seliers  is highly imperfect in a number of sectors. On the face of it, this is a
problem which could be tackled by co-operation between governments,
possibly  throu_eh an appropriate part of the United Nations. There is also
the possibility of setting up international classifications of machine quality,
which might reduce risks to the buyer. This would be hard to implement,
but might be considcred  as part of aid programmes.  Generally speaking, the
organisxtion of trade in second-hand machinery has not been given much
attention.



THE CHOICE OF TECHNIQUE AND
EMPLOYMENT IN THE TEXTILE INDUSTRY

by H. Pack ‘

The implications of substituting labour for capital in manufacturing
processes has been a major topic in work on economic development published
over the past 20 years, and growing urban unemployment in less developed
countries ha recently led to a resurgence of interest in the question. Until
recently there were few empirical studies of substitution possibilities, discussion
being mainly concerned with the relative desirability of iabour-intensive and
capital-intensive production methods, on the assumption that there was in fact
a choice. For a variety of reasons existing estimates of statistical production
functions, though suggestive, are not well suited for resolving the issue. 2 In
particular, even relatively disaggregated st,udies,  for example at the three-digit
level, may embody differences in product mix over time or across regions that
mask the relevant pradriction xlations. Moreover, the competitive assumptions
underlying the estimation of production functions are rarely justified in less
developed countries. e Since most policy discussions focus on individual
projects within a development plan, such relativei)~  aggregative  studies provide
decision mzkers with insulliciently refined analyses. Thus it is necessary to
undertake analyses with a different orientation, akin to that of process analysis,
if sonx of the ouisranding issues are to be resolved. In the past few years a few
inquiries of this type have been conducted using data. obtained primarily in less

* See the review of empirical research on capital-labour  substitution possibilities in
Ci%xmr 2 of this “ohme.

J A brief survey of the problems encountered in obtaining useful information from
existing studies is given in H. Pack: “The employment-output trade-off in I.DCs: A micro-
economic-  approach”, op. cit. A recent article that atfempts to surmmmt  some of the diBi-
cu!?ies of analvsine  the textile industrv  runs into other obstades:  see Pc!er hard:  “Emolov-
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developed countries from firms currently in production. i The case considered
in this chspter  differs in so far as it is based on data from the United Kingdom,
which nevertheless are quite relwant  for less developed countries.

EVIDENCE OF SUBSTITUTION POSSIBILITIES
IN OLDER TECHNIQUES

In practice a major difficulty in calculating substitution possibilities in a
particular case is the scarciry  of useful engineering comparisons of alternative
techniques (“technique” here denoting a production method with a specified
capital-labour  ratio: a set of techniques generates arl isoquant).  There are, of
course, many potential sources of information on technicxi characteristics
of production, including textbooks, trade pnblications and the material
published by equipment producer,. However, such publications are not very
useful for the problem at hand: they are of course not intended for the con-
struction of isoquants, and thus omit essential data. For example, in engineering
texts a technique is discussed and then pres,:nted  as oprimal and its costs
including labour requirements are specified, but no comparison is given with
other techniques which exist (and perhaps were described as optimal in the last
edition). Moreover, there is very often no discussion of labour, all theauthor’s
attention being devoted to the technical processes. Trade journals and the
descriptive material put out by equipment producers consider one or two
machines in detail (including comparisons with earlier models) but provide
little information on any required changes in other stages of the production
process: for example, a discussion of such properties as the speed of2 machine
and its output per hour may be extensive, but there will be no consideration of
the implications of increased output per hour for the next step in the production
(will more or faster machines be required at that stage, or are other alternatives
possible?). While the data needed can be pieced together from the information
given, there are substantial possibilities of error, particularly in consistency.
Fortunately, in textiles-a. field of considerable importance because of the major
role assigned to it (perhaps incorrectly) in many development plans-a recent
study by the Textile Council of the United Kingdom presents process-wide
comparisons of alternative production methods in cotton textiles. z Since the
study was carried out to discover the ability of the United Kingdom textile
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industry to meet import competition in the future, particularly from low-wage
ccxntries,  rr.uct. of the study focusss on the differential labour input of the
available techniques.

Although the techniques considered are primarily ones that are actually
in use in the United Kingdom, or known but not used there, they are of
considerable interest for an analysis of the choices facing less developed
co-untrics becase iii such countries xost of the tecbniqnes ccnsidered by 2
company or a planning agency for starting production or replacing equipment,
while capable of adaptation, would belong to the spectrum of developed
country techniques. I.4 fundamental question, then, is whether older techniques
available in developed countries allow efficient substitution, by comparison
with new methtids,  of labour for capital and, if this is so, whether such sub-
stitution is economically efficient for the less developed countries. The older
methods would, in some instances, depend on the purchase of used equipment,
although in some weaving activities machines are still being produced that
utilise older production methods.

The anaiysis of the Textile Council covers the three major divisions of the
industry, uamely spinning, weaving and finishing. Most of their analysis
focuses on the first two sub-sectors, and we shall confine our analysis to these
two activities. For each of these activities, a number of production methods
were considered. In spinning, the methods available correspond to different
ages of machines which differ primarily in such attributes as speed: the pro-
cesses available consist of production lines with ail-1950 equipment, all-
1960 equipment or all-1968 equipment, whereas in weaving there are Elitex
(Airjet), Sulzer, Lancashire, Battery, and Battery looms combined with h
Unit% machine, the major difference among these combinations being the
method by which the weft is supplied within the loom. For each of the processes
in spinning and weaving, a comp!e?e  list cf the kind of machines (and the
required numbers of ea.ch), power requirements, material wastage, space use
and labour  requirements is provided. 2 Thus it is possible tn trace out the

op. ci:., and Amartya Sea: Choice c$ rechniques,  op. cit., Appendix A. In both the focus is
on the efficiency of handicraft as compared with industrial methods as we!, as the implication
of each technique for generating savings.

1 Advertisements of equipment producers in Indian textile trade pu%cations  emphasise
“Western” features of their equipment,  including the labour-saving  devices. For examples
see the hdhn Textile Jomnnl.

2 For example, with regard to spinning, the study gives the number and type of machines
in the blowroom, cardroom and ringroom  that would be required to produce a given output
per week using a 1950,1960  and 1968 technology. The number and type of workas  exxonant
with each combination are given. In addition, such infomaian  is also provided for each
vintage for several different qualities of yarn. Spinning includes the preparing af fibres  as
well as spinning proper. Though it is possible to disaggregate the data to allow for differences
in the develapmeni  of the preparing and spinning activities, -2 think the added detail would
obscure smne of the important, more  aggregated relationships.
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substitution Forsibilities  among the inputs as well as to examine the economic
&cicncy of such substitution at a variety of relative factor prices.

!n effect. we shall be constructing isoquants with three, four or five tech-
niques, a typical linear programming isoquant. One cannot rule out the possibi-
lity that, even within the range of capital-labour  ratios considered, other techni-
cally efficient alternatives exist, such as combinations of machines of various
vintages  witbio the spiiinnirrg  process. These combinaiions  wouid,  of course,
correspond to additional techniques that would have to be analysed along with
the original ones. Interestingly, the Council considered some mixed techniques
in cotton spinning such as 1950 ring frames combined with 1968 cards. Though
we cannot be su:e that all reievant combinations of this type were considered,
the presentation and careful analysis of a number of these mixed techniques
increases our confidence that the processes presented provide a reasonable
description of the choices actualiy  avaiiable.

Spinning

In spinning. two major technics1 trends have developed: newer machines
use much less labour per unit of output and the output per spindle IS higher:
“replacement of 1950 by 1963 conventional machinery leads to a 50 per cent
improvement in output per spindle hour and a 100 per cent improvement in
labour productivity”. 1 This performance doer not necessarily imply the econ-
omic superiority of new machinery unless the increase in the price of machinery
required to realise such gains is such as not to offset its higher productivity.
Unfortunately, it is exceedingly difficult to obtain estimates of how much it
would cost to produce 19504ntage equipment at the current time; even in less
developed countries with internal capital goods production capacity, pro-
duction of this type is not undertaken. Thus, in this section we consider the
profitability of wrious techniques on the assumption that the only source
of older-style equipment is used equipment. For many purposes this isaperfectly
proper point of departure since the quantity of such equipment in the developed
countries is quite large and since, at the probable rates of discarding, such
equipment should be more than sufficient to meet the needs of the less developed
countries. z Our analysis will also provide estimate of the prices at which

’ Textile Council: Cotton  and died rextik, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 61.
f On the rationdiity  of using second-hand equipment! see A. K. Sen: “On the usefulness

of used machines”, op. cit. The m& important factor m practice is the percentage of the
new price for which used equipment will sell.  Although the production of new but old-style
equipment  in a local  capital goods industry may be warranted for other WWXIS,  existing
data mggest  that the supply of used equipment will be considerable in relation to the needs
of the less developed countries. Thus it is estimated in a recent UNtDO  projection--UNDO:
The rerriie  irdrrxrr~~  Wew York, 197lt-that a maximum of 28 million  spindles will be needed
by the less developed countries over  the 1967-80  period. If one adds half this amcnnt for
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new models of cider design would have to be available to constitute an econo-
mically rational choice.

The basic data for the 1950-68 comparison are shown in table 25. ’ These
show the costs incurred in producing 20 S cotton in dollars per round. Although
there are some differences ‘n costs for cotton yarn of other degrees of fineness,
mxt of the analysis below holds_ with sonx relatively small changes in magni-
tude, foi these others as we!!. The capital charges for 1966 r&cl assuuwd
borrowing and lending rates of either 9 or 19.5 per cent per annum and an
expected  service life of 10 years. The fnrme;: rate is that used by the Council,
whereas for most of the less developed countries a considerably higher rate
nould seem appropriate, and the rate wed here increases annual capital
charges by 50 per cent. * The additional capital charges could also be viewed
as a correction for thz failure of most less developed countrirs to inpose a
tariff on investment goods; almost all other products benefit from tariff pro-
tection, while imports of equipment are made excessively cheap by overvalued
exchange rates. The capital charge for 1950  assunes  that equipment of this

reptacement,  there will be a total requirement of 42 million spindles. In 196.3 there  were
over 61 mit!ion  spindles in the United States, Canada, Japan and the developed countries
of Western  Europe (OECD:  Modern cmon indusfry (Paris, 19651,  p. 91). Many of them
wilt probably come an to the world market as mme tabour-saving  equipment becomes
available. Presumably the same wilt be true of equipment for other parts of the spinning
operation, such as opening, scutching and carding machines. The fame sources  indicate
that laom demand by the less developed caun‘ries  might be about 652,wO  over the same
period, whereas there weere about 1,226,WO  looms in place in 1963 in the developed countries.

Ii is obvious that many of the spindles and tocms in place in 1063 would be among the
mare  modern types discussed in this chapter..Thus the less developed countries, if they rely
“1, CqUlp,rrF,I,  “I,L.a:IYC”  “. . ..- -_... ~.A ‘- +lr- A-dnned  countries, wilt gradually be modemising  themrtlves,
tbongb  continuing to use more labour-inrensive  equipment than the aeveioped  countres,
which  will  presumably confimue to discover stilt more  labour-saving  equipment. This may
force the less develaped  cwntries  to modernise  more quickly than they shxtd, and if that
were to occur there would be a ~tmng argument  either  for the developed countries to produce
their older equipment or far the less  developed countries  to undertake such pmiuction
tbcmrelver.  On the other  band, sticiently  rapid progress on the part of the developed
countrien  migbht require a wage  that would be tower than the alternative cost of labour in
less developed cwntries (see, for examph~,  table 30, line 3).  if this were the case, it would be
desirable to follow the trail blazed by fi.s develaped  countries but to modernise  slowly.
The data presented later suggest tha:, in spinnl:.;,  ::r..dming  at any one stage of techno!opical
advance may lead m values of IV*  (break-even wage, in Mlars, at which the 1950  and 1968
processes yield the wne average cat of production) below subsistence, whereas in waving
it wilt be possible to retain the Lancashire loom for a considerable time.

1 These differ in several ways from the calculati;;l of the Textile Council: thei;  method of
calculation  uses  actual labaur cosu rarher  than ihe underlying hour requirements; differential
space costs resulting solely from assumed ditfirences  in capacity utiliration are here ignored;
ad OUT  capital data assume similar rates of capacity utilisation,  usually 168 haurs per week,
for all techniques.

2 The present discounted value of an annuity of one dollar for 10 years at an interest
me of 0.09 per cent is 6.4176, whereas at an interest rate of 0.195  it is 4.2657. As the capital
cat of a machine is divided by these numbers to obtain the equivalent yearly cat of using
a machine, the assumption of the tatter interest rate yields an increase of approximately
50 per cent in the annual cost.
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Tab,* 26. Ccxts per pound  of 20 S carded cotton
(1968 doilars,

-
Colts Dale  ofcq”iD”ml

1950 ,968

P”Wer .0119 .0145
W%!C .0343 .U2’9
fr&ll,  if-

r= .09 “023 .*229
r= ,195 .a035 .0344

*wage totat, if-
r= .09 .0485 .0591
r= ,195 .I3497 .0708

*prorive  hours per porcnd .0781 .*355

No:;: i _ ir.iiilli  raw WC annum.
source:  TSXiiiS  Council: Coma”  ‘d dlrd  iertxe5,  OP. cit., “01.  I, P. 64.

vintage is available at IO per cent of ihe price of new, 1968-type equipment.
The sensitivity of OUT  results to this assumption will be examined, but the
assumption does not appear to be unreasonable. The technical reports under-
lying the Council’s calculations indicate little resa!e  value within the United
Kingdom. This is to be expected, since at current wage rates the average
variable  costs of the 1950 plant exceed the average totai costs of the 1968 plant.
On the other hand, it is not clear why the sxap value should have been quite
so low in recent years, since countries with lower pages cca!d have .<sed such
equipment quite profitably. 1

It may appear questionable whether used equipment should be given the
same life expectancy and the same maintenance costs as nw equipment,
an assumption of our calculations. It is often argued that used equipment
breaks down more often and is increasingly difficult to repair because of a
growing absence of spare parts as the original production date recedes further
into the past. This view overlooks the oft-cited ingenuity, obvious to any
visitor, shown by repairmen in less developed countries in keeping older
machines and v&i&s in use for extraordinary lengths of time; similarly it
disregards the ability of small machine shops (or the repair shops of industrial

’ The  Cooper a.rd Kaplinsky  study in this volume  (Chapter 5) provides detailed estimates
of the actual cost ,of installing ased equipment in Kenya, including both transport  and
instzliarion  COS~E.  These  costs do not vary with the type of machine, and will thus cause a
greater pmportionate  increase in the cost oi a used nrach’ne  than in th?t nf a new  one.
Gn the other hand, given the relation between variable and total asts, 0.10 werstates  the
acquisition cost per  re and may be viewed as including these other costs. We calculations
below ah provide estimates of the maximum ammnt  timt could be paid for used equipment
at a variety of wage rates, and these calculated VB~USS  should b-z viewed as including shipping
and insrailation  costs.
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companies) to duplicate required parts. Moreover, the absence of spare paits
seems to be a spurious issue: there is a large, flourishing international trade
in such parts, and three or four well financed specialists in spare parts within
a country such as Kenya have been able to make the absence of parts lar8ely
a myth. Repair may also be considerably less expensive in less developed
countries because the wages of skilled repairmen are only a fraction of those
of their counterparts in developed countries. Finally there is some evidence,
however  subjective in origin, that very modern machines (e.g. numerically
controlled machine tools) are more difficult to serx,ice  than older ones because
the basic scisniitic understanding of repairmen would have to be increased.
Thus m Kenya a firm utilising both automatic and manually controlled injec-
tion moulding equipment has to send its repairman to the United Kingdom
for further education as well as specific training to service automatic equipment,
whereas the manually controlled equipment was repaired by these relatively
uneduated ma after B few months of training on the job. Though none of the
above evidence Cain prove that assumptions of similar life (at least 10 years,
the relevant planning horizon) and maintenance costs are correct, it would
seem that they are not unreasonable.

Consider a company facing the choice of an optimum production process,
choosing b~:tween 1950 and 1968 equipment. The first question considered
is at what hourly wage, w*.  the two processes will yield equal average tots1
costs. At any wage less than w* the 1950 process will be less expensive, since
it is more iabour-intensive. Total non-labour  costs per pound using the 1968
plant (assi;ming  r = .i)9) are $0.0593, whi!e  they arc $0.0485 with the !‘I’50
plant. Operative huors per pound are shown at the bottom of table 25. w* is
found by solving the following expression:

$0.0485 + 0.0781 IV* = $0.0593 + 0.0355 w*

and w* = $0.255 per hour in 1968 or about $530 per annum, if 2,080 hours
of work per mmxn are assumed to be average, including paid vacation.
By comparison, average hourly wages in Indian and Pakistani spinning com-
panies were about $0.175 per hour or $364 per annum in this period, and
even these rates are likely to exceed the shadow price of I%bour. Thus, if the
costs of acquiring 1950 equipment is about one-tenth of the price of new equip
ment and if the interest rate is 9 ner cent, the use of older equipment will
certainly be justified for at least some less deve!oped  countries. This result
is shown in the first colum.~  of table 26. In a similar manner the break-even
wage can be calculated when capital costs are 50 per cent higher (I = C.195)
and amour.t  to $978  per annum. The maximum amount (as a percentage
of the cost of new, 1968 equipment) that may be paid for a used machine
is shown in the third and fourth columns, a wage of 18300  being assumed.
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1 is 0.30 and 0.55, the latter being more useful given the more realistic
shadow rate of interest. Thus, if reliance upon newly produced equipment of old
design were to become widespread, its availability at prices considerably below
that for new equipment of current design would be of critical importance.

\S’hile  the first two columns of table 26 assume the price of a 1950 plant to
be 10 per cent of that of a 1968 plant and the third and fourth columns indicate
the maximum price that could be paid with a wage of $300 per annum, it is of
interest to consider the question of the relative economic efficiency of equip.
ment of older design if it could be acquired only at higher prices than have been
indicated so far. If it could be produced for half the price of new 1968 equip-
ment 1, the new vaiue of w* (fifth and sixth columns), calculated as betbre,
yields a break-even wage of $0.04 per hour, or about $87 per annum, when an
interest rate of 9 per cent is used. The role of shadow prices becomes evident
when a shadow rate (19.~j  per cent) is used, w* now being$366perannum,  amar-
ket price of labour in D :ny less developed countries and surely above the shadow
price, whereas S87  may well fall below the shadow price for most such countries.

More ge-eoerally,  table 26 shows the assumed values of two of three variables
(price of used equipment as .i percentage of new, the interest rate, wage) and
the calculated maximum value of the third that will result in the choice of 1950
plant rather ihan 1968 one. Each line of the table thus provides a different
solution to the equation

rk,, + wl,, = rk,, + wlBs

where k is the capital-output ratio (cents per pound of cotton) and I the labour-
output ratio (hours per pound of cotton); kso will be some fraction, c(, of k,,.

’ This  would reflect the savings on the various devices installed on new-design equipment
that reduces its operaring  costs, particularly labour-saving  ones. Such a price would bs more
likely if less developed countries, with their lower skilled labaur  cost, produced such equipment
themselves.
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Thus, for any column, an increase in I or a decrease in w* or c1 will augment the
profitabi .y of I950  equipment in relation to that of 1968.’  It should be noticed
that the former yields more than twice as much employment per unit of output
as the latter, but we leave further discussion of this aspect of the matter to a
!ater stage. 2

One o&e*  possibi!ity  releva... ._ ___“t tn nllr own interest was ca!culated  by the
Textile Council, namely modernisation of both 1950 and 1960 plants including
“new opening and cieaning  machines, modernised cards, new draw frames, new
speed frames and modernised ring frames”. 3 Less extensive modernisation of
a 1960 plant was also examined. interesting!y,  the latter course proved most
economic, given United Kingdom labour costs: though a partly modernised
196U plant uses more labour, it saves enough capital by comparison with the
other two choices :a make it the optimal choice ifmodernisation is undertaken.
When factor prices prevailing in less developed countries are used in the
mot’emisation  calculation, 3s long as the wage is less than 8375 the basic
unrnodernised 1950 plant remains the most profitable one.

We have seen that the 1950  plant employs more than twice as much labour
as a 1968  plant. We have argued elsewhere that the adoption of labour-
intensive production methods is likely to consist primarily of replacing auto-
nxted material movement within a plant by the use of simpler, labour-intensive
movement methods: for example, barrels of paint may be moved by men instead
of through an expensive piping system. 4 Textiles, however, appeared to be one
industry in which material movement of the type described offered only minor
opportunities for additional enlploy&nt, so that ifadditionai empioyment was
to be generated in this industry it would have to be through the use of more
labour-intensive primary processing equipment. The very nature of the spinning
process, which takes raw cotton and makes it longer while strengthening and
straightening it, suggests that the process will be znuch more efficient if material
is fed automatically from stage to stage. The figures in table 27 reveal the
expected pattern. Equipment of 1950  provides more jobs, mainly for direct
production workers rather than for ancil!ary personnel: while 1950  equipment
uses about I25 per cent more labour  than the 1968 equipment (53 additional
jobs for an output of 96,000 pounds of spun cotton per week), only four of the

L More strictly, a term representing depreciation should be included; i.e., instead of r,
(I + d)k should represent capital costs.  To keep the notation simple, I alone is used in the
rest of this chapter.

c see pp.  I?&171  below.
3 A potential purchaser of textile equipment has the option of buying some combination

of new and used esuiwnern,  a possibility that provides a technique between the 1950 and



Table 27. Number of workers  per shift required 10 praduce  48 tons  per week Of crxton
Yarn

additional jobs are in ancillary activities. But the major implication is the sub-
sriiutability  of labour for capital even where most workers are involved in the
primary producing artiCty.

Weaving

Whereas,  in spinning, differences in equipment are best denoted by date of
manufacture, in weaving the major differences among equipment types depend
on the type of loom. Five types of looms will be compared-modernised
Lancashire, conventional modern automatic (Battay),  modern automatic with
Unifil, Elitex (Airjetj and Sulzer. Most of these types have been availah;? for
quite a time, although improvements on the basic procedures have of course
been made. Recent developments--
have been concerned with the method of weft supply, There have been progessive
imprwements  in this field. At one extreme is the Lancashire loom where a grod
proportion of the operative’s time is taken up with replacing the small weft pirns
in the shuttle. At the other extreme are looms oi the Sulzer  and I3ite.x type where
the weft supply is taken direct from large packages. In addition, the newer looms
generally operate at higher speeds. A further factor working in favour  of the Sulzer
looms, and possibly 2Jso the Elitex,  is that yam breakage rates tend to be lower,
since the yarn is subjected to less karsh treatment during rhe weering process.
The main effect of these changes is tc reduce the labox: content per yard of cloth,
since operatives are able to look after greater numbers of the newer types of loom
than of the old.’

These changes in labour produaivity  have been achieved by increasingly
sophisticated machinery that costs more, and the desirability of utilising these
looms thus very much depends on relative factor prices. There are subsiantial
differences  in the cost of weaving different materials. We first present a detailed
calculation for shirting, then consider the costs of producing other types of
cloth. Table 28 shows the basic data on costs per 100 ysrds (in dollars) for
producing 40-inch  cotton-polyester shirting.
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Table 29 is similar in construction to table 26. In the first set of calculations,
those of I$‘*,  for the values assumed of two factor prices in the first two columns,
the maximum wage that would allow the Lancashire process to break even is
shown in the third column. Any value less than the assumed or calculated one
would strengthen the profitability of the Lancashire loom in relation to that of
the other methods. What is conspicuous about the first set of calculations, those
of w*, is the quite high wage rates that would still allow the Lancashire loom to
be as desirab!e  as the others; with I = 0.09 the lowest value of w* being $653
(for the Elitex) and the highest being $1,141 (Sulrer).  With I = 0.195 the range
changes to between $1,084 and $1,826. This suggests that even at market prices
for labour, most less developed countries would be well advised to choose the
Lancashire loom, if the quantities of used ones available on the world market
are sufficient so that their price is not more than IO per cent of the price of new
Battery looms. Of course, to the extent that market interest rates are below 9
per cent in a particular country the wage would have to be lower to induce a
company to adopt this loom, but even at interest rates of 6 per cent the value of
w* would not lie below market wage rates in many of the less developed coun-
tries. On the other hand if companies had to pay interest rates that were close
to 19.5 pet cent, the wage at which it would still pay to adopt the Lancashire
loom, assuming it was available at 10 per cent of the Battery loom price, would
be almost at the wage level of developed countries.

It will be noticed in table 28 that the labour intensity per yard is more than
four times greater with the Lancashire loom than with the Sulzer loom, which
is the most labour-saving of those considered. Moreover, the additional labour



required on the former is not more highly skilled, contrary to the argument
that more modern equipment is a substitute for skilled labour and is therefore
suitable for less developed countries. On weighting the hours of each type of
operative by the one-shift wage paid to operatives on the Lancashire loom I,
the average hourly wage on the Lancashire loom process was found to be $1.05
per hour and that on the Sulzer $1.06 per hour-hardly a differential to suggest
much skill replacement.

The second set of calculations in table 29 is that of the maximum amount
that could be paid for the Lancashire loom as a percentage of the value of each
other type of loom, if the Lancashire loom is to be competitive with it,assuming
a wage of $300 per annum. The calculated values of c( are generally quite high;
when I = .09 the adoptifin of a simple new Lancashire loom would be warranted
if it could be obtained at about 36 to 61 per cent of the price of the more
advanced types of loom, this range changing to between 58 and 74 per cent with
an interest rate of 19.5 per cent.

It is worth noting that even with the new looms currently available there is
no sense for a less developed country in adopting something as modern and
labour-saving as the Sulzer. For example, compare the Battery and Sulzer looms,
the former using more than twice as much labour per unit of output. At
r = 0.09 the value of w* at which the Battery would be equally profitable
is $2,086 per year, and at r=O.l95  this value would be $3,132-i*  other words,

1 The higher wage levels reported by the Textile Council for workers on other looms
reflected shift differentials.
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Laniashire compared to
Battery

Batterv-Unit3

far abox thz v.ages paid in less developed countries. The argument often put
forward th:d the newest equipment is dominant  in the sense of using less
labour and capita: per unit of output is not supported by these calculations.

One problem easily overlooked, in abstrxt discussion of choice of technique
is the possibility of producing a range of products with any given set of
machines. Unless product specifications are very similar, there is no a priori

reason IO assume that a given loom wiil exhibit the same relative efficiency in all
types of weaving operations. A loom that is efficient in producing one fabric may
not be sufficiently flexible to allow others to be made as efficiently. While it is
widely ccknowledged that some labour  skills or machines are specific to an
industry, the possibility that such specificity is of importa.nce  at a process
level is very rarely mentioned. To illustrate these considerations, we analyse  the
production of cotton sheeting.

Table 30 shows tbat when the Lancashire loom is compared with the Bat-
tery and Battery-Unifil, the break-even wage becomes $189 and $46  respec-
tively when using a 9 per cent interest rate and $395 and $283 when using a
19.5 per cent interest rate. Of these, $46 is almost certainly less than the shadow
rate of wages in probably all countries, though even this may not be relevant
in so far as IV* becomes $283, instead of $46, when a more  realistic interest rate
is used. Thus despite the economic efficiency of the Lancashire loom in prodnc-
ing shirting material, it might not be economical to use it to produce sheeting.

Given the differences in relative efficiencies in producing diffzerent fabrics,
it is interesting to see the values of w* for four major fabrics. These are set out
in table 31 in :vhich  part A shows the values of w* at two interest rates and
part B ranks the values of w* by fabric. For all materials except sheeting, the
Elitex (Airjet)  turns out to be the loom most competitive with the Lancashire,
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though even here the values of w* are such as to suggest that its adoption would
t.: unwarranted if used Lancashires are available. Only in the production of
sheeting does the Lancashire ever require a wage likely to bz below the shadow
price of labour  in most of the less developed countries.

Some of the problems of making an optimal choice of technique are nicely
illustrated in table 31. Suppose that a semi-developed country with an oppor-
xmity cost of labour of $1,000 and using an I of 0.195 is trying to choose
among different types of equipment. The Airjet loom would not be economic if
considerable amounts of shirting were to be produced, since the break-even
wage rt!ative  to the Lancashire is $1,084, and the use of the Lancashire would be
optimal. The Airjet would be the correct choice for zephyr and printing ma-
terials; on the other hand it cannot produce sheeting at all. Thus two fabrics
are produced most economically with the Airjet,  one cannot be produced with
it at all and the fourth can be most cheaply produced with a Lancashire loom.
Though the example, particularly the wage alternative, is arbitrary, it forcefully
illustrates our earlier point, often lost sight of in the published material on
choice of techniques, that most plants (and machines) produce a considerable
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range of products, in each of which there may be a different relative efficiency.
It is perfectly easy to minim& cost when the relative desirability of various
products is specified. by using linear programming; but it is not possible to
make choices solely on the grounds of factor proportions and factor prices
without having a specification of product choice. In the case considered here
the optimal technique cannot be ascertained without knowledge of the product
mix ro be produced.

There are a “lumber of issues that we have so far intentionally ignored but
which are of sonx importance to the results given above. The value of w* is
determined not only by differences in relative factor proportions but also by
differences in intermediate material costs. Formally, this can be seen in the
method of calculating IV*. De*:.mg  lhe labour-intensive technique by the
subscript 1 and the capital-intensive technique by 2, w* is derived by equating
the costs af production of the two techniques:

rk, i p,m,  + w*ll = rk, -+ p,m, i w*lz

where 11)  is the input of materials per unit of output. and p,, the cost per unit
of these materials. 13 is thus equal to

P, h - %I r G kz)
+

1% - 1, 1% + 1,

or the marginal rate of substitution of intermediate materials for labour plus the
marginal rate of substitution of capital for labour. If intermediate input require-
ments are the sane for different types of machine (WI,  _ mz), then w* will
depend solely on the marginal rate of factor substitution. On the other hand,
differential intermediate requirements will change the value of PI’*.

It is often claimed that new machines are more efficient in their utilisation
of material and that this constitutes one of their attractions, at least partly
explaining their adoption in some less developed countries despite their
higher capital costs and lower labour  utilisation. In textiles, the evidence on
this question is mixed: while newer spinning processes do reduce waste
considerabiy, the more recent loom designs result in higher waste levels than
does the Lancashire ‘; in both activities the difference in waste levels is an
important determinant of the level of w*, this being particularly important in
spinning, where the absolute differences m waste costs are quite large.

In pmver  utilisation there is no consistent trend: newer weaving machines
use less power than the Lancashire, while 1968 spinning mills use considerably
more power than the 1950 one. The power costs used in our calculations were
those of the United Kingdom, and to the extent that power costs in the less



developed countries differ, the calculated value of II’* will have been raiseti in
spin;@ and lowered in weaving if the United Kingdom price is lower than
the correct (shadow) price in less developed countries, and vice verse if the
United Kingdom price is higher. Given the high values of w* in weaving, the
general nature of our results will not be affected in this activity, though in
spinning the effect might be more significant. Without a detailed analysis of
power costs in the less developed countries it is difficult to evaluate the
significance of any such changes in prices.

AGGREGATE EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS

The widence  reproduced above demonstrates the economic sense of not
usinr the most modern production processes technicxlly  applicable to cotton
textile manufacturing. It was seen that until high wage levels were reached,
ths most labour-intensive equipment in use in the United Kingdom was
optimal in the sense of allowing the lowest average cost of production. We
have yet to consider the aggregate implications of the differences in capital-
!abour ratios associated with the various techniques. Table 32 shows these
ratios measured as initiel equipment cost per man-year of labaur engaged in
direct production. Although equipment is measured as a stock, conversion
into a flow would lend to proportional changes  for all types of equipment if
equal lives and identical interest rates are assumed. It should be :<membered
that the capital-labour  ratios for the 1950  spinning plant and for the Lancashire
looms reflect assumptions aboot the cost of used equipment by comparison
with new in so far as the aider-style equipment is no Longer being produced.’

A 1968  spinning plant has about 21 (4.4) times the capital-labour  ratio of
the 1950  spinning plant on the assumption that equipment of the latter <a,sts
10 (50) per cent of new, 196%type equipment. The differences in facta intensity
in waving show hn even greater range, the extreme being that a Sulzer loom
requires about 90 (IS) times as much capital per worker as the Lancashire
loom when the latter’s price is 10 (50) per cent of that of a new Battery loomz
Such magnitudes imply very large employment differentials. The employmen:
effects of choosing brtwcen the techniques are of two k~inds-

la/ the direct e&t of producing a given output level with one technique
rather than anorher; this effect is measured as (I, - IJ Q* where 1 denotes
the labour-intensive technique and 2 the capital-intensive one; and

L The cost of the Lancashire  loom is assumed, as in the preceding section, to be directi?
~xiated  to that of the next most !abour-intensive  loam, the Battery loom.



(b) an indirect effect resulting from the saving in initial capital expenditure
due to the 1,ower capital-outwt  ratio of the less capital-intensive technique.. .

(k, - k3 &
This latter effect can be expressed a~ -___

( W ) ,
where k, is the capital-

output  ratio for technique i. While direct employment gains are usually
taken into consideration in the published work on the subject, indirect
gains have been largely ignored. This neglect presumably stems from the
assumption  that the lower price of used equipment accurately reflects a
shorter remaining physical life, and that capital costs on a yearly amortised
basis will thus be the same for botb new and used equipment. However,
if the lower price represents economic obsolescence within the developed
coilntries whereas expected ph!eical  lives are about the same2 the lower
initial price of used equipme,..  represents a net saving in capital that is
equivalent to an increase in the real level of national saving. The expression
for the indirect increase in employment assumes that any capital saved
can be used to generate further employment that requires no higher a
capital-labour  ratio than the labour-intensive textile techniques. Moreover,
it assumes  ihat the resultant output growth equal to (kplkl  - 1) Q* can
be sold without lowering profitability, a not unreasonable assumption
for many small, less developed countries.
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To obtain an indication of the number of jobs involved in a medium-size,
partly indusrrialised count?y,  2: calculation using these formulae was made using
the approximate output levels of the Philippines for 1970, about 42,000 tons of
spun cotton and 227 million square yards of woven cloth. These levels are
consider~abiy  lower tha,ia those of the more developed countries of Latin
America, but greliter tiuilan the magnitudes of almost all African countries.
The calcuiaticns  indica~te  the benefits in terms of employment (and by impli-
cation in terms of outpoi)  to be derived from pursuing an economically rational
choice of technique. Needless to say, such gains should not necessarily be
assumed to have been made (or to be capable of ar’lievemt-nt)  in the Philippines,
which already has in place equipment which may differ iom that used as the
wxrn in the ca!culations.  Table 33 presents the results of the calculations.
In both spinning and weaving alternative assumptions about the cost of used
equipment arc made: (1) for spinning, a 1950 plant is assumed to cost either
11. VT  50 per cent of a 1968 one; (2) for weaving, a Lancashire loom is assumed
to cost either IO or 50 percent ofa Battery loom. The ditkences  in assumptions
have two effects, namely they change both the saving in capital costs resulting
from the choice of used equipment, and the capitai-labour  ratio by which this
saving is translated into additional employment. The figures in the first column
indicate that the potential gains in direct employment iare  quite large. Thus,
selection of a 1950 spinning plant and Lancashire looms instead of a 1968
plant and Battery-Unit? looms would increase employment from 4,086
(1,487 + 2,599) to 8,224 (3,275 t 4;949),  or by 100 per cent. li weaving was
done by the most modern technique, the Sulzer, the former figure would be
2,633. The addition of roughly 4,000 or 5,700 jobs (101 and 212 per cent)
in one sector cfmanufacturing  can hardly be dismissed as being of little couse-
qtience. Although the basis for the calculation is Philippine output levels,
proportional resu!ts  would occur with other levels. Still more  impressive, how-
ever, are the indirect gains. Again using the 1950 or 1968 spinning comparison
and the Lancashire or Battery-Unitil comparison, the combined direct and indi-
rect employmenl  difference is 91,988 when the price of old equipment is put at
IO per cent of the new price and 15,197 when it is put at 50 per cent. These are,
of course, huge increases, and stem largely from the indirect effects. The latter
would be decreased if all the less developed countries followed a used equipment
policy, since they would bid up the price of the equipment.

The estimates in table 33 exclude other investment costs, such as in buildings
and icventories, that would he needed as complements to machines and labour:
allowance for the need to finance these would perhaps halve the indirect
employment gains to be attributed to a policy of utilising used equipment.
Nevertheless, the added employment is so large :bat it is perhaps not excessive
to assert that if similar results were to hold in a number of other industries that
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Table 33. Increase  in employment from use of labour-intensive  techniques

Type  Of Eq.iipmenf Employment

Direct additional TOW
i”dired

Sp’“ni”g
1968 1 487 0 1487
,950 ’ 3 275 28 76, 32 036
1950 s 3 275 3 195 6 470
weo”ig
0. Eat!ery 2 520 0 2 520

Lancashire B 4 949 44 483 49 432
Lancashire ’ 4 949 4 943 9 892

b. Battery-Uniiil 2 599 0 2 599
Lacashire Q 4 949 59 089 64 038
Lancashire a 4 949 7861 12 813

c. tijet (Eli&x) 1 850 0 1 850
Lancashire Q 4949 49411 54 360
Lancashire * 4 949 5 928 10 877

d sulrer 1 146 0 1 146
Lancashire J 4 949 9P 596 II33  545
Lancashire 4 4 949 IS 765 20 714

* Arrumed  m E”5‘ !O pEI cent  Of 1968 Plan,. * llrevmed  to COE,  10 per cent  or 1968 Dbrlf. 8 EaSh Laocarme
Ikmrn arrume.3  f” cost LO per  Eenl  Of BatcwY  loom. 4 Each  La”calhire  loom vrvmcd  to cost 50 per c&m OF
EhnerY IDOm-mOR  La”cani,ire  lOJ”ll are needed for a given  output.

--~

are likely to permit efficient factor substitution, much of the urban uoemploy-
ment problem would be relatively easy to solve, although the adoption of
appropriate policies might encounter strong opposition for a variety of reasons.

LIMITED USEFULNESS OF lNTERMEG!ATE  TECHNOLOGY

In recent years ?here  has arisen, in response to the ?memployment  problem,
an important stream of thought that suggests the use of funds to finance an
intensive effort to generate new or “intermediate” techniques that will have

lower capital-labour  ratios than the most modern ones. yet be efficient in the
neo-classical economic sense. Presumably this suggestion has its origin in the
argument that there is as yet no alternative to existing capital-intensive tech-
niques, or in the difficulty of obtaining spare parts for the equipmat  used with
known older techniques. Yet the evidence in this chapter indicates that existing
older-style equipment does offer efficient labour-intensive possibilities (even
though little research JII this type of equipment has been carried out in recent
years) and is available in large quantities in used form. Although it is not
possible a priori to rule out the potential generation of still more effi&nt
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isbour-intensive  techniqxq if sufficient research funds were available, it is
far from clear that the effort is wairxnted  by a cost-benefit calculus. Resources
devoted to developing new techniques weld, if successful, yield a prototype
machine only after a nuinber of years; the x:ual beginning of substantisl
production of thir new textile equipment would take Gill longer, and a period
of adjustment ur,o$d be necessary in actual textile production; thus potential
employment gains, if any, would accrue only a number of yews later. Alter-
natively, the same resources  could be devoted to disseminating information
on existing techniques, to help firms to make efficient use of more  labour with
older-style equipment and to facilitate the storage and dist.ribution  of spare
parts. While it is not certain that the action just described is inherently superior
to the intermediate technology approach, the potential immediate employment
gains from utilising existing labour-intensive techniques, as compared with
the delay and uncertainties attendant upon ihe generation of eniirely new
techniques, suggest that in this industry the latter is not !ikely to be optimal.

CONCLUSIONS

The theme of this chapter is that it would be sensible to use older, used
equipment when undertaking investment in textile industries in the less
developed countries. The analysis presented suggests that, at factor prices
relevant for zany poorer countries, the choice of used equipment would be
optimal. Nevertheless, before recommending such a strategy without reser-
vation, it would be necessary to obtain other types of information. It was
assumed thvoilghout the paper that the productivity of the various types of
equipment would be the same in a less developed country as it is in the United
Kingdom.’ While this is plausible a priori, some economists would claim that
a major advantage of newer equipment is that it can be a substitute for scarce
skilled labour. The absence of such labour could lead to poor performance
with older equipment, and thus the gap between what can be achieved in the
United Kingdom and in a less developed country would grow with the age of
equipment: the gap between potaxial and actual output would be greater
with the Lancashire than with the Sulzer, and hence there is an upward bias
in our calculations of the break-even wage and of the proportion of the price
GOT  new plant that can economically be paid for olde: plant. On the other
hand, even if there were such differentials in actual productivity (and this is
far from certain), the maintenance difficulties dcz to the greater technical
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sophistication of the Sulzer loom might resuit in more  down-time when repairs
become necessary. The net eiTects on machine productivity could go either
way, and an intensive analysis of the ability of less developed countries to
absorb different techniques is an important area of further research.

Similarly, detailed analyses of the effect of transport costs, licensing fees
and other costs, as well as of potential innovations that may be introduced
once used equipment is in place ‘, should he brought into the calculations.
Even if such additional evidence is marshalled and supports the desirability
of using olderequlpment,  it will still be necessary to adopt policiesthatencourage
such decisions. Although changes in relative factor prices are an important
element of an over-all policy in this matter, they are unlikely to be sufficient
without better information and support. Unfortunately, few governments
have yet shown an interest in altering the economic environment to provide
better signals, and still fewer have supported the types of institutions that
could perform essential functions connected with the identification and correct
use of used equipment. Yet on the evidence put forward in this chapter the
benefits of such an effort could be considerable, in terms both of employment
and of output.



SUGAR PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
IN INDIA

by C. C. Baron ’

The encouragement of labour-intensive technologies  and industries in the
manufacturing sector has frequently been recommended in recent years as an
important element in employment-oriented development strategy. In particular
each of the ILO’s comprehensive employment strategy missions 2 under the
World Employment Programme has to a greater or lesser extent proposed
measures, of various kinds, to influence factor prices and to promote research
and development so as to encourage labour intensity and thus a faster rate
of growth of employment in manufacturing. Nwrtheless,  because this is
largely virgin territory for the economist, the exiwnce  of technically efficient
labour-intensive alternatives to modern, large-scale production methods has
been a matter of some controversy and even scepticism.

However, an increasing number of analytiral  studies have in recent years
tended to justify the place of the choice of techniques in employment-oriented
development policy. Some of these studies are contained in this volume. The
present chapter extends our knowledge of technological choice as it exists in
practice. It is the result of field work IC India3 on methods of sugar production,

’ International Labour Oilice.  Thanks  me due, for many helpful discussions ir.  Delhi,
to officials of the Ministry of Food and Agriculture,  and to the National Federation of
Co-operative Sugar Factories. An earlier draft has benefited considerably from the comments
of the steering group of the ILo’s technology and employment project, namely Gustav
Ranis, Amartya Sen, Gerard  Boon, Charles Cooper, Bruce Johnston, Howard Pack and
Paul Strassmann.  The author is particularly indebted to Mr. M. K. Garg  of the Planning
Research and Action Imtitute,  Lucknow, far data an the small-scale sugar  plants described
here, in the development of which he has played a pioneering role. Responsibility for the
comparison nevertheless rests entirely with the author.

’ That is, the IL0 employment missions to Colombia (1970).  Sri Lanka (1971). lran
and Kenya (1972), and the Philippines (1973). The last-named developed policy recom-
mendations in these directions in mwticular  detail.

3 The author visited India id 1972 and collected much of the data presented here in
Delhi, in the cowse  of conversations with oficials connected with the sugar  industry. He also
made several visits to the sugar producing areas in Uttar Pradesh, and plants typifying the
alternative technologies were seen, as described in Appendix II. A goad deal of information

lJ%or”o,e  cme,“ded  awled,
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and its main theme is the comparison between a small-scale intermediate tech-
nology for making white sugar, and a iarp,er and better es?%blished  capital-inten-
six production process.Theover-allconclusion  tends to braout thedesirability
of intermediate technology. However, the study also illustrates the difficulties
that arise, first in establishing to what extent a choice of technology can be said
to exist, and secondly in analysing the implications of such a choice in a manner
which takes into account all the issues involved. Product choice i3 found to be
highly relevant.

The arrangement of this chapter is therefore as follows. The two technologies
are first briefly described, as well as their operating characteristics and the
political and economic setting in which the can- sugar agro-industry  operates.
Information is then suppiied on the factor and material inputs required under
each technology, and the choice between the two technologies is then analysed
with reference both to private profitability and to the social costs of production,
drawing upon the considerations on shadow pricing in the surplus labour econ-
omy suggested in several works, most notably in the LYIDO  Guidelines for

prqject ewluation. ’ After a summary of the findings, the choice of technologies
and of products is discussed within the framework of daision  making and
planning in India.

THE TWO TECHNIQUES USED IN WHITE SUGAR PRODUCTION

Several different forms of sugar are produced in the world. The processes
for :he production of brown and raw sugar differ slightly from that for the
production of wi;ite. The present discussion relates only to white crystal sugar,
which is the variety produced by both the large and the small 2 plao:s under
review.

The production of white sugar from sugar cane involves a sequence of the
following processes: crushing of the cane to extract a juice, settling and
filtration of this juice to sepxate  out non-sugar components, boiling of the
filiered juice to concentrate for crystallisztion,  and centrifuging to separate
sugar crystals from molasses. Small quantities of chemicals such as sulfur are
added to aid the process. Bagasse,  the cane fibre, is the by-product of crushing

about the large-scale sugar industry is also contained in the reports  of various government
bodies, notably reports of the Sugar Enquiry Commission (1965), the Committee on the
Rehabilitation and Modernisatian  of Sugar Factories in India (1965),  the Tariff Commission
(1969),  and the Second Central Wage  Board for the Sugar Industry (1970).

’ LTNIDO:  Guidelines/or projtvr  eva/uarion,  op. cit.
? Some summary technical and engineering data on the small-scale plants is given in

Appendix In below.
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and is csed as a fuel for the later stages of production. %her  by-products,
especially molasses which can be used in distilleries, emerge at the last stage.

White cry&a!  sugar  was first manufactured in sugar mills in India in the
1920s.  The passage of the Sugar Industry (Protection) Act in 1932 enabled the
industry to expand rapidly. There are now about 220 mills having an average
crushing capacity of 1,350 tons of sugar cane per day. Altogether these mills
have in the last three years produced an annual average of 3.8 million tons of
sugar. Two o( three new mills ‘pen  each year, the rate of establishment being
determiaed by the Goxmment’s  licensing policy. The machinery installed has
since the late 1950s been manufactured in India. itself. For the most part there is
not a wide technological choice, since the chemical processes referred to above
are standard. Certain operaticns,  such as cane unloading, can be mechanised,
but this has been avoided in Indian sugar mills because of trade union and
social pressure to maintain the level of employment. The choice oi machinery,
and the ways in which it is added to aild improved from time to time, is deter-
mined mainly by two considerations, namely the need to reduce costs by making
more sugar out of the same quantity of sugar cane (i.e. raising the recovery
rate), and the need to meet quality standards set by the Government. Partly
because wages constitute only a fraction of total costs and also because of trade
union pressure against any reduction in employment, there is iittle incentive to
substitute machines for men in the operations that can be mechanised.

However, in recent years a choice of techniques has emerged in the follow-
ing way. After trials at experimental plants 1 ovei several years sugar units
began to be established from 1960 onwards ir. Uttar Pradesh, the state that
produces the largest quantity of sugar cane in India. In 1965 therewere  reported
to be 114 such units %, and in 1972 they were said to number 550 in Uttar
Pradesh alone, without counting the units in other states. The small units
appear to be commercially successful and their contribution to employment
in Uttar Pradesh and to the total output of sugar is substantial 3, so that an
economic comparison of the small plants a;th the mills seems worth while.

’ Tbhese  pilot plants were  supervised by the PIanning  Research and Action Institute in
Lucknow,  aided by the National Sugar Institute in Kanpur.  The Khadi  and Village Industries
Commirsion,  located in Bombay, has also actively encouraged tbc establishment of small-
scale sugar  plants.

z Government of India, Ministry of Food and Agriculiwe:  h!e,wr, o/ rhe Sugar  Enquiry
Commission, Oerober  1965  8,Delhi,  1965).

a No single government office  is responsible for compiling statistics about the small-scale
units. Tix Report  of r/w Sugar  Enquiry Commission  19.55,  op. cit., mentions (p, 50)
114 units “using the sulfitation  vxess of clarification”, mainly in Uttar Pradesh. It is
reported by the Planning, Research and Action Institute that about 550  units were operating
in Uttar Pradesh in the 1971.72  season. The ontput  and employment of these units can be
estimated only very  roughly, by making an assumption  about the average crushing capacity
and associated employment creation. A conservative estimate would be that the annual
output is of the urder of ZOO,000  tons and that total employment in these units is about

lfiomore  conrluded  O”d~O,,
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The small units are technically known as open pan sulfitation (OPS) tinits,
to distinguish them from the mills, iYhich use the vacuum pan sultitation
process. The technology employed is a simple version of the chemical processes
in a sugar mill, but with some characteristics of the traditional khan&vi 1 sugar
cottage industry. In favourable circumstances the sugar produced in the small
units is of the same technical standard (in terms of colour, sire and dryness of
the crystals) as average mill sugar, although it is more generally not quite up to
that standard. 2 There are, however, no difficulties in selling it, usually at a price
5 or 10 per cent below the free market price of mill sugar. Moreover, as we
shaii see, the OPS units are labour-intensive and capital-saving in comparison
wiih the mills; these are considerable advantages in a developing country such
as !ndia with a shortage of capital and a serious rural employment problem.
On the other hand, their recovery rate of sugar from sugar cane is lower thar
that in the sugar mills, which constitutes B serious disadvantage. It is interesting
to speculate about how much more employment would have been generated had
the OPS technology been developed at a much earlier stage. Apparently this
possibility was considered before the introduction of the Sugar Industry
(Protection) Act in 1932, but a decision was then taken in favour  of the modern
machinery.

THE POLlTiC.AL  AND ECONOMIC SETTING

It is necessary to outline the broader context within which the mills and OPS
units PK to be compared. This is complicated by the fact that only 30 per cent of
the annual output of sugar cane is used for making sugar by these two types of
plant. The remainder is used for making gur a and khandsari,  the traditional
sweetening agents, apart from the lo-15  per cent of the cane used for replanting

75,oW persona, permanent and seasonal. These magnitudes are respectively 5 and 40 per cent
of the totals for all sugar mills in India, the second figur<;  for employment, being particularly
remarkable. Another 200 units are said to be operating in other sfates in India, most  notably
Andhra  Pradesh with 120.  A field survey is really  required to as?aain the precise facts about
these units 2nd fo estimate the associated output and employment  more precisely.

1 A sugar merchant in Kanpur  said that the distinction between mill sugar and OF’S
sugar was one to be drawn only by a specialist. A technologist at the National Federation
of Co-operative Sugar Fsctories  agreed that some of the OPS sugar was “very good”. On the
other hand, the exten:  to which OPS sugar deviates from the best standards of white, hard,
dry crystals is cerrainl’i  dependent upon the diligence and skill of the supervisors in the
small-scale u~ifs,  which vary.  In the mills, on the other hand, the chemical processes-boiling
times and temperatures, etc.--are well known and documented.

a Obtained by boiling and evaporation of the &r&d juice of sugar  cane. Like khondmri,
it is claimed to have a greater nutritional value than white sugar.



and for animal feed. Of the two traditional products, gur is by far the more
important, accounting for about 50 per cent of cane consumption in :m average
year. The output OT traditional khandsari is r.uu at a very low level.

The sugar cane cycle is responsible for many of the current difficulties of
the sugar industry. The cycle derives  from the fact that in India, unlike other
sugar producing countries, which have large plantations, sugar cane is grown by
individual cultivators  who make their own choice of the crops to be sown each
year: a cultivator switches from sugar cane to food grains OI a vegetable crop
according to his estimate of profitability. The tim; lag between planting and
harvesting is between 12 and 18 months, and it is this rime lag that generates
the cyc!e.  In a year of deficiency in sugar cane production, prices rise as gur
producers and the sugar mills compete for cane supplies. Cultivators respond
by planting more cane, so that two or three years later cane is plentiful. !?rices
fall despite the fact that the mills must pay a minimum price for cane--now
about 8 rupees per qdintal ‘-because the gur producers are not so restricted and
account for lost 3f the demand. Prices having thus fallen, production decreases
ill the next two years, so completing the four-year cycle. The sugar cane cycle
causes recurrent deficiencies and surpluses in the supply of sugar, as well as
being responsible for under-utilised capacity in the sugar mills in most years,
and higher costs of production. Several measures to damp down the cycle
hav? been proposed: for example, the Sugar Enquiry Commission (1965)
suggested a large buffer stock for sugar. 2 To this the Tariff Commission Report
(1969) added the idea of a government support price for gur, which would
naturally support the cane price. However, no such policy has been implemented.

Economic analysis is complicated first by the existence of the cycle and
secondly by the various control measures employed by the Government to
stabilise the supply of sugar to consumers. Under the system cf partial decon-
trol 3 the Government buys 60 per cent of the sugar produced by the mills at a
fixed price, reselling it to consumers after levying an excise duty. This sugar
supply is termed “levy sugar”. The remaining 40 per cent of sugar produced,
“free” sugar, sells  on the open market at a much higher price. This system leads
to many abuses. Nor is it the only restriction on the mills: the minimum price of
sugar cane is fixed, as mentioned above; wages are fixed by a wage board, and
labour forces in the mills are held constant by trade union pressure to maintain
the level of employment; finally, the growing sector of the sugar industry, the
co-operative sector, is indirectly controlled in the public interest, as a conse-
quence of its being financed by the public authorities and by semi-public

' A quinial is one-tenth of a ton.
1 Report  of the Sugar  Enquiry Commission 1965, op. cit., p. 163.
' Prevailing in July 1912. The form of control over supplies exercised by the Government

varies from time to time according to the condition of the market.
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bodies. The OPS uni:s in Uttar Pradesh, ofi the other hs;;d, are not subject to
controls: their sugar may be sold freely on the open market, and labour is not
?Inionised;  there is no restriction on the price they pay for their cane; a low rate
of excise duty is levied, but on their capacity rather than on output, since
with so many units operating only a. capacity tax is administratively feasible.

The combined development of the modern technology of the sugar industry
in India is ensured by technologists connected with the National Sugar Insti-
tute at Kanpur and the two factory associations. Most of the machinery for
new factories and for the modernisation  of old ones is made within India by
about a dozzn firms. This specialist industry still has some links with firms in
developed rountries,  but was set up because of the foreign exchange crisis of
I957  to avoid the necessity of importing machinery as the sugar industry
developed. Since then, however, it has been mak,ing  equipment for other indus-
tries also. The machinery for the OPS small-scale units is made by smaller
firms in provincial towns, and the expansion of the OPS units in Uttar Pradesh
is said to have stimulated local machine-building capability. Although the
technology of the OPS units has been locally developed, it is possible that white
sugar may at one time have been made with similarly simple equipment in
other countries now more economically advanced.

As regards the demand for sugar, consumption is low in India by compari-
son with other countries; in 1969 it was 5.8 kg per head, as against 24.9 kg
in Sri Lanka. 17.8 in the Philippines, and over 50 kg in advanced countries
such as the United Kingdom, the United States and Canada. There would
therefore appear to be p!enty of room for a growth in demand. Most of the
underlying demand for sweetening agents is met by the traditional product,
gur, which is after. considered to be more nutritious than sugar, but the urban
population in India tends to prefer sugar, especially with tea, the consumption
of which is increasing also. Cur consumption still predominates in rural areas
and among the poorer people in the towns. A significant lacuna in the infor-
mation required to plan the sugar industry’s future development is the lack of
evidence ccmcerning  the relationship between the demand for sugar and the
price levels of gur and sugar respectively. ’ Even if the necessary statistics
existed, however, these would not represent true demand and true market
prices h-, awe of the measlrres of control of sugar supp:y adopted by the
Governmc~,t.  It can be argued that this intervention in the market for sweet-

L An attempt to explain sugar consumption econometrically was attempted in S. C. Ciupta,
S. N. Sinba and M. Prasad: “Relation between consumption and price of sugar  to deal
with the problem of surplus production”, in lndion Sugar (New Delhi), Vol. XXI,  No. 2,
May 1971. The price effect was not found m be significant in this work. Micro-studies of
price ad income elasticides  of demand would be useful in planning the future growth of sugar
production.
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ening agaits implies a choice of products by the Government, z choice which
may be just as relevant to the over-all employment level as the choice of tech-
niques. Since each increment in sugar output in sugar mills or in small-scale
units displace; gur output, employment is to some extent diminished since gur
is much more iabour-intensive. 1 The question of whether or not the Govern-
ment is intervening too strongly to protect the sugar industry and encourage
its future growth is; however, very difficult to answer, not only because of the
grear short-term fluctuation in supply but because the income elasticity of sugar
and gur demand is unknown. The determination of the long-term equilibrium
demand would, moreover, depend upon assumptions about the urban-rural
iOiG”e 2: * .h, *inn. ..srxu.i  ..-...

COST OF LABOUR AND OF CAPITAL

We siut cur comparison of the two techniques for the production of white
sugar by examining the cost of labour  and of capi!al.  Table 34 gives various
basic statistics in respect of representative units of the two technologies. The
first series relates tc a modern mill of the type now being b&t, with a crushing
capacity of 1,250 tons per day, a fixed capital investment (in land, bilildings  and
machinery) of 28 million rupees, and a labour force, permanent and seasonal,
of 900  persons. The second  serxs relates to a standard OPS plant with a
crushing capacity of 80 tons per day, a fixed capital investment of 540,000
rupees and a labour force of 171 persons. The fixed capital per workplace
amounts :? 31,!00  rupees in a modern mill and 3,160 rupees in an OPS plant.

The Qures  given in table 34 for employment include all employees, skilled
and unskilled, permanent and seasonal. The measure of employmeni  versus
output might therefore be considered rather a rough one. However, it does in
fact reflect the labour-output ratio even when seasonality is taken into account.
In a typical OPS plant the permanent/seasonal breakdown is as shown below:

Permanent staff, for 12 months
(250 working days) 9

Seasonal staff, for 5 months (150 days) 19
., ,> ,> 4 months (120 days) 3
,, ,. 31 100 days 140

!7i



By adding together the number of man-days worked in each category of
staff (as shown above) an employment-output ratio of 31 man-days per ton
of sugar can be derived. The corresponding measures for the mills were as
follon~s:

Man-daj~s  per ton of sugar ’
Highest Lowest

Uttar Pradesh:
west 16.5 5.1
East 20.7 9.3

Maharashtra 10.3 2.6
Al!-India average 10.42

The all-India average figure given here is about one-third of the figure of 31
man-days per ton calculated above for the OPS units. Even with the seasonal
nature of employment taben into account, therefore, the OPS units generate
about three times more  employment per unit of output than the sugar mills.

There are several reasons for this difference in labour intensity. First, in
the small units mme watchers are needed for each chemical process, in place of
the scientific measurin: gauges  used in ihe mills. Secondly, in the mills the
juice obtained from the cane in crushing is moved betweex  processes by power
pumps; in the OPS units pumps are used, but manual power also plays its
part, particularly in certain operations during which the juice has to be stirred.

’ Figures from fbc report  of the Committee on the Rehabilitation and Modernisatioa
of Sugar Factories in India (1965). They are for the season 1962-63.  when production was
rlther  h!aw average, during a trough in the sugar cycle. These figures are  therefore probably
rather higher than ibe average over all years. This does not detract from the argument in
this section, but rather reinfaces it.
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For the most part. the unskilled labour  force employed in the mills in the
cashing season is used on cleaning operations; in the OPS units unskilled
labour has rather  wider functions.

The figures regarding the fixed capital requirement in table 34 show that
for any level of capacity utilisation the investment cost per unit of output-or
per workplace for that matter-is higher for a modern mill than for an OPS
unit. This is true even when output is high because of a high recovery rate of
sugar from sugar cane. In conjunction with the findings on the labour input
requirements, this shows that the two technologies are in a relationship of
&ciency with respect to each other: at no feasible level of capacity utilisation
do the capital-output and labour-output ratios for the modern mill both fall
below the corresponding ratios for an OPS unit.

Working capital, representing stocks of raw materials and finished product,
is likely to bear a higher ratio to fixed capital in a labour-intensive plant than
in a capital-intensive plant processin;:  the same material. This consideration
may significantly atEct  the comparison of rates of surplus, as has been pointed
out and illusrrs!ed  in one case by Sen. 1 The extent of this effect depends upon
the time lag between the purchase of raw materials and the sale of the final
product; it will thus be especially significant in an industry in which most of the
cost is for the raw material. Nevertheless, in the Indian sugar industry, working
capital is probably higher for the mills than for the small-scale OPS units,
because the Government carefully regulates the sale of sugar by the mills, to
ensure that supply is reasonably evenly distributed over the year. The OPS
units are not subject to such regulation, and may therefore sell their sugar in
the course of the crushing season. If this were not so, and the mills and OPS
units were competing on an equal basis, with the same time lag between pro-
duction and sales, then the ratio of total fixed and working capital to output
would be higher for the OPS units, relat;ve to the mills, than is suggested by the
ratios for investment per unit of output in table 34.

The full implications of the difference in the factor inputs required under
each technology are brought out by comparing the output and employment aris-
ing from the same initial investment, 28 million rupees, in one modern mill and
in the corresponding number. 52, of OPS units. The output figures for the mills
are calculated on various possible assumptions about the length of season
(100  to 200 days) and xovery rates (9.5 to II per cent). On that basis it will
be found that the modern mill employs 900 persons on a permanent and
seasonal basis, and the corresponding OPS units 8,892 while the total output
ranges from 9,500 to 22,000 tons for the modern mill and amounts to 33,280
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tons, assuming an 8 per cent recovery rate, for the OPS units. The OPS units
together therefore provide about ten times the employment per unit of output
ynerated by a modern mill (as long as we do not discriminate between per-
manent and seasonal staff); and for the same investment they generate between
one-and-a-half and three times the outpr;: of one mill, the exact ratio depending
on the recovery rate and length of season in that mill. If therefore it is desired
to maximise  either output per gnit of investment or employment, the OPS units
appear to be the best choice, even if we compare a very efficient modern mill in
Maharashtra,  with an 11 per cent recovery rate and working a 2OO-day  season,
with the equivnlent number of OPS units. This discussion has, however, con-
cerned only the capital and lahour  inputs to production, regardless of the real
opportunity costs of these inputs, and the other elements in costs. To these we
now turn.

THE OVER-ALL COST STRUCTURE

The detailed data on costs in a standard OPS unit with a crushing capacity
of 80 tons per day are given in Appendix I. The main items in recurrent costs
are (1) sugar cane, (2) conversion costs, including minor material inputs, fuel
and power, (3) wages and salaries, and (4) depreciation, interest charges on
working capital, overheads, etc. In the OPS units, which work a standard
1lXJday  season, the calculation of costs is easier than for the mills because
capacity utilisation  does not vary greatly. The sum of the last three items above
is 286,ooO  rupees per season, or 45 rupees per quintal of sugar produced. To
this must be added the cost of cane, the price of which varies considerably.
For the purpose of this study, we assume a price fluctuation of between 8 and
12 rupees per quintal,  which for an OPS recovery rate of 8 per cent implies a
cane cost of between 1W and 150 rupees per quintal of sugar.

The structure of costs of production in the sugar mills is more complex.
Every mill is different, so much so that one suggestion current in sugar circles
in India is that for levy sugar the fixed price to be paid by the Government
should be estimated separately for each mill. A report of the TarilTCommission
for India in 1969 I gave data on average costs throughout the country for the
szasor~  1966-67. The actual average conversion cost, equivalent in composition
to the figure of 45 rupees per quintal  quoted above for the OPS units, was
28 rupees per quintal.  This average is therefore rather less than the estimate
for an OPS plant for the season 1971-72; on the other hand conversion costs
in the mills have increased considerably since the 1966-67 season.

-~
’ Government of India, Tariff Commission: Reporr on cost s!rueture of Ike SU~(II indusrry

ondrke  foirprieeforsugor,  Bombay, 1969(Delhi, 1970).
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The accounts of one sugar mill visited, the S aill as we shall term it, serve
to illustrate this point, and also several others. The S mill is quite a new co-
operative sugar factory in Uttar Pradesh, having a crushing capacity of 1,270
tons of cane per day. It is described in more detail in Appendix II. Conversion
costs in trtls mill were as shown in table 35.

From this table it is apparent that conversion costs are generally rather
higher than the 28 rupees per quintal  mentioned in the Tariff Commission
report. An upward trend can be detected in several items despite the low costs
of the 1969-70 season, so that an estimate of costs for a 120-150  day season
might be 40 rupees per quintal  of sugar. This approaches the OPS plant’s
conversion cost of 45 rupees at 1971 prices, if the recovery rate is 8 per cent.

The convenion  and capital costs together therefore account for only a
fraction of the total cost of sugar production. The cost of cane constitutes by
far the greater expense--between 60 and 70 per cent of all costs-and here
the mills have an important advantage over the OPS units. Their higher
recovery rate means that they need less cane per unit of sugar produced:
whereas the sugar mills need between 9.1 and 10.5 tons of cane to produce 1
ton of sugar 1 (these figures corresponding to recovery rates of 1 I per cent and
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9.5 psr cent respectively) the standard OH unit requires between I I.8 and 13.3
tons ofcune (for recovery rates of 7.5 to 8.5 per cent). Although the difference
depends upon which  specific sugar mill and which OPS unit are being compared
i: is significant enough in any case for the small-scale units to be accused by the
mill associations of being %me wasters”. This turns out to be an argument of
limited validity, because the extra cane requirement of the OPS units is offset
by the additional capital requirement of the sugar mills; but it may nevertheless
be an argument of wide application, since processing agro-industries typically
have high raw material costs. Thus in developing countries where wage rates
are low, the choice of technology may be more dependent upon the price of
the principal input in relation to that of capital than upon the relative facto:/
price ratio between capital and labour.

Ar a naive level of choice criteria the optimal sugar production method is
not clear. On the one hand the engineer would prefer the more capital-intensive
technology because of the higher extraction and quality, but if employment
maximisation is the objective the OPS units are preferred, as they are also if
output is to be maximised  with investment resources as the constraint; and if
agricultural production is thought to be constrained, then the mills are preferred
because they require less cane per unit of output. There is therefore a conflict of
arguments which will be considered together in the analysis following.

SOCIAL COSTS

In this section we shall look more  closely at the social costs and benefits of
the two technologies in order to determine in what circumstances the expansion
of large-scale sugar production is justifiable. Two difficulties stand in the way of
such an analysis. The first is that the real benefit of sugar production is not
easily measurable. Because of the sugar cane cycle the price of free sugar
fluctuates despite the regulation of most of the supply by the Government;
thus what is actually paid for the average ton of sugar is not known, and a
price elasticity cannot be estimated. Moreover, as we have noted above, there is
a quality difference between OPS and mill sugar, although not apparently a
very significant one to consumers: the OPS sugar tends to sell at a price 5 to
10 per cent below the free market price of mill sugar. To avoid the first difficulty
in a cost-benefit analysis we shall simplify matters by assuming an identical
product and so an identical benefit from ach method of production. The
benefits thus being regarded as the same, the analysis can concentrate on the
social costs of production alone.

The second difficulty has been referred to before. It is that each sugar mill
operates with a different schedule of costs, and with varying technical efficiency.
The data used here are at best reasonable averages.
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The real opportunity costs of production by either technology have a
present value

PY(CJ = $ Cl- + LP,
0 (1 + i) ’

where C, is the total of running costs each year (weighted as necessary by
shadow prices:, I is the initial capital investment requirement, Pi is the shadow
price of investment funds, and i is the social rate of discount. This expression is
simplified by assuming’ that a one-tim,e investment is followed by a constant
stream of costs each year, and also by assuming a long lift for machinery
(as is reasonable in this case). Then

PV(C)  = T + I.P,

This will be converted to an annual equivalent cost per unit of output to allow
a comparison between the two technologies. The annual equivalent cost will
in fact be our criterion of choice: the technology for which it is less is that which
economises  most in the use of scarce resources per unit of output.

The shadow price of investment, Pi, is estimated by following the method
of Sen and Ilatta-Chaudhri  in a previous evaluation of an industrial project in
India according to the formula

where
Pi = r(l  pa)/(i-ar)

n = rate of reinvestment of profits
r = rate of return on investment in the economy
i = social rat< of discount.

Following these authors we shall assume that a = r _ 0.20, i.e. that the
rate of return on investment is 20 per cent, as is the proportion of profits
re-invested.

The social rate of discount is both a parameter and an unknown in the
calculation. z However, in an economy such as India’s in which consumption
per head is increasing only very slowly the social rate of discount will be on the
low side. In the first calculation presented below, i has been taken to be IO per
cent; in further calculations its value will be varied, with significant effect,
as we shall see. With i at IO per cent, and a, I taking the values suggested, Pi

equals 2.67, this figure indicating the present value of the aggregate consump-
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tion forgone elsewhere in the economy owing to the investment of I rupee in
sugar production now. Pi increase; as the social rate of discount decreases,
reaching the value 16 when i equals 5 per cent.

Turning now to the details of the computations, in the first term of PV(C)

above, C/i, the costs included are (a) sugar cane, (b) minor material inputs,
chemicals.  fuel and power, (c) repairs and maintenance, [dj  overheads and
contingencies, and (e) salaries and wages. These are easy to estimate for the
OPS units, in which the length of season is fairly fixed. For a modern mill it is
necessary to estimate the costs, some fixed (i.e. c, d, e), and others variable
(i. e. (I,  6) from the time series for the S mill (which is in fact as typical a modern
mill as one could find). This has been done for three levels of capacity utilisation,
corresponding to seasons of 200, 150 and 100 days. By assumption, the price of
cane in these seasons is 8, IO and I2 rupees per quintal.

Depreciation has been excluded from recurrent costs in the modern mill
and the OPS unit because it represents only a nominal transfer in favour of the
eventua!  replacement of machinery and equipment which is likely to be long-
lasting, and for which repair and renewal costs are allowed. 1

Each item of costs can be valued in social terms. For example, the real social
cxt of a marginal unit of electricity may be higher than the tariff value, in
so far as increments in electricity supply involve the utilisation of scarce
foreign exchange and investment resources. Shadow pricing considerations of
this kind have not been taken into account in the present value calculations in
respect of the minor inputs. However, the two major items in recurrent costs,
wages and salaries and sugar cane, deserve special attention.

A typical modern mill pays each employee four times more per annum
(2,450 rupees) than does the average C9PS unit (684 rupees), so that despite
the greater labom intensity of the OPS units their labour costs per unit of
output are similar to those in a sugar mill. To be precise, the labour cost in
the S mill equals that in an OPS unit at a level of capacity utilisation in the
mill corresponding to a season of 135 days %, which is equal, by coincidence,
to the average length of the season in Uttar Pradesh in recent years.

‘See UNDO: Crddelinesforproject  evaluation,  op. cit., p, 299.
s Detaits of comparison of labour  costs:

s mill OPS
Total salary and wage co& (millions of rupees) 2.2 0.117
Number of workers 900 171
Salary and wage costs per worker (rupees) 2 450 648

Length of season (days) 100 150 200
Salary and wage COSTS per tan of sugar (rupees) 232 154 116 iii

The wage and salary bill for the modem mill given here is estimated from the S mill
accounts for 1969.72,  and is consistent with other data on sugar mill costs. The OPS salary
and wage bill tigure is that also shown in Appendix I.
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In economic theory the debate on choice of technique has usually been pur-
sued in the context of an assumption that the wage rate for labour is the same
for either technique. We see here that this is not the case. A sugar mill is in
fact an enclave of the manufacturing sector, although physically located in an
agricultursl  area. Thus the wage rate paid, and associated conditions, are
related to those in other manufacturing industries. The net payment to labour
in the sugar mills is determined from time to time by reference to the level of
consumer prices, the concept of a “minimum need-based wage rate” for
industrial workers, and the capacity of :he employers to pay. ’ Allowance is
not made for the fact that if a sugar mill did not exist its workers would be
earning very much less than they are in agricultural employment, if indeed
th-y were employed at all. A further subsidy to sugar mill workers is the pro-
vision of housing at a low rent in the vicinity of the mill. This provision repre-
sents the major element in the social cost of transferring labour  from the agri-
cultural sector to thz manufacturing sector.

The practicai effect on the calculation of the present value of social costs
is that since wage costs per unit of output are more or less equal under the two
technologies, the attachment of a shadow price factor to these costs will make
no difference to the choice between the technologies. No adjustment of this
kind has therefore been made for the purpose of the present comparison,
although such an adjustment would be advisable if we were comparing the
social costs of producing sugar with those in another industrial project.

There is one final but possibly quite crucial point to be made in relation to
wages and employment. As we have seen, in each method of production, wage
costs per unit of output are roughly equal. However, in a mill a relatively high
wage is being paid to a few, in comparison with the OPS units in which a much
lower wage is paid to more workers, but for only a par: of the year. In social
welfare terms iq it better to withdraw a few persons from the agricultural sector
and pay them a complete wage, or subsidise the agricultural incomes of a
greater sumber’  in the OPS units but only seasonally? Upon this essentially
value judgement  the optimal choice of technology may depend. In view of the
incidence of rural poverty in India it is arguable that the average social utility
of the OPS wage payments is higher than that of the mill wages.

Equally we might consider attaching a shadow price to sugar cane, to take
into account the labour element in its cost. Such a procedure would favour the
OPS units, since they require more cane per sugar output. Since the purchase
price of sugar cane varies from year to year as growers attempt to maximise
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their income over a range of crops the opportunity cost of sugar cane is difficult
to gauge, although it may indeed be rather less than the minimum price payable
by the sugar mills. However, this possibility is insufficient justification for a
shadow pricing procedure, the only concrete reason for which would be a
clear-cut value judgement  in favour of rural incomes at the expense of aggregate
consumption. 1

The present value calculations at a social rate of discount of IO per cent are
set out in detail in tables  36 and 37. For the purpose of comparability, each
present value has been reduced to an annual equivalent figure per unit of
output, i.e. PV(C)  has in each case been multiplied by i/Q.

At the assumed 10 per cent social rate of discount, the mills appear to have
a clear advactage  only when seasons last for an average of 200 days; 150 days



is closer to the actual average in all India, and for that average length of season
the present value ofsocial  costs is practically equal for the two techniques. For
a short loo-day season the OPS units produce sugar more cheaply. Thus, these
figures confirm wha; is observed in practice, that the OPS units are growing
faster numerically in northern states, and not in Maharashtra,  where the seasons
are longer and recovery rates significantly higher.

The influence of this last factor is more fully brought out in figure 3, which
is the result of the same present value calculations carried out for a range of
social Iates of discount and for two levels of recover:~  rate of sugar from cane,
9.5 per cent (the national average) and II per cent (the hlaharashtra  average).
Since the social rate of discount is normally considered to be low in the surplus
labour economy, its significant range in these diagrams is O-IO per cent, apd the
following remarks concern this range. Diagram I indicates that if seasons are
cnly 100 days in length the OPS units clearly have lower social costs of pro-
duction. With a season of intermediate length, Diagram II indicates two switch-
ing values of the social rate of discount. If the rate is considered to be below
9.6 per cent the small-scale units have lower social costs per unit of oritput
than mills with a recovery rate of 9.5 per cent: if the social rate of disctmnt
is very low-less than roughly 6 per cent-the,OPS  units are preferabie  in
social cost tams to even the most efficient mills. Diagram III confirms that
if the seasons last 200 days the social costs of sugar mill production are lower
for either recovery rate. Apart, therefore, from the difference in recovery rates
among regions, the degree of capacity utilisation is vital. Sugar mills are not
jwtifiable  if they crush cane for less than 150 days per season: above 150 days
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they become justliable  as long as weight is not attached to the value of a wider
income (and employment) distribution. (However, the fact that the small-scale
OPS units arc intended only to work a 1Wday season each ~year  renders
investment in them risk-free in a way that investment in the large sugar mills
is not since the latter are more dependent for their profitability on cane supplies
lasting beyond this lOO-day period.)

PRIVATE PROFITS AND RE-INVESTMENT

The comparison of private profitability between the two techniques, large-
scale and small-scale, is confused by market  conditions and the variability in
supply from year to year. OPS sugar tends to sell at a price 5 to 10 per cent
below the “free” price of mill sugar, but the mills are forced to sell most of their
output at a lower controlled price. The latter is said by the mill owners to have
been fixed at an unprofitable level, at least for mills in the north. Certainly in
years of short snpply  the OPS units enjoy thr private advantage of being able
to seli their sugar at a higher price than they might otherwise be able to secure
if there were not a system of supply control.

The small-scale units also profit when sugar cane is in surplus, for then,
although the selling price of sugar may be low, the price of cane is also low;
moreover, the OPS need not pay the minimum price fixed for cane by the
Gwiernment, and may thus enjoy a purchasing advantage over the mills. Their
cane purchaing  position is also made easier because, individually, they require
less cane and their demand can be met by the small growing area around them.
On the other hand a large-scale mill requires good communications to assure
capacity utilisation,  because sugar cane must be crushed within 24 hours of
cutting: even with such good communications, additional transport costs are
incurred that may add as much as 1 rupee to the cost per quintal  of cane. The
choice of techniques may then be effected by location, and it is for this reason
that the small-scale units have received the support of a leading sugar technolo-
gist in India. 1

The seavaal variation in output, and the consequent variation in costs and
prices, render the calculation of rates of return for each technique almost
meaningless. As to the investible  surplus, in the case of the modern co-operative
sugar mills it will be returned to the financial sources  from which the initial

’ See the speech of Mr. Gundu  Rae at the opening of the Fourth Technical Seminar on
the Open  Pan Su;phitatian  Pmcess, Lucknow,  1966. In the course  of that speech, Mr. Rae
noted that the small-scale unit “situated very close to the cane  areas  has the advantage of
fresh cane. There are vacuuln  pan factories which arc  losing 0.5 to 1 per cent in recovery
on account of staleness.”
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investment is drawn, these sources including central and state governments and
the Industrial Finance Corporation. OPS profits may be consumed or invested
by their owners in rural industry and agriculture. Unfortunately, no figures are
available to sustain fully the thesis that rural areas benefit from such re-invest-
ment, although this seems probable. A further long-term social and economic
advantage offered by the small-scale units is that they allow the mobilisation and
development of mechanical and entrepreneurial skills in rural areas.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

setting aside for the moment the slight difference in quality involved, the
conclusions that we can draw from the preceding sections about the choice of
technology in sugar production are as follows. It was established that neither
technology minimises costs over the entire range of costs of labour and capital.
Then a form of social cost-benefit analysis was applied so as to indicate the
parameters which determix the optima! choice between the technologies,
i.e. that choice which minimises real social costs, given the objective of maxi-
mising aggregate consumption discounted over time. In fact this discount rate
emerged as a key parameter, on which depends the social value attached ?a a
unit of investment. Other major parameters cf crucial importance in the
comparisco  betwten  large-sate  and small-scale production ae the recovery
rate of sugar from cane and the average length of the crushing season. Inter-
estingly enough, the general level of wage rates makes little difference as long as
the wage rate in the mills does not increase in relation’to that paid by the small-
scale OPS units.

These findings are confirmed by the fact that the sugar mills in Maharastra
have the advantage over OPS units because of their higher recovery rates and
longer crushing seasons. On the other hand, rmail-scale  production has devel-
opcd  rapidly in the northern states of India because the mills obtain lower
recovery rates and are handicapped by the fact that the crushing seasons are
of uncertain and often short duration.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICE

It would be facile to conclude from the findings of this study that sugar
mills should be built in Mahzrastra  and OPS units in the northern states. What
the analysis really demonstrates is the need for careful examination of proposals
for new mills, wherever these are to be located, in the light of the existence of
the small-scale technology. Two refinements in methodology are hoNever
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required. The first of these is that a value judgement  should be made on
wheiher or not a premium is to be attached to rural income and consumption
at the expense of aggregate consumption. If this were done the sitCation  would
be more favourable to the OPS units, especially in so far as the surplus they
earn is re-invested locally. Only if such a premium is applied will the widespread
concern in India about rural poverty be reflected in the project evaluation. The
second refinement concerns the data: there is a clear need to verify the infor-
mation so far available on small-scale production costs, and to determine the
cost of overheads (extension services, research and development, etc.) entailed in
their expansion. ’

Two arguments in defence of the mills have already been touched upon. but
are so important as to merit a concluding comment. The first is the assertion
that the OPS units are “cane wasters” by comparison with the mills, because of
their lower reco‘very  rate. This is a valid argument but clearly a very limited one,
for the mills may equally well be dubbed “capital wasters”, especially in seasons
of low cane production.

This leads us to the second line of deface  of the mills, which is that their
unit costs would be reduced if only the sugar canr cycle could be stabilised.
Investment in new sugar mills would then be rendered no more risky than invest-
ment in OPS units. However, it is not at all clear how stabilisation  in sugarcane
production is to be achieved, given the nature of the market, except by raising
the minimum price payable for cane to an otherwise unaccepta.ble  level.

Beyond the choice of technique in sugar production lies the more difficult
choice of products. In sugar production in India :here are alternative techno-
logies resulting in similar, though not identical, products. The existence of
ansther,  very labour-intensive  sweetening agent, gur, also derived  from sugar
cane, further complicates the question of the choice of products. The present
case study cannot therefore achieve the same clarity of conclusion as Timmer’s
study 2 of rice milling, in which five priccipal  methods of production of varying
capital intensity resulted in the same end-product Yet it can be said that
if there is a case in a country like India, with a very low incomL per bead, for
a more equitable distribution of consumption goods, then rather than producing
a high-quality product such as sugar for consumption by the few, it may be
preferable to produce twice the quantity ofgur, which is a cheaper but reputedly
more nutritive food. A less extreme argument would be that the labour-
intensive production of low-grade sugar is preferable, on similar grounds, to
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the capital-intensive production of a lesser quantity of high-grade sugar
(given therestraint on investment). Why then has government policy been so
preoccupied witb a product the quality of which is almost unduly high in
view of the poverty-weighted income distribution in India?

The answer to this question may in part lie in history. The sugar industry
was established behind a tariff wall during the colonial era. Possibly the con-
sumption needs of either the metropolitan country or the expatriate community
in india at that time played some part in the decision. Had there then been
research into small-scale methods of production the industry might have
developed differently.

Beyond that point in history there are other seasons  for the continuing
expansion of capital-intensive and large-scale production. There is first a strong
and vocal vested interest in such expansion. This consists of professionals
and businessmen connected with the two employers’ associations, as well as
chemists, engineers, accountants and managers in mills throughout the country.
These people are proud of the modern technology of the industry, the more  so
because all new machinery is now made in India itseX,  and have little interest in
seeing small-scale paxiutition increase at the expense of mill expansion.
Altogether, this may be considered as another example of the institutional
urban bias in rural development planning in India. 1

Capital intensity is also favoured, as we have seen, by the application of
what has been termed the “engineering criterion” of choice of technique. 2
(This phrase is due in the first place to Timmer3, and the idea was also devel-
oped by Wells 4 in a case study comparison of economic and engineering ration-
alisations  of technological choice in Indonesia.) In the past the engineering
criterion has been defended in the sugar industry on the grounds that high
quality is required in production for the purpose of export. However, this
argument is of doubtful weight because so small a proportion of production-at
most IO per cent in recent years-is actually exported.

A final reason why the possibi!ity  of expanding small-scale production has
not been more carefully considered in India is that there is no single body

’ The  phrase is due to Lipton : “Stratepy  for agriculture: Urban bias and rural planning
in India”, in P. Streeten  and M. Lipton (eds.): The crisis oflndion  planning  (London, Oxford
Uniwsity  Press, 1968j.

2 The preference for the engineering criterion is revealed by the contents of the sugar
industry jam&, in which articles on angineering  and chemical problems and the agronomics
of sugar cane cultivation hwe pride of place. What econumic  articles do occasionally  appear
am at a simple, descriptive lev&

3 c. P. Timmer, op. cit.
a Louis T. Wllr: “Economic man and engineering mar.: Choice of tecbnotogy  in a low-

wage ccuntry”, in C. Peter Timmer,  John Woodward  Thomas, Louis  T. We!ls,  Jr., and David
Morawetr:  The ihoice ofrechdo~y  in developing eomwie~  : Some  carrrionary  tales,  Harvard
Studies in Intsrnarianal  ARairs, No. 32 (Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Center for
internahmal *ifairs, 1975).
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responsible for evaluating investment possibilities in the two technologies
together. New sugar mills licensed by the Government obtain loans at a rate of
interest of 7 per cent (other elements of the investment cost usually being interest-
free) from the Industrial Finance Corporation. The latter appears to interpret
its function in a fairly narrow sense: it verifies the financial viability of the
proposals made to it for new sugar mills without taking into account the
existence of the alternative technology and without analysing the related conse-
quences for income distribution and employment. However, because of the
diminishing number of regions producing enough cane to justify new large
sugar mills, a policy of dual development, small-scaie and large-x&  niaf
become increasingly appropriate in the future.



P.PPENDIX I

THE ECONOMICS OF SMALL-SCALE SUGAR PRODUCTION

The figures given here summarise  the detailed data supplied by Mr. M. K. Gag
of the Planning Research and Action Institute in Lucknow. They refer to a ?,mall
OPS planr with a crushing capacity of 80 tons per day in two-shift working.

Thousands
of mpees

Land 15
Buildings and construction 215
Machinery and fittings 310
Working capital 60
Total capital investment 600

Chemicals and other minor inputs 24.26
Fuel and power 4i.20
Permanent staff 61 .oO
Unskilled Tabour (at 4 rupees per man per day) 56.00
Contingencies IO.00
Depreciation
- on btiildings,  etc., at 5 .xr cent per annum II.45
- on machinery at 10 per cent per annum 31.10
Repairr  and renewals 17.02
Overhead charees  (covering &+ -.‘--- nrp,s,,ses,  eLKwi&ni;,m:,  eic.; i0.60
Interest on seasonal working capital at 12 per cent 24.00
Total of working expenses, excluding the cat of cane 286.63

Cost of sugar cane (80,OCUl quint&  iu a swson)  at 5.25 rupees per quintal 420.00
Excise duty and income tax 136.53
Working expenses (as detailed above) 286.63
Total annual running costs 843.16

This  total cost must be deducted from income to give the net profit. The income
from the sale of sugar and minor by-products, assuming a selling price for the sugilr
of 160 rupees per quintal, will be 908,800 rupees. The net profit will amount to
65,640 rupees  (908,SM)  - 843,160). Thus the rate of return  on a capital investment
of 600,000 rupees is 10.9 per cent. This figure is very sensitive to year-to-year varia-
tion, however, because it depends so greatly on the prices of sugar output and the
sugar cane input. (The estimates of these prices used above are lower than those
used in the text of the chapter.)
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DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL MODERN MILL
,y.!C ,b. Typ!C.b.‘_  ops ,,NlT

APPENDIX II

The S mill is a modern co-operative factory established  in 1966 in West Uttar
Pradesh. The main building is over 200  metres in length and three or four floors
in height. There is a complexity of machinery. Around the factory itself is a small
housing estate. Most of the workers, seasonal or permanent, live in these quarters
at a fairly nominal rent. It will not be long before all the factory personnel are housed
in this way. The r.xnmunity  is self-contained, the nearest town being 15 miles away,
so that most shopding  is done oo the factory estate itself. Some of the workers are
said to be saving from their wages to boy houses elsewhere.

The book value of all the fixed capital stock, mainly purchased before 1965,
is 18.9 million rupees. iiiiia compares with the cost of a mill being built in 1973 of
28 million rupees.) Of this sum about half is a loan from the Government of India,
the Government of Uttar Pradesh and a co-operative society of growers. The growers
receive a per.;etual  re:u:n to their investment in the form of rather higFcr prices for
one in the area around the mill than prevailed before its existence.

The senior staff have an air of professionalism. They are qualified engineers,
chemists and accoumants.  The quality of sugar has been high since the factory opened.
On the other hand, the miil has had considerable difficulty in obtaining sufficient
cane, so that this expensive and modern plant is poorly utilised.

The labour force at the S mill numbers 28s  permanent staff and 630 seasonal
labourers  who are paid a retainer allowance when not working. Because of trade
.=-icr. p*esr!?*e IC coosidemtion  is given  to the possibility of reducing costs by
diminishing the labour force. The mill has none the less decided to install some
expensive cane unloading machinery. This machinery will be more efficient than
the labour now employed on this task, which will not however be declared

A typical open pan sulfitation  onit in the same region was visited. This wit
has a daily crushing capacity of 60 tons of cane. It has been financed and is closely
managed by a large landowner who is to lose land in the coming land reform in
India and has therefore  decided to experiment in increasing the family income by
means of a small-scale rice mill and an OPS unit. The landowner is well satisfied
with the results of these experiments. The OPS unit has made a profit in every year
in the last four, and not only in years of sugar scarcity.

One difficulty is the kurigcrs.  These exe the semi-skilled workers who are respoo-
sible for the principal chemical processes in the manufacture of the sugar. The
km&m  may achieve the right mix, timing and temperatures for a good-quality
sugar one day, but there is no guarantee that they will be able to repeat the perfor-
mance on the next; for this reason the quality of sugar is variable. Nevertheless,



a sample of the sugar from this OPS unit was very good, although a little moist by
wmparison  with mill sugar.

The OPS unit provides employment for about 150 persons during the crushing
season from December to March. These men live locally, mainly in a nearby village,
and have to leave in April to harvest other crops. For this reason the unit does not
generally work for more than about 100  days.
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APPENDIX III

I OPEN PAN SULFLTATION TECHNOLOGY ANC EQUIPMEN’T  ’

Summary description

I The process is a simplified form of the single-sulfitation process employed iu
w.C”“rn  pan factories.

The cold raw juice from the crusher is received altemate!y  in two tanks in the
mill house. It is pumped to a sulfitation tank where milk of lime of 15O Baume
is added to the juice to bring the pH to between 8.2 and 10.4. The sulfur is burnt
in a special furnace with the help of a compressor and the SO, gas thus produced is
made to bubble through the juice in the sulfitation tank. The bubbling is continued
till the pH of the juice is between 6.8 and 7. The juice is then run into the sulfitation
bel where it is boiled. After sulfitation the juice comes out of the tank at a PH of
4.5 to 5.0. It Rows by gravity to the sulfured juice heating bei, which consists of
a gutter pan and a circular flat-bottomed pao at a lower level. The juice flows from
a tank into the gutter, where it is more or less neutralised  with milk of lime and is
heated simultaneously. It is then run into the round pan where final neutralisation
is carried out and the juice is brought to the boil. In order to avoid charring, a small
qcntity  of juice, just sufficient to cover the bottom of the gutter pan, is always left
beh;nd. After the juice has been boiled in the round pan it is pumped :o the settling
tanks. The clear juice from these tanks flows by gravity into the gutter pans of the
standard bel while the muddy juice is sent to hag Xters. Tbe filtrate from these,
together with the washing, is also sent to the gutter pans of the bels. After the other
pans of the beis are filled, the juice is conoxtrated  to raab  in the usual manner.

The hot concentrated product from the bel is transferred directly without any
aeration to the crystallisers  fitted with stirrers. Crystallisation  in motion takes place,
and after the mob  has cooled for two days it is ready for centrifuging. This gives
first sugar and the first heavy and light molasses. These molasses are re-boiled aad
put into crystallisers  similar to those for the fus. raab  but smalier  in capacity. The
second raab is also ready for centrifuging on the third day. The light and heavy
molasses obtained from the second raab are again boiled, yielding a third raab.  This
is aerated, cooled and allowed to crystallise  at rest in masonry tanks for four to
Eve weeks. On centrifuging,  this gives third sugar and ; finai molasses. The sugar
obtained  is dried in the sun or in the dryer in the usua! way.

’ Condensed from Planning Research and Action Institute, Lucknow:  @en pan sulj-
mrion process of klrondszri  super manirfaerure  (1965).  The  Institute, whici: is located at
Kala!ankar  House in Lucknow,  can supply further information to interested readers.
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Machinery

The machinery requirements suggested in the context of India may be modified
elsewhere. The basic components in an OPS unit crushing 60 tons of cane per day
are---

I crushing unit (h-roller hydraulic crusher fitted with cane carrier and cutter);
2 pumps (open impeller type fitted with motor-2-i”. delivery):
1 compressor (20 cu. ft. air displacement capacity per minute, fitted with motor

and air receiver):
4 centrifugals  (ll/ift. x I ft., dried with motor);
1 dryer (complete);
I weighbridge (3 ton capacity);
i pizrform  balance (to weigh up to 2 quint&);  and
7 electric motors, including starters, switches, etc.--

l 60 h.p. motor (for 6 roller-crushers),
I IO h.p. motor (for cane carrier and cutter),
1 1.5 h.p. motor (for cane carrier and cutter), and
4 5 h.p. motors (for crystallisers,  etc.).

The simpler equipment listed below may be manufactured in local workshops
with fairly simple equipment.

2 raw juice tanks - 8 A~ x 2 ft. x 1% ft. - made up of ‘/, in. steel sheets;
2 sulfitation tanks - 2% ft. diameter :: 7 ft. dcen. fitted with lime-addine tanks:
I sulfitation  bel consisting of the following:

2 long pans - 8 ft. x 3 ft. * I % ft.,
! round  pan - fop diameter 61/2 ft., bottom diamew  5 ft., height 1%. ft.,
I round pan - top diameter 5% ft., bottom diameter 5 ft., height 1% ft.,
I round pan - top diameter 41/2 ft., bottom diameter 4 ft., height 1% ft.;

I sulfur furnace (casted);
I scrubber - 10 in. diameter. 2% ft. hieh:,_ I ,

I2 settling tanks - 3 ft. x 2 ft. x 4 ft.;
12 bag filters - 4 ft. x 1% ft. x 4 ft.;

- 30 plates;2 fiber presser - I % ft. x I ‘/2 ft.
4 standard bels consisting of the following:

2 rectify;ng  pans - 8 ft. x 2 ft. x 1 ft.,
I round pan - 6 ft. diameter, 71/ in. deep, of 31, in. thickness,
I round nan - 5 ft. diameter. 7M in. deen~  of ai. in thicknew
I parcl~lm, casted - 3% ft. diameter, 7L/2 in. deep, and
i fourth pan - 4% ft. diameter, 7% in. deep, casted;

4 standard molasses bels consisting of the following:
: round pan 31% ft. diameter, 71%  in. deep, casted,
1 round pan 3 ft. diame:er,  6% in. deep, casted, and
1 round oan 2% ft. diaweter~  5M in. deen.  catted:. ,_ ~~~~~  ~~~~~~, ,_ ~~~~  ~..r, ------,

3 recuperators fitteu with either wet-bagasse or horseshoe furnaces; and
24 crystallisers:

:8 for first raab  - 5 ft. x 3% ft. x 3lA ft., and
6 for second raab  - 4 ft. x 3 ft. x j?& ft;

In addition various  pipe and electrical fittings are required.



MANUFACTURE  OF CEMENT BLOCKS
IN KENYA 1

by F. Stewart *

Cement blocks are probably the most important building material in urban
Kenya. They ax made by mixing cement, sand and small stones together and
formins  the mixture into blocks of varying size. The blocks ale then used as
bricks in the construction of buildings. BIock  manufacture was selected as an
example to illuminate the question of choice of techniques for two reasons-
first because it was believed that there was in use in Kenya a range of techniques
rangin: from hand-operated machines which could with justice qualify as
“intermediate technology” to fairly sophisticated mechanised machines, and
secondly because it was believed that the product resulting from these different
methods was homogeneous and hence that the obvious problems emanating
from non-homogeneity would be avoided. The second reason was a bad one in
two respects: first, and less important, the product turned out not to be com-
pletely homogeneous; secondly, a comparison of techniques that produce
homogeneous products limits the investigation and makes the results most
misleading. 3 In this case attention is focused on the making of blocks to the
exclusion of other substitute building materials such as mud bricks, coral,
stones or mud. Consideration of some of these methods would extend the
choice of techniques, in the sense of technically efficient, labour-intensive
methods of production which meet the country’s requirements, far more than
would an examination of cement block manufacture alcne.

Lintil recently, detailed empirical studies have been very rare. 4 The present

’ This research was partly conducted with finance from the Ministry of Overseas
DevelapmL-nt  of the Unired Kingdom (now the Overseas Development Administration).
I am grateful for their permission to publish this study.

* Sznior  Research Officer, Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of Oxford.
a This point is discussed theoreticaliy  in F. Stewart: “Choice of techoique  in developing

ccmncries“,  op. cit.



Technology and employment in industry

study is designed to throw snme light on the ques:ion of whether an efficient
range of techniques exists or whether the later more capital-intensive techniques
invariably dominaw  all other techniques by virtue of using less of all inputs per
unit of output. For this purpose the information needed was the quantity of
each input required to produx a given amount of output, rat the money casts,
i.e. an engineering production function insteaa of a cost curve. Actual costs of
inputs become relevant only when an entrepreneur decides which technique to
use, or a planning office which technique would be optimal. However, it is
sometimes impossible conceptually, as with capital, and sometimes impossible
through iack of information, to disentangle money costs and the quantity of
input used. Other questions illuminated by the study are the relationship
between skill requirements and the capital intensity of techniques; technique
and product quality; and the process approach to choice of techniques.

THE FIELD SURVEY

In 1969 23 different organisations were in:srviewed, each of which was
operating one nr more block-making macnines.  These organisations wre not
intended to he a representative sample of block-makers in Kenya: the aim was
to tind a numbsr  of examples of each of the different ways of manufacturing
blocks rather than to give any accurate representation of the industry as a
whole. Of the 23 organisations, 19 were located in or very close to Nairobi;
the remaining four cane from Thika, Machakos, Nyeri and Nanyuki. The
I9 in Nairobi included all the main block suppliers, but the rest of the
country was extremely sketchily represented. Theorganisation; to beinterviewed
were selected in a somewhat ad hoc way. The main types of organisation  using
block-making machines-quarry operators, builders, local government
authorities, and some building material firms-were known. ’ The survey
included all the quarry operators who produced blocks in and around Nairobi.
Every building firm listed in the yellow pages of the Nairobi telephone directory
was crntacted  and if it owned a block-making machine the firm was requested,
and i% most cases granted, n personal interview. The other organisations
interviewed in Nairobi were contacted through the advice of snme of the
oiher firms questioned. The organisations outside Nairobi were selected in a

’ For this and other information, including a comprehensive list of quarry operators,
I am extremely  prareful  to E. J. Wells who, in part in co-operation with E. Rado, was
conducting a major study of building materials, with particular reference to quarries, in
Kenya,  af the Institute for Development  Studies, from 1966 to 1969. See E. J. Wells and
E. Rado: “Tie bui!ding industry in Kenya”, in G. Smith (edJ:  Industry  and labour  in  East
Africa  (Nairobi, East African Publishing House, forthcoming); and E. J. Wells: The
prodmtion  and marketing  of bollosr  in Kenya (Nairobi, Instinne  of Development Studies,
1970: mimeographed,.
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much more arbitrary way. 1 was informed by others working in connected
fields that various firms operated block-making machines ’ outside Nairobi,
and I contacted them accordingly.

The 23 covered a number of different types of organisation:  IO operated
quarries and themselves provided an outlet for some of the products of the
quarries while benefiting from proximity to the most bulky raw material
(ballast c,r small stones) for block making. Eight were building firms. Whereas
the quarry operators produced blocks for sale, all the builders produced
exclusively for their own building operations and not for sale. Most of the
builders relied on commercially sold blocks for a good deal of their operations-
primarily :hose in Nairobi--and used their own block-makers only for out-of-
town jobs. Thus their requirements, in terms of scale of output and mobility
of the machine, differed substantially from those of the main commercial
producers; this fact had important implications for the choice of techniques.
Three of the firms that supplied building materials but did not operate quarries
also made blocks for sale. One of these firms was a major cement producer,
cement providing an obvious link with block making. Another produced
building materials such as tiles and had stopped production of cement blocks,
perhaps temporarily, because it was less profitable than the production of
otha items. Representatives of two councils, the Nairobi City Council and the
Machakos County Council, were interviewed. Like the builders, they produced
for their ova use exclusively. In Nairobi all the blocks for a major housing
scheme were being produced. and the Machakos block-makers provided
virtually all the blocks used by Machakos County Council. Seventeen of the
organisations were owned and run by Asians: the remainder, with the obvious
exception of the two councils, were European. All the quarries were Asian.
The interviews were carried out in the midst of the implementation of the
Kenyanisation policy and the Asian exodus. This had some relevance to the
question* undsr survey since it appeared that in some cases short-lived assets
were being chosen in preference to long mainly because of the peculiar
uncertainties at that time.

The 23 organisations between them owned and operated 40 block-making
machines These machines could be classified. into three broad categories:
(aj hand-operated machines; (b) vibrating stationary machines powered
by electric motors or diesel t.lgines; and (c) electrically powered mobile
!aying  machines. Wi:hin each of these categories (which will be described in
more detail lat;r)  there were significant distinctions, The hand-operated
machines were basically of similar design, though they d&red in age, in cost
when bought, and in manufacturer. Within the second category there were
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major ditTerrnces between irnported r’whines  and locally manufactured
machines in terms of price, durability and repair and maintenance requirements.
This category has therefore been split into two--locally manufactured and
imported machines. Within the latter sub-category there were substantial
differences between the machines according to the scale of production for
which they were designed. Where scale is relevant the sub-category has been
split nccordingly. The housing scheme in Nairobi used a locally produced
machine which had been especially adapted to the needs ofthe  scheme according
to the design and under the supervision of the resident engineer. That machine,
therefore, is in a category of its own. Each of the machines in the third category
(the laying machines) differed in age and scale of production. Thus generalisa-
tion about the group as a whole is not very meaningful. In the rest of this
chapter the techniques have been categorised as follows:

category

1

?a
2b
3
3a
3b
4
4”
4b

Technique

Hand-operated
Locally produced stationary vibrating machine, of which-

normal machine
special adaptation

Imported stationary vibrating machine, of which-
small
large

Laying vibrating machine, of which-
small
large

Table 38 indicates that quarries are less well represented among organisations
using hand-o::rated  machines (category I, accounting for 30.8 per cent)
than among organisations using all types of machines (52.5 per cent); they are
particularly well represented in categories 2 and 3, the stationary vibrating
machines. The table also suggests that firms in Nairobi generally use pro-
portionately fewer hand-operated machines than firms outside Nairobi; 54
per cent of hand-operated machines were in Nairobi, compared with 85 per
cent of the electrically or diesel powered machines. If we include the one
Mombasa firm interviewed with the Nairobi firms as “urban” firms, this con-
clusion is reinforced, with over 93 per cent of the powered machines being
urban as compared with 54 per cent of hand-operated machines. Table 39
gives a brakdown by type of organisation  separately for Nairobi and outside
Nairobi.

It will be seen that no quarriers used hand-operated machines in Nairobi,
whereas each of the quarriers outside Nairobi did. In Nairobi building firms
were the only organisations to use hand machines. All the builders operating in
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Nairobi used hand-operated machines only for small or out-of-town jobs.
As we shall see, this major difference between urban and rural choice of tech-
nique, which is paralleled elsewhere I, is to be attributed to questions of scale,
product requirements and relative factor costs.
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A!thoogh altogether the organisations  contacted were directly responsible
for 40 machines, data has not been included for all 40 in what follows. In some
cases firms owned identical machines and gave identical answers to all questions
for two or more machines. Such awve~s  have been treated as applying to a
single case. In many interviews incomplete answers were obtained--t.g.  no
estimate of repair costs, or of mixture used. In general, incomplete answers
have been included except where virtually no information, beyond a statement
of the existence of the machine was provided. The detailed data analysed in
this paper therefore cover 33 cases, broken down ;?s follows:

catepory Numb%  of examples

I IO
2a 8
2b 1
3a 4
3b 5
4 5

BLOCK-MAKING MACHINES

Block making is a process of nvxing materials-cement, sand and ballast-
and tben forming the mixture into blocks. The block-making machine, which
is the subject of this investigation, is the machine which converts the mixture
into blocks. Hand-operated machines consist basically of a box the size of the
block; the mixture is put into this block and is compressed by the pressure of
the lid (sometimes lowered several times), which normally has some system
of springs so as to increase the pressure applied. In some examples of hand-
operated machines the mixture was hit with sticks to compress it before the lid
was put on. After the mixture has been compressed the block is removed and
left to dry for two weeks or so, after which it is ready for use. Blocks may be of
various sizes, and either hollow or solid. Generally, the hand-operated machines
were less versatile than the mechanical ones, though some of them could
produce blocks of more than orre size, either hollow or solid. Hollow blocks
have two advantages over solid ones: they use less materials and are lighter
to carry. On the other hand they are also inclined to be weaker, are more
difficult to make and collapse more often.

With the stationary vibrating machine the mixture is put into moulds (which
can be changed to form solid or hollow blocks of different sizes); the machine
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then \~ibrates  vigorously for about 30 seconds. after which the blocks are
removed and left to dry. The smallest vibrating machines take one block of
9>:9:c.  I8 in. at a time, or two of 6x9~ 18 in. The rate of output t!lus
.,aries substantially according to the size of block. Generally, the hand-operated
machines can take only one block at a time. Ha!!ow  blocks take longer than
solid ones becaose  of the higher rate of breakage and the greater care requiied. 1

Tie locally produced stationary vibrating machines were all designed to
produce either one 9x9 in. block or two 6x9 in. blocks ai a time. Within
the imported category some machines also had this output, while others pro-
duced at roughly twice the rate with two 9x9 in. or four 6x9 in. blocks.
Where this difference affects the results, category 3 has been split into 3a and 3b
(small sod large imported stationary vibrating machines respectively). Laying
machines also produce blocks on the vibrating principle, but they are mobile
and lay rows of blocks on the ground as they mow The number they lay in
each row depends on :bc size of the machine, which varies substantially,
and on !he size  of the blocks. Daily output also depends on the speed of oper-
ations or the number of rows laid per day. Since they lay the blocks directly
on the ground it is not necessary to transport the blocks from the machine to
a dryins area as with the stationary machines. However, the mobility also
creates problems: the mixture has to be carried to the moving machine, and
the ground on which the blocks are laid has to be very smooth if a smooth
block is to be achieved. On the other hand, pallets, on which the blocks from
stationary machines are formed and carried away, are not needed. Pallets cost
between 2 and 4.50 East African shillings each, and between 2,000 and 4,000
are needed.

The vibrating process not only saves the use of labour to exert the necessary
pressure but also produces a stronger block of more uniform quality. It was
claimed that the quality of blocks produced by hand-operated machines was
more  variabie: some easily met the minimum requirements of 400 lb&. in.
crushing strength, whereas others did not. The uniformity and strength of
the blocks are also affected by the method of mixing and of transferring the
mixture from mixer to machines. In principle any method of mixing and transfer
is compatible with any type of block-maker; in practice, however, this is not
so, primarily because of the scale factor. The tendency for a weaker block can
be compensated for by increasing the proportion of cement used in the block.
However, cement is by far the most expensive material: cement in Nairobi was
said to be around 245 shillings a ton, compared with 15 or 20 shillings a ton for
sand and a similar price for ballast; the figures given for Nyeri, about 80 miles
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Table 40. Ratio of cement to other materials in cment blocks in individual cases. by
category of block-making machine

carcgory  Of machincr
I 28 2b 3 4-
I:7 ’ 15 5 1:11 13 3 1:8

I:10
i :9 ,:-I 1:7 12
I :!a j I:8 - 1:10 13
,:I2 I :* - ,:11 *:12
I:12” ,:I2 - 1:1Z 1:12

This  sax a double-rturey  building and incluiled liO”SI.  For a lingle-siorey buildi”&  the tiim in WeJtio” use*
il /I!iO  “f ““C  VA71  “i CSrnrnL  LO six partr Of dull plus rmd. WhiCii  if ohtrinen  free ofchargr.  Two  hand machines
UerE  “,d in Ihi? cil,e. : NO balias,. 3 This YerY ItrOnC mixtwe wss juelified  erplirilly.  II was daimcd  fhac it
“iid,,ced  il “mu “i.0”~ bleck.  ana rha,  tmrrrger  .uere only : WC cent, compaisd  with m eiiilnatsd 15 per  cent
for a ii&W ,Wi\.  5incc  Ihe 6rm c”nccined  was a buildsr  Dio*“<‘ing  blocks  for own ,1.%  i, may have brsn  more
son;rmeli  ahnut zr”iding  damilged  biosks lha” ather flrmr. j Wifh ballast. 8 *part  rrom  cemenr.  the mi*ure
is dcrcrihcd 1s sorrisiing  Entirely  Of rawA Or whalsvcr  Imd mrfrrisk  a/e rvrilabie. *A kxr, ekfriE  vibrating
mrci,ine hrd alsO bEC”  “ied, wit,,  a mix weakened 1.3 1 QIS.

from Nairobi, were 400 shillings a ton for cement, 25 shillings a ton for sand
and IO shillings for stones (estimates of material costs varied according to the
location and nature of the producers, who tended to price their own products at
cost price). As a result of these prices, an increase in the proportion of cement
used substantially increases the cost of the blocks. An official in the materials
department of the Ministry of Public Works suggested that the correct pro-
portions for cement blocks were one part cement to nine of other ingredients
(three of sand and six of stones), but ratios of up to 1:12 (which produce a
weaker block) are quite common.

Table 40 shows the ratio of the mixture adopted by firms which supplied
information on this subject. There is no obvious tendency for a stronger mixture
to be adopted when hand machines are used, although one firm which had
operated both types of machines used 1 :I2 for hand machines and 1 :I5 for
vibrating machines. The required strength of a block depends on how much
weight it is going to have to support: for one-storey buildings the required
strength is less than for multi-storey buildings. All the hand-operated machines
were producing for one-storey buildings only: most of the firms argued that
hand-operated machines  were not suitable for multi-storey buildings, although
one operator claimed that they would be suitable if ihe mixture were strength-
ened. The mixture used by the modified local machine on the Nairobi housing
scheme was particularly interesting in this connection. One of the modifications
the engineer had introduced had been double vibrating, on the grounds that a
weaker mixture could then be used to secure a block of the same strength.
He had carried out e number of experiments showing how the uniformity and
predictability of block strength increased with the increasing rate of vibration.
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He also claimed that the modi%cations  secured a more uniform and smoother
block which reduced building iabour requirements for la:ing by 20 per cent.
Others argned that it was more difficult to get the blocks out of hand-operated
machines and that the blocks ‘were often slightly damaged. It seems likely
that laying time is greater with blocks produced by hand-operated machines
than with vibrated blocks.

The initial assumption of homogeneity of product is thus wror.g, since
the hand-operated machine produces blocks of more variable and generally
!.aw strengrb  i&m the same mixture and the blocks are more uneven and more
difficult to lay. Whether this is a serious objection to them depends on the
requirements. The engineer of the Machakos County Council was perfectly
satisfied with the results, as suitable for low-cost single-storey  housing and other
buildings (including schools). The quarrier  in Nanyuki was also satisfied. Only
in Nairobi, where multi-storey houses abound, are these characteristics a
decisive disadvantage. In the statistics, therefore, no allowance has been made
for the inferior quality of blocks produced by hand-operated machines, although
these quality differences must be borne in mind in assessing the results.

The vibrating characteristic had other implications. Obviously such a
machine had fuel costs which the hand-operated machine did not. 1 The
vibratory action also increased repair and maintenance requirements since the
machine was vigorously vibrated, with the block, hundreds of times a day. Thus
these machines either have to be built of extremely tough material and well
put together, or they need considerable repairs and have a short life. Estimates
of durability are almost always largely guesses, but there was sufficient unifor-
mity about these guesses to make them of interest for nine hand-opera&d
machines (category I)-five used intermittently and four continually. All the
answering firms stated that ths machines could be maintained indefinitely.
Two similar replies were received for normal locally produced stationary
vibrating machines (2a),  the other seven replies for this category indicating
a length of life of anything between rw ;:,,.l ien years, although the lowest
estimates were all made by organisatiol : ::!ler  no longer operated such
machines or made only occasional use of L, m. ‘. xz enly estimate for a specially
adapted machine (2b) was four years. The four est,,nares  for imported stationary
vibrating machines (3) were very vague; viz. “indefinite”, “no estimate, but
17 years old and still going well”, “longer than local” and “over ten years”.
For laying machines there were two replies, one indicating a life of eight or
nine years and the other, concerning a machine in only occasional use, 14 or
15 years. Taken together, the estimates suggest that whereas hand-operated

’ Fuel costs are discussed i? detail below. The minimum cost for operating the block-
maker  alone was about 10 cents a block.
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machines Listed indefinitely, irrespective of whether they were operated inter-
mitt?& or cwxinuously,  the vibrating machines were of limited durability.
The durabili!y  ofvibrating  machines clearly depends on use: one firm suggested
that the life of its machine would be ha!ved  if they operated a double shift.
From the opinions expressed, it would also seem that the local machine
generally has a shorter life than its impated  counterpart.

Estlmaws of the duxbility  of a machine should not be divorced from repair
and maintexmce  costs, since its life can be prolonged by heavy maintenance.
Estimates of repair costs are possibly the most unreliable of all for a number
of reasons: since it was impossible to check independently, this figure provided
an opportunity to exaggerate the costs of the business; ii was also easy for
some spares to be forgoiten;  and ambiguity about whether labour required
was or was nnt included also reduces the comparability of the figures. ’ One
year’s repair costs may not be typical: and one would expect repair costs to
incrsase  with age. A further problem arose from the replacement of moulds.
Mould replacement has not been included in the repair estimates, apart from
the high figures for two of the laying machines and ox of the others. The
amount of replacement required was greatest for the stationary vibrating
machines, less for the laying machines and nil for the hand machines. While
the manufacturer of the imported machine estimated that replacement would
be required once a year, one of the firms suggested replacement every 60,000
blocks. which is likely to be two or three times a year. The cost of mould re-
placement is around 2,000 shillings.

Table 41 shows the repair cost estimates tope!her with the age of the
machine when the survey was made because that is likely to have influenced the
estimates. Hand machines require virtually no repairs, whether used intermit-
tently or continuously. For a!I other types repairs were substantial if the
machines were used continuously, though they appear to hwe been less con-
siderable if !--e machines were used only intermittently. The figures do not
reveal any tendency for repairs to increase with age; however, no conclusion
can be drxwn from this fact because, where repair cost estimates were supplied,
sometimes only svares were included, sometimes labour used was also included,
and often it was unclear what the figure represented. The higher average age of
the imported vibrating machines might be regarded as independent evidence
for the view that they have !onger lives. However, since local production of
machines started only in 1965, none of these machines was more than four years
old at the time of the survey in 1969. It can be concluded that the hand-operated

i In cases  in which the owner of the machine repaired it himself he normally did not
inciude his labour  8s a cost. To the exterd that the Oppwtunity  cost of his labour was zero
he was right, but the skilled labour involved is none  the less in many cases a real cost  of
operating such a block-maker.
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machines last almost indefinitely and require no repairs. In contrast, vibrating
machines subject to continuous use are of limited durability and require regular
and sizable repairs. Repair requirements for the local stationary vibrating
machines are similar to those for the imported machines but the latter generally
last a good deal longer.

The third characteristic of the use of vibrating machines, as compared with
that of hand machines, is that it is to a greater extent machine paced. ’ In no
case did the pace of a vibrating machine entirely determine the pace of work,
since the machine could be slowed down, but the machine did impose a regular
rhythm which was lacking in hand operation. This impression was suggested
more by watching operations than by any statistics. In the case of block-making,
wirh  vibrating mxhines  each person performed his function in reglllar tine
ready for the next step. In the case of hand operation the whole thing was more
like making mud pies, filling the mould. hitting it and then waiting to see
whether it collapsed or not. Several  of those interviewed commented that a more
regular (and faster) mode of operation was achieved by the mechanised  version.

PERFORMANCE

The output obtainable from the different machines varied according to the
speed of operation, the size of the blocks, whether they were solid or hollow,
and the hours in operation. The speed of operation was in turn dependent on
supporting machinery (such as mixzrs),  the number of workers and efficiency
of operation. Since the hand machines were less suitable for hollow blocks
(though some organisations did make hollow blocks with them), and in the
interests of comparability, only solid blocks are considered here. The figures
should be reduced by about one-third for stationary machines producing
hol!ow blocks. it is assumed that each machine is operating a full single shift
of 8 or 9 hours, which is what the machines were working except for those in
only intermittent use.

Table 42 shows the rate of output per shift reported by the operators. There
were significant design differences among the laying machines, with three
different manufacturers and each machine of a somewhat different design: these
differences are reflected in the very wide variations in output rate reported, and
it is therefore almost impossible to generalise  about this group. Within the
other categories all the machines were of a similar design. Among the hand-
operated machines the manufacturing firm varied but the machines were similar.

‘The  concept of machine pacing was introduced hy A. 0. Hirschman, who suggested
it might be associared  with capital-intensive techniques. See his The srroregy  of economic
&&pm01I  (New Haven, Corm., Yale University Press, 1958).
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Seven of the eight local stationary vibrating machines were identical, being
produced by the same firm, while the eighth was of a similar scale and design.
All the small imported machines had the fame m nufacturer,  and variations of
design were slight. Four of the five large machines came from the same firm.
The fifth displayed some design differences. The locally manufactured machine
was basically a copy of the small imported mxhine.  Differences between these
two categories lay largely in the method of manufacture and the materials
used, not in basic design.

Apart from the laying machxs  (category 4), therefore, any variation in the
rate of output within each category is not to be attributed to machine design.
A maximum speed of operation is imposed by the machine design, but variations
below this occur according to the number of workers, the organisation  of
work and other faciors. Despiie  ihrar;  variations table 42 permits some gerler-
alisations. On average the hand-operated machine produced a substantially
lower rate of output than the vibrating machines, about half the 9 x 9 rate of
production and a bit over a quarter of the 6 x 9 rate of the locally manufactured
vibrating machine. TXs !ocs:ly  maoufactmed and small imported stationary
machines had similar rates of output, as was to be expected given the basic
similarity of design, while the rate of output of the large imported machine
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was over twice as great. The rate of output of three of the five laying machines
was similar ?o that of the large stationary machines. The modified local ma-
chine’s output was the same as the maximum rate reported among the unmodi-
fied machines.

In terms of scale of output the machines fall into three groups, as follows:
Group I: the hand-operated (category I); Group II: the small stationary
vibrating, whether imported or locally produced (2a, 2b and 3a) and the two
small laying machines (4a); Group III: the large stationary vibrating machine
(3b) and the large laying machine (4b).

Tables 43 and 44 show output and employment associated with the machines
according to these scale categories. Except for the local modified machine,
average employment requirements rise with the scale of output but less than
proportionately, so that labour productivity rises, and labour input per block
manufactured fails, as the scale of output increases. As can be seen from this
data, the performance of the locally manufactured and the imported small sta-
tionary machine is very similar. However, within each category there are diver-
gences m performance accnrdrng to the &&cry wi?l- which :he inachines  are
run, and the averages in table 44 conceal considerable variations in output and
employment. Averages are used there because if other “typical” or “representa-
tive” figures are used it is very easy to bias the evidence in selection. However,
particularly for categories 2a and 3a, the werage  rate of output does seem to
diverge from what appeared to be typical of a fairly efficient operation (a rate of
output of 1,800 blocks of 6 x 9 in. and 800 of 9 x 9 in.). In table 45 two sets of
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Output 6x9
9x9 2,” 6””

Empl”yme”t 6X9,9x9( 8.5 12

BiDCkL per man-day 6x9 111.8 100
9x9 67.1 66.7

Man-days per block 6x9 .oon9 .01
9x9 ,014 ,015

figures have been used to represent this category of machines-the average for
the group as a whole, and what is taken to be a “ typical ” performance.

Table 45 compares the rate of output, employment and productivity of the
power-driven machines with those of the hand-operated machine.

On the whole, labour requirements per block tend to fall with scale as labour
productivity rises, so that the largest machines use about one-quarter ’ of the
labour of the hand machines, while the small power-driven machines use about
half as much labour per block; labour intensity defined in terms of man-days
per block therefore falls considerably 2s the scale of production rises. The
IaLuur involved was generally unskilled. Training on the job normally takes

6x9 12.1 1.9 0.16
9x9 6.6 0.29
9x9 9.9 2.6 3.8 0.26

L Depending on which block is produced.
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less than a day. Some of the firms had a foreman whom they paid above the
unskilled rate, but he too was trained on site in a short period. Sk& were
required for repair and maintenance; as repair and maintsnncce  requirements
rose with scale, so did the requirements for skill.

INVESTMENT AND RUNNING COSTS

With regard to capital costs, any definition of capital raises difficulties:
and questions of the measurement of capital raise insuperable theoretical
prob!ems.  ’ Some of the problems may be avoided here since we are concerned
with the invcstmrnt  costs of different techniques, not an aggregate measure of
capital.

Tbc firms iuppiicd figures fo: the cost of acquisition of the machines. Since
they were bought at varying times in the past, with changing prices, the figures
supplied may not be on a comparable basis; moreover. some of the machines
\vere  bought new, others second-hand; and some firms gave a gross figure only,
inclusive of mixer machine and other capital costs. Table 46 shows the acquisi-
tion cost, as reported with no adjustments. Table 47 shows the investment per
man employeti and investment productivity, or daily output per shilling of
acquisition cost. Again the figures used are the unadjusted acquisition cost as
shown in table 46. The substantial variations between machines in each group
make it difficult to generalise. On average, investment costs per worker rise as
the scale of the machine increases. The locally produced vibrating machines
have an acquisition cost per worker, on average, nearly three times that of the
hand machines. The small imported machines involve nearly twice as much
investment per worker as the locally produced machines, while the large
impur~ird  stationary machines require eight times the investment per man of the
hand machines and over one-and-a-half times that of the small imported
mxhines.  2 The investment-output ratios in table 48 ace for 6 x4 in. blocks.
If the figures for 9 x 9 in. blocks were used, the ratio for all categories except
hand machines would roughly double, and hence the comparison would be
substantially more favourable to the hand machines.

? lhcugh  this comparison should not be taken too seriously since one of the observations
includes mixer, chute, etc.
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T&k  45. P.cq?lisitian  co*, of machines,  whether  bought  new 0’ second-hand. in hdivi-
dua! cases
(East African shillings; second-hand purchases in italics;

- __-

The ratios used are not comparable to capital-output ratios as normally
defined-that is the ratios of capital stock to anmnl output in value terms:
the ratios in table 48 are ratios of acquisition cost to daily output in volume
terms. This does not invalidate the comparison between categories, but deli-
berately makes it difficult to compare with normal capital-output ratios.’
The unadjusted ratios suggest that, on average, the investment-output ratio for
hand machines is lower, and investment productivity higher, for hand than for
mechanised  machines. Thus the hand machines appear technically efficient,
saving investible  resources in relation to output, as well as employment.
On the other hand, the ratios show greater investment costs in relation to
output for the small vibrating machines (whether imported or locally produced)
than for the large vibrating OP laying machixs. This suggests that the small
vibrating mac!lines  may be inefficient at any factor prices, using more of both
factors as compared with the large machines.

Historic acquisition costs may be of little relevance to current opportunities.
For the economy as a whole current opportunities include making or importing
new machines or imporring second-hand machines. Kane of rhe dais in&&d
imported second-hand machines. Surveys of producers and retailers of equip-
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mat, together with the information supplied by users who had recently
(i.e. within a year or so of the survey) bought equipment new, suggested the
prices indicated in table 48, which also shows the various ratios calculated on
the basis of these prices.

Investment intensity, when defined as investment per man, is substantially
higher for ell the power-driven categories than for the hand-operated machine.
Investment requirements per unit of output are also lowest for the hand-
operated machines, while labour requirements per unit of output are highest
for the hand machines. Table 49 shows the ratios in table 48 expressed as a
proportion of the figures for the hand-operated machines.

The ratio of acquisitbn cost to output makes no allowance for different
asset liver, and is therefore likely to be misleading if used to compare assets
with substantially different lives. The acquisition cost may be converted
tc an anr.ual investment cost: the conversion rate depends cm the interest rate
assumed. 1 Table 50 shows the annual capital cost of each asset on the assump
tion of 0, IO and 20 per cent interest. Because of its very long life the hand
machine appears substantially cheaper than before while the short life of the

1 The formula for converting a constant annual cash Row, A, into present value is well
known:

where r= interest rate and n = number of years.
In this case the inverse operation is performed, and an initial acquisition cost, which may
be thought of as the present value of the capital cost, is canverted into a constant annual

cash Sow, A, by dividing the initial cost by hi&l.I
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I 0 10 20

1 30 70 210 400
?a 5 2 400 3 110 4010

I 2b 3a I5 4 6 1 000 530 7570  3 030 4 8 030 920
36 15 2 340 4 600 7 490
4b 12 4 500 7 930 12 170

locally produced vibrating machine just offsets its lower acquisition cost as
compared with the imported machine. At a discount rate of 10 per cent the
annual investment costs of the two types of small stationary machine (locally
produced and imported) become very similar. The extremely short life assumed
for the specially adapted local machine substantially increases its relative invest-
ment costs, so that at low rates of discount it exceeds that of all othertechniques.

Table 51 shows how the adjusted ratios (at 0 aud 20 per cent discount)
affect the relative investment costs in relation to employment (f/L)  and output
(J/O). The annual adjustment improves the relative performance of the hand
machine for both ratios, and to an extent that increases as the interest rate falls.
The ordering of the investment-labour  ratio is not seriously affected by the
annual adjustment, although the small stationary machines come much closer
together, while the ratio of the adapted local machine increases substantially.
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Table 51. Investment-labour  and investment-output ratios by category of machine. in
relation to those for hand-operated machines. after adjustment for different
assumptions concerning asset life and the rate of interest
Ihand-operated  machine = 1)

1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
2a “TypicaY 3.0 17.9 5.0 1.3 7.7 2.2

4.2 25.3 7.0 1.6 9.7 2.7
3.8 28.3 6.3 1.7 12.8 2.9
5.8 11.4 6.1 2.5 4.9 2.6

Averape 8.1 16.2 8.6 3.1 6.2 3.3
3b 9.1 18.2 9.7 1.4 2.8 1.5
4b 10.8 26.8 12.1 3.1 7.5 3.4

It remains true, broa:d.y ,1 ’ that the investment-labour  ratio rises as the scale
increases. All techniques use more  investment in relation to output than the,
hand techniques: how much more depends on the exact basis ofthe  calculations.

When the mechenically powered techniques are compared, the large impor-
ted stationary machine is found to have significantly the lowest investment-
output ratio: it also (see table 49) has the highest output-labour  ratio. In
contrast to this, the laying machine and the small stationary vibrating machines
appear to represent inferior techniques, since their inwtment  and labour costs
per unit of output are both higher than those of 3b. This is illustrated in figure
4. All the techniques are to the north-east of the line joining the hand technique
to the large imported stationary machine. This indicates their inferiority, It is
true both at 0 and at 20 per cent interest. The diagram does not take the scale of
production into consideration. Since the techniques are designed for different
scales the conclusions may be altered when scale is considered. There are also
important dimensions ofcost which have been omitted from the analysis. These
are repair costs, mould replacement and fuel consumption.

As seen earlier, the different techniques are associated with different annual
repair costs. The vibrating machines also require periodic replacement of the
patterns or moulds in which the blocks are formed. This does not apply to the
hand machine. Mould replacement costs between 2,000 and 4,000 shillings a
year for the small stationary vibrating machines and somewhat more for the
larger machines which require more expensive moulds. Repair costs for the

’ The term “broadly” is used because the invesrment-labour  ratio (adjusted) of the laying
machine (and of the local adapted machine at low interest rates) are greater than that of
the large stationsry machine, althou& the scale of output is smaller in the farmer categories.
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machine varied, as can be seen in table 41. They were much smalier for the
hand techniques than for the powered techniques, but there appeared to be
little consistent difference between the repair requirements of the three station-
ary vibrating techniques: all were around 2,000 shillings a year. Thus allowing
for pattern replacement and repairs would raise the annual costs of these
techniques by between 4,000 and 8,000 shillings a year, which is as much as or
more than the annual adjusted investment costs. The repair costs of the hand
machines were much lower, about 50 shillings a year. Inclusion of repair costs
and mould replacement reduces the relative costs of the hand machine, but
does not significantly alter the comparison between the stationary vibrating
machines.

The estimated annual repair costs of the laying machine (inclusive of pattern
replacement)  were higher than those of the stationary techniques. Repair costs
for the locally adapted machine, which had only recently been installed, were
not supplied. However, the intention was to use the equipment fully for four
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Table 52. Fuel costs by category of machine

%%“.
Per block, Per annum,
in cents in rhillingr

~~

1 0 II
2a ,
3a i

I-2.5 2 500-6  250

36 0.7-t 5 2X0-7  500
4a 0.3-0.9 3 060-3  15”
4b 0.3-0.9 5 ‘75

years and then scrap it, and repair costs were expected to be correspondingly
low, thus partially offsetting the high annual investment cost due to the short
life of this equipmenr.

Estimates for fuel consumption were supplied on a number of different
bases. For some no estimates were supplied; for others a total figure was given
inclusive of mixer, and sometimes quarry works. Piecing the evidence together,
and deducting for quarry and mixer, suggests the approximate estimate given
in table 52.

Table 53 brings together the estimates of investment, repair and fuel costs.
As the table shows, the non-labour  co& per block are substantially lower for
the hand technique than for the other techniques.

Table 54 shows the total costs per block when investment costs are valued
using e 10 per cent discount rate, as labour costs vary between 2.5 shillings
and IO shi!!ings  B day.

If the two “efficient” techniques (those using the hand machine and the
large stationary vibrating machine) are compared, it will be seen that the savings
in non-labour  costs on the hand machine are outweighed by the extra labour
costs even at wage rates as low as 2.5 shillings a day. (The minimum urban
wage at the time was 7 shillings a day; the estimated opportunity costs of rural
labour around 2 or 3 shillings a day.) 1 With a 10 per cent discount rate the
switching wage for these two techniques is 1.03 shillings-i.e. at wages above
this the vibrating machine is cheapest, while at wages below it is the hand
machine. Using discount rates below 10 per cent would raise the switching wage,
whiIe  using discount rates above 10 per cent would reduce it. The costs per
block of the other powered techniques are substantially higher than that of
the large stationary vibrating machine, as shown in table 55. The small sta-

’ Estimates produced by M. Scott  and N. Stern in their cost-benefit analyses. See
N. H. Stern: “Experience with the use of the Little-Mirrlees method for an appraisal of
small-holder tea in Kenya”, in Bull&in  of rhe Ox/o&  “n&wiry  Instiirure  o/Economies  and
S,d~,iC& Vol. 34, No. 1, Feb. ,972,  and M. Scott: “Estimates of shadow wages in Kenya”
(1973, mimeographed).
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Tabfe  53. Annual non-labour  costs by category of machine
(East k‘rican  shillings)

Repairs and noulds 50 5 “00 1Owo’ (8OGa 15000
Fuei 3 0 4 380 \ 6380 5 180

tionary vibrating machine is the nearest to the hand machine in price and
scale, and consequently in some sense its closest competitor. The switchin
wage between these two techniques, again using a 10 per cent discount rate, is
3.40 shillings, which is higher than the competitive rural wage rate, and probably
higher than the urban opportunity cost of labour. Irrespective of whether it is
locally manufactured or imported, the small stationary vibrating machine is a
product of an “old” technology from an advanced country; and it is accordingly
interesting to compare its costs with those of the technique as adapted to local
conditions. In fact, it appears that total costs were very similar, with the adapted
technique involving a somewhat higher element of labour costs and lower non-
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2.2
4.5
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8.9
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3.9
2.7
5.3
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JO.6
6.6
9.2

11.3
14.5

2.4 4.9
“.!I 1.6
1.8 3.3
2.5 4.6
3.6 6.5
3.3 6.5
4.2 8.2
4.9 9.5
6.0 11.4



labour  costs. Hence the adaptation, though not dramatic, was in the right
direction.

The calculations so far have ignored scale. In fact each of the techniques is
indivisible in the sense that investment costs cannot be saved by operating at a
lower scale. if operations were on a smaller scale the other costs would be less,
but not proportionately less. If we assume that investment costs are invariable
with respect to output, but that all other costs vary proportionately with output
(i.e.  costs per block are constant for each technique), then if all techniques
were utilised to the point at which output was equal to the g-hour output of the
hand techniques (working 250 days a year), the investment costs per block of all
the techniques other than the hand technique would rise correspondingly. The
switching wage between the hand machine and the large stationary vibrating
machine would then be 4.35 shiliings. In the rural areas where wages are gener-
ally less than this the hand machine would be the sensible choice. In the urban
aren.s,  the social cost of labour is probably lower than this figure.

These calcuiati~ns assume that al! non-acquisition costs are variable. In
fact there are other costs that are unlikely to vary proportionately with output.
Suppose we assume that labour costs vary proportionately with output but that
half ofthe repair, maintenance and fuel costs do not vary with respect to output.
then to use the powered techniques to produce the level  of output of the hand
machine would raise their costs significantly more. For example, the switching
wage between hand machines and large stationary vibrating machines would
rise to just over 9.00 shillings. In this situation the costs of the small stationary
vibrating machine would be less than those of the large machine for wages
of !ess than 9.43 shillings. 1 T~able  55 shows the non-labour  costs per block
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i”r exh technique, for output levels of the hand machine, according to the
two assumptions.

The figures are illustrative of the importance of scale and capacity utilisation
in determining the relative costs of different techniques designed for different
scales of rrutput. Because of heavy transport costs (a solid 6 x 9 x 9 in. block
weighs 52 kg) the scale of production is determined by the market for blocks in
the immediate viciniry.  ’ in the rural areas the market is often smaller than the
output obt&ed  from S-hour  capacity usi of a hand machine, and the machines
lie idle much of the time. In such situations, while the costs of all the techniques
would rise, those “f the hand machine would rise least, since the greatest
proportion of its costs are izbour and therefore escapable; conve~xly, if each
of the techniques were operated For more than the on? shift a day all costs would
fall, but those of the capital-intensive techniques would fall most.

The cnnsiderations  discussed suggest why rural and urban choice technique
may differ. First, there is the question of product standard: blocks in large
cities may have to be strong enough for more than one-storey accommodation.
Secondly, there is the question of scale. Thirdly, wage costs differ, wage rates
being lower in rural areas. All these considerations indicate that more labour-
intensive hand-operated machines are more suitable for rural use.

THE PRCCESS APPROACH

The production of any good can be split into a number of activities. The
analysis so far has been entirely concerned with examining the costs associated
with different types of block-making machinery. But in the production of
blocks the operation of the actual block-making machine is only one part of
the production process. The production process as a whole can be split up as
f01l0ws :

1. Production of raw materials.
2. (aj Transfer t” site.

(b) Transfer to mixing area.
3. Mixing raw materials.
4. Transfer of mixture to block-making machine.
5. Operation of block-maker.
6. Transfer of blocks from machine t” drying area.
7. Watering blocks when drying.
8. Stacking blocks.
9. Transporting blocks from site to where needed.

’ Ln addition to the other factors determining capacity utilisation.
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The first  phase itself covers a large n;ixber  of activities. The divisions are
to some extent arbitrary. and reflect the type of machines available. Thus, if a
single machine wvere always used to mix and produce the blocks these two
activities might be amalgamated into one. In each of the activities described
some choice of technique is possible. Thus transport (qf materials and then of
blocks) may be done in a number of wa)*s,  depending on distance, quantities
and costs. .ihe technique used in the production of raw materials was not
included in the survey.  1

The following range of techniques was observed for different activities:

?a and 9 Transport to and from site: lorry.
?b Transfccr  to mixing area: spade. wheelbarrow or Icrry, depending on

scale and distance.
3 Mixing: spade or either local or imported mixing machine (diesel or

electric).
4 Transfer of mixture to block-making machine: spade or automatic

chute.
5 Block-maker: already covered.
6 Transport of blocks to drying area: manual or by wheeled trolley.
7 Watering: women with watering cans or hoses or automatic hoses.
8 Stacking: manual or by hand-operated trolley or electrically operated

stacking machine.

‘I here wss no unbreakable connection between choice of technique at one
stage and choice at aother:  in theory one could combine very labour-intensive
mixing (on the ground) with a more mechanised block-maker; but in practice,
choice of technique at one stage did partly determine choice at another. This
was in part a question of speed, and in part of wtle. The larger block-makers
required a steady and rapid Row of mixture--which virtually ruled out mixing
on the ground; generally the larger mxhines were combined with automatic
mixers so that the mixture was automttically  transfcrred to the machine. The
quality of the blocks, in terms of strength and uniformity for a given ratio of
materials, tended to be greater for automatic thar ibr manual mixing, and also,
it was claimed, if the mixture was transferred automatically from mixer to
machine.

In general, therefore, the most labour-intensive methods of block making
(the hand machines) were also combined with the most iabour-intensive methods

1 Ibe choice of technique in the production af maicriai used has  been established
elsewhere. For difkrent  methods in quarrying see E. I. ‘:Vi!k: liie pro~lucrion  an<f rrrorker~w
o,*n,,osi in Kenya,  op. cit.; far cement, see i” particdar  Lmnard  A. Dnyle: Infer-economy
ronrporisonr:  A exe study (Berkeley. University of Ca!ifornia Press; London, Cambridge
Universiiy Prcsr, 1964j,  and Carlas  F. Diaz Akjandro:  Labor pro<lr,cri~,ify  a& ofher charac-
ie,~rSric~  of eewnr ploors, Discussion Paper No. 105 (Yale Uniwrsity Economic Growth
cenrer, ,971).
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of m~mg,  etc. while the converse applird  for the more capital-intensive
methods. This partly reflected different attitudes to mechanisation  on the part
ofthe entrepreneurs, which influenced all their decisions; but it also reflected the
fact that requirements of scale and standard of block which led to the adoption
of capital-intensive methods of block manufacture led to similar decisions in
mixing. For stacking and watering the use of mechanised methods was confined
to the larger mechanised block-makers, but many of them used the most labour-
intensive methods for this part of the process.

Since different block-making machines may be used in combination with any
mixing process, etc. the figures for relative costs of the different block-making
machines do not need to be amended to allow for different costs of mixers.
Hand mixing was observed for some of the smaller power-driven machines as
well as the hand machines. However, as already stated, in practice the type of
block-maker does partly determine the mixing method, and a comparison of
costs of techniques should take this into acccunt.  In the typical case the hand
machines were used with manual mixing, the small vibrating machines with
small local or imported mixers and the iarger  vibrating machines with larger
mixerscombined with a system ofautomatic chutes. The typical investment costs
might therefore be affected as shown in table 56. Inclusion of costs of mixing
may thus make a substantial ditierence to the comparison. Very roughly the
cost of the typical mixer is in line wi;h the cost of the block-maker. Mixers also
need repairs and use fuel. Generally, the repair cost seemed substantially less
than that for the block-makers (about a third), but the fuel costs were of a
similar magnitude. On the assumption that the hand-operated machines use no
mixer and that their investment wsts are unchanged but that the non-labour
costs of the other categories increase by 50 per cent as compared with table 55,
the costs per block become those listed in table 51. Inclusion of the mixer
increaser the costs of the mechanised machines in relation to the hand machines
but does not alter the orer-all results.

Other investment costs might also be included. Ths costs of erecting the
necessary buildings and floor can be substantial, but since such costs are not
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associated \yith particular block-making machines they have not been included.
Generally, inclusion of these costs is likely to raise the costs of all lhe powered
terhnisues,  in relation to the use of the hand machine, since the latter is often
I;.,&  &h a minimum of infrastructural  and building investment.

F?ODcC-T CHOICE: OTHER BUILDING MATERIALS

3 sur~vey covered different methods of making cement blocks in Kenya.
Hcwver,  the iabour ifitensity of material manufacture and construction may
ai-,>,  be altered by selecting different building materials. To supplement the
survey, therefore, some of the other materials available in Kenya are briefly
described below with a report on the associated input requirements, based on
interviews conducted in 1972.

Mud and wattle

Mud and wattle are the materials from which traditional housing is made;
the vast majority of the rural population are housed in mud and wattle
houses. The construction of these houses is almost exc;ilsively  labour-using,
in the sense that they are made with local materials, local labour and no pur-
chased equipment. 1 They are not suitable for much urban housing because
of lack of materials >xvithin  as: distance, and because they generally fall below
the standards se: by urban housing authorities. However, although they do not
meet those reauirements,  they are often of far better quality than the houses
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made of cardboard boxes, newspspers,  etc., which urban dwellers often use as
building materials. At Thika, the City Council tar produced some experimental
houses with mud and wattle walls covered with various  plaster and cement
washes. The Council found these unsatisfactory, as they deteriorated rapidly
and required more labour and materials thzn dried blocks. Mud and wattle is
la&sour-intensive  in terms of maintenance requirements as well as of initial
construction. It is therefore mozt  suitable, and most often to be found, as a
building method where labour is costed at close to zero, as in the subsistence
sector.

Sun-dried clay blocks

Sun-dried clay b!ocks  are made entirely from local materials. The clay is
mixed with nwrra:n ’ and a little grass, and moulded  in wooden moulds; the
blocks are then dried in the sun. It is estimated th~at  one man makes up to 60
blocks in a day (not including the labour for digging up the materials). Block
manufacture thus normally includes no purchased equipment, and in this
sense is almost purely labour-intensive.2 Labour  used in ccnstructing  buildings
made of these blocks is similar  to that in concrete block building. The walls may
be covered with cement or plaster to improve their resistance to the rain. The
production of clay blscks is more labour-intensive than that of concrete blocks,
both in the manufacture of materia!s to make the blocks and in the manufacture
of the blocks themselves; but the quality of the blocks is inferior. This type of
block can be produced in a block-maker similar to that used for concrete
blocks. In one case where a machine was used, six untrained men produced
450 blocks in an hour, or nearly 80 per man per day. The machine cost 1,500
shillings and was similar to the hand-operated block-makers described above.

A stronger clay block was made by the prisoners at Thika. To form the
blocks they used a machine (costing 50,000 shillings in 1956),  which made
2,500 blocks a day and employs-d 100 people, including those digging and
moving the blocks around. It is impossible to compare the (apparently low)
labour productivity with that of the concrete block-makers because of the
inclusion of labour for digging in the prison figures. The investment-output
ratio (at 20) was similar to that of the mechanically operated block-makers and

’ A Local red earth.
? In all the methods which use only local labour  and no machinery  bought from abroad,

or from the industrial sector of Kenya, some investmer2  occurs in the sense of delay between
the input of the labour  and the final outPut.  However, in so far as the scarce investment
resources consist  of imported equipment or equipment from the industrial sector, this
investment does not involve the costs associated with capital-intensive techniques requiring
purchased equipment.
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above thai of the hand machine (see !able 48). The very low labour cost (the
prisoners were paid IO-12 cents a day) was passed on in the block prire,  which as
il iesilt was 3150 very low.

.Mwrov-enforced  blocks are made from nn~rrfw. cement and sand. On the
Nairobi City Council estate they were made with ‘I hand-operated block-
make:. which cost 1,800  shillings when new. Four men could produce 300 blocks
a day. The chief difference between this operation and that of hand-oy;rated
cement block manufacture was the use of murmam  instead of stone?. This led
to :i considerable cost saving-a typical block cost 40 cent\  insceead of 1.25
shillings-but the quality was substantially lower. The crushing strength of the
mrv~ovz  blocks w&s found to be 150-220  Ib/sq. in. on ow testing, compared will;
the official requirement of 400 Ib/sq. in. The labour requirements for building
were slightly above those for concrete blocks because of the uneven quality of
the blocks.

Black cotton  bricks

Black cotton is the type of soil found in many areas where the richer ~nx’~ani
is absent. Ii is mixed with water and put in moulds. After drying and removal
from the moulds the bricks zre stacked and dried, using a primitive oven
consisting of a hole in the gound, as in traditional charcoal burning. Two people
can produce 250 bricks a day. (The bricks are about half the size of a normal
cement biock.) Black cotton bricks are not as r.trong  as murram but are cheaper
in the areas where mwmm is not available.

The possibility of using stone depends on the availability of ncxby  quarries
since stone is too heavy to transport far. The use of stone is highly labour
intensive. It is estimated that one man can quarry six blocks of stone in one
(intensive) hour. They rhen require a good deal of skilled or semi-skilled labour
for building because of their uneven edges. The resulting building is of high
quality.

Timter

Building with timber tends to be fairly skill-intensive, though little capital
equipment is required for either production or building. In an experimental



construction project I, Nairobi City Council employed nearly as many car-
penters (15) as unskilled labourers (20) on the site, and considerably more
carpenters (P-!O)  than labourers  (about 4) in the workshop where the panels
were prepared.

A breakdown of the costs of a single-storey timber house (total costs per
house EAf800-850)  showed that labour  costs varied between 30 and 47 per
cent of total costs, materip.  costs varied between 47 and 53 per cent and plant
cost between 4 and I I per cent. The proportion of labour costs was higher
than that for the construction sector as a whole in 1962 %; labour costs accounted
for 29.2 per cent of gross output, material inputs for 51.3 per cent and operating
surplus for 19.5 per cent. Three different low-cost housing projects around
Nairobi gave !abour costs as 30 per cent of total costs, with materials accounting
for between 50 and 60 per cent. a These three schemes used cement blocks or
reinforced mwram blocks. The relatively high proportion of labour costs in the
timber project reflects high skill levels and wage rates rather than greater
employment generation. Moreover, a greater proportion of labour employment
in preparatirjn  of materials has been included, as compared with the other
figuri-s.

Precast concrete panel5

There are various methods of forming precast concrete panels. Broadly
speaking, their manufacture is similar to that of the manufacture of cement
blocks, and involves mixing cement and other materials, vibrating to strengthen
and then leaving to dry. The labour intensity of the method varies according
to the machinery used, which tends to vary with scale. One precast production
unit visited had the following characteristics:

Cost of mixer
Cost of air vibrator

Cost of moulds
Output

Cost of wire for reinforcement
Employment

1,500 shillings
30,000 shillings
no estimate
I4 panels a day (8 ft. x 3 ft.)

~300 blocks per day
5 shillings per panel
5 unskilled labourers
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Output-labour  ratio (block
equivalent)

60 blocks per man-day

Inve%mcnt-labour  ratio ex mixer and
ex moulds 6,000 shillings per worker

Investme~lr-output  ratio ex mixer and
ex moulds 100 shillings per block

Investment~labour  ratio including
mixer and allowing 2,000 shillings
for moulds 6,700 shillings per worker

Investment-output ratio including
mixer and ex moulds 112 shillings per block

Mixture used: I part cement, 2 of sand and 4 of ballast.

if this one example of a pre-casi production unit is compared with the
earlier figures for cement block manufacture, it appears that the ratio of invest-
ment cost to output and investment cost per worker is higher in the case of the
pre-cast unit than in any examples of block manufacture. The rate of labour
productivity, moreover, appears to be somewhat lower than that of most of
the block-makers. However, this might be offset by improved labour producti-
vity in construction, since the pre-cast units avoid much of the labour involved
in laying blocks. However, the general impression given was that such labour
saving in construction was slight because the panels were so heavy that a
considerable amount of manpower was needed to lift and place them in position.
Hence the pre-cast technology obse:ved would appear to be inferior to the
block-making technology, being more capital-intensive with little if ray con-
sequent labou. saving. 1 This conclusion was supported by the fact that demand
for the existing units was extremely low, and the factory was producing them
only intermittently.

Pre-cast concre:e  panels made with a foamir.9 agent

The major problem with pre-cast concrete panels is their weight. This
problem has been partially overcome by a new technology involving the addi-
tion of a foaming agent to the mixture, which by creating bubbles in the panel
improves insulation and makes it lighter. One production unit using such an
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ugeut was observed. It was precasting the panels on site for the building of
93 houses. and had the following characteristics:

Cost of mixer from the United
Kingdom 29,000 shillings

Cost of motor&d  carrier 18,000 shillings
Cost of mould (100 at 500 shillings

each) 50,000 shillings
output 50 panels (of 2.3 square metres

a day) 2 1,000 blocks a day
Employment 30 workers (of whom 2 skilled)
Output-iabour ratio (block equivalent) 33.3 blocks per man-day
Investment-labour  ratio ex moulds and

ex carrier 961  shillings per worker
Investment-output ratio ex moulds and

ex carrier 29 shillings per block
Investment-labour  ratio including moulds

and carrier 3,233 shillings per worker
Investment-output m&o including

moulds and carrier 97 shillings per block

Mixture: 1 part cemen: and 3 of sand and foaming agent.

Labour productivity in the manufacture of these precast panels appears to
be somewhat lower than in the making of cement blocks. Investment per
worker is higher than in the case of some of the cement-block-making techniques.
Much depends on how many moulds are included, what allowance is made for
other equipment such as metal pipes, and whether costs of the mixer are
included. Investment costs per unit of output tend to be higher than in the
case of the block-makers for cement. In general, it seems that this type of
production of panels is somewhat more capital-intensive than block-making.
The cost of the fozning agent, owned and licensed by a United Kingdom
company, must also be added. It is in construction, however, that the chief
differences arise. The use of these precast panels yields 2 considerable saving,
which the manager of this unit estimated at 80 per cent, in labour.  It also
requires more capital equipment in construction-particularly cranes.
Consequently, over all, the use of the panels involves greater capital intensity
and less labour use than concrete blocks. Although it would require much
more detailed research to establish precise magnitudes, this conclusion em-
phasises the validity of a general principle in discussion of choice of techniques,
namely that iooking at one stage of a chain production process can be highly
misleading.
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Cement blocks made with a chemical additive

Recent technological developments include the addition of a foaming agent
to the mixture for the manufacture of cement blocks, making them lighter and
better insulated. The operation requires careful supervision by scientifically
qualified personnel, and is for large-scale production. The Ministry of Works
received proposals for the establishment of a factory making these blocks from
a multinational enterprise. The estimated capital cost of the proposed factory
was EA fl million, and the estimated labour force 150-200  workers and
supervisors ~+I capital cost per workplace of between EA f&000  and EA f7,OOO
or between EA f 100,000 and EA f 140,000 all told-over ten times the capital
cost per worker of any of the block-makers. Among those employed 19 were to
be managerial, including a number of chemists. Total block production was
estimated at 400 cubic metres  per year, on a two-shift basis, which is enough to
build 7,000 houses. Since the total number of houses built in Kenya in 1970-71
was 7,000, the factory would displace most of the existing block-makers. There
is an estimated IO per cent saving in construction labour because of the even
quality of the blocks. The very high quality of the blocks--even,  light and
st:ong, meeting all international specifications--was stressed. The material
requirements are 5-10 per cent cement, 70 per cent lime and the balance sand.
Particular specifications of lime and sand are required, so that the materials
would need to be either transported over :onsiderable distances or impurted;
to meet the requirements locally might well involve mechanisation  of the pro-
duction of materials to ensure the uniform quality required. The proposed
factory, which had not (in 1972) been accepted, illustrates many aspects of
choice of technique. First, the relationship of choice of technique to product
specifications; given sufficiently detailed product specifications to meet inter-
national requirements I, the proposed factory might seem the only possibility
available, despite the capital intensity of the technique. Secondly, technological
developments in the advanced countries threaten to overtake older and more
labour-intensive techniques. While in fact the proposal would probably have
involved a higher-cost block, with greater productivity associated with further
technical advances, it might have produced cheaper blocks than the block-
makers for cement, and consequently have displaced 2,000 or so workers in
block manufacture and as many more in construction. Thirdly, indivisihilities
in modern techniques are such that marginal additions to productive capacity,
which may meet the additional demand without creating excess capacity, are
often not possible.

’ In block making, transport costs effectively prevent international trade and hence
iemwe the need to compete as a reason  far meeting international requirements; but in
traded goods this becomes an important consideration. See F. Stewart: “Trade and tecbna-
logy’:  in P. P. Sweeten (cd.): Trade  srrotegies fir developmenr (London, Macmillan, 1973).
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CONCLUSIONS

if a choice of building materials is included in choice of techniques, the
choice is widened well beyond that which appears if only one building material
is taken into consideration. Once a range of products is considered, two
aspects of choice of technique that are easy to ignore in looking at a single
mauxiai become of key importance: one is the question of product quality,
and hence of consumer requirements, which are cloely related to levels of
income distribution; the other is that discussed above, namely the need to look
at the productive process as a chain, in which choice of technique at one stage
hrips  to determine choice of technique at other stages. In relation to building
materials the following steps in the chain need detailed examination:

(I; Production  (excavation and processing) of raw materials.
(2) Transport of raw materials to next stage of processing.
(3) Processing of raw materials-i.e. block manufacture, preparation of timber

p~oels, etc.
(4) ‘Transport to the building site.
(5) Building rechniques.

The use of a particular material may appear labour-intensive at one stage, but
impose different requirements at subsequent stages. investigation  of technical
choice at each stage is needed.

These pomts are illustrated by a comparisr II of the characteristics of dif-
fcrent material technological requirements, as shown in table 58. The table
sheds some light on the question, which has exercised a number of people I,
whether there is any necessary association be:ween the labour intensity of a
technique and product characteristics, or in other words whether products inten-
ded for the lower income groups are necessarily more labour-intensive. Common
sense suggests that there need be no such association, but the table suggests that
thex is in fact quite a close association in this particular case: the higher-
income products are associated with more capital-intensive techniques, with the
exception of stone production, which is a high-income product produced in a
labour-intensive  way. Some such association between product characteristics
and labour intensity of techniques is likely in practice for historical reasons.
The bulk of the population in traditional societies tend to be low-income, and
to use labour-intensive techniques because they lack the knowledge and money
required for the use of capital-intensive techniques. Hence, traditional methods

’ The association WE discussed by F. Stewart in “Choice vi technique in developing
muntricz”,  op. cit.; and questioned by D. Morawetz:  “Employ~wnt  implicatiom  of indus-
frialisatim in developing countries: A survey”, op. cit., and G. K. Helleiner:  Teeelwology
and the in~erno~iotdfirm (mimeographed, 1974).
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-mud and wattle, sun-dried blocks, etc.-tend both to be labour-intensive and
to be directed to production for a low-income market. In contrast, te,zhnology
recently developed in the advanced countries tends to be suitable for their
income levels (i.e. hig&wxne consumers by comparison with those in develop-
ing countries) and their factor availability (i.e,  suited to factory methods, skill-
intensive ad capital-intensive). This is illustrated in the case of the precast
units with foaming additives. Techniques such as concrete block manufacture,
which originated some time ago in developed countries, tend to be intermediate
(by modern standards) in terms both of product characteristics and of techno-
logy used, reflecting the intermediate factor availability and income levels of
advanced countries some decades ago, when the techniques were developed.
But of course, there is not a necessary associatlvx  Thus craft production, as
often suitable for high-income consumsrs, and modern technology can be
harnessed LO the production of low-income goods.

.This brief look at different building materials has thus illustrated some of the
complex relationships between choice of product and choice of technique and
between income levels and distribution. For high-quality const:uc!ion  meeting
international specifications and demanded by high-income consumers, there are
broadly two possibilities, namely the craft-intensive high-quality construction
in timber and stone or the mechanised methods of manufacturing precast
concrete panels or blocks. Low-income consumers, on the other hand, provide
the market for hand-operated cement block manufacture and the various other
blocks and bricks formed with primitive technology from local materials. Thus
choice of product and technique cannot be divorced from income levels among
consumers: Choice of technique also influences income distribution: the mech-
anised large-scale techniques tend to be associated with relatively high wages,
and with profits of medium-scale to large-scale entrepreneurs. In contrast, the
low-income techniques are often used outside the formal sector, and generate
low incomes among those they employ.
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MANUFACTURE OF LEATHER SHOES
AND BRICKS IN MALAYSIA

by Chee Peng Lim t

The objcctiw  of this study is twofold. First, we wish to isolate, at the cnter-
prise lcve!,  the factors that influence choice of production processes (and
thereby factor proportions). Among these factors are iuput costs, scale of out-
put, information access capability of the entrepreneur and market structure
(or degree ofcompetition). Secondly we wish to discover T.vho in a firm originates
adap+ation  in existing manufacturing procedures aud in response to what
stimuli. In this connection, we will also examine the information network
and management’s efficiency in evaluating the technical information it acquires.

The study is concerned with the leather shoe and brick industries. The
leather shoes in question are made entirely of leather or of a combination of
leather 2lnd polyvinyl chloride (PVC); they do not include boots or high-
heeled women’s  shoes. We decided to concentrate on this particular category
of shoes because they are produced by a common process or set of processes;
the other categories require different skil!s and equipment. The bricks that are
the subject of this study comprise common bricks and facing bricks made
of clay. More or less the sa~me processes are used to produce both types.
The major difference between the two types is their appearance. Facing bricks
are those that meet the minimum requirements for common bricks but arc
specially manufactured or selected for decorative purposes: they have very
smooth and clear-cut surfaces, whereas common bricks have a coarser appear-
ance and need plastering. Fire bricks have been excluded from the study because
they require a type of technology different from that used in producing common
or facing bricks. In the survey z a total of 148 estab!ishments  in the two industries
‘.were  selected for personal interviews. The establishments were chosen at



random from the mailing list maintained by the Department of Statistics.
The samplc  was stratified by paid full-time employment size  groups into eight
categories. Of the 148 interviews conducted only 107 were successful. There were
61 successful interviews in leather shoes firms and 46 in brick firms (table 59).

There are no recent  data on the population of the firms in the two industries.
The Department of Statistics conducts a survey of manufacturing industries
every year and a census every five years. The census covers all manufacturing
establishments w,hereas  the survey leaves out most of the small establishments.
However, although the caxus  data are more comprehensive, they are rather
out of date since the latest census results were published in 1968. (The 1973
census has been completed but the data have not been published.) The latest
published survey of manufacturing industries is for the year 1972, although
selected statistics of certain manufacturing establishments from more recent
surveys are published in the Mont/r/~ Industrial Statistics, Peninsular Malaysia.
We have used data from the 1972 survey of manufacruring industries to provide
an indication of the sample representation. Table 59 shows that our sample
was less comprehensive in coverage for the small establishments in the two
industries, as is understandable since the survey data left out most of the small
establishments. On the other hand, interviews were conducted with representa-
tiws of all the large establishments in the leather shoe industry. We believe
that the same applies to the brick industry although there is no way of con-
firming this impression since the survey data include firms making other clay
products.
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There wcrc  swcral  reasons for failing to intewiew  some of the firms. the
main one being that some of the firms, particular-ly small ones, had closed
down. Others refused to co-operate, while the remainder  (again  mainly small
ones) could not be located. Another possible bias in the sample may lit in some
of the :~nswc~s  given by the rcspondcnrs.  Wc suspect that some of the rcspon-
dents. possibly for tax-avoidance reasons. may have undcrcstimnted the ~aluc
of sala or ovtxstimnted  the value of lined ilsscts.  Thr attempts made to correct
the dis:o;tion  were not nlwnys very successful. Apart from specifically rcqucsted
intcrvicws  with films, contacts with equipment manufacturrrs,  rese;ll-ch
institutions, consultants  and government agencies wcrc  also used to obtni:l  data.

LEATHER SHOES

The footwear industry is one of the most old established in Malaysia,
goins back to the 1Y3Os,  and thus shoe manufacturers may be regarded as
bein_n  among the pionctr industrialists of the coulntry.  Despite the tremendous
sdvancc in the leather shoe technology in recent years the manufacturing
process is stiil iabour-intensive. The nature of the product, particularly the
diwsity of styles and sizes of shoes produced, has limited the scope  for the
introduction of automatic machinery. Most of the machines  used at present
arc powered tools dependent on the skill of the vpcrator  for their eficient
operation.

Production stages

There arc two main technologies for producing shoes: built up and fully
injected. Leather shoes arc always built !up. Their manufacture is largely a
matter of assembling a number of components: heel, sole, counter, upper
(vamp and quarter), lining, toe box, welting, insole, ornamentation and the
like. A great variety of types of machines and devices arc used, each for a
diffcrcnt  specialised  operation. One can distinguish between eight different
stages in the manufacture of leather shoes: (i) designing, (ii) combining,
(iii) cutting, or clicking, (iv) manipulation preparation, (v) sewing of uppers,
(vi) shoe making or building, (vii) finishing, and (viii) packing.

The first step in making a shot is to design it. The large manufacturers
employ specialist designers while most of the smaller ones imitate popular
designs. From the designs a sample has to be made up and production planned.
Patterns for cutting the upper parts have to be made and materials procured.
Separate patterns arc usually made for each size of shoe, but a grading machine
is available for making various sizes once a master pattern has been cut.
At the second stage (combining) the leather is sorted out for quality. The



best  quality Icather must be selected for the uppers, the vamps and quarters.
The Icathcr  ii then cut into pieces suitable for uppcrs,  lining, soles, inner
soles  and certain types of heels. The fourth stage is preparatory manipulation
of the picccs between the cliching  department. where the leather is cu:,  and
the sewing or fitting department where the parts are sewn together. The cut
parts are marked with sizes, serial numbers and the trade name, and are then
skived (shaved down) to ensure an even thickness. Where decorations  of the
leather  arc desired, an embossing machine is used. In the sewing department
the foilowing operations  are carried out (depending on the class and model
of shoes): bcel joining, opening of heel, eyeletting, counter stitching, binding,
doubling of vamp, vamp stitching, stitching for lasting or insole stitching,
checking  and supervision.

As the shoe moves out of the fitting room it is ready for the shoe making
proper.  Three dicerent  mcrhods  of shoe making are commonly used: the
stitchdown, the cemented and the goodyear  welt respectively. In stitchdown,
the upper is turned out and stitched down to the sole. In cementing the outer
sole is attached to the insole and upper by adhesives. With the goodyear  welt
method the sole is sewed to a welt strip that hzs previously been sewed to the
upper 2nd insole. Each kind of shoe making has distinctive features that make
it pxticularly  adaptable for certain kinds of wear. For example, cement
construction is the simplest and most economicel, and is commonly used. It
31~0  enables shoes to be made on lighter, sleeker lines and is therefore used
for most women’s and many girls’ shoes and for some lighter types of men’s
shoes. The goudyear  welt process, known for its sturdiness, is commonly used
in men‘s and boys’ dress shoes as well as in better grade children’s shoes of
certain types. More than 93 per cent of the producers interviewed use cemented
methods in order to save time and labour.  Stitchdown is usually reserved for
special types of shoes (safari shoes). A goodyea:  welt requires a great deal
of skill and is conszquently rarely used.

With each of the three above methods, shoe making can be divided into two
basic sub-stages: lasting and bottoming. Each of the two consists of B number
of operations. Essentially, lasting consists in attaching certain basic parts of
the shoe-the upper, the toe and the heel and sides-to the inner sole. First,
the assembled upper, in loose form, is made ready to be fitted over the last
(foot model or form),’ which is precisely designed for each pattern. Before
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that the insole is placed on the bottom of the last. This insole, of a shape and
sire to confol-m exactly to the bottom of the last, is a sort of “security layer”
between the upper parts of the shoe and the outer sole to bold the shoe parts
together and form a firm unit. The counter or stiffener at the back part of the
shoe is placed between  the lining and the outside of the upper. These puts--
insole, counter and upper--are now on the last, and the entire unit is presented
to the assembling machine.

After lasting, a number of operations are required to prepare the shoe for
bottoming. It is at this stage that some of the essential diRerewes between the
various types of shoe manufacture occur: the goodyear welt; cement  and
:,titchdown  enter the sole-laying stage under different sets of prepared con-
ditions. Also, the method by which the sole is attached is distinctly diffcrcnt.
Fo, instance, in 11x  cemented method three basic operations are nerformed:
bottom roughing. bottom cementing and sole attaching.

Once the sole is a:tached it must still receive finishing touches: the edges
arc trimmed. stained and burnished, the bottom of the sole is cleaned CI buffed
and polished, heel or sock linings are applied, laces may be inserted, buckles
may bc attached to a strap, and the shoe is brushed or polished. Finally there
is z thorough inspection, and the shoes are then ready for packing and shipping.

FI-om the above account it would appear that the Imost imgortent  stager
are cutting, swing and lasting. These we also stager which show a high dcgrcc
of variation in factor proportions. Accordingly, our discussion will now be
confined to these three stages.

Choice of technique by scale of establishment

A number of studies have shown that scale is a key determinant of choice
of technique.’ Many types of capital equipment are not available in small-
capacity units. Few firns will purchase a piece of equipment to operate indefi-
nitely at cnly a fraction of its designed capacity. Thus small 2 firms producing

’ See for example F. stewart: “Manufacture Of cement blocks in Kenya’-  Chapter 8
of tile present work);  G. K. Boo”: Ecconomic  choice  of ,rrman mui physical facrors  in pro-
d,,C,i”ll  (Amsterdam, North Holland  Publishing co., 1964);  and w. A. Yeoman:  Selecrion
LJf prodlmion  procesirs  fir rnlr”rrfueturi”g  subsidiaries  of U.S.-based  mi#lri-mhJnol  corpor-
dO.l, D.B.A. thesis,  Harvard Business School,  1968.

2 In this  paper i‘smal~  tirms  are those which have less than 10 workers; medium-sired
firms are those having between 10 and 99 workers, and “large” firms are those having 100
or more  workers. “Workers” include unpaid and part-time workers. Apart from employment,
other masures of iirm sire are capacity output and fined mets. Capacity is chely COT-
related with emplrwnent  in the shoe sample  (correlation coctlicieni  = 0.82). However,
output data are much less reliable than employment data; most  funs tend to underestimate
O”tp”t, and there ii no reliable  way to check on the data. The sarnc  applier  to 6ned assets,
but in that care the correlation coefficient  is only 0.5. In view of all this we have decided tO
use employment as a measure of firm sire even though we are aware that it is not an ideal
measure.
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at u rclntively low level of output may be expected to be mow labour-intensive
than large ones. We will explore this proposition us& various indicators
of Iaho,lr intcnrity. We begin by considering the various techniques which are
available for the cutting, sewing and lasting stages. These techniques range
from the most lahour-intensive  to the most capital-intensive,

Three main cutting technologies are now well established, while a fourth
is evolving. They are as follows:

(a/ cutting by hand;

(b) mechanical clicking;

fcj hydraulic clicking; and

(d) electronic clicking.

Electronic clicking is a new technique which is alre::dy  operational, but is still
under further development. Although the equipment in this case is considerably
nio~-e  expensive. it saves leather since the maximum nun:& of parts can he
cut from any one piece. Also it eliminates the cost of the dies and the corre-
sponding costs of marking. The production capacity of the machine is com-
parable to that of the other cutting technologies, that is, 250 cuts per hour.
Siwe the machine is controlled by tapes it can be used to produce small
lots. However,  electronic clicking is a new technique, and is not widely used
even in the developed countries. In Malaysia the technique has not been
introduced even in the mat modernised firm. So there is at present a local
choice of three different techniques, namely manual cutting. mechanical
clicking and hydraulic clicking.

In sewing the different techniques available are as follows:

(a) exclusively by hand;

(bj by means of a hand- or pedal-operated non-electrical sewing machine;

(cj by means of hand-operated electrical sewing machines;

(dj electrical automatic sewing with patterns; and

(ei electronic sewing, electronically controlled by tapes.

The great majority of firms employ non-electrical or electrical sewing machines
(methods {b) and fci). Among the latter one can distinguish between one-
needle, two-needle and three-needle machines. Almost all the small establish-
ments use the single-needle machines; the double-needle machines are 30 to
40 per cat more expensive, and are thus generally beyond the means of small
operators. Sewing entirely by hand is rarely used and is usually reserved for
high-quality shoes because it is time-consuming. Also, sewing machines-at
least used ones--are  within the means of the smallest operator. So one may
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safely cxcludr hand sewing from further consideration.’ Methods (d) and (c)
are highly mcchanised and arc applicable only to special processes  like non-
functional stitching of ornaments. In any case, none of the large firms uses
these techniques.

Lasting can be carried out:

(a) by hand:

(b) by n hand-operated machine; or
(c) by semi-automatic or automatic machines

The lasting process consists of three parts-toe iasting, heel lasting and
quarter or side iasting. In the manual method skilled workers use hand tools
to attach the three basic parts of the shoe to the inner sole.  The output is
about 30 pairs per operation daily or three to four pairs per man-hour, de-
pending on the model of the shoe. Like ~nanual cutting, manual lasting is also
advantageous for fxtories w~ith small lot sizes. The hand tools do not cost
more than $30. All, except four small establishments, use the manual method.
The lasting machines in the four small establishments are all reconditioned
machines.

Where a manual lasting machine is used the toe is lasted by pulling the
leather over the last with the hand or a pedal. The same method is used for
forming the toe. 1 he heel is lasted by using a hand- or foot-operated machine.
Side  lasting is done by hand. Three of the medium-sired  firm: have manual
lasting machines.Two of t~hese firms bought reconditioned machines while
the third bought new machines. The reconditioned machines cost around
$300  while the cost of the new manual lasting machine ranges from $8,000
to $30,000 depending on the make and model. A manual lasting machine can
last about 200 pairs of shoes in the course of an Y-hour shift. Where an auto-
matic lasting machine is used, toe lasting is done with automatic injection of
thermoplastic cement. The heel and side are also lasted with auiomat.ic  injec-
tion of thermoplastic cement or tacks. All the large firms have automatic lasting
machines, which they bought new, at prices ranging from $10,000 for an
automatic side-lasting machine to $100,000 for a highly sophisticated auto-
matic toe-lasting machine. Most of these machines come from the Federal
Republic of Germany, ad can last about 1,000 pairs of shoes in the
course  of an &hour shift.

An examination of tables 60 to 62 shows that a large propcrtion  of Tmall
establishments use the manoal techniqu-  in each of the three p~ocesscs  under
consideration. Table 60 shows the system of cutting adopted by size ofestabiish-
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Tatlie 60. Type 0‘ cutting S”Smr  by number  of workers

ho;s No. ofcirrbiirhmenri

C”lli”S IYslem
Total

Ilmur, Mechnnicrl HYd”“liE

&k”” Per CIUl  $dte Per c m ,  lhnolufe  Per en, Abrohte PC, crnl
Ryursr figures

,____

<to 21 92.3 2 7.7 - *.o 26 1lm.o
10.19 9 56.3 5 31.2 2 12s 16 *oo.*
o-29 3 50.0 2 33.3 I 16.7 6 IOU.0

x-39 ~ 0.0 1 33.3 2 66.7 3 100.0
40.49  ~ 0.” I 100.0 - 0.0 1 100.0
x-74 ~~ 0.0 I 33.3 2 66.7 3 100.0
75-99 ~ 0.” - 0.0 2 100.0 2 IM.0
2:,00  ~ 0.0 - 0.0 4 100.0 4 100.0

~~__-

Any no. 36 12 13 61

ment. Almost all of the establishments with fewer than tm workers cut by hand.
(In the survey we found only two exceptions to this rule: these two firms have
managed to secure reconditioned mechanical clickers which they :used in
combination with the manual method.) For manual cutting only a knife and
a marble table top are required. The output is 80 to 100 pairs per operation
daily or 12 to I3 pairs per man-hour, depending on the model and theintricacy
of the design.’ Manual cutting has one main advantage. It is very economical
for factories with small lot sizes, and with great variety in their models. The
alternative to hand cutting is die coding with a mechanical or hydraulic clicker.
A large assortment of mechanical clickers is on the market. The price of an
average clicker is about $12,000, and it has a capacity of about 250 cuts per
hour. A hydraulic clicking press is more costly. An average one costs about
$50,000. The hydraulic clicker cuts faster and has a longer life than the mech-
anical clicker. It is also simple, easier to maintain and can be used for cutting
rubber as well, whereas the mechanical clicker cuts leather only, The hydrau!ic
ciicker is also safer in handling and makes less noise. In addition, the cutting
knives last longer and there is less damage to the cutting tables than with

1 Output per man-hour for manual cutting tends to vary with total production. When
production is low the cutter  also has to draw the design, which in some cases  is very intricate.
When productior  is high the cutter  cuts leather OD which the design has already been drawn
(by the designer): furthermore in such cases the designs are also  relatively simple and
productivity is thus higher.
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Table 6,. Type  of sewing machines  by “umber  of workers

No. ofroireir No. oferfnblirhmentl

rme  of machine
- - ratal
ManulllPOpErrted  Electrical

y&le Per can, p3tc Percwr fbsbsle  Pm cinr
. ”

__.

< 10 40 58.8 ?8 41.2 68 100.0

IO-19 10.7 67 89.3 75 100.0
20.29 3 7.5 37 92.5 40 !!J0.0

m-39 1 3.8 25 96.2 26 l”O.0

40-49 - 0.0 10 100.0 to 100.0
50-n 1 2.1 47 97.9 48 IllO.0
75.99 - 0.0 44 100.0 4.4 100.0
a icm 0.0 205 ImM 205 100.0

~___-

Any no. 53 461 516
-~~

mechanical clicking. Die cutting is more c:xnmon ‘~‘7  ‘:,: rbe medium-sired
and large firms: all the large iirms rely on this method, ai ‘.(_B  more than half
of the medium-sized firms (table 60). Most of thr mediun-sizsd  firms have
mechanical clickers, while all the large firms have the hydraulic type.

In the sewing department the small firms have a significantly larger
proportion of manually-cperated  sewing machines than do the medium-sired
and large tims (table 61). However, a manually operated sewing machice can
be easiiy converted to electrical operation by attaching a small electrical motor
which costs less than $100. Needless to say the electrically operated sewing
machine is faster and requires less effort to use. Practically ali the medium-
sized and large firms use only electrical sewing machines. Singer is the most
popular brand, and its price ranges from $1,000 ta $4,00(1;  other common
brands are Pfaff a?d Janome;  all three brands are imported. Less than half of
the number of sewing machines used by the small firms had been purchased
near. On the other hand, very few of the large firms had second-hand sewing
ma&ims.

Table 62 shows the system of lasting adopted by size of establishment.
The proportion of small firms (less than IO workers) and medium-sized firms
(between i0 and 50 workers) using the manual method is the same (84.6 per
cent). f&me of the large firms uses this method: they have automatic lastiilg
machines.
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-
-
-
-
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Table 43 shows the system of materials handling adopted by size of establish-
ment. All the small establishments use the manual system of materials handling
while three of the medium-sized firms use the cart system. None of the large
firms uses the manual system: all have carts, trolleys or conveyors.

-
-
-
-
-
-

1

-

-
-
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Table 64. Fi;ed as*efs per worker by size of e::;tabli5hment

NO. or rmters Abroil,,e  fiswri (US  c,oi,arr, hidC.Y  I

< IO 5 586 35.9
10.19 3 751 26.1
x-29 2 612 18.2
30.39 6051 42.2
.f’:~49 6 378 44.5
50-54 6 684 46.6
75-99 7 797 54.3
1100 14 346 100.0

Averaze 6 651

1 Ertlblirhmcnls  ,%a 1x2  workers  rnd  oer = IW.

From the above account it is obvious that the small firms tend to use the
manual, labour-intensive technique while the large firms tend to choose a
relatively more capital-intensive technique. The associzztion  between size of
firm and factor intensity can be observed in a number of other indicators
such as the capital-labour  ratio and the value of electricity consumed per
worker.

Tbe usual measure of physical capital intensity is fixed assets per worker.
‘Table 64 shows the fixed assets per worker by size of establishment.’ Among
firms with at least 20 workers, there is a steady progression in fixed assets
with size of firm. Even sma!l firms need a minimum amount of fixed assets to
operate; this probably accounts for the fact that firms with fewer than
20 workers have a higher capital intensity than firms with between 20 and 30.
However, what is proba~bly more significant is that in the large firms the value
of the t?yed assets per worker is more than twice that in the small firms: thus
the large firms do use more capital-intern&  methods of production than the
smali ones.

Table 65 shows the value of the electric power consumed per worker by
size of establishment. Establishments with fewer than 10 workers appear to
consume more electricity per worker than establishments with between 10 and
15 workers: the value of electricity consumed would appear to reach a minimum
for a cer+in size of firm and to increase after that. A firm with one or two
workers does not consume very much less electricity than one with 10 or 11 if

’ Fixed asets  do not include land and are estimated at replacement cost. The capital-
labour ratios have been adjusted far differences in the number of shifts.
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Tabie 65. Elecriic power consumed per worker by size af~establishment

NO. Of workerl EkClCiC  Dower  conrumed ,nlirr I
DET  work;: <us  dollaii~

c 10 9.6 24.5
IO-19 4.5 11.5
20-S 5.4 13.8
x-39 5.1 13.0
40.49 6.0 15.3
m-74 6.0 15.3
75.99 11.4 29.1
1 100 39.2 100.0

Average 16.9

I isalli*hm^nu  vie LOO woikmn T”d ovex - 100.

both are using labour-inte’nsive  methods of production. What is significant
is :hat the !;rgesl  firms (100 .vorkers and over) ccxume more than four times
as much electricity as the smallest  firms (fewer than 10 workers). This would
again seem to indicate that I-.rge  firms use more capital-intensive methods of
production than small ones. This is clearly shown in figure 5, which shows
a tendency for the indices both of fixed assets and of electricity consumption
to vary by employment size. An interesting feature which emerges from the
graph is the sharp increase in capital intensity for firms employing 100 and
more workers by comparison with those employing fewer than 100 workers.

To sum up, ali the available data seem to indicate a positive relationship
between size of establishment and capital intensity. In leather shoe manu-
facturing this can be easily explained as fol:?.r>.  Output is generally correlated
with the size of firm. Table 66 shows the daily production by size of establish-
ment. The small firms produce less than 20 pairs of shots  a day; the medium-
sized firms (betwe”  10 and 50 workers) less than 100 pairs a day; while the
iarge firms produce up to over 500 pairs a day.’ In ierms of physical output,
actual daily production in the small firms is less than 4 per cent of that in the
large firms; in terms of value, it is even lower, which indicates, no doubt,
that small firms produce low-price, low-quality shoes. The difference between
capacity aud actual output is not tremendously greater in the smell firms than
in the iarge, v;hether in terms of physical output or of value. Even at capacity
output the small firms would produce fewer than 100 pairs of shoes a day.

1 The output may be underestimated since  tSe year of the survey (1975) was a recession
year for the sime industry.
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Needless to say, at low levels of output it would be more economical to use
the manual method of production. If a machine were purchased it would be
underused most of the time. For instance the cupacity of a manual lasting
machine is around 200 pairs of shoes a day. In a small firm with an output of
iess than 20 pairs a day, the machine would bc idle most of the time. This was
the case with the four small firms which had porchased a lasting machine.’
31 their case, however, all the machines were reconditioned and bad cost
them only~ about a fifth of the price of new machines. Possibly for this reason
the ownen considered them economical even at low levels of output; alterna-
tively, the owners may have been optimistic about the prospects for expansion.
In &caiizd,  bo-wever,  the technique adopted is dictaied by the level  of output
and thus the sire of the firm.

Wage differentials may be another important factor accounting for inter-
firm size va:iations.  Table 67 shows the average level of wages per worker by

1 The  same applies to a finishing or scouring machine, which has an average  throughput
of 37 pairs a day in a small firm. The rated capacity of such a machine is around 500 pairs
per  day. PerhaD  what is needed in a small tirm  is a machine u,hich is specifically designed
to produce at a low level of production. See N. S. McBain  and David 1. C. Fonyth: “An
intermediate techndoa for shoe-makiaz  in less developed countries”, in Approp,&e  Teei;-
nolopy, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp. Z-28.
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Table 67. Average monthly wage per worker by number of workers
(in United States dollars)

NO. Of workers nveragc  monthly wage  per worker

including imLwe*  L ,wlSE Exciuding IrnP”!dl wages

Abrohc fiB”reE  Inders *br”lutE  6sY*eE Indcx~

< to 172.8 72.2 111.2 52.4
IO-19 192.5 80.4 163.3 76.9
m-29 175.3 73.2 189.1 89.0
30-39 202.7 84.6 186.5 07.8
m-49 228.0 95.2 2‘0.0 98.9
50.74 231.3 96.6 204.3 96.2
75-99 225.5 94.2 205.7 96.8
&,@I 239.5 *oo.o 212.4 100.0

*wage for
an &vJ”ps 208.5 181.4

1 For ““did wor!en. 2 EIlnbliihme”fr  with  100 xur!cerr  and OYer  = 100.
-__-

sire of establishment. The table shows two types of wage ca!culations. 3ne
includes an imputed element for unpaid workers while the other excludes the
imputed payment. If the imputed element is included, the wage differential
appears relatively small. Wsges in small establishments (fewer than IO workers)
are 72.2 per cent of those prevailing in the large esteblishments (more than
100 workers). However, when the imputed element is excluded from the cal-
culation we find that firms employing fewer than 20 workers have significantly
lower wage costs, and hence we may expect relative factor prices to influence
the choice cf technology in these firms if wages play an important role. In any
case the data in the table strengthen the impression that unpaid labour Lb an
important element in small firms. The availability of unpaid workers, or of
workers paid low wages. encourages the small firms to use labour-intensive
methods of piodncticn. This is one way in which they can compete effectively
with large fires.

Not only is labour relatively cheaper for the small firms, czpital is relatively
scarce and more expensive. Generally access to credit facilities in the organ&d
financial sector appears to be a positive function of the size of establishment:
large firms have easy credit while small firms have hardly any.‘Table 68 shows
that less than 4 per cent of small firms can dmw on overdrafts with commercial

1 Ihis has been confirmed by a number of stud&,  including one made by the author
(Chee Peng Lim: The role qj8ma!l in&sfry in r/us Maizysian econon?y,  Ph.D. thesis, University
of Malaya, 1975).
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banks, as any large firm can do. There art several reasons why commercial
banks ar? reluctant to lend to small firms. First, it is less profitable because of
the higher lending costs and greater risks involved. Lending costs tend to be
higher because of the diseconomies  of scale. The risk tends to be greater
because typical small enterprises have little capital and acceptable collateral.
The risk of business failure is also higher for small enterprises. Secondly, the
banks find it difficult to obtain information about the credit of applicants and
their businesses. The loan applications are often not accompanied by balance
sheets and income statements. Even when such statements exist, they are not
properly prepared. In a number of cases it would also be necessary to visit the
establishment, but few banzs have the personnel or the time to do so. Not
only do small firms have difficulty in obtaining overdrafts; they also find it
ditlicult to obtain credit from suppliers for purchases of raw materials. Table 69
shows purchase on credit BS a proportion of total purchases by employment
size. Firms with fewer than 10 workers usually purchase less than 47 per cent
of their raw materials on credit, whereas large firms are able to purchase about
76 per cent of their raw materials on such terms.

To sum up. credit is relatively short for small firms. It is also more costly.
The rate of interest charged by commercial banks on a loan depends very tiuch
on the type of collateral offered and the banks’ evaluation bf the degree of risk
associated with the loan; on both counts the,small  firms generally lose out to
the large ones, and for this reason have to pay a higher  rate of interest. However,
we arc unable to substantiate this point for the shoe industry since only one
small firm has access to bank credit. Nevertheless, one can assume that since
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46.5 66.9
7 8 . 0 IO2.Z
78.3 102.6
70.0 91.7
60.0 78.6
81.7 107.1
65.0 93.5
76.3 100.0

small  firms have as much need for capital as large firms (if not an even greater
need), a number of them obtain their credit from relatively costiy sources such
as !%xmce  companies, pawnshops and moneylenders. The interest charged by
these sources is usually in excess of 20 per cent per annum. Finally, not many
equipment suppliers offer hire-purchase facilities, and those which do often
discriminate against small firms. In view of all these factors, small firms may
be forced to rely on labour-intensive techuiques of production.

Brick making is among the most long established industries in Malaysia.
According to the owners of the older brick works, the industry was started
about 100 years ago by the Chinese who brought the technique of brick
making from China. These pioneers used the hand-made method of brick
making and fired the bricks in Chineqt:-style  ki!ns.

‘There are three main types of bricks: common bricks, facing bricks and
fire bricks. This study is concerned mainly with common and facing bricks.
Common bricks can be classified idto three categories: red, black and white.
The red are bricks that have been properly fired, and they usually constitute
about 95 per cent of the total brick output cf a single establishment. They also
fetch the highest price. Black bricks are those that vare nearest to the fire, and
overburnt; they are sold at a lower price. About 5 per cent of the total brick
output is made up of black bricks. White bricks ‘we those that were furthest
away from the fire, and are therefore inadequately  fired. They are usually
*e-&d  in the next firing session.



The principal customers of the brick industry are housing developer;,
ccns’lwction  firms, building coniractors  and hardware shops. (Six of the
sample establishments are subsidiaries of construction firms or housing
developers.) Peninsular Mala>jia produces all tlw bui!ding  bricks ir requires,
except for a very small quantity of better bricks from Singapore. The apparent
consumption of bricks in Peniusular Malaysia is estimated from avrila4le
statistics of production, imports and exports. it appears that the brick industry
is expanding owing to increasing demand for houses and aiso because of lack
of competition from foreign products. The increase in demand For houses may
be due to several reasons. The first possible reason may be an increase in
population ad 8n increase in the number of married couples who constitute
an important variable in the demand fo: houses. Secondly, according to the
Third Malaysia Plan the fulfiiment of housing needs is a major social objective
of national developmenr.  The ahn is to ensure that all Malaysians, in particular
the lower income groups, have access to adequate housing. It is a!so govern-
ment policy  to provide loans to its employees to finance the purchase of houses.
Commercial banks and financial institutions have also been persuaded to give
preference io housing Loans.

Production stages

There are five main stages 31 the making of a brick:

[u) winning and haulage of cixys;

(h) preparation and weathering of clays;

(cj brick-making;

(d) drying; and

(~1 firing.

At the initial stage, the owner of the brick works will first determine the
suitability of the clays for making common bricks. Usually this is done by
visual examination, ard much depends on the experience of the owner or the
general manager. If the clays are found to be suitable, the clays are won or
dug up mzoually with hand shovels or mechanically with excavators and
tractors. The clay deposits are usually located within the factory area. But
should the clay deposits there be exhausted or found to be unsuitable, then
clays are bought from other owners or the brick establishment may own a
pr~:ce of land where clays are obtained but this land may be some distance
from the works. In Perak,  especially near mining areas, the brickworks usually
obtain their clays from the mines, which produce clays as a waste product.
Wherca?  the clays used to be sold to brickworks at about $1 per ton, the pri:?
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has now risen to Si.50 per ton. The clays are transpor!ed to the factory site
by lorries.

Clays obtained within the factory area are transported from the clay site
to the factory compound with the help of wheelbarrows, carts or unlicensed
lorries.’ On reeching the factory compound, and until required, the clays are
usually dumped either on open ground or on a cemexed  surface which
may or may not be roofed. The purpose of the roof is to ensure that the
moisture content of the clays is retained during the dry season. and conversely
that during the monsoon the clays will not become too soft and wet, and thus
unsuitable  for extnlsion. The stored c!ays  are mired with wet clays to the right
consistency before they go through the extrusion process. In some cases a
laboratory ana!ysis is performed to separate the clays into two categories,
na.mely high temperature clays and low temperature clays. This sort of analysis
is perfornxd  onbj in the large estabiirhments. Usually the large firms will
xjeci high temperature clays since they require a lo: of heat during the firing
process. and thus more fuel, which means higher cost. The large firms use
heavy oil, e.g. diesel or third grade oil, to fire their bricks; such fuel being
more expemive than firewood, there is a need to economise on fuel. The clays
en also be silbdivided  into clays with a high laterite content and clays with a
high sand conteni.  Clays with a high laterite content are in greater demand
because such clays produce bricks which have a dark red colour, whsreas
bricks nude from clays with a high sand content are lighter in colour.  Not-
withstanding this, sand is still an important ingredient in brick making.
Silicon reinforces the bricks: when silicon is fired it binds the clay particles
tightly together. However, where the’sand content is too high other materials
such as red earth are added until the clays are suitable for brick production.
Large firms have their own laboratories to analyse  their clays and to test them
for shrinkage, porosity and crushing strength. Small firms do not have labora-
tories. Analy&  is carried out visually on the basis of experience.

We now :ome to the second stage, i.e. clay preparation and weathering.
Apparently most brickworks in Malaysia do not have a primary treatment
for their plays before they go into the third stage, i.e. the brick-making stage.
Only the large firms provide primary treatment of the clays, 01 clay preparation
as it is called. This involves four sub-stages. First, the drier clays pass through
a feeder box where they are crus,,ed into smaller pieces. The crushed dry clays
are then transported by conveyor belt to a wet pan, where water is added to



them to b:-ing the moisture content to 20 per cent, and then to a grin&x,  -where
they are ground into even  liner pieces, i.e. sma!l lumps. Tn the third sub-stage
the cla)s pass through 5 double m!i crusher which crushes and rolls them into
thin and small irregular sheets less than hair’  ah in.3 thick. Lastly the clays
enter a double shaft mixer where they are further mined with water, and where
other inputs such as sand or latcrite are added to the right consistency. The
moisture content of the clays is sow about 24 per cent, which makes them
soft enough C3r extrusion.

The third stage is that of brick making proper. Several methods can be
used at this siage, namely the band mouiding, extrusion, soft mud, stiff plastic
2nd semi-dry press processes. 1 The two methods used in Malaysia are the
hand-moulding  and the extrusion process. Whatever the method used the
object is the same-to shape the soft clays to take the rectan&;lar form of
bricks. Once this is done the bricks, slightly greenish-grey  in colour,  are
removed from the &kc-off  table and stacked nxmually  on pallets. The pallets
are then transported by a fork-lift truck to the sheds for drying Alternatively,
they may be carried manually from the take-off table or transported with the
help of wheelbarrows to the drying sheds.

The fourth stage of production is the drying piocess.  The purpose of
drying clay products is to remove enough water to make them suficiently
stiff to be set in a kiln. The water content should be reduced till the green brick
reaches the so-called “leather hardness” level. The moisture content will then
be between 8 and I4 per cent, depending upon the clay. Drying ensures that
the bricks in the lower layers do not collapse under the weight of those on top
when fired in the kiln. When the bricks are dried they change from greenish
grey to a lighter colour, usually white. In the large firms a sample of the bricks
are tested to determine whether they are ready for firing. This is usually done
by breaking up some of the bricks and sending them to the laboratory to
determine their moisture content before firing begins. In a small firm the
manager does not usually test the bricks, but relies on his experience.

The final production stage in the making of common bricks is the firing
process. Different types of kilns are used in the industry: they range from the
traditional wood-firing kiln to the a?vanced  tunnel kiln. After firing, the bricks
are allowed to cool down, and the red ones are separated from the black and
from the white unburnt bricks which will be returned to the kiln to be
re-firzd.
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Choice of technique by scale of establishment

The most important stages in brick making are winning, making, drying
ssJ Sring. Accordingly, the choice of technique will he examined with reference
to these stages. Initially we begin by discussing the choice of technique by size
of establishment. In this analysis “small” firms are those that have fewer  than
10 workers; “medium-sired” firms those that have between IO and 50 workers;
and “large” firms are those that have 50 workers or more. As in the previous
analysis, the workers taken inio account include those who are unpaid or part-
time. Also. as in the previous analysis, other measures of firm size such as
capacity output and fixed assets are not used because data corresponding to
such criteria are much less reliable than employment data. In any case, employ-
ment is chxely correlated with fixed assets and capacity output: for instance,
the correlation coefficient for employment and value of fixed assets at replace-
ment cost is equal to 0.88.

Employment I ,ill therefore be used as an indicator of the size of establish-
ment even though we are aware that it is not an ideal measure.

We begin by considering the various techniques that are a!‘ailable for
winning clays. Two principal techniques are used in Malaysia--manual (hy
using hand shovels) and mechanical (by using excavators, tractors and hull-
dozers). The manual method is only popular with the small firms and some of
the medium-sized firms, especially those with fewer than 20 workers. It has
been shown in an exhaustive study of shovelling  that two men working to-
gether can win and harrow over a distance of 100 yards (91.4 metres)  sufficient
material for ten tons of fired product, which is equivaiert  to an output of over
3,500 bricks a day. Many small firms have an output much lower than this
(see tab!e 76). Mechanical clay wincing becomes a paying proposition when
the required output exceeds 20 tons of fired product per day (equivalent to an
output of over 7,000 bricks a day). The most frequently used clay winning
machines in Maiaysia are excavators ad tractors. The choice between the
two kinds of machine depends on the nature of the clay deposit. Where the
deposit is hard an excavator is generally used; a tractor can be employed on
soft clays. Only one man is required to win and load with an excavator, which
can dig enough material for up to 11.4 tons of fired product per hour.’ Thus
it would appear that in an B-hour day one man with an excavator can win as
much clay as 18 men using shovels.

1 The labour  requirement is typically 0.02 to 0.1 man-hours per ton,  according to
United  Nations,  op. cit., p. II.
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Table 70. Type of wi.dng  system  by number of workers

NO, orwarkrr. N”. ofritrbiirhmentsl

Manual Mrshanicr: TOW
Chrnd  rhow

Excavrior Tractor

c 10 4 - - 4
IO-19 6 2 1 9
20-20 3 4 4 11
xl-39 - 4. 1 5
KM’, - 8 4 12
m-74 4 6
75-w 2 3
>i 100 - 2 1 3

Tota, 13 26 14 53
I The tota,  number  Of rst?.blirhmentr ercFFdr  fk ““mbsi  of erfrbiishmenlr  rn ‘he rample hesaurc  wme  rstab-
liShrnC”lS  “IS “lore  than 0% technique.

.____

Table 70 shows the type of winning system used by number of workers
employed. Less than 30 per cent of the establishments interviewed use the
manual system, and all of them are firms employing fewer than 30 workers.
The most popular technique used is mechanical, using an excavator. This
accounts for 57 per cent of the establishments in the sample. The rest me a
tractor. The table shows that none of the srrzdl  iirms use the mechanical
technique, which is confined  mainly to the larger firms. A few of the smaller
medium-sized firms using an excavator had hired it from a contractor.

At ihe brick making stage, two techniques commonly used in Malaysia are
hand m&ding  and extrusion. Under the r~anual  method the worker starts
by using a shovel to dig the clays from the field which is rented out to the
factory owner. The clays are piled on top of a small wooden table. The worker
then takes a sufEcient  anaunt, without mixing in any other material, and puts
them in a wooden mould after lining the sides of the mould with a thin layer
of sand to ensure that the clajis will not stick to the mould. A metal wire
scraper is used to scrape off the excess clays. The moulded  clays are then dropped
from the mould and stacked one on top of the other behind the table. Each
worker works at his owil tsble which is under a simple shed. The newly made
bricks are left to dry in the sun, unprotected from the elements except for some
coconut leaves. When the bricks are dry, a worker puts them on a plank and
carries them on his shoulder to a wood-firing kiln. The firing takes about
13 days if the wood is wet and 10 days if it is dry. Rubber wood is used at the
beginning, but cheaper timber planks are used towards the end.
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The hand moulding method was commonly used in Malaysia before 1950,
hut since then it has been largely  superseded by the extrusion process, par-
ticularly along The west coxst of Penmsular Malaysia. The firms stiil  using the
hand moulding method are largely very small firms in terms of fixed assets
and are coniined to the poorer states such as Kelantan and Trengganu along
the east coast. In these states demand for bricks is low since houses are still
largely of wood. Moreowr,  wages in these states are only half of the level
prevailing in the most progressive states. Seasonal workers are eas) 10 recruit
from the paddy fields. Another factor favourin:  the hand moulding method
is the severity of the monsoon season on th:: east coast. Many of the small
brick works along the east coast are located in flood-prone paddy field wx~s
(where the clay deposits are). :&chines  installed in such areas would be easily
damaged by seasonal floods. ,Moreover work usnally stops for about three
months during the monsoon (usua!ly from November to January) because
the heavy rain makes clay winning difficult. Thus machines wouid not be
utilised for at least three months of the year. The critical factor favouring the
hand moulding method is that it dispenses with the expense of electricity,
which is in any sent not available in many of the rural areas where the small
brick works in Kelantan and ‘Trengganu are located. An electric generator
could be used, but the electricity generated would be almost twice as expensive
as that from a public power supply.’

I;1 the extrusion process the clays are deposited onto a platform above the
brick-making machine. All the materials--clays, sand and water-are fed into
the hopper which leads into the machine. A screen across it prevents stones,
roots and other impurities from entering. The most important and widely
used machine is the screw extruder or auger machine.2 In its simplest form,
the extruder consists of a cylindrical barrel in which there is a rotating screw.
Materials fed into the inlet at one end are pressed through the die at the other
snd to produce a shaped column that can be cut into required lengths by
appropriately spaced wires. This gives the process its aiternative  name of
“wire cut”. The wire cutter can be operated manually or automatically. When
operated manually it can cut the clays into 6 to IO bricks a.t a time. An auto-
matic cutter can cut as many as IS bricks at one time.

Table 71 shows the type of brick making system used by number of workers.
Only about a quarter of the firms use the hand-made method, while the rest
use mainly the extrusion technique, which accounts for about 70.8 per cent

1 Similar considerations frwou:  the use of lahour-intensive,  manual methods in the
rural areas  for the manufacture of cement Slacks in Kenya (see Chapter 8).

z Otixr instrument used for moving clay through the die are piston extruders,  or
“rtupids”,  and expression rolls.
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of the total. The establishments using the hand-made method are all small,
with the exception of one of the large firms which uses the hand-made process
for certain types of bricks, xually in accordence  with the requirements of the
customers. Two of the large firms use “other” methods of brick making,
name!y stiff plastic and semi-dry. Most of the firms use locally mad: hand-
operated extruders with a cutting capacity of 10 wits per cut. The cost of such
extruders and less sophisticated ones ranges from $5,000 to $10,000 for the
cheaper quality and from $11,000 to approximately $20,000 for the better
quality extruders. Some firms use foreign-made extruders which are mainly
imported from the United Kingdom. A few firms purchase their machinery
from China, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands and Singapore.
The extruders are usually powered by diesel engines which are mainly foreign-
made. The most popular brand af engine used is the Lister engine, imported
from the United Kingdom. The engine costs $5,000 to $20,000 depending
on the horsepower. Diesel engines with about 40 horsepower cost about
S7;OoO  and engines with about 120 horsepower and above cost about $15,000
to $20,000. In a large firm the &ruder  is powered by a diesel engine of about
100 to IS0 horsepower. In a medium-sized firm, the engines may range from
40 to 80 horsepower. Some firms use engines made in the~Federa1 Republic
af Germany (the brand most cu~u.-ux~ly  found is Mercedes-Benz). Engines
of Chinese and Japanese make ar; also found, hut they cost no less and are
not so popular. Only five firms out of the 46 intervieweC use second-hand
diesel engines.
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The traditional method of drying bricks is to ailow thea to dry naturally
in the open zir with some protection against rain and direct sun.~The  prott&m
may take the form of simply placing  a layer of coconut Irnves on top of the
bricks to prevenr  them from c~.lcl.ing as a result of being cxpussd  to excess
heat or drying too quickly. More eR!ctive  protcctiozl is given when !arge
sheds are built to cover the area where the bricks arc laid out TV dry. The
sheds may have a zinc or thatched roof. Some tirms U&Y  B pulley system to
adjust openings in the rcmof as required. Drying can also be carried out arti-
ficially in a tunnel kiln or in a tunnel dryer, usually built parallel to the tunnel
kiln, which taps the excess heat from it to dry the bricks. Under the iatter
system, pipes connected to the kiln transport the excess heat to the dryer. The
tunnel dryer has ledges on both sides for the support of the brick-loaded laths
or palleis. These are usually introduced into the tunnel by a fiugcr  car which
moves on tracks. After drying has been completed, they ane again withdrawn
in the same manner. Natural drying takes about I4 to 20 days, depending on
the weather. Artificial drying takes less than 9 days. Actually the tunnel dryer
takes only about 30 hours to dry the bricks, but before the bricks go in:o the
dryer they are dried for a week in the sheds. This reduces the lmoisture content
to about 10 per cent. The dryer then reduces the moisture content to I per cent
before the hicks are ready for firing.

Since it is faster and does not in itself involve any fuel cost, artificial drying
would appear to be superior to open-air drying. However, very few brick
factories have tunnel kilns, and therefore artificial drying has not been widely
adopted. Moreover, Malaysia is a tropical country where the weather is warm
throughout the year. Thus open-air drying is more common. The advantages
of open-air drying lie in the low capital invztment  and the saving in fuel cost.
It does not require elaborate equipment. However, breakage and wastage
tend ta be high due to handling. Moreover, open-air drying requires a lot of
space.’ It cannot be controlled, and this factor results in uneven quality Gf the
bricks. It will be seen frcm table 72 that only six establishments have tunne!
dryers. These are establishments with tunnei kilns (see table 73).”  The rest of
the establishments, including all the small and most of the medium-sized firms,
use the natural drying technique.

For firing, two types of kilns are used in Malaysia: the traditional wood-
firing kiln and the advanced tunnel kiln. The majority of brick factories in
Ma!aysia use the forxw Those kilns have permanent rectangular walls, made

’ The space required for the natural drying of 300,000 bricks will bo about 2,MO d
~22,OOOfP)  including paths for fork-lift trucks.

2 Since tunnel dryers have B limited capacity the large  firms still have to resort to natural
drying m supplement these tunnel dryers.
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of the same kind of bricks as are produced by the brick works, with fire holes
ir. the side walls at ground level. The hot gases produced by the firewood
pass up through the bricks and are exhausted at the crown. A typical size
wood-firing kiln is 30 ft by 15 ft wide and 12 ft to 15 ft high. The fuei used
in the wood-firing kiln is mainly rubber wood or even odd pieces of cheaper
wood, if these are available. The wood-firing kiln has the advantage of having
no permanent stacks and hence lower initial capital cost. On the other hand,
there is inadequate control of temperature at various stages of the firing cycle,
the heat generated is insuffLent to bring the firing to the finishing temperature
of about 1,150”C  and the uneven flow of heat causes considerable oarburning
and underburning.  In addition fuel economy is extremely low, fuel consump%n
be& sometimes five to seven times as high as in a tunnel kiln. However, since
the fuel used is wood, fuel cost is still lower than that of a tunnel kiln using
diesel of third grade oil.

A tunnel kiln is a long tunnel internali?  lined with tirebricks and has been
described ES the most perfect means of firing bricks. The kiln is filled with
cars losdcd  or stacked to about 6 ft high with bricks. The bricks are stacked
in a certain pattern so that ,they can be properly and thoroughly ,fired. The
tiring is continuous. The car is pushed forward half a car length at a time so
that the fuel burns in spaces left across the car at the mid-car level and between
car positions. The fire combustion chambers are located at the side of the kiln
walls. !n a tunnel kiln the bricks have to pass through three lixed zones, the
preheating zone, the furnace or heating  zone and the cooling zone. In all types



of kl s til-inp is a 24.hour process and requires  workers with a few years of
c-:~~P:;I!c~,  Skill is required to ensure that the bricks will be evenly fired and
;~,.: rLC,z will be very little wastage due to ovrrburnt  or uncooked bricks. The
tunn~, !:\lns fouud in Malaysia are side-fired with heavy fuel oil such as diesel
or third grade oil. One firm uses charcoal dust (waste) and it is possible that
more iirns may follow suit as both diesel and third grade oil bccomc  more
expcnsiv:: charconl dust is easily available and is very much cheaper. The
firm which uses charcoal dust as fuel obtains it from the Mdayawaia  steel
mill. The quality of bricks obtained is not affected by the use of charcoal dust;
the only disadv.?nt.!gc is that the charcoal dust may produce soot which clogs
up the liring system, but the use of diesel and third grade oil also giver rise to
this problem. Fortunately the firm that uses charcoal dus: as a, fuel has invented
a system of its own to remove  the soot and prevent clogging. The possibility
of using charcoal dust will make the tunnel kiln more competitive with the
wood-fired kiln.

At present the main drawbacks of the tunnel kiln are its inability to burn
any fuel other than liquids or gases and the relatively high cost of such fuels.
Another disadvantage is the high initial cost. The current price of R tunnei
kiln is about $40,000, whereas the price of a wood-firing kiln ranges from
$2;500 :a about $20,000 depending on the size of the kiln and when and where
it was built. For example, betwczn 1972 and 1973, a kiln with a capacity of
70,000 jricks cos+s  about $4,000 in a poorer stnie (e.g. Kelantan)  as compared
with about $8,000 to $10,000 for a kiln with similar capacity in a more ailiuent
state (e.g. Selangor).  But although the tunnel kiln costs more, its capacity is
very much larger. It can fire 160,000-180,000  bricks at a time, as compared
with 20,000-100,000  bricks for a wood-firing kiln. The average firing time of a
tunnel kiln is less than 9 days while the wood&ring kiln takes aboilt 12 to
20 days. Finally the turnel kiln lends itself more  readily to incorporation
within a highly mcchanised flow line production.  layout. The tunnel kilr. is
well controlled, and very little wastage due to improper firing occurs. The
quality of the bricks produced is also better and they are more uniformly tired.
Despite its advantages experience in industrialiscd countries suggests that only
when wa,yc rates rise to the level of affluence is the tunnel kiln an ecor?omic
means of brick making. It will be seen fxm table 73 that only six establinh-
ments in the sample have tunnel kilns. The rest use wood-firing kilns. The firms
that use the more capital-intensive tunnel kilns are mainly the large ones
which have more than 75 workers.

Fiwdly table 74 shows the system of materials handling adopted by size
of establishment. All small establishments with fewer than 20 workers use the
manual system of material handling, i.e. the wheelbarrow, while the medium-
sized firms use both wheelbarrows and fork-lift trucks.
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Table  73. Type of kiln used. iby number  of workers  in the establishment

Table 74. System  of material  hnr,dling by number  of workers  in rhe establisb,ment

From the foregoing description of the choice of techniques at various
stages of production, it is obvious that the small firms tend to use manual aEd
iabour-intensive techniques, while those chosen by the large firms tend to be
more capital-intensive. A more comprehensive indicator of capital intensity
is tixed assets per worker valued at repkument  cost. (Fixed assets include
land, which is an important input in the brick industry. The land may be used
to supply clays for the brick works or to provide storage and drying space for
the bricks. In the case of small firms as much as 78 per cent of fixed assets is
in the form of land.) Table 75 shows that the value of fixed awls per worker
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23.8
34.6
38.8
41.9
42.6
47.7
58.1

100.0

increases with the size of the firm and is about four times higher in firms with
wer 100 workers than in firms with fewer thar. IO. To sum up, all the available
data seem to indicate a positive relationship between the sire of the establish-
ment and capital intensity. In the brick-making industry this can be explained
as follows. Actual output is generally correlated with the size of establishments
in terms of number of workers. It will be seen from table 76 that the small
firms produce about 45,000 individual bricks a month, while the medium-
sized firms produce 500,000 to 3 million (the output of the large firms is not
;xvailable).  Since the output of the small firms with fewer than 10 workers is
!ess than IO per cent of that of firms with between 10 and 20 workers,, and less
than 2 per cent of the maximum output achieved by the larger medium-sized
firms, it would not be feasible for the small firms to adopt the fame techniques

< 10 45 800
10.19 571 WI
20-29 1441ocil
xl-39 29coooo
4cL49 3 577 869
so-74 2 921 049
75-99 2 093 900
A 1M) “.a.
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of production as are used by their larger counterparts. If machines were widely
used by the small firms such machines would be idle most of the time.

Wage dii5erentials may be another important actor which may also
account for the ~correiation  between the sire of a firm and the techniques it
uses. From rable  77, which shows the average level of wages per worker by
size of establishment,’ it Will  be seen that in the smallest firms wages are less
than half as high as those paid in the largest firms. Low wages may make
labour-intensive methods of production more economical for srr.slI  firms, and
enable them to compete with the large firms. Not only is labour cost lower
for the small firms, capital is relatively scarce and more expensive. In brick
making as in the shoe industry, access to credit appears to be generally related
to the sire of the establishment. Table 78 shows the num~ber  of establishments
in the brick sample which have access to commercial ba~nk  overdrafts, by
employment size. The table shows that less than 35 per cent of all firms in the
salr$z have access to such facilities. None of the firms with fewer than 10
workers has such facilities, while all the large firms have. Access to overdraft
facilities appears to be a positive function of employment size. In short,
relativeiy low wages and less accessibility to capital combined with low levels
of output induce small firms to adopt labour-intensive methods of production.

FACTORS INFLUENCING TECHNOLOGY CHOICE

The analysis in the preceding sections indicaies that choice of technique in
both the shoe and brick industries is scale-determined. The question then

1 Since unpaid labour is not common in the brick industry, the wages paid do not
include an imputed element as in the analysis of the shoe industry.



follows: what determines the scale of total output? We believe the dettrmining
factors are BCCESS  to credit and to information; the level of rducation  and
training or experience of the decision-maker;’ the extent of foreign owner-
ship; fiscal incentives; labour relations; location; variety of products;  and
quality. We briefly examine these factors below.

Credit

Accessibi!i@  to bank credit may induce a firm to adopt a more capital-
intensive technique of production than it would normally adopt in the absence
of such credit. In the survey we found that only 14 out of the 61 establishments
in the shoe sample had bank credit facilities while only 10 gut of the 46 estab-
lishments in the brick sample had such facilities. If our proposition that firms
are relatively more capital-intensive if they have easy access to credit facilities
is correct t!len most of these firms should be capita,l-intensive according to
our method of classification. Out of four capital-intensive firms in the shoe
sample three had access to credit facilities. Of the 21 labour-intensive firms
sly three, or i 1.j per cent, had access to credit facilities. In the brick sample
A..,^ -..*  -F tL.0 +h.rD  ,-9”it%,l  iptPnclye firm. ___L,“” ““L “. L&L*  L...“_ -lr ..-. -. .._.. I c hzd access  to credit, whi!e  none of
the labar-intensive  firms had access to any such facilities.

1 The decision-maker  is defined as the person responsible for major decisions an the
choice of new equipment  or who makes recommendations to the board of directors for
rhe purchase of such ec+ipmmt.  In almost all cases this will be the general manager, although
in one or two cases the production or factory manager also has an important say. In the
case of a partnership or a large company the decision may be made by all the partners or
the senior mana~eers.
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Personal experie”ce  in

another shoe firm 50 82.6 1 1.6 1” 16.4 6, 100.0
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Infomation

Shoe and brick manufacturers in Malaysia receive technological inf:,r-
ination through various channels. In the shoe survey respondents were asked
t o  :-an!: the various suuuxs of technoiogical information which tbey used
before purchasing their machinery or equipment. Table 19 shows that the
most ixportant  of these sources in the shoe industry are: personal experience
in another shoe firm; direcr  contact with other shoe firms; advice from equip-
ment suppliers; and plant visits abroad. Other sources or informstion ranked
lower down in the scale are: trade fairs, technical journals and consultancy
services. Almost all the respondents who gave prime importance to personal
experience had more than ten years of experience in the shce industry. Many
of these respondents had spent their whole working lives in the industry,
generally beginning as apprentices and subsequently setting up businesses on
their own. In the course of their work they had learnt to make various parts
of the shoe and to handle various tools and equipment, and they had generally
acquired a fuil technical knowledge of shoe making. The second-most im-
portant source of information is direct contact with other shoe firms. Appar-
ently  this is an importznt source of information for the smaller firrx The
shoe makers in these firms generally visit each other and exchange information
regarding the cost, capacity and efficiency of various kinds of shoe machinery
in the market. The machinery is then bought on the basis of an informal
evaluation relying on this information.
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Another important source of information is advice from supplisrs  of
shoe-making equipment. Many of them visit their customers mainly to intro-
duce then: to their new range of equipment. The Frequency of the visits depends
on the size of the customer’s firm. According to one leading shoe equipment
importer. shoe firms are categorised into three groups. Firms producing more
than 200 pairs of shoes a day belong to Group A, firms producing 100 to
ZOO pairs of shoes a day belong  to Group B, and firms producing less than
100 pairs of shces a day belong to Group C. The importer visits the lecal
Group A and B firms two or three times a month. The local firms in Group C
are visited axe in every two to three months. Firms in thz A and B Groups
located in remate areas are visited cmce a month while those in the C Group
are visited only w~hen  the sales representative has the time. Answers supplied
by the respondents indicate that sales representatives rarely visit the Group C
shoe firms that are not easily accessible; even the local Group C shoe firms are
neglected by the sales representatives unless such firms are near the top oi the
group, that is, producing at least 80 to 100 pairs of shoes a day.

Other information comes from trade fairs and plant visits abroad. Tech-
nical journals, consultancy services and research in:titutes  are hardly ever
cited as .~zx~rces  of informatior,. However, technical journals and consultancy
sewices mzy be or sane importance for the large firms who have highly
qualified de&ion-makers and who can afford the rather expensive services of
the consuhants.  In the medium-sized and small firms the decision-maker more
oftcfi than E3t hss Ii*%-L. _ if any fcrnx! education. Thus most of the journals to
which he subscribes deal mainly with fashions in shoes. Consultancy  services,
of course, are out of the question, and there are no local institutes engaged in
research directly related to the shoe industry.

Traditional sconomic theory assumes a perfect transmission of techno-
logical information, so that available technology is assumed to be the same for
al; firms.’ As the foregoing discussion has shown, larger firms have access to
a greater variety of information, from more sophisticated sources, than smaller
firms.

in the shoe sample we found that the most capita:-intensi\,e firms rank
plant visits abroad as their most important sources of information (table 80).
The most labour-intensive firms, on the other hand, rank personal experience
in another shoe firm as their most important source of information. For firms
at the bottom of the intermediate category (assets ranging from $2,000 to
$12,000) dependence on plant visits abroad appears more important as capital
intexity increases. Most of these I.&S were to plants in advanced zountries
such as the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom.



Education, training and experience

Access to technological information alone is not enough. The decision-
makers must be in a position to evaluate the information received. This will
depend very much on the level of their education (see table 81) and the type of
training they have had. Decision-makers who have had adequate education
and training wi!l be in a better position to seek out new equipment and keep
abreast of technological changes in the industry. They will also be able to
evaluate such equipment and development in the industry and decide whether
the new equipment will enable thea to increase the efficiency and profitability
nf their operations. In view of this they may be more receptive to modern
methods of production, which tend in general to be capitat-intensive. In the
shoe sample we found that two of the four key decision-makers in the capital-
intensive firms had university degrees (both in arts) while one had an upper
secondary education plus overseas training in shoe making. On the other hand,
I9 out of the 27 key decision-makers in the labour-intensive firms had only a
primary education,  or no formal educat’a  at all. In the brick sample we
found that two of the four kc -: :~ ~doo-makers  in the capital-intensive firms
had a university education. OP :‘:Y  her hand, one key decision-maker in the
labour-intensive firms had IX fornxd education, one had a lower secondary
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education and the third a post-secondary education. Perhaps education by
itself is not a critical factor. Perhaps what is important is education and
training or experience.  Only three ant of the 61 key decision-makers in the
shoe sample firms had received professional training in shoe manufacturing. One
of them is in a capital-intensive firm while the other two are in the intermediate
group. Although few of the decision-makers have any prof;s,;ional qualifi-
cation or training, many of thep vc long years of experw~ce  in the shoe
industry. In fact a number oft” :uve worked their way up in the industry
or have been in the industry most of their working lives. Nearly 45 per cent of
the decision-makers have 20 or more years of experience in the shoe industry.
There is not much correlation between capital intensity and working expe-
rience.

Extent of foreign ownerchip

Some economists claim that foreign investors generally prefer capital-
intensive techniques of production for a number of reasons. First, they are
accustomed to deahng with capital-intensive t.eckniques in their own countries.
Secondly, they wish to avoid becoming involved in the labour  problems of
their host countries. Thirdly, foreign capital may be available below prices
prevaiiirig in the host countries. Alternatively, foreign investors may enjoy
incentives given to capital-intensive processes through transfer pricing or the
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fisca!  and financial structure.’ Thus, David Lim claims that foreign companies
in Maiaysia are much more capital-intensive than the loc:zl  firms.” However,
Lim came to that conclusion by comparing the value added per employee  of
Malaysian-owned and British-owned colxpanies in a number of industries.
This con~parison  is too aggregated since within the “industries” chosen the
company may be producing different commodities. fhis is particularly- true
of the rubber products and electrical equipment industrier for which Lim’r
figure; showed large differences lxtween  “Malaysian” and “British” companies.
Thus the evidwce  is :inconclusive. In any case there are conflicting op:nions
on this point, znd tho data from our sample does not lend support to either
view. In the shoe sample only three firms are owned by foreigners. The owncr-
ship in two of these firms is Singaporean while the third firm is 1taliawo:vned.
WC mny dismiss the Singapore firms since the economic structure in Singapore
is inot x~ery different from that in Malaysia. The Italian firm is a large one and
its technique of production is not very different from those used in other large
local iirms. This is surprising since the ltalian firm is wholly export-oriented.
ln the brick samp!e  the three firms owned by foreigners are all owned by
Singaporeans.

Fiscal incentives

Fiscal incentives, particularly those relating to accelerated capital de-
preciation and import duty exemptions on machinery and equipment, tend to
lower the price of capital and thus favour capital-intensive techniques of
production. Since independence, Malaysia has granted a variety of fiscal
incentiw, to stimulate indusirialisstion.  The first major legislation on such
incentiws  was the Pioneer industties  Ordinance, 1958, which granted income
tax exemption to :he so-called pioneer industries; its terms were revised in
1965. The other major piece of legislation, the Investment Incentives Act,
was passed in I968  and :he Pioneer Industries Ordinance was repealed owing
to gwernmenr  dissatisfaction with the rate of industrial progress. The Act
provided for three main incr !ives: (a) pioneer industries status (these pro-

1 See for exampic  Frances stewart: “Technology  an.i emplcyment i” LDCS”  i n
E. Edwardr  (ed.,: Employmenf at de”elopi”~ narions (New York,  C&:.nbia  “nivedy
Press, 1974).  p. IIS; and S. Hasibmn:  “Technolagy,  employment ai:ti  r~evelopment:  Some
problems  and isues”, in Lawrence  J. White  (%I.):  Teclmolo~*,  en,d”Jmerit and lfe”elopnlesr
(Maniia,  Council for isian Manpower Studies, 1974),  p. 126. For opposing view  see
w. Pad strassmana:  Techro,ogica,  change and eco,romic  de”elopl?mr  (New York, Cornell
tiniveriify  Press,  1968), and R. Hal Mason: The mmsfer  oflechnology  and the /kcmr pro-
polri”m  problem : me Philippines nnd Mexico, “NITAR  Research  Reports, NO. 10 (NW
York, Uni:ed  Nations institute for Training and Research, 1971).

? D a v i d  Lim: Ec”n”mie  prowt/2  and developmcnr  in wmr  Maiaysia,  1947-70  (Oxford
University Press. 1973),  p. 159.
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visions were subsequently revised): (b)  investment tax credit: and (c) export
incentives. In i971 the Act was amended to incorporate additional provisions,
the main one: relating to labour utilisation  relief and special incentives to
export-oriented industries. The main aim of the 1971 amendment was to
encourage the use of more labour by indwtries in general, and by labour-
inteusivr  industries in particular. Fiscal ;:tcentives  in Malaysia usually take
the for:n  of rariff protection, especial1.i  11. the firms concerned are import-
substituting. !n addition, such firms ii:: oiten granted various import duty
exemptions on their imported inputs, including machinery. In the shoe indus-
try the duty exemption on machinery is irrelevant since there is no tariff on
imported shoe making machinery a*. all. The fiscal incentives tend to reinforce
the tendency to ose capital-intencive  techniques, particulariy  for firms nith
sasy access to credit facilities, but ip,  the shoe sample only one firm [the Italian
one) enjoys such incentives. In the drick sample two firms have pioneer status,
but both are large capital-intensive firms producing fire bricks.

Labour  relations

The degree of capital intensity is also influenced by the problems of man-
aging the larger number of workers associated with mere labour-intensive
technology, The problems include negotiating with unions and dealing with
strikes, labour turnover and absenteeism. In view of these problems manage-
ment may prefer to reduce the number of workers employed to a minimum by
increasing mechanisation.  In the shoe industry, however, the labour problem
is not a very serious one. On!y five workers in the shoe sample firms belong to
a trade union and a; far as we know less than I per cent of the labour force
in the leather shoe industry is unionised. Nevertheless, a number of employers
complain abcmt a host of labour problems, particularly the high iabwr  turn-
over. In the small firms it averages 27.2 per cent per annum, although it is
only 4.3 per cent in the large firms, the average for all firms in the shoe sample
being 11.1 per cent. This pattern conforms to expectations: the use of
machinery can be presumed to help “stabilise” the labour force. Alternatively,
and perhaps more likely, the relatively high labour turnover rates in labour-
intensive firms may be explained by the relatively low wages paid in such firm,s.
There is a shortage of skilled workers in the shoe industry, especially during
the peak period (usual!y the various festive seasons such as the Chinese I?ew
YW).

In the brick industry all the firms in the sample except one reported that
their workers r!i< not belong  to any trade union. The one exception is the
!zr@ firin in the sample. The second largest firm is having a trade dispute
wilh its workers over the issue.  of union recognition. (The workers formed a
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union but the management refused to recognise  it. As a result the workers
went on strike and were locked out by the mauagemeat. The dispute had not
yet been sst:led at the time of the present study.) Thus the rate of unionisation
in the brick industry is even lower than that prevailing in the shoe industry.
One possible  reason may be the greater proportion of contract workers in the
brick industry. Possibly for the same reason the average turnover for all firms
in rhe brick samp!e  is only 10.6 per cent per annum, slightly lower than that
in the shoe sample. The turnover is relatively high ainong workers in charge
of firing the bricks: since that is rather an unpleasant task, workers leave
whexver  they have an opportunity. Firms that depend on part-time agri-
culrural  workers find it difficult to obtain such workers during the harvesting
season. As in the shoe industry, there is a markedly higher rate of labour
turnover in the labour-intensive  firms and a markedly lower rate in the capital-
intensive firms.

Location

Location may also affeci, the choice of technique. This question is closely
linked to that of wages, which are about IO to 30 per cent iower in the country-
side than they are in urban areas. * The urban-rural wage, differentiai varies
between different states: in compact states like Penang and &lalacca  the urban-
rural wage differential is relatively insignificant, while in a very large state Iike
Johore the difference may be relatively important. Only six firms in the shoe
sample were located in a rural area, and all exxpt two are firms using labour-
intensive technology. In the brick sample, 37 establishments, or 80 per cent
of the total, are located in rural areas. Labour-intensive technology is more
widely used in rural areas on account perhaps of low wages prevailing there.
On the other hand, higher wages and the relatively high price of floor space
may favour the use of capital-intensive technology in urban areas. One can
also detect regional wage variations in addition to the urban-rural wage dif-
ferential: all the labour-intensive brick firms are located in low-wage areas
while all the capital-intensive firms are located in either medium-wage or
high-wage areas. Thus it would appear that wages have a strong influence on
the choice of technique.

Other factors

0:her  hypotheses were also tested, but the data do not allow any definite
opinion to be expreszd  on any of them.

1 A rural area is defined as one having no population C!UEST  of 10,000 people 01 more.
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first, firms which produce a wide variety of styles or models of u product
tend to be more labour-intensive. In the shoe industry the tendency towards
frequent style changes must militate against the full use of machines. Fancy
styles both increase the number of operations and reduce the quantity of any
one type to be produced. The iabour-intensive firms do tend to produce a
wider variety of styles, but the findings are not very conclusive. This hy-
pothesis does not apply in the brick industry. The range of products is generally
limited. The fact that three types of bricks are commonly produced-red,
black and white-is a xsult of the firing process used, not of different tech-
niques. Similarly. facing bricks result more from a difference in material input
than from a difference in iechnology

Secondly, the need to achieve a certain level of quality in the product
might induce producers to introduce a higher degree of mechanisation.  While
this may be true of products where the precision with which parts are manu-
factured as well as the appearance of the finish are important, the hypothesis
is less valid in the case of a custom-made product, in which craftsmanship is
important. This applies particularly to shoes. In fact some of the tinest shoes
in the world are made by small firms using very labour-intensive methods.
In the survey firms were asked to rank the most important feature OF their
products. Two features given almc equal importance by more than SO per
cent of the firms were quality and price: the smaller firms gave greater emphasis
to price while the larger firms appeared to place greater emphasis on quality.
Evidently most of the labour-intensive firms in the sample are using labour-
intensive techniques not !J produce a high-quality product but one which is
price-competitive.

As in the case of the previous factor the above does not apply to the brick
industry. Firms in the Malaysian brick industry are not generally concerned
with quality since quality is not reflected in any price differential. In any event
as far as common bricks we concerned appearance is of little important:  since
they are usually plastered over. As long as the bricks do not break apart
easily the buyers are not at all concerned with quality.

CONCLUSIONS

It is not an easy task to isolate all the relevant factors which determine
the choice of manufacturing technique. Nevertheless we hope that this chapter
has highlighted some of the more important factors. First, in the shoe and
brick industries the most important determinant of choice of technique appears
to be the scale of production. Firms producing at a low level of output seem
to have little choice but to adopt a labour-intensive technique, whereas firms



producing at a high level of output are more inclined to do so by capital-
intensive means. A possible explanation may lie in the differences in the factor
prices for small and large lirms. Wages are generally lower and capital more
expensive and relatively inaccessible for the small firms, while the reverse is
true ior the large ones.’ Secondly the important factors determining scale of
production in the shoe and brick industries appear to be accessibility to credit,
information, and the education received by the decision-maker.

In viw of those findings it would appear that there is not much one can
do to influence the choice of technique if the scale of production is given. It
follows that perhaps one should try to influence the scale of production so
:h;it it -nay take place at a labour-intensive level consistent with reasonable
economics of scale. Fortunately this is not an impractical proposition sine:
the shoe and brick industries do not enjoy large economies of ~cale.~ Another
possibility is to influence factor prices to ensure that the differentials do not
favour the use of capital-intensive methods of production.3  If this is not
possible then the introduction of a ditTerentiated excise tax which bears more
heavily on produc:s made by capital-intensive techniques can be considcred.
Such a tax has been introduced in Indonesia, where according to one author
it has probably been a factor in supporting the labour-intensive factories that
are making cigarettes.”

However, pricing and fiscal policies may not be adequate. In the long run,
policies regarding the educational process will be more important. In the short
run, direct action to facilitate information flows, to stimulate diffusion, to
train labour, etc., will be needed. In this respect probably the most urgent
requirement is th,e systematic provision of information on alternative tech-
nology. Such a system will assist the transfer an5 assessment of technology
and the indigenous growth of appropriate technology. With proper know-
ledge of the various technologies available, together with analyses of economic
costs and engineering specifications (and assuming favourable  factor price
differentials), rational entrepreneurs will select the technology most appropriate
to the factor endowments of the country in which they are operating. At the
moment knowledge of alternative technology is not widely diffused among
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entrepreneurs. Knowledge of appropriate techniques requires familiarity with
a number of different kinds of basic production equipment, and with different
methods of carrying out peripheral operations such as intra-plant  movement
of material. However, such different methods are not likely to !x advocated
by the firm’s engineer, by the eqilipment salesman, or by government agencies.
Hence the need for a technological information system.

Malaysis already has an institution which could be used to develop a
technological information  system, namely the Standards and Industrial Re-
search Institution of Malaysia (SIRIM). In fact one of the functions of SlRlM
is to provide technical information to industry. For this purpose SIRIM’s
technology information service is linked to the Technology Network of Asia
(or Technonet). What is now needed is to develop SIRIM’s  technology infor-
matlou service to a level at which it can really assist industrialists in selecting
t!le appropriate te,:hnology for their particular industry. An important function
of the tecbnolcgy information service should be to search for and collect
ioJormaCon  on equipment produced locally as well as in other developing
countries. Such equipment is generally more labour-intensive than equipment
from the developed countries. The search mechanism for machinery needs to
be improved for all industria!ists,  but particularly the small ones, who are
mainly dependent on itiuerant equipment salesmen for their contacts. The
salesmen are more interested in selling the more sophisticated and expensive
machinery frown  the advanced countries.

Information should also be collected on used machinery. More important,
the potential buyers should be given a proper evaluation of the benefits of such
equipment. At the moment Malaysia, like some other developing countries,
discourages the import of used machinery. The restrictions are imposed mainly
to protect local industriaiists. In the past some of them have been sold equip-
ment that was in poor condition, that needed spare parts that were no longer
available, or that was in some other way unsatisfactory. In addition the price
of imported used equipment is difficult to verify. As a result, customs auth-
orities fear it will  be underpriced to reduce the amount of customs duty to be
paid. On the other hand tax authorities fear that it will be overvalued to
increase the depreciation allowance that may be deducted from income tax.
Such probiems will be overcome with the establishment of an efficient tech-
nology information service which will be able 10 provide accurate data on used
machinery both to the Government and to the buyer.

On a mope ambitious level, the technology information service can keep
watch over the choice of technology. It could advise government-assisted
financial institutions !ike  Malaysian Industrial Finance Limited that credit
should not be given for an advanced technology if a more appropriate tech-
nolo~~ is available. Where there is a shortage of repair and maintenance
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services or where repairs are complicated and cannot be handled locally, th,:
service could, also advise against the purchase of sophisticated machine:.y.

To sum up, the present system of disseminating technical information in
Malaysia, especially on machinery from other developing countries and on

!

used machinery. is very unsatisfactory. As a result many industrialists, par- I
titularly  the small ones, find it difficult to acquire knowledge about an alter-
native technology. Thus the development of a technology information system
will be zn essential element in influencing the choice of technology.
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CAPACITY OF THE ENGINEERING
INDUSTRY iN COLOMBIA

by the Institute of Technological Research ‘, Bogote

lhe need for s p e c i a l l y  designed  equipment appropriate  for use in the
developing  countries  with factor endowments differing from those of the devel-
oped  ones has been voiced  frequently at both national and international  levels.  2
An indigenous capacity  for machine fabrication  and some  degree of develop-
ment of the engineering industry as a whole  are virtually essential if labour-
intensive technical change is to be generated in developing  countries. No
attempt to increase labour intensity is likely to be successful  unless  it is accom-
panied by technical change in the labour-intensive direction. This is important,
since most of the technica! progress  that takes place in the developed  countries
is inevitably capital-using and tends to dictate  the nature of technisal  change in
the developing  countries.

The developmczQ of a local capital  goods sector is required,  first, in order  to
supply light machines for the small-scale  “informal” sector as well as for the
modern sector.  Secondly,  it facilitates the introduction  of new machine
designs and of labour-intensive technologies and pro&sses  that are more suited
to the local factor endowments of the developing countries. In the absence  of
industries producing  capital goods,  the range of technical choice will  tend to
remain  narrow, guided only by the history  of technological progress  in the
developed  countries.  3

’ Insfituto  de Investigaciones  Techoohkicas (XT).  This chapter is a summary by the
ediror of a much fuller report  which the Institute has prepared for the IL0 under contract.

p See United Nations: WorldPlm of Action  for Ue Application of Science and Technology
fo Development  (New York. 19X),  pp. 18.19. More recently, various wmrts of :he United
Nations Advisory Committee an the Application of Science and Technology to Development
(ACAST)  have made this paint. Ir. particular see Report  of the Ad Hoc Working Group on
Appropriore Technology, Advisory Committee on the Application of Science and Technology
to Development, 20th Session, Geneva, 21 Oct. to 1 Nov. 1974 (United Nations document
EiAC.52/XX/CRP.l,  6 Aug. 1974; mimeographed), and Annex II: “Draft statement by
ACAST  to the Second Genera! Conference of UNIDO”.

a Howard Pack and Michael Tadaro:~“Technological  transfer, labour  absorption and
econcmic  development”, in OxfordEconomic  Popm,  Vol. 21, No. 3, Nov. 1969.



In addition,  and contrary  to what might at first glance be suspected,  the
experience  of several countries, such as the United  States  and Japan, suggests
that tb; nanufact~ure  of machinery is one of the more labour-intensive branches
of indxtrial production  and can be carried on efficiently on a small scale.

Technology and employment in industry

H!STORY  OF THE CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRY IN COLOMBIA

It is useful first to consider  the evolution  of the capital goods industry in
Colombia in the course  at’ the industrialisation  of t.he economy.

The first undertakings  of the metalworking  industry were concerned with
the maintenance  of imported machinery  and equipment,  including motor cars
and railway equipment;  this ied to an expansion  of metalworking shops. With
the installation  of chemical,  petroleum refining and steel plants some of these
workshops developed into manufacturers  of equipment.

By 1956  import  substitution  was almost complete  with regard to products
for which substitution  was easy. 1 In order to ensure industrial  expansion at any
cost through  import  substitution,  regardless  of the suitability of the industry*,
the Government  proceeded  to reinforce protective tariffs. Unfortunately,
however,  the domestic market was not big enough,  especially  for machinery
and cquiprnsnt produced within the country,  to allow production  on an econo-
mic scale.  Either industries established to produce capital goods were inefficient,
or they did not obtain the support needed to look for markets abroad. For these
reascms  the indigenous design and planning of equipment did no! develop
properly; foreign equipment was often copied poorly, with technical imperfec-
tions.

Some industries resorted  to the purchase of technology to avoid the cost and
risk involved  in ihe development  and design of equipment. The experience of
these industries demonstrates that not all imported technology was suitable
for Colombia:  differences in the availabilities of raw materials and labour skills
meant that the imported designs and technologies could not be applied without
modification, especially  in view  of the much smaller volume of production.
In other words,  to acquire  technology  it was necessary  to develop  engineering
skilis  as ivell  as physical production  capacity  within the country.

On the other hand the ease with which foreign  credit could be obtained for
imports of capital  goods contributed  to a reduction in the demand for locally
produced equipment.
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As a result of the unfavourable effect of this general situation  on the balance
of payments as well  as on employment,  an export  promotion  policy began to be
favoured in the early 1960s.  and capital goods  industries were encouraged to
seek  foreign markets for their products.  International  competition  made it
necessary  to improve the designs and the quality of products  offered; this
requirement called for more  attention in organising  engineering departments,
especially  in the larger  firms.  This process  is still continuing, and was stimulated
rurther by the crganisation  of the Andean  Common Market in 1960  and by the
over-all  industrial  planning of the participating  countries, which  began in the
metalworking sector,  especially  in relation  to capital goods.

Furthermore,  in the early 1960s  certain organisations such as the Institute
of Technological Research  (IIT) and the Institute  of Agriculture and Animal
HusbandryPlnstituto  Colombiano  Agropecuario  (ICA)-began  to realise the
necessity of developing equipment and implements  to meet the particular  needs
of Colombia and to make the best use of available  resources  without causing
social dislocation  and unsmployment.  It was this recognition that led to designs
for the subterrsnean  potato storage silos (completed  in 1966),  and the develop-
ment of agricultural  implements.  However,  up to the present great difficulty
has been encountered  in the adopiion  of these designs and equipment in com-
merce and agriculture,  for a variety of reasons  which are explained  below in the
case study examples  of equipment designs.

RECENT EQL!IPPii!LT DESIGNS

Agricultural  equipment

Agricultural  mechani&on through the use of power-driven machinery
and implements is doubtless  one of :he most important  factors in bringing
improved  technology to agricalture  dnd the basic method of increasing  pro-
duction and productivity  in cultivaM  areas.  In Colombia the process  of agri-
cultura! mechanisation  began during the first few years after the Second  World
War,  when machinery was imported  on a large scale.  Often this machinery was
found unsuitable  for Co!ombian conditions.  In some cases it also created
serious sociei problems: for example,  cotton-picking  machines  each displaced
about 600  man-days, and in the region where they were  introduced  this caused
redundancy.

The present Colombian agricultural  equipment and implcmen: industry is
composed  of various private  enterprises.  The industry produces tractor-drswn
implements  such as cultivators, ploughs, rakes, weed  cutters, trailers, planters
and spreaders.  The raw materials used are mainly domestic,  with imported raw
materizls constituting  only about 6 per cent of the cost of the products. Some
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firms have engineering staff who work on the development  of new.products
or on design moditicatians,  to reduce costs or to adapt  the equipment
produced ro markets and production  processes.  However,  most of the
designs in production  have been  acquired from foreign firms with some local
adspratiocs.

About 39 per cent of the Colombian population  lives  in rural areas.  How-
ever,  the LX and marketing of the implements made by Colombian industry  has
been limited to medium-sired  and large farms on fiat or gently sloping  land,
whereas the rural population  lives  for the most part ox the hillsides. and it is in
those areas that “mini-farms” tend to be concentrated;  hence the great interest
shown in the development of simpler agricultural  implements  suitable for small
farms on hillsides. The ICA has launched an agricultural machinery programme
for the manufacture  of suitable low-cost  agricuitural equipmenr.  Since 1969
atterrpts  have been made to desigrl  a small two-wheel  tractor,  an agricultural
grader, and animal-drawn ploughs.

The first mini-tractor  prototype, which was made by a commercial firm, had
a 7 h.p. en&. rubber tyres, adjustable plough attachments and variable  speed
transmissiorz Testing in the field  led to the substitution of a in h.p. engine, and
of metallic lyres for rubber ones :o reduce slipping.  This two-wheel  tractor  was
found more  suitzbie than the large four-wheel tractor, especially  for small
farmers,  as a substitute for animal traction  or manual work  wherever  appro-
priate.  Similarly,  a farm grader  designed  and field-tested by the ICA has many
advantages  over an imported levelk~: first, it reduces power  requirements by
40 per cent, which  is i:nportant,  especially in the light of the current  energy
crisis and shortage of fuel in many developing countries; secondly,  simple
attachments Fsrmit its use with any type of agricultural tractor; and thirdly,
it costs onby  a quarter  as much  as imported levellers.

Unfortuna:ely  there is a lack of communication  between manufacturers  of
agricultural equipment and institutions  devoted to research,  design and devei-
opment connected  with such equipment. Of all the agricultural implements
designed and manufactured  by the ICA, none is now being produced on a
commercial  scale. This is due to various reasons  worth analysing  for the
deve!opment  of future  programmes of required  designs:  in the first place,
there has been too little continuity  in the testing and development of proto-
types to obtain a totally  satisfactory  design; secondly,  the work carried out
by the ICA in designing and developing  agricultural  nxichinery has not been
widely public&i; and thirdly, there has been no promotional  campaign among
farmers and manufacturers,  so that the advantages and benefits of locally
designed tools and equipment are not known to them. This explains  the lack
of interest  in the manufacture  ofpotentially  viable prototypes and their eventual
application by the end users.
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Methods of commercialising prototypes  require  special study. The existence
of extension  services to farmers, and the availability  of sutlicient  credit  to allow
them to acquire implements without too much outlay, are two essential  pre-
requisites  for the creation  of a market  for the products of the engine&g
industry. Co-operatives and trade unions of farmers cultivating similar agri-
cultural  products might aiso help to overcome problems  relating to the intro-
duction of machinery  for the cultivation  of crops. The advantages of such
organizations might be multiplied if they were closely linked to universities
and other research institutions  within the country.

Potato silo

A potato  silo has also been developed by the IIT for specific  use under
Colombian conditions.  Potatoes are of vital importance in Colombia:  pro-
duction in 1972  reached 800,000  tons. A silo adapted to national  conditions
was needed because in the past the prices  af potatoes followed  a pronounced
cycle owing to various factors such as the lack of effective organisation
for planning Colombian  agriculture, severe variations in climatic conditions
and the lack of adeqiiate’systems for regulating the marketing for agricultural
produce. Sometimes  the prices reached did not even cover  production  costs,
and in consequence production  in subsequent periods  was not enough
to meet the demand. The IIT accordingly undertook the development of a silo
in which  potatoes could be kept for longer periods, cp to seven months,  so as
to allow the market  to be regulated.

On exaaining  the problem it was found that a high proportion  of potatoes
is gr +a on widely dispersed  small farms  at a distance from electrical
distribution  networks, without  mechz,nical  power and without workers capable
of maintaining  electromechanical  eql~,ipment.

Broadly, two technological  alternAtives were evident,  namely-

(a) installations based on a.dvanced technology  (ground-level  construction,
thermal insulation  of synthetic material, forced air circulation, mechanised
conveyors  and automated  control of storage conditionsj;  and

( b j  installations  based on alternative techno!ogy (subterranean construction,
thermal insulation  based on materials available  in the country,  manual
handling and manual  control of storage conditions).

The second  alternative  was selected. In the subsequent  development work
it wes thought that use coaid be made of the natural  environmental  conditions
(relatively  low temperature  and high moisture during the night) in order to
avoid cooling or ventilation  systems which consume energy. Meteorological
data showed  that in the plain of Bogota the temperature  and relative humidity
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would enab!e  the contents of the silo to be cooled by natural  ventilation. This
region presented the additional  advantage  of being near the main potato-
consuming  centre. The most adequate type of silo appeared to be an under-
ground silo which would facilitate thermal  insulation. In its construction  cheap
materials which  farmers could  afford were used, namely  asbestos-cement tiles,
hay, polyethylene, wood, earth, cement and sand. The dome of the silo  was
insulated with tar and earth.

With the first prototype  (capacity 12 tons) it was proved that by opening
the doors at night and closing  them early in the day it was possible  to maintain
temperature and relative moisture preserving the potato in good condition
for 10 months. These  results were carried over into a commercial silo with a
design capacity  of 100 tons.

When a comparison  was made between  50 loo-ton silos of this type with
commercial  stcrage in more  developed countries (a 5,000-ton  warehouse
equipped with forced air ventilation  and conveyor handling), it was found
that the Colombian  silos were  less capital-intensive:  fixed investment per ton
stored amounted  to 428.40  pesos in the Colombian silos and 620.10  pesos  in
the warehouse, the corresponding  6gnres  for storage  and management  costs
being 182.10 and 228.10 pesos respectively.

Later the IIT participated in the inetallaticn  of 128 silos, each of iOO-ton
capacity,  for a government agency  that began operations in 1967.  Besides  the
silos, the plant has equipnxnt to clean,  select and handle potatoes.

Initially it was envisaged  that 54 wage earners and 10 salaried employees
could operate this plant, but in practice many ditliculties arose, related mainly
to the techniqws  of handling the potatoes.  For these and other reasons  the
phi did not operate for two years,  but afterwards it began to operate on an
intermittent  basis, and recently  with the current  surplus  production  ofpotatoes
it has been necessary to use it at full capacity.  The personnel  has increased  to
120 people.

Direct employment  generated  in the construction  of a silo amounts  to I
290  man-days. According to data on the volume of production  200,000  tons
m u s t  be stored annually  in years of higher production  to damp down the
price cycle. At present there are 130  silos where 13,000 tons can be stored,
which is only 6.5 per cent of the total needed.  Consequently, at least 1,870
additional  silos should be constructed  in the various  --adwing  areas; at
first sight it would appear preferable  that silos should  b e  widely distributed
over producing regions, rather  than in large complexes,  so as to reduce  the
cost of transport  and of the labour  required for the cleaning,  classification
and sorting of potatoes. However,  silo complexes  operated by government
agencies for siorage facilitate massive  intervention  on the potato market and
the rediscounting  of the working capital of farmers.
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The construction  of the silos  required would generate  about 542,300  man-
days of temporary work.  However,  the benefit obtained with silos as a price-
regtdailrrg ;xnxment  is much  more impormnt  because it is advantageous  to
both farmers and consumers. Once the proposed number  of silos have been
buiit, about 3,000  jobs would be generated. In addition, the support  for a
definite sowing programme would provide security for farmers, and possible
losses would  be redur?d  by approximately  400 million pesos.

Portable  sawmill

For forestry operations a portable sawmill was designed by a foreign
engineer  for use in the tropical forests which  cover  a large proportion  of
Colombia’s  land surface. The portable sawmill  has some advantages over the
more  traditional  stationary  sawmill, because  the poor roads and transport
facilities render the movement of felled round  wood difficult. Basically  the
sawmill consists  of an air-cooled  Volkswagen  four-cylinder engine driving two
circular saws that cut simultaneously in the horizontal and vertical planes.
The sawmill can be erected and operated  by four men. It is now being
manufactured  domestically, 40 per cent of the output  being exported. Table 82
indicates  some basic features of the economics of the portable sawmill as
compared  with those of stationary  models.

This table reveals  that the choice of technology as between  the oortable
sawmill and the stationary mills is by no means a clear  one. With a given amount
of investment  resources it appears  that more  employment can be created with
stationary  sawmills (except  the very large ones) than with the portable type.
On the other hand, the table does not include the cost savings  associated with
portability, especially  for the transport  of the raw material (round wood); and
the portable sawmill does not require  investment in land and buildings.  These
cost savings may make the cost per tinit of volume less for the portable sawmill,
at least in some regions. Clearly, the major advantage of portability  is that it
permits  the processing of timber in areas too remote for the transport  of round
wood  to be contemp!ated.  In these circumstances,  the technology ofthe  portable
sawmil! would  seem to be both appropriate  and employment-generating.

?Voodworking  equipment

In the woodworking  industry the larger firms are still using imported
machinery, and this situation  cannot  easily be altered because  the domestic
market is too small to support the domestic  production  of this machinery. The
seal: and mediuasized  firms are, however,  supported by well established
enterprises  in Colombia  which manufacture  an extensive vaiety of wood-
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working equipment that can be produced much more cheaply  than the imported
product.  Moreover,  the pieces of equipment produced locally can also be
maintained  and serviced with !ocal spare  parts, so reducing running costs.

In view  ofthe  employment  situation in woodworking  it is interesting to note
that between 1958 and 1970  production  increased by 65 per  cent whereas  em-
ployment increased  by only ZO per cent (in the industrial  group  “woodworking
other than furniture”).  This may well  be a good example of productivity-
augmenting appropriate  ?echnology,  in which  the efficiency of a tmditional
industry  is increased  by simple machinery so as to render the industry  competi-
tive with its very modern counterpart.  A similar development occurred in the
complementary industrial  group, “wood furniture  and accessories”,  in which
production  increased  by 40 per cent between  1958 and 1969 although the level
of employment remained stationary.  In this industrial  group there are reported
to be 400  traditional  enterprises  and 7 modern plants.

Food processing equipment

The food products industry  is largely composed of small firms. Most of
its equipment ;s domestically produced, being essentially copied  from equip-
ment imported in the past, but with a less efabomte  finish and pith modifi-
cations to adapt it to local needs and to permit the use of domestic raw mate-
rials. The domestic equipment is less costly by a very substantial margin,
owing  to import taxes and transport  charges that raise the price of imported
geods and owing  to the use of second-hand spare parts in the fabrication  of
domestic equipment.
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The fat: that such industry groups as dairy products and preserved  food
ar,d vegetables  account  for a very large proportion  ofprivate  foreign investment
may partly account  for the lack of adaptation in machine  fabrication  for these
industries by comparison  with others financed largely by domesiic capital.

Petrochemical equipment

The story of the chemical  industry  in Colombia is encouraging  to other
developing  countries.  This industry  comprises advanced  technology plants such
as petroleum refineries,  but also related sub-sectors  such as fertilisers,  paint and
varnish.  Domestic production  of petrochemical  equipment can save transport
and assembly  costs in comparison with imported machines  because  of the large
sire of tanks,  boilers  and other such vessels and the lower cost of locally
available  labour. Initially, the lack of skilled personnei  was a major problem,
but this was gradually overcome  by grants for training abroad  and training
within the framework  of the National Apprenticeship  Service (SENA).
Although at first the technisians thus trzined  s e r v e d  main!y the chemical
engineer%g  industry,  their activities are increasingly  becoming directly and
indirectly useful to other sectors  of the economy. The progress  of the chemical
industry  itself is evidenced  b] the fact that in the decade 1970-80  a total
investment of 1,200 million pesos is to be made, of which  300 million will  be
spent on domestically  produced equipment.

As is to be expected,  foreign technology  has pleyed  an important role in the
deve!opment of the engineering  capacity  of these industries. In that initial
technology Colombian  engineers  have found a basis for elaborating  their own
designs, adapted to local needs and conditions.  However,  equipment designed to
date has generally been based on engineering standards previously established
and used internationally;  the chemical processes  are also more or less the same
as those used in other countries. Nevertheless,  local manufacture  of this equip-
ment has served to create  a domestic demand for steel and iron products and
for quality steel, which  has promoted  techniques for the development of the
steel and iron industry  in the country.

It is expected that considerable advances will  take place  in the coming
years in the field of chemical process  design.  The IIT, for example,  has begun
working  in this field with the design of a process  to deAuori&e  phosphate rock.

Building materials

Adaptation  and innovation  have occurred  in the building materials industry,
partly in response  io a tremendous boom in house building in recent years, in the
course  of which the prices of both bricks and cement  blocks  rose considerabiy.
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The construction  of machines  for the production of cement  blocks has
been  successful,  and they are even being exported.  Their  price  is lower than that
of simi!ar  but more  automated  machines. Machines  of ditfercnt degrees of
automation  are offered for the manufacture  of cement  blocks and are finding
a ready market  since they are well adapted  to the needs of different users;
exports  have begun to neighbowing  countries. Machines  for moulding clay
bricks produced in the country  have not found a good market;  they do not
produce bricks  of optimum quality  because  they lack the vacuum-processing
features  needed to increase the brick density. The market  for brick-making
machines  was apparently  I mited; consequently,  their designs have not been
developed  sufficiently  to compete  with imported equipment. Even if heavy
import duties were impa‘-ed  it is believed that the domestic demand for these
machines  would be inscfficient  because  only a few new brick factories are
rpened each year.

Another machine of an innovatory nature, for making soil-cement  blocks,
was promoted  by the Inter-American  Housing Center. Although largely
successful in a technical c::nsc  it has not penetrated the materials market as
deeply as might have been  expected  owing to the traditional  preferences  for
mud plaster, wood, bamboo and other housing construction  methods. This is
indeed surprising because  soil-cement  blocks cost little more than one-fifth
of the cost of ceramic  or cement  blocks.

CONCLUSIONS

Foreign  and domestic  technology

An examination  and review of the capacity  of the engineering industry in
Colombia and the existing machine fabrication  facilities in the country  shows
that much of the equipment and many of the designs are imported from abroad.
There are no doubt  minor modifications and adaptations  in addition  to copying
ofimported designs: for example,  it was noticed  that the investment requirement
in the food products and woodworking  industries has probably been lowered
by modification  of imported designs. Machinery for making blocks  for con-
struction work has also been copied with some modification to take into account
the desired scale of production  and the raw materials  available domestically.
The cement block machines  perform well and provide  a base for small pro-
duction units requiring little capital;  on the other hand, in many regions the
machines  have not been used because  of consumer preferences  for more  tradi-
tional materials. The design of equipment  in the chemical industry,  z!though
based on imported  technology, represents a more  advanced levei  of modification
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of existing technology, the objective  being essentially  to save  foreign exchange
rather than to creaw addi:ional  employment  directly.

Severa!  enamp!es  of innovation  have also been noticed.  First, the identifica-
co:: of the need --A ;-=*%ation  for firm mxhiuery and imp!ements  hasI.._ ,-” . . . .
provided  experience  of some value for the production  of indigenous designs.
In the initial phases of the programme the body concerned  with the project was
markedly influenced by technical assistance from abroad;  in that first phase the
identification and evaluation of the projects lacked the objectivity needed to
woid failure. in the second  phase,  greater importance was attached  to the
evaluation of projects and testing of prototypes.  During that phase of the
programme  attention was concentrated  on equipment that would raise the
productivity and incomes  of small farmers in the hills  where the farm population
is more  dense. Unforiunately,  a sufficient  outiay of funds to develop  a more
thorcugh  campaign which would carry  the demand for the designs to a level
sufficient for commercial production  was not contemplated.

The second  example  of innovation  is the design of the portable sawmill.
This arose out of the obxrvations and experience  of the designer  in tropical
forests  (such  as those found in Colombia), without any prior scientific
investigation.  so that this was a case of a response  to a particular  situation
which led to the commercial manufacture  of new machinery.

Notwithstanding  these examples  of modifications of imported designs and
of innovations appropriate  to Colombian  conditions, the development of the
en_pineering  industry.  has been considerably  limited by the lack of adequately
trained manpower, inadequate  planning of technoiogical innovations  and field
testing of prototypes,  and lack of adequate links between the producers of
equipment and its potential  users.

Training  of engineers  and technicians

To promote zni improve  the capacity  of the engineering  industry  it is
necessary  in the first place to provide special  training for Colombian  engineers
and technicians in particular  aspects  of machine building.  The training  and
qualification of engineers  does not end with graduation  or on the completion of
postgraduate work. Such graduates are qualified to learn the intricacies only of
the particular  field of speciz!isztion  they have chosen.  However,  the reqnire-
meats of industry  are manifold, and each often involves  a multiplicity  of kinds
of engineering from metallurgical to chemical, as well  as quality  and cost
c”“trols.

The Government  can suhsidise  engineer training within industry  by sup-
porting graduates for a year or two in plants where the equipment they design
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can actuali!,  be built and tested. If part of the cost were  borne by a government
subsidy.  manufacturers  would have an incentive  to train such staff.

It is also possible  to provide  engineering training by financing trips for skilled
pcrronnel to observe  production  systems and existing designs abroad. Knowl-
edge  of the way in which  things are done abroad has proved to be very effective
in generating positive  ideas, to an extent that depends on the preparation and
motivation of the technical personnel who make the visits, as well  as on the
matme  and content  of their previous  training.

It is also -dvisable to have the active participation  of the country’s  engineers
under contract  in projects  concerning the design and construction  of industrial
plan& and equipment by foreign  firms, because  in this way national  engineering
capacity can be effectively increased.  Such participation  was achieved  in the
construction  ofequipment  for the petrochemical  industry. Governments should
the&ore  require  that the nation’s own engineers  be enabled  to participate with
those of foreign contractors on industrial  projects,  especially  during the design
stages and in aii tasks that fail within the field of activity oi iocai engineering
firms.  It would  be generhily advisable to avoid “turn-key” contracts  by which
the supplier  commits himself to turn over a complete  plant in operation, sup-
plying  and erecting all that is required. In certain cases  contracts  shoilld  provide
for the employment  of the country’s engineers  in key positions, starting from
the design stage. In any case, whenever  equipment can be domestically produced
at a favourable  cost it should  not be imported. If the State is the main buyer,
it should give  preference  to domestic manufacturers  wherever  feasible.

Organ&Con  of research and development

It is necessary to carry out sectoral and, above  aii, sub-sectorai studies in
order  to discover  what technology is bring used and what machinery and equip-
ment would  be needed to improve  productivity.  Without  such studies, which
are of fundamental  importance for the design of equipment, it is unlikely tha.
the engineering and design work  would fulfil its function in the deve!oprxnt  of
a country. The studies  should  covtr  economic conditions  and education for
the potential  users of recommended  equipment;  they should assess  the social  and
economic  benefits to be derived  from its use, and should consider the possible
adaptation  of the equipmeni to the local environment. As a preliminary  step
ii is aiso necessary to facilitate the gathering  of data on equipment and process
designs and blueprints through  industrial  information  centres.  Such information
is sssentiai to avoid the copying of obsolete machinery or equipment which
would retard technological development,  to facilitate design work on ideas
which could be useful, and to assist in the selection  of the most appropriate
manufzturing techno!ogies  according to production  volume and market size.
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Once the need for certain equipment is identified, the costs and benefits of
its manufacture need to be carefully evaluated. Often this becomes  difficult
because of u: certainty  about mechanical characteristics and assac:  led risks
in estima!ing  market  potential. Financial  assistance might be provided for
feasibility  studies of new machinery and equipment. Such assistance could be
given, for example,  through  supervised  loans,  the reimbursement of which
would depend on the achievement  of positive results in a project, or on its
favourable evalwtion.

After feasibility studies have been carried out, it is necessary to decide what~
institution or industry  should be responsible  for manufacturing  prototypes  and
undertaking pilot tests. Since  such an undertaking  can be expensive  in terms of
both time and money, positive  government support is highly desirable at this
stage too.

Subsequently.  once the prototypes are constructed and their usefulness
p:oved, it is almost always  necessary  to promote  their use and manufacture  on
an industrial stair, especiaiiy  when deaiing with original  designs to meet rhe
specific  needs of each industry. This promotional  effort may be even more
expensive than the design and production  themselves.  Without such promotion,
the engineering  and design efiorts of specialised  institutions stake  x sense.

Basic  and applied research at universities and specialised centres and the
theses of students in such subjects  as mechanical engineering  are of great value
for increasing  engineering capacity. However,  without due co-operation  from
manufacturers  and investors  these studies will be of no practical effect. To
achieve the necessary co-ordination  the industrialist  must be convinced of the
benefit he can obtain from co-operation with universities  and technology centres,
and those institutions  must be organised in such a way that they can provide
the techuiczl  support  required by industry.  A good starting point  for co-opera-
tion between universities,  technology centres and the technical personnel  of
industry  wou!d  be a quality control service that the institutions  may be able to
provide.
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TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICE IN
METAL.iiVORKlNG,  WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO MEXICO’

by G. K. Boon ’

Current concern about the unemployment  problem  in developing  countries
has generated renewed  interest in the employment  implications of production
techniques.  The theory  of production  in economics  normally presupposes  that
a choice of technique exists. In economic terms such a choice takes the form
of various  combinations  of capital and labour to produce  a well  defined output
in a specified quantity.  Tine theory also a!luws for situations where no choice  of
technique  exists, while economies  of scale in production.  implying that factor
input requirements are increasing  less  than proportionately  to output increases,
arc also distinguished.

Although the theory allows for this diversity of production  situations. the
question  of factor substitution  has long been, and for some economists still  is, a
controversial one. The reason  for this controversy is that economists have
until recentiy done wry little micro-research,  on the question of factor sub-
stitutioa.  Much more attention  has been devoted  to empirical research,  at
various  levels  of aggregation, on the theory  of consumption. Presumably the
fundamental  explanation for the neglect of micro-research  in production  theory
is that, uniike consumpiion  behaviour,  the iavestigation of produc:ion
behaviour touches on another  discipline besides economics,  namely engin-
eering. 3

’ This chapter summarises  parts of the authnr’s larger study to be entitled Technology
tii-i~oiii and iisazwmen2  (Aiphec en %iue, Sijtha? and Noodmt?,  !%Oj.

*The  author is a senior  member  of the research  star?  and Professor  at the Centro  de
Estudios  Econtmicur  y DemogrSzos,  Cole& de M&co.  He is p:zteful to A. S. Ehalla
for editing  z fuller  earlier  version of this chapter and reducing  it to its present  form.

a Empirical  work on choice of technique is not a completely  recent  development.  In the
1950s  such work  was started  at the Netherlands  Economic  Institute in Rotterdam.  The
author  undertook 2 number  of micro-empirical  case  studies  an woodworking,  metalworking
and earth-moving  opera:ions, which are included  in his earlier  book: see  G. K. Boon:
.Eeonomic  choice of humon onr phvsicoi  &mrs  in produrrion  (Amsterdam,  North-Holland

voornarc  CO”C,“‘id  OW,~,7,,
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Technology and employment in industry

A TASK-LEVEL  ANALYSIS

In :he present  chapter, technological choice is discussed on the basis of a
task-level  analysis, i.e. an analysis  of the efficiency  of performance (in terms of
handling and machining  times) of different types of machines  that can be used
for certain  basic operations.  The degree of disagggregation  is unusual, and the
reader ma), wonder whether conclusions reached at this level  of disaggregation
are meaningful  and whether these results  can be generalised  at higher levels  of
arx;gation. * task analysis about choice among alternative technologies does--
not provide  the same information  about substitution  possibilities  as a product I
or plant ana!ysis  or an analysis at a higher level  of aggregation.  The information
which an analysis  at the task level  provides  is in fact unique and has an inde-
pendent  ualidiry. co that it is not a substitute  for but is complementary  to
results  obtained by more aggregated  analyses. I

By conducting an analysis on a man-machine level,  one obtains a clear
insipht at this level,  which  at any higher  level  of aggregation  rema~~~s  concealed. !
This is a fact of importance  for a number of reasons. From a theoretic-!  point of
view.  it is of interest to follow more  closely  the process  by which the optimum ~
technology is determined. By varying not only economjc parameters but also
key physical  parameters, the choice  problem can be seen in an additional
dimension.  Secondly,  decisions  on specialisation or geographical  location

I,

of productian  are increasingly made on the basis  of process analysis,  and not on
the basis offinal product  analysis  or partial  or sub-assembly  analyses.

Technological  choice at the micro-economic level  requires the highest degree
of disaggregation.  Each decision  maker at that level  will fxnslate  man-machine
alternzthes into a product-specitic  choice, weighing-machine-balancing consi-
derations and specific production  implications. If the analysis  is conducted at
a higher  level  of aggregation, for example for a whole group  of machines or for
some hypothetical machine plants by alternative technologies  and alternative
capacities.  the results  are less meaningful to the decision  maker at the micro-
economic level,  unless the analysis  relates  to his particular product.

The universality  cf the results  obtained  provides a solid basis for generalisa-
tions, of importance not only to decision  makers at the micro-economic level
but also to economic planners and others interested in technological behaviour
in its theoretical as well  as in its practical impiications.  One may wonder how it
is possible  to arrive at wide-ranging  generalisations on the basis of such a
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disaggregated  analysis;  yet the fact is that results  of aggregated  analyses have
their policy  implications not only at the level  of aggregation conducted but
often also at higher aggregation levels, although not at levels  of aggregation
lower than the one used.

THE DOS  METHODOLOGY

The method of analysis used in this chapter  is a fwther  extension of the
method used in an earlier  work  ‘, namely that of brealr-even cost analysis, which
works  with total or unit cost functions  per unit of time. This type of analysis  is
familiar to engineers  or to managerial  economists, whereas professional eco-
namists usually work with isocos: curves,  which  apply  only to homogeneous
quantities. Break-even  analysis  explicitly introduces the time element,  and
therefore makes  it easier to analyse output as a function of time as well  as of
primary and intermediate inputs.  Moreover, it facilitates  the introduction
of product  differentiation  and indivisibilities in equipment.  These features  of
break-even  cost analysis enable  allowance to be made for machine set-up or
machine  preparatiou  times, and far lot sizes  or production  runs. If some of the
additional  abpects mentioned, such as indivisibilities  and lot sizes, are taken into
account, the isoquants from the empirical results turn out to be quite different
from those suggest-d by theory.

The methodology  used in this case is krown  as the DOS methodology,  and
consists  of three elements, namely-

(a) a decomposition  procedure (D);

(b/ an analysis of optimality  (0) using a minimum cost criterion;  and

(c) a sensitivity procedure (S).

Actually  in this particular  case  no break-even  points between total cost functions
are derived. Unit  costs are calculated for certain economic parameters  such as
wage and interest rates, lot sizes  and utilisation  levels  of equipment expressed  in
hours. The technology  with the lowest  unit cost is regarded  as being the optimal
one for a fixed and given task.

The utilisation  of equipment is a variable. One can make the analysis  for
one-shift  operation  (2,OCU hours of machine running  time) or for two-shift
operation (4,000  hours). It is customary  to make calculations on the basis of
machine  utilisation  expressed  in production hours and not in physical output
quantities. The season is that the production tasks to be carried out show wide
variations in physical characteristics,  in quality  and in type of raw materials:
for example,  it is impossible  to say whether the capacity of a drilling machine is

1 G. K. Boon: Economic choice of humm and p~~sicnl  /imom  in production, op. cit.
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50,000 holes 8 year, because  unit machine time depends on the type of metal,
its thickness,  the diameter of the hole and so on. In contrast  to Row process
industries,  for which  annual capacities  of installations can usually be expressed
in physical  terms, in discrete  process  industries this is normally not possible.
ilnir costs are not compared for different physical quantities but for identicai
numbers  of machine-working hours per technology. This fact is not a dis-
advantage but rather  a point in f?sour of the methodology, since this is the
way in which decisions on technology are made in practice.  The physical
capacities  of different technologies  for given machine utilisation  hours vary
wideiy. because  they are a functio;, of the lot size  and the latter influences total
unit production  times. By dividing  tt,:x annual milisation levels  of equipment
expressed in time units (hours)  by the unit production  times, also expressed in
hours,  the physical  capacity  is obtained.

in the analysis the lot size,  like the wage and interest  rates, is an exogenous
variatie:  in other words it is assumed  that the decision maker on technolog-
ica! ,.hoice  has no infiuence over these parameters. Although the made1  of
co.x,‘letely  free competition  is not necessarily  the basis  of the prcsen!  analysis,
it is implicit  that the price of the product  and the production  quantity  are
g&n, and that the prices  of the primary  inputs are 81~0  given. The lot sizes
are dictated  by market conditions,  but the enterprises  may have some possibility
of influencing  iheir market share mainly by competing in quality and fashion
and. therefore,  indirectly may have some choice in relation to lot size.  Such a
market situation  is rather  common in developing countries  where governments
interfere with the market mechanism.

By taking as a base a given number of machine-working hours, the essential
aspect  of the choice of technologyPthat  is the differsnce  in the degree of
mechanisation and possible  automation  among alternative technologies-is
taken into account.  An increasing  degree  of mechanisation usually implies
that the unit production  time declines and the annual capacity of the machine
increases:  rhe productivity  of both labour and capital increases.  However,
highly mechanised  and productive  equipment becomes mechanically more
complex  and therefore the time to prepare such equipment for operation
increases;  whereas  a simple machine  may require only one to three hours to set
up, no less than three days may be needed to prepare complex  machinery  for a
production lot. This fact clearly has an influence  on the lot size; economical
production is very unlikely if three days are needed to prepare a machine for
work  while the lot size  time is only one hour.  Consequently the economical
application of highly productive equipment tends to call for large lot sizes.  1
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T h i s  fx:~ of lot size is highly important  in the choice of discrete
rechnology,  and the methodology fully covers  this aspect  of the choice-.
The choice  am~;ng  various capital intensities for discrete  process  technology
(or in other words the choice  among various degrees of mechanisation) is
determined  at least as much by the size of production  lots as by the prices of
capital and labour. In order to bring lot size  into the analysis  one does not
have to start by determining the number of hours of utilization of different
machines,  which implies varying physical outputs;  one can also fix a physical
output target which  itself implies a varying number of hours of utilisation
according to the particular  technology. However,  the difference between the
two starting points is not a matter of principle; one may start from either
of them since the methodology is not affected.  Taking a fixed number of
hours of utiiL:tion  as a starting point  makes the analysis  slightiy easier from
a computational  point of view,  because  in that case only one unit of machinery
is considered  for esch alternative. In the case of a fixed  output  target, more
than one unit of machinery may havs to enter into the calculations for one
rf the a l t e rna t i ve s .  Instead  of full linearity  one has stepwise linearity in the
functions, except  in the case of full utilisation,  for which one may assume
linear homogeneous functions. The fact remains, however,  that in practice
decisions on this type of technology are made on the basis of the number of
hours c? utilisation.

The sensitivity aspect of the analysis is introduced  by applying a number
of discrete variations  in the main parameters.  Two classes  of parameters are
distinguished-econotnic  parameters and physical parameters. Parameters
in the first group include lot sizes and wage and interest  rates. The iatter two
are used as a set together, and are differentiated  according to level  of economic
development: a high wage rate is associated with a relatively low interest
rate and a low wage rate with a high interest  rate. A to:al of seven lot sire
values are distinguished. and four capital  and labour price sets, which  can be
rough@ identiiied with highly iiidustiialised,  industrialised, semi-industrialised
and under-industrialised  countries.  Other econon?ic  parameters considered
are prices of factory  floor space,  utilisation  levels  of equipment, prices of
new equipment and the allowance  to be made for the proportion  of nominal
working  time that is not actually worked, 01 not efficiently worked.  This last
economic  parameter  varies  with the type of technology:  it is higher for less
mechanised  equipment  than for the more mechanised; it also reflects climatolo-
gical and working conditions  in general.  Principally, the allowance reflects time
for rest and personal care, and therefore the time by which  the number of
productive hours of work is reduced,  as is a worker’s  annual output.  By doubling
these allowances,  which are based on working conditions in the United States,
more unfavourableclimatological  and general working condition<  are simulated.



However,  one can also regard this allowance  a: reflecting  skill differences among
individual operatives,  since less well  trained workers  can achieve  only a certain
fraction of the output  of a fully experienced  worker in the same productive
time. It is clearly important  to analyse the effect on the choice of technology
of a reduced  amount ofefficient  working time per  worker per year, for whatever
X%S”“.

In order to acquire  a deeper insight into what determines the optimality
of a technology, one needs to know not only how optimality  is iniiuenced
by the variation  of the parameters  but also how each parameter  independently
influences  optimality.  This is necessary because our purpose is no: just to
establish the optimal technology given certain numerical values of the para-
meters  but to establish  the influence  of each parameter  on technological
optimality  separately.  For this purpose the methodology  is decomposed  to
allow the influence of the variation  of each parameter on a technology to be
separated. Essentially,  the method followed  in that respect  is one ofcomparative
statics:  by changing a parameter  from one discrete  value to another and
keeping  all other parameters  constant,  a change  in the optimality  of technology
can be explained by the variation  of a particular parameter.

INITIAL  ANALYSIS  OF MACHINE-TOOL
SUBSTITUTION  POSSIBILITIES

The samples  of engineering  data to which the DOS methodology  is applied
consist of handling and machining  times for carrying out certain  production
tasks on different models of machine. The machines  correspond to different
levels of mechanisation,  and therefore  to d&rent  investment requirements  and
ditferent inputs of labour and capital. The sampie of metalworking  machines
covers  virtually  the whoie  range of basic metal-chipping and cutting opera-
tions. These data were  established by Markowitr  and Rowe in the mid-1950s
for the Rand  Corporation.  1 Their economic and iechnological relevance  to
cur..“lt  conditions  were  checked before  they were  processed  for the present
analysis, and they were found sufficiently up to date,  except that the latest
and most sophisticated technology-for  example numerically controlled
machine tools and electrical  erosion technology--is  not covered.

The data used in the basic analysis cover  88 metalworking  tasks. A task
is an elementary machining operation  defined, for a particular  type of metal,
in terms of precision  and the shape and size  of the workpiece.  The production
of most metal parts involves  a combination  of tasks. It may be possible with
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soecialised  machinery to carry out a number  of essentially  different tasks
simultaneously. Such equipment can be specialivd  by process  or by product.
The present  analysis covers  equipment of the rol.ner type but not equipment
for the manufacture  of special  products  because that would  have reduced the
generality of the information  considerably. The data are said to be “ process-
orientated”,  not “product-orientated”.  This implies that analysing alternative
technologies  fcr z particular  product  would require  a different problem
formulation:  is such a formulation,  product..specific  technology might enter
but it is not included  in the sample. Especially  in car and motor cycle production,
product-specific  equipment is used in connection  with such parts as engines
and gearboxes  and the like. However,  such equipment is often specific not
only to the mxmfacture  of a particular  product but also to a particular  make
and firm,  and is either built  to order  or made by the company manufacturing
the prodsa i?self.  However,  for the majority  of,metal  operations an analysis
based on technoiogical processes  is sufficient.  Plant managers are usually
quite knowledgeable  about the allowances  to be made for the peculiarities of
their own production,  and are more  interested in trends and tendencies with
regard  to alternative technologies than in a special  analysis  of their  particillar
line of production,  which  would require  a product analysis.

In the sample of 88 tasks it was possible  to distinguish between  two groups
of tasks, namely the one in which tasks are suitable for machine optimality
analysis  since technical  choice  existed, and the other consisting of tasks for
which uo technical alternatives ar; evailable.  The first group consists af
51 tasks, plus 4 special  tasks with numbers 52 tg 55,  The second  group contains
the remaining 33 tasks. The application of the DOS  methodology is confined
to the first group of 55 tasks, which imply 55 case studies. In each of these
case studies, seven discrete variations are introduced  in the lot size, as well
as four in capital and labour prices, two in factory  floor space prices,  tvfo
in the utilisation level  of machines,  two in the prices of machine tools and
two in the allowances  made for the proportion of nominal working time that
is not actually or efficiently  worked.

Suppose  we have four faator price sets, I, II, III and IV, two lot size  values
Z, and Z2 and two tasks which  have the same shape and size  classification,
but task 1 has a lower  precision  requirsrnent  (say I) than task 2 which has
a tolerarce  c!ilssi%d  as 2. The optimality  results are illustrated in table 83. For
example,  for task I, we observe  for given factor price sets I, II and III, a
shift to higher capital  intensity. This change in optimality  is caused exclusively
by increase in the lot size from .Z, to Z,. By comparing  the optimality  positions
for a given lot size and varying factor price sets, that is, within each block,
influence ofthe variationin factor price  sets  on machine  optimality is established.
Comparing the optimal positions for given  lot sizes  and given factor prices
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Table  8 3 .  IIIU*tratio” Of Oplimalif” Of technology  choive (X markingS  indicate which
machine  is optimal,

R”dWiiD” Talli EhBraELerisliC. Model or Lo, sizrs rnd *actor &wise  Ids
lark 110. machine

Shape size Precision =. z*
I II “I IV I II “1 I”

I A - x x x
I L 1 B - x -

c x - - - - x - x
D - - - - x - -

2 A x
1 I2 B - x - - x

c - x - - - x -
D x - - - x x - -

: A. 8. c, 0 in awending Yd”S  orcaFital-labour  ratio.

(that  is, in terms of table 83, a vertical comparison  or a comparison between
different tasks which diffei only in one physical characteristic, e.g.  the pre-
cision requirement).  it is seen that a change in optimality  is caused  by a change
in the quality output  specification.

The optimality  results are further processed  by means of a sensitivity
ranking. In this rankirg, in the first instance only the factor price  variable  and
the lot size variable  are explicitly  distinguished.  Five sensitivity ciasses are
established,  the criterion  of sensitivity being the number of different optimality
positions that occur each time the value of a variable is changed.  The choice
of a criterion of sensitivity ii always more or less  arbitrary,  and another crite:ion
such as tb number of changes in optimality  positions could  have been chosen
equally well,  but a different criterion would not lead to different conclusions.

The 51 tasks in the sample for which there appear  to be substitution
possibilities  have been classhied  into four categories on the basis of the criterion
of the influence of lot size  and factor price  on the machine optimality  (table 84).
That table and more detailed task-level  studies 1 indicate that the variations
in lot size and factor prices  can allow the tasks in the sample to be classified
in the following  four sub-groups:

(a) for a number of tasks no choice  of technique  exists;

(b) the machine optima!ity  in one group of tasks appears to be predominantly
sensitive to variations  in the size of the lots;

1 For further details  see  0. K. Boon: Oprimol  tecknology bekoviour: Possibiliries and
lbnilafiom, op. cit., Ch.  3.
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Table  84. BIeakdow”  of tasks according to f!,? irfluence of lot size and ,aciar price OR
Optima!itY

0,o:i.s u’vnrirblcs Number  Ol la&%
N”“.adjustcd  s Adiud 1
c,arrifiEation Clasri6rTtio”

1 Lot size II 14

II Factor price 9 4
III Both lot size and factor price 24 24
IV Neither of the two 7 9

/ me sdjuiimenlr  are made not Only for biases in ,hC data but illSO  far minor i”ConllstenC~eJ  in the had data.
mere  ndjuitmeals  YSre  made in con.ultation  with engineering LxPerfn.

{cl ior another  group of tasks, machine optirnality is predominantly  influenced
by variations  in the factor prices; and

(d) in the biggest  group  optimality  is influenced by variations in both lot size
and factor prices.

A somewhat different type of empirical analysis  was also undertaken  ~amg
the same data and methodology. The objective  of this analysis was to establish
sensitivity  to eariier results on optimality  if relative factor prices  and lot sizes
were  kept constant  but if the foliowing additionai  variables  were changed
one by one:

(0) cost of factory  floor space;

(b) price of equipment;
(c) existence  of lmultiple  shift working;  and

{dj the allow‘wce  made for the proportion of xcminal working ti,ne that is
not actually  or efficiently worked.

Taking cost of factory floor space first, it was noticed that a change or
respec!ively  $15 and 30 per square foot. keeping all other factors constant,
cawes little change in optimality. If the cost of space is increased  by $!5 per
square  foot while not varying other factors,  17 changes  in optimality  occur,
the majority  of them implying  a shift to higher  capital intensity  of UNchinery.
When the variation  in the cost of space  is doubled, the number of changes
in optimality  also doubles,  to 35. Clearly, if costs of space  increase, the machines
that minimlse  the costs of machine and operator space per  unit Of output
(by implication  more automated  machines) come closer  to optimality.  From
this point  of vie.*,  therefore, the concentration  of industrial production  in or
very near urban centres  tends to favour  capital-intensive  equipment.

What happens to machine optimality  when the equipment price is doubled?
If :here is one man per machine, twice as much capital  per ma&ine  operator
is required, and that implies a shift in optimality  in 154 cases; all these changes
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are shifts to less automated  machines. The change  in equipment price by
100  per  cent gibes an effect identical to fhat of a change in utilisation from
100  to 50 per cent, provided that the assumed lifeiime of equipment is kept
constant. Other things being equal,  increased equipment prices due to such
factors as rises in transport  costs or import  duties favour the choice of less
automated  machines. which are cheaper.

Thirdly, multiple-shift  work  can be particularly  helpful in allocating  capital
and Izbcur economically. If the lifetime of equipment is assumed  to be given,
in the present analysis at 10 years,  if a seconc shift is assumed  to reduce  the
czpitai  requirement  per unit of output  as well  as per worker to half, and if
the ncmber of machine-working hours is more  rhan 2 Y 2,500  x IO, or
50.0!?0, or in case of three shifts 3 x 2,500 x 10, or 75,000  hours, then
opemrinp  the equipment for 50,000  or 75,000  hours instead of 25,000  hours
ensures a proportional  saving in capital per worker and also per unit of output.
However,  there savings  are achieved  only if the capital equipment would
indeed be abandoned  after IO years; if not, the conclusions  obtained  here do not
hold. Suppose  the technical lifetime of equipment is 150,000  machine-running
hours before  a major overhaul is needed.  Assuming  2,500 hours per shift per
year. and assuming further minor technical progress,  the machine could  serve
60 years on a one-shift basis, 30 years on a two-shift basis and 20 years on
a three-shift basis. In this case no major  savings  in capital  can be obtained by
operating !he machine on multiple  shifts, but if the economic lifetime is assumed
to be 20 years,  multiple-shift production  does yield savings in investment
requirements  per worker and per unit of output.  1

In our analysis only two-shift operation  is considered.  This is often more
realistic  for most countries, where working a third shift reduces  the workers’
eEciency. It is further  assumed  that demand conditions justify two-shift
operation more  or !ess permanently. Given these assumptions, the results
show that introducing  a second  shift makes the use of more capital-intensive
machinery optimal;  in fact, this is so in 138  cases. This result is understandable,
given the assumptions,  since  16.hour operation  reduces capital  requirements
per worker  by ha!f.

In principle,  any firm has an option  to start two-shift operation right
from the start.  It may, therefore, choose less  capital-intensive equipment,
of Iaver  capacity  but operated on two shifts, rather than more capital-intensive
equipment with a higher output  capacity  operated on one shift. However,



no such choice  is normally  made in practice. Unless  it is necessary  far techno-
logical  reasons  to operate the equipment on a three-shift basis, as may happen
with continuous-flow processes,  equipment is normally chosen to operate
on a one-shift basis,  especially  in production  involving  discrete processes
such as metalworking. One of the reasons for this is that m general  a new
enterprise  has complex organisetional  problems, particularly  in developing
countries: to organ&  production  on a double-shift  basis from the start is
even more  complex.  Secondly,  no management  likes  to plan capacity  so
narrowly that it buys iower-capacity equipment, which immediately has to bz
operated on doub!e shifts;  rather ir plans  initial  capacity in the light of expected
future demand patiax Since  it is difficult for any enterprise  to estimate its
future market share, in practice most enterprises tend to introduce  second
shifts for individual machines,  instead of buying machines  with larger capacities.
By the time all machines are operated on double shifts, the machines with
which doub!e-shift working was started have to be operated on three shifts,
or if this is legally or otherwise  not possible  they have to be disposed of and
replaced  by machines of larger  capacity. Thus, in practice,  double-shift
working in discrete processes  is introduced  only gradually, and very seldom
from the start--an outcome which is at odds with economic  theory. This means
that multiple-shift working is normaliy not 2 factor which plays a role at the
time of making a decision  on choice  of technology.

The last exercise  with our sample consists of a variation in the allowance
made for the proportion  of nominal working time that is not actually  or
efficiently worked. The basic time data are adjusted to make allowances  for
fatigue, personal care and work delay. These  allowances  vary with the task,
the type of machine and the size of the lots. The allowances  used in the basic
sample refer to working conditions  in the United States at the time when
the samp!e was established, The present variatior  consists  of doubling these
allowances,  introducing  the consequence  of differences in skill and general
efficiency. This variation  results  in I I2 changes in opiimaiity;  in praciicaiiy
all the cases this change makes  more capital-intensive machinery  optimal.
This is because  machines that are more automated  depend less  on the human
factor and therefore maintain  their efficiency  level better under these conditions;
and it is precisely for this season  that there is a tendency among entrepreneurs
to favour higher levels  of capital intensity.

CORRELATION  WITH  ANSWERS  GIVEN BY MANAGERS
IN A RECENT  MEXICAN  SURVEY

The sccuracy  of the results  of the initial  optimality  analysis  for the 88 metal-
workicg tasks was also tested in actual production  conditions  in Mexico,
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through interviews  with the managers  of a number of factories.  After the plant
manager had bee:1  informed of the aims of the study, he was shown a small
technical  drawing of a task, with specifications  of the dimensions and the
material.  Next.  a number of machines were mentioned with an indication
also of their technical capabiiities, and the plant manager was asked which
of those machines he would choose  to carry out the task if the production
lot size was either 5,100 or infinite. In cases where, among those mentioned,
no machine  of the plant manager’s  choice existed,  he was requested to specify
which other machine he would prefer. After this preliminary interview, the
plant was vislted to examine  actual production.  During this tour of the plant
practical  questions were  raised, for example,  about factor proportions,  adap-
tation and other utilisation  and capital-stretching  policies. The question of
capi:al and labour price  variation was not raised; only the variation  in lot
sizes  was mentioned  in the interview. Implicitly  the capital-labour  price ratio
plays a role in the optimal choice  as expressed  by the plant manager, since he
is asked for his choice in Mexico, naturally  for the prevailing  market factor
priO%

The findings on optimal machine choice so obtained were compared with
the optimal choice which  the analysis  based on the Rowe-Markowitz data
indicates  for semi-industrialised countries, i.e. for a wage  rate corresponding  to
$0.45 an hour and an annual inter&s: rate of IO per cent. In 1973 in Mexico  a
more relevant  price  set would be a labour  cost, including all social  security
charges,  of about $1.00,  while the market interest rate would  vary from I2 to
I5 per cent. These  values differ rather  substantially from the above ones.
Nevertheless,  the testing of the sample is meaningful, especially  considering
that the shadow rate of semi-ski&d labour: including social security charges,
would be closer to $0.45  an hour anyway. The shadow  rate for capital would
be close to the actual market price, at about I5 per cent.

Optimality of machines does not only tiepend on the relative  prices of
capital and labour, and even for these variables optimality  may change only for
significant  jumps in the price  sets. The alternative  machine  choices  introduced  in
the study mean discrete choices,  often with wide d&continuities  between  their
capital and labour requirements.

Seven factories were visited in hnd around the Federal District of Mexico.
Not all these factories produce metal products  exclusively. For this reason the
breakdown of size  class by number of xwrkers in table 85 refers in each case
to the metalworking section and not to the whole  enterprise.

There were 55 tasks in respect  of which the results  of the basic analysis of
machine-tool substitution  possibilities  were to be tested against the answers
given by managers in the Mexican  survey.  In several  cases, however,  testing in
respect  of one task yielded an outcome valid for a number of related tasks. For
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Table 85. Breakdown of factories in the Mexican sample by Size Class

Number size EkI Number
Of hsloriu Of ror!era

2 I < IS
4 11 15.75
I III > 75

tasks in which theshapeofthe workpieceisthesamebutitssizeandthetolerance
boll<  diifer, ihc technological alternatives rnd the economically optimal
machines may turn out to be the same. Therefore, although  on the average  the
results relating to only 54 per cent of thr tasks were tested, the outcome
represents 92 per cent of all the listed machine  choices,  so that the coverage  of
the sample is almost  complete.

Of the seven  lot sires on which the analysis is based,  correlation was tested
in respect  of only three. These  three, however,  are representative  of small,
medium and large lots, that is the two extreme values  and an intermediate value.
The intermediate value poses a problem,  becallse although  plant managers may
be certain about their choice for extreme values  of the lot size,  for an inter-
mediate value they have to guess, since a definite answer can be given only after
a precise calculation. Presumably a part of the non-conformity  between  the
choice of the manager and the results  of the basic optimality  analysis  can be
attributed  to t!lis  factor.

The results of the tests are summarised in table 86 according to both the
non-adjusted  and the adjusted  classification  of tasks. The seven  enterprises
visited are ordered  according to the size  of their metalworking  plant measured
by number of workers  employed. The first observation  on the results  is that
the adjusted c!assification  gives  a better correlation  with the initial optimality
analysis than the non-adjusted  classification.  This is understandable  since the
adjusted classification  allows, somewhat more rez!istically thar. the original
Rowe-Markowitz data,  for the effect of large lot sizes, mainly the infinite+value,
on machine optimality. Secondly, the answers  of the largest firm show the !east
agreement with the results of the initial optimality  analysis: in this case the
percentage of correlation  is considerably below the average and the choice of
technology  conforms~  to that made in more  industrialised  countries like the
United States and the countries  of Western  Europe. The two next large :t firms
also show a correspondingly low degree of correlation,  although they do not
show a strong tendency to choose r technology more advanced  than that
covered in the initial analysis, and consequently they show the highest  degree
of negative  correlation.
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II
39 39 5 0

58 64 35 35 6 1
ill 48 54 33 33 19 13

All sires 58 65 31 30. 11 5

One explanaiion  for the above  may be the difficulty for the plant manager
of estimating the optimal machine for the intermediate lot sire value. This
difficulty may be greater for the plant  managers of the smaller  firms than for
those of the larger  firms, who are generally more experienced.  Therefore we may
prasume that the negative correlation estimated for the three firms that have
the largest metalworking  section and also have the highest degree  of negative
correlation  suggests  a bias towards more capital-intensive technology. Negative
correlation can be distinguished from cases iri which the technology preferred by
the Mexican  manager lay outside  the terms of the comparison; in the latter
cases optimal technologies were singled out for different relative  factor prices
which prevailed  in Western Europe  and the United States, whereas  in uses of
negative  corrsk&x  the preferred  technology,  although slightly less advanced,
nevertheless  had in general a higher  capital intensity  than the technology indi-
cated by the initial  analysis. The e~cplanation might be that relative  factor prices
are somewhat  different for the lar,:er and the smaller  firms respectively.  Capital
may be cheaper  for the larger firms since they have easier access  to bank credits,
or, in the case of a subsidiary of a multinational  firm, capital may be obtained
from the parefit company, while on the other  hand larger  firms have a better
management and are more careful in their  compliance  with government
regulations and legislation concerning labour. This attitude  tends to make
labour costs higher for them than for smaller firms, which dQ not always  apply
labour regulations.
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Other  differences  in optimality  as determined  by the results of the inter-
views  and those obtained  by our earlier  analysis might be explained by the
fo..wing fxtors:

i a) the differences  between  act??zl marke.  lyl.+ f--%x prices in Mexico  aud those
used in the earlier analysis;

(b) ignorance  on the part of plant managers about existing alternatives;  and

(c) inexperience  of the plant manager in the matter of machine choice, and
prevalence  of non-economic considerations  such as:

(i) prestige  value attached to the use of more sophisticated machinery;

(ii) non-economic personal preferences; for example, a plant  manager
may be biased  towards technological  sophistication, which he likes
as an enpincer;

<iii! 2 nref~rence~for higher  mech~zn..~:  _\~~~,  r ;%+ion  in order to reduce human and
legal  problems (labour laws  are such in Mexico that labour can be
dismissed  only with great difficulty).

To obtain a better understanding  of the cases where deviations occur-
the sample test outcome obtained from the most experienced  plant  manager
was analysed  in greater depth. For the three lot sizes  mentioned above,  26 tasks
were tested, cover ng 144 machine choices.  For I1 tasks, covering  48 machine
choices,  the plant manager expressed an optimality  choice  different from
what the simple indicated. For these II tasks the main causes of difference  in
optimality  choice were:

(G) in one case, a definite error,  of a lechnological nature, in the plant
manager’s  choice;

(h) in three cases XI arbitrary  difference  (for example,  the initihl optimality
analysis  pointed  to a veriicai  miiiiag machine whereas lhe plant manager
chose  a horizontal  one; the two machines ha\:e the same technical capabi-
lities for the task concerned and their  prices,  when purchased new, arc
ve:; close);

(cJ in six cases the plant  manager selected a machine that, without  doubt,  is
the optimal one, whereas  the majority  of the sample at:ributed  optimality
to another  mac~hine which  was theoretically  a possible choice but could
not be used in practice;  and

cd) in cne case the plant  manager pointed  to a machine that would no doubt
be economically  optimal but was not included in the sample.
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Specific plant situations
I! is worth while to report in more detail on the experience  of an engine

plant allich  belongs to B multinational  enterprise. At the stxt of the interview
the management stated that the Mexican plant  used exactly the same technology
as the parrni  piani, wheieas  diiring the intiriiew  ii becaine c:iai that th-c
technology used by thi: Mexican  subsidiary departed significantly from that
of the parent pla”t.

1” t!x engine plant, no major diflerences  could  be observed  in the special-
porpose  machinery used in Mexico  as compared with that used in the parent
plant. 1” certain cases, however,  the machinery  installed  was second-hand,
since it had previously been  part of trr parent  plant, and. being technically
completely  operational,  had bee” shipped  to Mexico for further  use. The
uetv machines  installed in place of the old ones in the parent plant were
escentialiy the same, with minor changes in technical capability. This is a typical
situation for metal-chipping machinery, in relation to which technical progress

pi~dii~iui-,  p”‘,crss,.sj: +.L..“.;  jn iit;v,si , however,  such B s”bs?it”tlon may
atail significant changes in the deyree  of mechanisation cr automation  in the
parent plant, and the second-hand, iess  capital-intensive machines are trans-
ferred to a xbsidiary plant in a developing country  on purpose,  because  there
the plant is optimal at the prevailing  factor prices.

The reason  for shifting used machinery from the mother plant to the subsi-
diary, even if the technology is essentially identical, might be that utilisation
levels,  and Lherefore  wear and tear, in the subsidiary plant are lower, and that
the used machinery can therefore serve longer at lower depreciation  rates.
Another reason  might be great differences  in import taxes on new and used
equipment in developing countries;  this does not seem to be the case for
Mexico.

In the Mexicza plant under  discussion, only for one particular  operation
was the level  of mechanisation  lower than in the parent plant. Although the
machine  used was optimal for Mexican wage and interest rates, the plant
mardger nevertheless  wanted to introduce  the more  automated  machine for
quality reasons.

In the Mexican engine plant no overhead conveyors  were used, whereas
such an installation  existed in all the engine plants in the home country of the
concern. Fork-lift  trucks were used in both countries, while in Mexico  an
sverhead crane was also available  in some parts of the factory.  Internal
transport  in the Mexican plant was therefore  mae labour-intensive.  In addition,
the materials handling  in the production line was non-mechenised, whereas
in the parent plant  mnchme-powered  transfer mechanisms  were used. In
Mexico  tables  with free-moving  steel rollers were  used between  machines;
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thi worker  pushed the heavy workpieces  by hand over the rollers  from one
machine  to another.  The human energy required for the moving of the work-
piece was relatively low.

In Mexico  some machines  in the engine  plant were operated on n two-shift
basis.  Such machines were  those which could not be used to produce the
required  volume in eight hours.  Instead  of disposing  of these machines and
substituting others of larger  capacity,  which  usually means a higher level  of
capital intensity, they were  operated on a second  shift.

As already pointed out, the level  of automation  of the machine tools in the
enpine plant was basically  the sane in Mexico  as in the home country.  Use
of equipment that was less mechanised would imply either doubling lines of
equipment  or introducing  a second  or third shift for all machines.  In the
first case, more  factory  floor space would have been required since more
\votkers  would  have needed more  working space.  Floor space, generally,  is
~np~cnsive in M:cxiio. A!:hough the in:;oduct.,..in” of a ful! second shift and a
partial rhird shift would not have called for more  factory  floor spa&, it
.would have called for more  skilled labour and more  supervisory personnel.
However,  skilled and experienced  labour  is less abundant  than one may think,
which made recruitment  for a second  and third shift difficult. The firm therefore
preferred  the existing  level  of mechanisation  in its main production  processes,
and carried  out auxiliary processes  in a more labour-intensive way. Quality
n.w always mentioned  as an additional  argument  for not going back  to less
capital-intensive techniques. On the other hand, these considerations  did not
play s :ole in iaternal  transport.  for which  mcrz Inhour-intensive  alternatives
were  chosen; more labour-intensive methods  were  also applied in other
auxiliary operations  like packaging,  handling  and storing of spare  parts.

The multinitional firm visited seemed responsive  to relative factor prices
in choosing factor proportions,  and adjustments  were  made whenever  it could
be don: without  affecting quality. However, in one respect  the subsidiary firm
might have been hampered in achieving optimal resource  allocation. From
the headquarters  of international  firms all kinds of control guidelines  were
issued, e.g.  organisation  schemes, and guidelines  stipu!nting  the !ot sizes  and
capacity at which~ a higher degree of mechanisation is desirable.  The local
management did not always reaiise that ach guidelines  often do not fit
Mexican  conditions.

Machine adaptations

The machine adaptations  that are mat important  in metal-chipping for
Mexico consist in the transformation  of universal  machines into special-
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p u r p o s e  machines or the adaptation  of special-purpose  machinery in such
a way that it becomes  somewhat  more universal.  Evidence  of adaptations
was found during the factory visits. In particular,  interesting machine adap-
tations  were noticed in one of the factories visited. They mainly invvivcd  ihe
adaptation  of a basic universal  machine tool such as a common lathe into a
special machine. The common lathe (bench lathe) was often bought second-
hand znd used as a stand. With a small additional  investment a special-
purpose  machine was obtained which  would  have reduired a higher investment
if boughr  new.  A case in point was a common lathe transformed  into a boring
machine: a similar boring machine bought  new would  have cost 2.5 times
more  than the adapted lathe that was in fact used. This is a typical case of
capital-saving innovation.  ’ Another example  is the conversion of a common
bench Izthe  into a special production  machine capable  of carrying  out  several
machining operations  simultaneously. However,  such examples  are very rare.

The study of the Mexican  metalworking  industry suggests  that Mexican
entrepreneurs respond to local factor prices,  as well  as to lot size  and product
characteristics. Although there are very few cases of capital-saving machine
adaptations,  auxiliary operations are often undertaken with labour-intensive
methods.

The test has enabled us to check the technologicsl appropriateness of the
various possible  means of performing  the tasks, and consequently  also the
extent to which  technological progress  has made certain  machines obsolete.
It may then be concluded that the sample of tasks used is still relevant for
basic metal-chipping and that technological  progress  has had only a minor
influence on the relevance  of the sample.  On the other hand, it has been
discovered  that in a small number of cases the sample lists machine options
that are no longer realistic, or are otherwise doubtful. This can be explained
by the fact that the original  data were compiled by Rowe and Markowitz
in the 1950s  and had, presumably, been established from technical  manuals
on time data for machining operations;  they were  not based on actual plant
observations.

’ In th: lathe, the workpiece  rotates;  in the boring machine the tool rotates. The lathe
is adapted  by mounting a shaft combined with the tool  between  the centre  point  and the
claw; the workpiece is moved from left to right an the carriage.



Technological choice in metalworking, with special reference to Mexico

CONCLUSIONS

The foregoinS  study has important  implications for technological choice
and employment  generation. In the first place, the empirical disaggregated
ana!yses  ou metalworking  confirm  the existence  of capital-labour  substitution
possibilities  even though  at a higher level of aggregation the technologically
determined view of fixed proportions  may seem to prevail. On the basis  of an
anaiysir at the micro-economic level,  it can he seen  that the tasks that are
no: sms:tse to PCO”Orn..i-s of sc+!r  can be performed in decentralised units
while tasks sensitive to capital-labour  price variations can be performed in
low-wage  iabour-rurp!us  coL:ntries,  an argument  relevant  to the international
division of labour.

Some generalisations can also be ventured on the basis of empirical findings
of our analysis  of variations in economic and physical parameters on the choice
of technology. Taking  economic  parameters  first, an increase  in the price of
labour in relation to capital, and in that of factory  floor space, tends to favour
more  capital-intensive operations. A high price  of floor spac.2  in particular
favours capital-intensive machines  because they reduce  the ratio of building
costs to output.  The variations in the physical parameters show that the avail-
ability of a choice of technique can in several  cases he explained  by the physical
characteristics of the product.  Generally speaking,  when physical characteris-
tics are very particularised,  the choice of technology narrows down and
the coefficients  of production  tend to become fixed: when shapes  move  from
regular  to irregular  and complex,  when sizes  move from small to large and
extremely  large,  when precision  moves from normal to high, the range of
possible  technologies narrows dowa considerably. On the other hand, very
common tasks, regular shapes, small and normal precision  requireaents  are
well  suited to mass production.  The demand  for products such as screws,
nuts and bolts and the like, for eiiher final or intermediate use, is eno:mous.
For such products a range of possible  technologies does also exist, but special
machines  are developed which have such a high productivity  that lot size
tends io ouiweigh factor price considerations  when the choice  is to be made.
Furthermore,  for extremely common tasks only one machine  becomes  optimal.



PRODUCTIVITY AND EMPLOYMENT IN
THE COPPER
AND ALUM!NIUM  INDUSTRIES

bv P. Della Valle ’

‘This chapter  examines  the relationship  between  productivity  and employ-
ment iu the wx!il’s cower  and aluminium  industries, and analyses the reasonsI
why labour productivity  and utilisation  vary among mineral producing  devel-
oped  and underdeveloped countries. In discussmg employment  generation, it is
argued  that the indirect  employment  aspects discussed  earlier, in Chapter 3,
may be more important  in mining than the direct employment  aspects,  so that
in order  to appreciate fully the total employment  associated with extractive
industries,  indirect  employment  in the regions in which the principal ore
producing areas are located should also be taken into consideration.

In the light of the technology in use in the extractive industries (see Appen-
dix IV), the capital-labour  substitution  possibilities  in copper,  bauxite and
aluminium production  in selected developed and developing  countries are
examined  by using the CES  production  function  analysis  extensively  reviewed
in Chapter 2. Since a great proportion  of mineral ores are produced  by inter-
national corporations,  an appendix is also devoted to the e&ct  of foreign
investnxnt  and technology in the developing countries.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EMPLOYMENT

The importance  of the mineral industries  to developing  countries  can be
seen from the following statistics: the United  Nations Conference  on Trade and
Development  (UNCTAD) has projected  that by 1975,  exports of minerals,
metals and fuels will account for 50 per cent of the total exports from
developing  countries.  This will  represent a significant rise  from the 1964  value of

1 i\ssociate Professor of Economics, University of Windsor, Ontario.



42 per cent. ’ On the other hand, it is estimated  :hat the value of agricuiiural
production will  fall from 40 per cent of the total  value of exports in 1964  to
37 per cent in 1975.  From 1960  to 1968  the value of output  grew approximately

64 ner c& fq?t- in th_e_g&ing  sector  than in the manufacturing  or construction
sectors in developing count&k.  Jt is interesting  to note that much of this growth
has been occurring  i,n Africa;‘wh-+re  the mining industry  had a later start and is
now catching up. The African nations  are typical of mineral-dependent  less
developed  countries:  copper accounts for over 40 per cent of the total exports of
Zaire ?, and mining and quarrying  for 50 per cent of the gross domestic product
of Zambia.

It is easily established that as a country develops,  the concentration  of
employment moves  from the primary  sector,  including mining,  to the manufac-
turing and service sectors.  For example, the proportion  of the iabour  force
employed  in mining amounts  to less  than 1 per cent in the United States, but
to no less  than 10 per cent in Zaire and 16 per cent in Zambia. It should be
also noted that capital  is increasingly being substituted for labour  in the
world’s  mining industries. For example,  it has been stated that “labour req,uire-
ments for bauxite mining have been greatly reduced in recent  yeas by extensive
use of modern mechanical equipment such as bulldozers,  draglines,  !aige
trucks and in particular  enormous rotary  bucket excavators  which have been
in use for some years now in Surinam and Guyana”.  B

11 might be argued, therefore, that the expansion of the mineral industries
in developing  countries  will not significantly increase  the long-run employment
opportuniries in those countries. This argument  would  be misleading for the
following reasons. In the first place, any investment in a new mineral industry
offers a developing country an opporiunity for an expacded export base.
Not only does the new industry  provide more jobs and export earnings but the
new taxes generated also enable  the government  to reinvest  the monetary
returns uf the minera!s sector in other parts  of the economy.  Secondly,  in ierms
of tokl employment  generated it would be erroneous to consider solely the
employment involved in the extraction  and processing of xe. The exploitation
of a new ore body usually  involves  the establishment  of a new town, or at any
rate the constitution of some new zone of comparatively  advanced economic
activity. Mining towns are often in iso!ated areas of the country,  and provide

-
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ample new emp:oyment  opportunities  for all types of labour from construction
workers  to merchants  and ;~ocers’  assistants. Thus by generating indirect
employment the mining industry makes  a significant contribution  to the solution
of the unemployment  problem  in less developed countries,

The dearth of statistical  information  makes it all but impossible  to quantify
the full indirecl employment  effect of developing the mineral  industry, However,
we can establish the patterns of the growth of this employment by observing
some simple trends. For example, from 1963 to 1969 the population  af Zambia
rose by about 16.2  per cent but the population  in the Copperbelt, which  is the
main mining  area, increased  by about 50 per cent. ’ Since the total direct
employment in the mining industry grew by less than 10 per cent, we can only
assume that, given the birth rate, indirect  ap!oyment acceuuted  for a large
part of the increase  in population in the area, i.e. there must have been an
influx of traders and of skilled and semi-skilled  workers  who were attracted  by
the employment opportunities  created by the copper  mining industry. Indirect
employment often occurs  in independent  communities which  derive their
li?eiihoad from the extraction of ores elsewhere. In Chile’s Gran Miner&
for example, one finds ihe main copper producing centre  of Chuquicamata
w5ch has a population  of approximately 25,FOO  people. A few miles away lies
Calana, a town half the size  of Chuquicamata.  C&ma’s  main source of income
lies in the provision of goods and services for- the larger copper town. Further
examples of such indirect employment can be given for other mineral producing
developing  countries:  for instance in Guyana’s  bauxite  producing region  the
number of workers employed in bauxite production  multiplied by the average
family size in the region equais  approximately  17 per cent of the local popula-
tion, and it can be assumed that most of the remaining 23 per cent is indirectly
supported by the bauxite mines.

PERFORMANCE  AND LABOUR  UTILISATION  IN THE UNITED
STATES  AND  SELECTED  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES

The main purpose of the folio%ving  empirical examinations in to analyse and
compare  the performances of the copper and aluminium industries in the
United States  and in the developing  countries.  Emphasis  will  be placsd on the
copper  producing  countries  since the data for those countries is more homo-
geneous. However,  comparisons will be made for the developed and less
developed  couctries  in each industry  and between  industries.

1 iwxrhly  oigesr of Sfntis~ics  (Lusaka,  Central Statistical  Office).



copper

An maminntior  of tables 87 and 88 will enable us to compare the levels  and
rates of chance of the relative production  variables  in copper mining in Chile,
the United  States  and Zambia.  All variables are indexed on the United States
data for 1960.’  No comparable variables arc available  for Zaire but it was
none the less felt that useful conclusions could be drawn  from an examination
of the rate of change of the Zairian variables.  It must also be noted that the
absolute  values of the data used must be considered  in the light of the slightly
differing definitions of the relevant  variables in each country. In this regard,  it
was therefore important  to compare the time trends of those variables  when
signikant  trends did exist.

Since  the periods under consideration  differed somewhat  betwesn  the coun-
tries studied, the relevaat  variables  were examined in two steps. First, a com-
parison  was made of the average of the actual observed  variables  in the original
periods;  and secondly, those variables  were examined  in the light of a common
1915 projected  value. The projected  values will give  a common yet hypothetical
comparative year which  incorporates the rate of change  of the variables  for
each country  through  time.

An examination  of tables 87 and 88 indicates that the ohcerved  output  level
for Chile was 48 per cent that of the United  States  while the output  of Zambia

i See Appendix  I ior the data used. in the empirical  tests.
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was 5. ?er cent that of the United  States. Since output  in Zambia was rising at
an annual rate of 3.7 per cent compared to one of 2.2 per cent for the United
Siatcs and Chi!e, :lx pqb...t--‘-d value for Zambia o”tpt..  ______I* ehn*lld  rise  to 60 per
cent of the United States  value by 1975,  assuming  of course  that the observed
trends continue. In addition, the expected  rise of 4.6 per cent in the annual
output rate for Zaire indicates that copper production in the main African
producing nations  will  account for a larger percentage  of the future world
output of the metal.

The labour market statistics  lead to the following  observations.  Employment
is not changing significantly  in the United  States or Zaire and is increasing
at a very small average rate in Chile and in Zanbia. It must be recalled,  how-
ever, that the effect of mining  on emplo.+ment in a country cannot  be measured
solely  by the number of people actua!ly involved  in the production  of ore:
the e a r l i e r  d i s c u s s i o n  on the subject  indicated the importance of indirect
employment as a result of the development of t.he mining  sector.

Over the period studied, the average  wage of the copper  miners  in both
Chile and Zambia was about $30  a week, while the average  United States
copper  miner  received  837.  Since  the periods covered  are not quite the same, it
is mast useful to compare this average  wage to the projected 1975 levels.  1 lf
that is done, it can be seen that Chilean wages should rise  to 39 per cent of the
United States equivalent while  Zambian  miners’  wages  should increase  to 34
per cent. It should also be noted that mining wages  in Zaire were increasing
by about 6 per cent per annum, which is comparable to the 6. I per cent rise  for
Zambia, while being slightly less than Chile’s 7.2 per cent increase.  In all the
developing  countries,  however,  wages in the industry have been rising at a faster
rate than in the United  States. This may be explained  in part by the same masons
as account for the fact that skilled-unskilled  wage differentials have been falling
over time in developed countries: as the mining industry in the developing

’ It should be noted that the wage rates here do not include fringe benetits,  which are
more significanr  in the developing countries than in the United States.
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countries waives,  the average  skill  level  of the workers  will increase,  so that a
rise  in their wages in relation to those of their  Northern American counter-
parts might be expected.  In addition, a more rapid growth of trade unionism
in de:;eloping  countries  may have accelerated the upward  pressure  on mining
wages  in those countries.  1

In terms of productivity  comparisons, we find the output  per head f&e for
the United States  to be greater than those of the developing  coilntries. Chile’s
zxrage  ourpot per head for the observed  years was 92 per cent of the United
States value and would seem to have been decreasing  as a percentage of the
United States figure. The relative labour productivity  of the Zambia”  mines
seemed to b e  remaining  constant  at approximately  28 per cent of the United
States level.  The considerably  lower value for Zambia can be explained by the
nature of the underground  mining process  in that country, which is less produc-
tive than open-pit mining.  i

In terms of capital  expansion, capital in the United States  has been growing
at the rate of 6.4 per cent per annum, while in Chile it ha awiaged only 3.5 per
cent. The expansion  in the United States  seems to have been  accomplished at
the expense of labour, since the capital-labour  ratio for the United States  has
bee” rising at 7.5 per cent while that for Chile was increasing  by 2.9 per cent.
A higher  rate of substitution  of capital for labour is not confined  to develope,d
countries, since capital has increased  by 6.1 per cent in Zaire and the average
rise in the capital-labour  ratio has bee” a substantial  6.2 per cent in that
country.

Aluminium  (bauxite)

International  comparisons  of the main economic variables  cannot be made
as di,.ectly for the aluminium indwiry as for copper,  the reason  being that less
developed  cou”tries do not produce substantial  amounts  of aluminium as such
but produce  bauxite or alumina, unlike developed countries such as the United
States. Becruse  of variations  in the product,  precise  inter-co”“t:y  comparisons
in terms of output per hezd and the capital-output  ratio would  be of limited
v&e. !t is still interesting, however,  to examine some production  variables if we

’ For a discussion of organ&d labour  in the miner& industries  of developing  countries,
see  Wi!!ip E. Church: “Labour relations  in mineral and petroleum  resource  development”,
in R. F. Mikeseil  (ed.):  foreign  invesrmenr  in rheperroleum  and  mineral  indusrries (Baltimore,
Johns  Hopkins Press, 197*,, Ch.  4.

z Referring  to the United  States industry, McMaho”  states:  “The largest  increases  in
production  and productivity  rates  have occurred  in open-pit  mines. Because these mines have
contributed most  to domestic  production, they tend to lift the productivity  average  for the
whale indurtry~‘.  A. D. McMahon:  Copper: A mareriols survey (Washington, DC, United
States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, 1$xX),  p. 302.
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remember  that the differences in those variables are often to be explained  by
differences in the final product. ’

Since  the United States inllustry is engaged in producing refined aluminium,
which is a more capital-intensive process  than the earlier stages of production,
we f;nd the capital-labour  ratio to bc higher for the United States  than for the
iess dexjeioped  countries.  For exampie,  th,: capitai-iabour index for the United
States was 1.00  whereas  for Guyana  it was 0.23  during the period studied.

Weekly wages received  by labour in the less developed  countries were
substantially lower than in the United States--$106.10  in the irnited States
as compared with 531.10  for Jamaica and 1625.90  for Guyana.  In addition,
the ratio of wages to product  selling price  was lower in the United States  than
in either Jamaica or Guyana (1.11,  as against  15.0  and 13.3 respectively).
The differences in the ratio can in part be explained  by the differences  in the
final product  sold by each country, i.e. an average index price  of 96.2 for
aluminium in the United States as compared  with th< lower-priced  bauxite
and alumina for Jamaica and Guyana  (2.08  and 1.95 respectively).

In terms of labour utilisation  the United States index was 110.0 while that
for Jamaica stood at 31.9 and for Gu)~aua  at 21.1  The United States  labour
force  was also growing at a faster rate, and that growth probabiy  reflects xn
increased use of labour in the final production  stage of aluminium goods
such as cans and cables.  Labour demand  at the strictly mining end of the
operation is not growing  as fast as the l&xx used in the production  of manu-
factured aluminium products.

ESTIMATION  OF CES PRODUCTION  FUNCTION

Chapter 2 in this voiume discussed  at length the conceptual and measure-
ment aspects  of CES production  functions.  Be!ow  we esiimate this function
with the data o:i copper 2nd aluminium.

The CES production  function yields the following  reduced  form equation
in terms of output  per head:

Q Iv@
-=m -
L iiP

. ..(l)

In our empirical tests for the copper and aluminium industries Q _ tons
of output  produced, L = the number of workers employed,  IV = the weekly
earnings  in US dollars, P = the average price of the product sold, and m is a
parameter. The second parameter, or stands for the elasticity  of substitution
between capital ad labour.

’ As was  the case for the capper  data, all variables  are  given  in index form (United
States  data for 1960 = 100).  See Appendix  I for the description  and tables  of data used.
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Zaire 1 .54 .63
c.13)

2 58 1.35 1 .I4
(.W C.68)

United States I .83 .52
c.191

2 .77 32 .I0
C.15) 616)

Zambia 1 .sz 37
CW

2 .08 L 1.31 .68
cm C.37)

Chile 1 20 36
C.08)

2 .t5 1.01 .71

In table 89 we have the results  of the estimates of equation  (I) for each
of our copper producing  countries. It will  be observed  that for each of our
developing  countries the factor elasticity  of substitution (0) is significantly
less than 1. For the United States, on the other hand, o is much higher than
the estimates  for the developing  countries,  and, indeed, is not significantly
different  from unity. 1 The implication is that producers  in the United States
responded  to relatively higher  wages by substituting  capital for labour at a
faster rate than the rjroducers  in the developing countries.  Since we are dealing
with firms which  are multinational,  or at least are assumed  to act like multi-
national  firms, we might ask why they did not respond to relative!y higher
wages  in the same way in the developed and underdeveloped countries. There
are two possible  answers  to this question. The first possibility  is that wages in the

’ It should be stated here that  the author had previously undertaken this test for the
United S!ates and Chile using diRzrent  time periods and slightly different datx The results
in that initial empirical work were somewhat different in the magnitudes of the estimates
given for LT.  but the ranking of the values of c for the two countries was the same as tha!
given  here. P. Della  V&e:  “The elasticity  of substitution and changes  in capacity  utilization
in United  States  and Chilean  copper  mining”,  in Applied  Eeonon&  (Oxford,  Pergamon),
Vol.  2, NO.  4, ,970.
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developing  countries were  quite low to start with, so that any increiise in earnings
did not represent  a significant increase  in cost to :he companies  involved.
in such a case, relatively small increases in labour costs will not lead to sub-
stantial  substitution  of capita!  for labour. Secondly,  we might consider the
political and economic environment in those developing  countries. Large,
foreign-barsd  corporations  have always  been suspiciously  regarded by the
governments  and unions in developing  countries,  and any attempt  rapidly to
reduce  the labour force  has often been met with strong  opposition.  Such
opposition could hinder the employment reducing response of mining com-
panies to higher wages, and hence contribute  to a lower elasticity of substitu-
tion of capit for iabour.

In all cases the estimate given for o is statistically significant.  What one
might say is that in both the developed  and the underdeveloped  countries,
considerable  wage changes lead to some substitution  of capital for labour.
In other words,  in so far as the copper  mining industry is concerned, market
forces dc not play an important  role in the allocation of factor inputs in all
countries.  Two additional  observations  can be made on the average  value of
G in the countries observed.  The first is that v is approximately the same for
both of the copper  producing countries in Africa. This would imply a relatively
similar  responsiveness  of factor utilisation  to factor cost in the African mines.
Secondly,  since o ~1 for all the developing  countries,  we may say that labour’s
share of the value of production  in those countries  has been  increasing Lhrough
time. In fact, labour’s share  is rising at a faster rate in the copper mines of
Chile, Zaire and Zambia than in those of the United States. Changes  in relative
shares  thlzugh time depend both on the elasticity of substitution and on the
nature of technological prfigress. Ferguson has pointed out that labour-using
technological progress  will increase labour’s shar :, and offers some evidence
that this has been the case for the United Stateseconomy  since the Second  World
War.  ’ It is therefore possibie  that technological progress  has been more labour-
using in the developing  countries than in the United  States industry.

Since  the production  function which yields equation (1) assumes  the
existence of full capacity,  variations in capacity  utiiisatioil may present a
serious problem.  For example,  suppose  the world market demand for copper
falls in any particular  year. in such a case employers may decide to cut back
on the us-3 of capital xiu’ iabour. The reported  number of labourers used for
the year wwid  be lower  than in the preceding year, b;:t the reported amount
of capital used may not be diminished. The comparly  would  simply report
the amount of capital available  in any particular  year and not the amount  of

--
‘C. Fewwan: “Substitution,  technnlogiwl  progress  and returns to scale”, in

American Eco”omic Review,  Papers  ond Proceedings,  “0,. L”, 1965,  pp.  296-305.
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capital  used. The fall in output  from one year to another  would therefore
increase fhe capital-output  ratio as well  as the ratio of capital to labour. The
reported increase  in the capital-labour  ratio would not be  a  consequence of
any change  in the factor prices, and as a result 0 would be erroneously estimated.

it was therefore decided  to adjust  equation  (I) for variations in capacity
utilization.  The testable hypothesis then becomes

where CT  ;~;  index CT capacity, and ‘q i coefficient  that measures  the etfect
of capacity utilisation  ’ on output  per head. Referring  again to table 89 we
can see the results  of the tests for equation  (2) in each of our countries. The
introduction  of capacity utilisation did not significantly  affect the value of
6 in Chiie, Zaire or the United  States. In Zambia, however,  0 falls dramatically
and indeed is not significantly  different from zero.

It is most noticeable that q is much higher  for the developing countries
than for the United States: that is, capacity utilisation had B much greater
effect on iabour productivity in the developing countries.  An explamxtion of
the dinering effects of capacity utilisation  on productivity may lie in the concept
of under-employment.  Because  of political and social pressures  it may well
be that there was an over-supply  of labour in the mines in the developing  coun-
tr!es.  Hence,  the labour force was at least partially under-employed or under-
Wised. In such a situation, increases  in market demand, which lead to an
increase in capacity  utilisation,  would be met in part by increasing  the iltilisation
ofexisting labour. Therefore output  would increase  while the number of workers
remained  much  the same, and output  per head would rise.  Since we may safely
assume that under-employment of labour was more prevalent in the developing
co?lntries than in the United States, we would expect  ‘1 to be larger  for the devel-
oping  countries than in United  States  copper mining.

The under-employment  hypothesis, together with a glance  a~ table 90,
may offer an explanation of why o for Zambia falls to zero.  We find that the
average value of our index of utilisation  was the same for both the United States
and Zambia and was lower than the average  U for Chile and Zaire. The
coefficients of variation  are significantly higher  for the United States and
Zambia than for the other two countries. It can be argued that the instability
of capacity uriiisation in Zambia, coupled with political  and social  pressures  to

’ The index of capacity  utilisation  which was  constructed  for each auntry was arrived
at by comparing  ;he deviations  of the actual values of ea.&  year’s output from some expected
full  capacity  tresd value of:hat output. The full capacity  vend  was cs!zblirhed  by the obser-
vation wnich represented  the largest positive  output deviation  through  time.  See Appendix  iii
for a detailed  description  of how the index of capacity  utilisation  was  constructed.



preserve employment  in the mines, led to the marked  effect of IJ on Q / L  i n
that country. These pressures  would  seem to have been great enough to offset
the economically rational  behaviour of substituting  capital for labour as the
factor-price  ratio changes.  The low productivity  levels  in Zambia can be
accoucied for by a combination  of the above  pressures  as well  as by the nature
of the underground  mining techniques.  1

Since  it is possible  that technological change might influence  Q / L  in our
time series  observations, it was decided to introduce  technological change into
our tests in the following way:

where 1. is the technological change  parameter  and i is the time variable.  In
only two cases, those of the United  States and Zambia, did A prove to be signi-
ficant. Those equations  ( L N  being Napicriar logarithm) are given as:

~_ -, + .50 LN(U) + .015t; Rz= 0.88 . ..(3a)
(.003)

LNQ
0

= -1.33 + .03LN  E +l.07LN(U)+0.021t;RZ=0.95..  .(3b)
L Zambm ii(.OS)  p (.15) (.003)

It seems likely that technological change did not have a marked effect in
the cases of Chile and Zaire b e c a u s e  of the shortness  of the periods studied
for those countries.  In equation  (3a) we find that the value of 0 for tlr United
States has been substantially  reduced by the introduction  of technological
change.  The value ofa for Zambia in equation  (3b)  is not significant for reasons
which wzre previously mentioned.



The most interesting comparison gi v,--  by equations (3”) and (3b)  is the_..
value of h for the United  States and Zambia.  We find the rate of technological
chauge  to be greater in the Zambia”  mines.  This is probably due to the more
recent expansion of mining  in Zambia, and hence the adaptation  of the most
modern  techniques.

Aluminium  (bauxite)

Empirical  ICSIS similar to those already described  for copper were  conducted
on the aluminium industry  of the United States  and the bauxite industries of
Jamaica and Guyana  with the following interesting results.

For the United States  aluminium industry  equation (I) yields

= -0 .32 + 1.08  LN 5 ;R2=.88
i!(.I?) p

Equation (2) yields

LN !+! = ,009 + 1 . 0 8  L N
i!

+ .47LN(U);  R" = .93
L

From these results  we can conclude that the elasticity  of substitution  was
significant  in the United States aluminium industry and did not differ signifi-
cantly from unity, i.e. that changes  in relative factor prices affected  the sub-
stitution of capital  for labour and that the change  in the capital-labour  ratio
was roughly equal to the change  in the ratio of wage  rates to the sel!ing price of
the product.

When the foregoing tests were conducted  on the bauxite industries of
Jamaica and Guyana  the elasticity of substitution  was not significant.  Therefore
i: would seem that the firms involved  in the production  of bauxite in those
countries  did not substitute capital for labour as wages  rose with respect  to
profits. This result is not surprising  if one compares the relative cost involved  in
bauxite  production  to the total cost of making aluminium. Girvan has estimated
that bauxite  labour costs for I ton of aiuminium  represent  only Jfl.58  out of
toal gross  value of Jf159.78.  1

Therefore,  it %ems reasonable to assume that relative increases  in labour
costs would  not significantly influence  the substitution  of capital  for labour
in that industry  in the less developed  countries.  When we move into the final “lo-
minium fabrication  stage of production in the developed  country,  labour
costs and v play an important  role in the choice of a production  process.



Finally, capacity utilisation  had a significant effect on labour productivity
in Jamaica but not in Guyana.  This may be due to the fact that Jamaican pro-
duction is substantially  larger  than Guyanese  production.  Hence,  Jamaican
producers  adjusted output  and capacity  to changes  in market  demand.
Guyanese  production,  on the other hand, did not substantially  influence  the
world market and was not as readily altered to demand l!uctuations.

EMPLOYMENT  EFFECT  OF QUALITY  OF ORE  MINED

in the case of copper the types of technology  applied in our examples  are
largely determined by the variations in the quality  of the oi~i that is mined.
It will be shown that this variation had a significant effect on the suhstitilt-
ebilitx: of r~nital  for !abour... , -. --r--

The mining firms used in the present comparison were chosen because
they were  both controlled  by the same interest and have the following other
similarities:  they are both located  in Zambia;  the statistics reported for each
are quite detailed and comparable;  and they both operate underground
mines, which  are of approximately the same size  in terms of blister copper
produced  in the period under study. We shall refer to the mines as Zambia
Copper  A and Zambia Copper B respective.y.

Since  both mines were quite similar in the above  respects,  we would
expect their management  to use similarly economical means  of ore extraction
and treatment  in each CBS,  i.e. to adopt the best possible  mix of capital and
labour which is technologically possible  in each mine. In both cases the apita.
available  for possible  use must have been the same, as was the number of
lahourers,  since lahour  was drawn from a common population.  The main
difference between  xine A and mine B, however,  was the quality  of the ore
extracted in each case. The copper  conteut of the ore mined in A averaged
only 2.14 per cent in the period  studied, while mine B’s copper  content  averaged
3.08  per cent. As a consequence  of this fact, mine A had to process  more ore
in order to extract  the same amount  of copper output  as mine B, and the tech-
niques  used to process  the less concentrated  ore were more  capital-intensive.

The results  of the varying methods of production  in terms of the capital
and labour used in each case can be examined by using Weitzman’s technique
to compare  the isoquants  derived  from the CES production  function  which
was defined earlier. *
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Table  St. Detrended  capital-output and labour-output  ratios for Zambia Copper Mines A
and 8’

ObSCI”SiO” Mine a Mine B
___~

X. L. P- I.*

1 10%” 100.0 100.0 100.0
2 105.5 89.9 103.3 104.6
3 108.9 95.5 81.5 99.?
4 116.2 81.2 126.3 99.9
5 119.6 77.8 146.3 92.3
6 126.6 77.1 158.8 89.7
7 132.1 69.5 181.2 88.0
8 135.2 60.4 199.7 79.2
9 138.1 50.9 211.9 78.2

10 140.6 50.2 228.4 66.6
II 138.2 47.2 239.3 71.0
12 142.0 45.0 249.9 69.9

i *cc !bo,noie ,. P”SE ‘35.  for r dePCciption  dlh iechcili,rr  cren 10 arriw  a, ihe Y.I”ES msren*e‘l  here.

An examination of table 91 shows that in both nine A End mine B capital
was substituted for labour over time. However,  when we estimate the elasticity
of labour with respect  to capital  for the isoquants given in figures 6 and I
we find it to be - 2.1 for mine A and - .4 for mine B. What this means is
that in our standardised  example a 1 per cent increase  in capital in mine B
leads to a .4 per cent decrease  in labour in order to maintain a given level
of output. In mine A, however,  a 1 per cent increase  in capital would lead to a
2.1 per cent decrease  in labour. We therefore  can say that, because  of the
lower quaiity of copper ore, labour will he replaced five times more quickly
in mine A than in mine B. Furthermore,  average  capital productivity  was
found to he 12 per cent greater  in mine A than in mine B. Although  we are
dealing  with hypothetical  conditions, and perhlips  our results should be viewed
in terms of ordinal rather  than cardinal measurements, our example  indicates
the in!Iuer.ce  of ore quality on factor usage  and substitution.

number  of assumptions made about the production process. we have adjusted the total
Outputs  in each mine fcrr the previously mentioned index of capacity utilisation.  Output
adjusted for capacity now kcames Q*. and the production function is given as:

Q* = yeM  (SK-0 + (1 - 8) L.O)YP

The isoquants were then camtructed  using detrended  values of capital and labour  which
were aka adjusted for the sea::: of producttoil  in each mine. These variables are defined as
follows:

L*=Lp. em-h,  and K* = KQ* e-Al
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It is interesting to compare figure 6 and 7 with iigure 8, which  is a similurly
derived isoquant for copper mining in the United  States. Figure 8 is striking
for two reasons.  First, the slope seems to be steeper than the isoquants of the
tw Afr~an  mines. This implies a more rapid substitution of capital for labour
in the United States  industry. Secondly, the shape of figure 8 is more tradi-
tiouai in so far as its eonvex nature indicates some diminishing retwns  in
ijnifed States copper mining  during the time period  studied.

The resultmg isoquants are adjusted for technological  change and for
changes in the scale of production.  Hence figures 6 and 7 represent textbook.
type isoc,uants  which  indicate the varying amounts of capital and labour
that could  be used to produce a standard&d  amount of output.

The isoqwnts  as presented  approach  linearity, and therefore do not revea!
the presence of diminishing returns. This is probab!y due to the fact that we
are dealing with only a segment of the isoquants and have not included the
more  extreme values  of the inputs.  In addition.  we might conclude that the
firms did not choose to operate  in the area of dlminishirg  returns to either
fzctor.

CONCLUSIONS

Developing  countries account for aver 40 per cent of the world’s  production
of copper  ore and over 50 per cent of the world’s  production  of bauxite. In
both cases, the total market production  of these raw materials  attributable  to
developing  countries  has been  falling slightly through time. In terms of the
production  of refined copper and aluminium,  the developed  countries  account
for an overwhelming percentage  of the world’s  output  in both metals.

Throughout  all stages of the production  and refining of these mineral
products one can trace the dominating  presence  of large multinational  enter-
prises. A great percentage of mineral ores are produced by foreign car-
porations, and the single most impressive  fact in this respect  is the amount  and
growth of direct United States investment in these industries.

In view  of the depleting resource  position  of developed  countries, multina-
tional enterprises are continuously  searching for new sources  of raw materials
to expand  their  operations.  In addition, thelarge-scale  extraction and processing
of ore reqGred adequate financing and a degree  of technical  knowledge  which~
is possessed solely by a few multinational  firms.

Large-scale  mining ventures  represent situations  where highly capital-
intensive techniques are applied in a particular area of a less deve!oped  ronntry,
and the use of these labour-saving techniques is often in coniiict MTith the host
country’s goal of employment  expansion. Employment  could be expanded by
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extending  the vertical  structure of production  and marketing controls in the
developing  countries. In this regard,  however,  it is important  to consider  the
international aspects  of the supply and demand for minerals, since rhe market-
ing of copper  and aluminium is dominated  by a few international  firms. The
p:oductiou  of nluminium. for example,  is almost completely  integrated  on a
vertical basis_  .EO that the main producers control  all the steps in the production
and marketing processes.  Although there is an independent futures market for
copper.  its financial control lies outside the developing  world,  and large
fluctuations in rhe market price of copper have made the metal quite unreiiable
as a foundation  for stable economic growth in the producing cc-mtries.

4t present  countries expanding their minerals production to the final product
stage nxy run into severe  difficulties at the marketing end of their operations.
Marketing knowledge  must be increased in the developing  countries  before
a more vertical  structure oi production  can be used to create more  employment.

The empirical  tests yielded several interesting conclusions. Disguised
unemp!oyment ivent a !ong way towards expiail.ing  the lower levels  of labour
productivity in copper mining  in the less developed countries,  and in accounting
for the fact that changes  in capacity utiiisation  had a more significant influence
on labour productivity  in those countries  than in the United States. In so far
as world copper mining was concenxd,  it was generally  noted that in all
countries  capital was substituted for labour when wages  rose with respect  to
profits, i.e. when the elasticity  of substitution  of capital  for labour was signi-
ficant. However,  our resu!ts  showed  that although elasticity of substitution  has
a noticeable  effect 3n labour productivity  in the United States aluminium indus-
try, the results  were  not positive for the bauxite producing developing coun-
tries. The negative results were  attributed to the fact that labour costs in the
bauxite industry  account  for only a minor part of the total  final cost of alumi-
niu?a.

There is also some evidence that the substitution  of capital for labour was
:_e~~  ~-...--I  __i_ L.l‘rlr”clrCLV  lyvLc  “f changes  in r?lative ia*_f-rtar costs in the United States  industry
than in the copper producing countries of the developing  world.  In addition,
it was discovered  that variations in the quality  of copper ore significantly
affected the capital-intensity  of production,  and the ease with which  capitz!
cou!d  be substituted  for labour in two major mining firms in Zambia.

ln terms of relative  remuneration,  in copper mixs wage levels  in the less
developed  countries were considerably lower,  but increasing,  by comparison
with wages in the United States. Such was not the case in the world’s  aluminium
industry, where wages in the less developed countries were increasing at a
doT*x  iate the” :.. .‘_ _1.-.n the c+.~~,oped co~d&y.

Ahhough the mineral industry  contributes  greatly to the exports and gross
national product of !ezs developed  countries,  it is not a big direct employer of
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labour in those countries. In fact, employment  in that sector  seems to be in-
versely related to the level  of economic dwelopment.  However,  the employment
pnssibiiiries crested by a mining industry  are not limited to the direct employ-
ment oilabour  in the extraction and processing of ores:  the devr!?pment  of new
ore bodies often involves  the establishment  of a new town or other economic
centre,  and thus provides  opportunities  for the indirect expansion of employ-
ment. Indirect  employment  includes  local traders as well  as skilled and unskilled
worksrs who earn their livelihood by virtue of the existence  of an industry,
hut do not work directly for that industry.

Since  indirect employment provides  potentially  large scope  for employment
expansion  in the mineral producing, less  developed  countries, governments
might attempt  tc induce multinational  enterprises  to invest in job creating
industries  which are outside the activities directly related to mining. Perhaps tax
concessions  could be granted to foreign corporations  that re-invest  part of
their profits  ;n such industries as housing construction. Employment  in cotn-
munities surrounding  mining  areas could also be stimulated by the grant of a
larger  number of loans to small businesses.
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APPENDIX I

DATA USED

The data used in the case study were taken from the following sources.

Output and prices from United States Bureau of Mines: Minerals yearbook.
Employment and wages from United States Bureau of Labor Statistics: Employment
and earnings, SIC 102 (copper ores).
Since capital data were not available for SIC 102, a capital index was constructed
using Uoi!ed States Department of Commerce: Industry proJ&s,  SIC 331 (copper
smelting and refining), 1950-ts9,  For SIC 3334 (primary aluminium), all data were
obtained from idem:  Industrv profiles, SIC 3334, 1958-68.

Output, prices, wages and employment for Chile’s Gran Mineria were provided by
the Braden Copper Company.
A capital index was constructed from data originating in J. Grunwald  and P. Mus-
grave: Na:ural  resources in Latin American development and United Nations: Economic
survey of Latin Am-rim,  1955.66.

All data pertained to the Union Mini&e du Hat-Katanga  and were taken in index
form from I. Gouverneur:  ProductMy and factor propor?ions  in less developed coun-
fries, op. cit.

All data for Zambia Copperbelt Province were taken from Northern Rhodesia Cham-
ber of Mines: Yearoook, 1955.63,  and Ccpperbelr  of Zambia  industry yearbook,
1964-70.  Data for the two Zambia copper firms came from private sources.

All data for 1956.69  were obtained from D. F. Barn&t:  A production Jiincrion  for the
Gqwzese bauxite industry, report subn;itted  to the Mini-try of Economic Development
(Georgetown, 1971).

Jamaica
O;ltput,  employment and wages from Central Planning Unit: Economic survey of
Jar&co,  1959-68.
Value of output from United States Bureau of Mines: Minerals yembook.
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Indices of production variables

Table 92. Zaire : copper
-
Year P L w P x ”
-

1950 loo.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 ,DO.” a9
19:: K9.0 102.0 107.0 123.3 112.0 92
1952 119.0 111.0 125.0 144.9 124.0 95
1953 130.0 116.0 14o.ll 140.3 133.0 99
1954 134.0 119.0 150.0 139.2 141.0 97
1955 ,x&G 125.0 148.” 196 0 156.0 96
1956 147.0 132.0 16i.O 184.1 170.0 98
1957 148.0 132.0 165.0 122.7 :s4.0 94
1958 141.0 104.0 168.0 110.2 ‘86.0 86
1959 165.0 106.0 186.0 133.6 190.0 97
1960 176.0 !07.0 194.0 137.5 196.” lcm
1961 172.0 iO8.0 il l .0 128.4 204.0 94

Key: ,a z p,“:;;
W’ = wages
P = P’edUct  price
I: = ~~i!al
” = capacity uti,i..tion

-

Table 93. United state* : copper

Yeat P I. w P x u
-

1950 79.i 101.3 61.0 64.8 87
1951 81.4 loo.4 66.4 75.4 a7
,957. S1.I 101.8 72.8 75.4 85
1953 82.5 108.8 77.9 89.4 84
1954 72.9 105.8 74.2 91.9 73
1955 88.1 108.4 81.4 117.8 a6
1956 97.8 125.7 84.9 132.1 94
1957 94.6 119.9 82.9 93.8 89
1958 86.9 loo.4 80.6 81.9 80
1959 69.9 81.9 90.6 95.6 63
1960 100.0 100.0 1W.O lW.O 89
1961 101.i 105.3 101.9 93.1 89
1962 122.2 103.5 103.4 95.9 96
1963 110.1 loo.4 106.8 95.9 93
1964 113.8 97.8 111.7 101.6 94
1965 122.7 109.2 117.1 110.3 100
1966 125.0 115.9 119.9 112.8 1w
1967 73.6 89.6 120.0 119.0 58
i968 108.1 94.2 138.5 130.2 84
1969 125.4 119.0 144.7 147.9 96

Key:  as for tawe 92.
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productivity and employment in the copper and aluminium industries

Table  94. Zambia : copper

Year a L w P K u-

1955 33.4 184.0 18.8 134.9 72
1956 37.6 196.4 22.6 131.1 78
1957 40.5 203.4 20.9 89.5 80
1958 36.6 182.5 17.1 76.6 70
1959 51.9 174.8 22.9 95.9 95
1960 54.7 192.8 26.7 lOQ.0 97
1961 55.0 205.9 25.4 92.9 94
1962 52.7 198.4 26.3 94.4 87
,963 55.6 199.9 26.6 94.4 89
,964 62.0 205.9 28.9 97.2 97
,965 66.1 209.3 31.4 110.2 ml
,966 56.7 213.5 37.4 i47.8 83
1967 59.6 212.6 40.9 157.3 85
,968 63.6 211.7 42.9 173.3 88
1969 65.9 213.4 42.9 243 2 89
,970 59.1 214.5 44.7 224.6 78

hey: z/ ior ilbk 92.

Table 95. Chile : copper

Yea n ‘ w P K ”

,955 37.8 48.8 23.1 108.9 160.7 86
,956 42.8 52.2 20.1 105.9 147.8 95
,957 41.9 54.0 18.6 84.4 189.6 91
1958 40.4 53.1 20.9 78.7 197.3 86
1959 47.9 52.2 26.1 89.8 206.2 100
1960 46.2 52.7 30.2 98.9 210.9 95
1961 46.4 55.2 35.9 88.4 219.3 93
1962 49.2 53.7 33.2 89.9 222.1 97
1963 48.9 58.0 30.1 91.1 225.4 94
1964 50.9 51.9 38.4 97.3 228.1 96
,965 46.2 55.8 41.2 117.6 232.7 86
1966 50.8 53.6 42.8 141.4 237.3 93

Key: as for tnble  92.
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Table  00. Zambia : Copper Mine A

Ycnr a L w P R "

1950 8.0 54.3 7.9 48.5 10.4 75
1951 7.3 51.0 10.3 67.2 11.4 87
1952 7.9 52.4 12.1 78.6 12.3 93
1953 8.5 50.0 15.6 95.0 13.7 99
1954 8.7 50.0 15.8 89.5 14.7 100
1955 8.1 51.7 18.8 103.4 16.2 92
1956 8.7 48.3 22.6 128.6 17.6 98
1957 8.4 43.9 20.9 95.8 18.8 93
1958 7.8 38.8 17.1 61.5 20.1 85
1959 7.9 39.5 22.9 83.9 21.1 86
196x3 9.0 39.0 26.7 93.5 21.8 96
1961 8.0 38.5 25.4 88.2 23.2 85
Key:  PI C0r tallie 92.

Table 97. Zambia : Copper Mine B

Year a L w P K "
-
i949 6.9 37.7 6.5 47.4 6.7 87
1950 7.5 41.6 7.9 49.4 7.3 92
1951 8.4 41.9 10.3 68.6 6.5 100
1952 7.4 41.7 12.1 80.7 9.9 86
1953 7.4 43.4 15.6 97.6 12.2 83
1954 8.6 44.5 15.8 90.2 13.9 94
1955 8.4 45.7 18.8 107.4 16.6 PO
1956 9.5 43.4 22 6 133.7 19.3 99
1957 9.7 49.9 20.9 101.5 21.5 99
1958 9.1 40.1 17.1 73.7 24.3 91
1959 8.6 44.8 22.9 112.9 26.7 84
,960 10.1 46.6 26.7 97.6 29.4 96
Key: as For fable  92.

Table 95. hited States : aluminium

Year P L iv P K "

1958 77.8 97.6 92.1 103.5 84.9 88
1959 97.0 101.1 97.8 103.5 96.8 100
,960 1co.o 100.0 1CQ.O 100.0 100.0 95
1961 94.5 91.0 103.9 98.1 102.2 83
1962 105.2 96.6 104.8 91.9 103.8 86
1963 li4.9 101.7 106.4 86.9 104.7 88
1964 126.8 114.0 103.8 91.2 109.9 91
1965 136.7 116.3 108.6 94.2 114.9 93
1966 147.4 118.5 114.4 94.2 120.4 94
1967 162.3 133.7 115.1 96.2 132.9 99
1968 161.6 139.9 120.0 98.5 142.9 93

Key: BI ror table 92.
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productivity and employment in the copper and aluminium industries

Table  93. Jamaica : bauxite

Year a L w P K ”

1959
,960
196:

1963
1964
1965

254.3
285.5
324.2
372.7
342.1
387.1
422.0

450.3
415.8

33.1 19.8 1.7 82
26.3 28.3 1.6 86
26.2 27.4 1.6 92
30.6 30.3 2.1 100
32.4 26.0 2.1 82
28.1 31.3 2.3 94
29.5 35.9 2.4 97
33.8 36.8 2.1 97
41.0 39.6 2.5 95
38.1 35.* 2.4 84

Table 100. Guyana : tkwrite

,956 110.0
1957 97.7
1958 70.3
1959 74.3
*PM) 109.6
1961 105.0
1962 120.6
1963 103.9
1964 109.9
1965 127.4
1966 146.6
,967 147.5
1968 154.8
1969 170.3

KW as for fable 9.

15.5 16.3 i.6 1.5 100
14.7 19.0 1.7 2.4 84
12.7 19.3 1.7 2.8 58
10.1 22.4 1.8 3.3 58
13.4 25.9 1.6 4.5 82
18.6 24.4 1.8 4.8 75
20.2 26.5 1.8 4.8 83
20.8 24.5 1.8 4.9 69
22.9 26.5 1.9 5.3 70
26.8 30.5 1.9 5.8 78
28.8 31.9 2.1 6.7 87
29.7 33.6 2.2 7.7 84
29.9 31.3 2.6 6.6 85
31.1 30.5 2.8 6.7 91



APPENDIX II

ROLE OF THE INTERNATIONAL FIRM

A large proportion of mineral ores are extracted by foreign corporations. Firms
incorporated in Belgium, France, the United Kingdom and the United States control
the production of the world’s principal mineral exports-iron, manganese, copper,
bauxite, tin lead ar 1 zinc. 1

During rhe per.& I, vered  by our case study, Anaconda and Kennecott  produced
90 per cent of Chile’s copper output; Anglo-American and Rhodesia” Selection
Trust dominated Zambia’s copper mining: and copper production in the Congo
was owned hy the Belgian firm Union Mini&e du Hut-Katanga.  In tnor? recent
years those companies, as well as other international copper producing firms, have
faced the problem of direct nationalisation or increased government pressure for
local particip+on,  but by and !arge the world’s miner&  market is still dominated
by foreign concerns. For example, United States Steel and Bethlehem Steel produce
much of the iron ore in Latin America, while the Aluminum Company of America
and the Aluminum Company of Canada dominate the world production of bauxite
and aluminium.

The introduction of direct foreign investment and technology into the developing
countries is usually explained by the simple economics of demard and supply. On
the demand side, large multinational firms hope to capture new markets for their
products. As countries develop and incomes per head rise, large international indus-
tries expand into those markets to vie for a slice of the newly increased incomes.
The expaniion  of the American take-out food industry in Europe is a simple example
of this demand-oriented foreign investment. In the world’s minerals industry, however,
the following considerations can be put forward to explain the large amounts of direct
foreign investment. First, muitinational  enterprises are continuously searching for new
sources of raw materials to expand their operations. This is especially important in the
light of the increasing depletion of the resources of developed countries and thevertical
structure of production of many multinational fmns. Secondly, the large-scale extrac-
don and processing of ore requires a degree of technological knowledge which is
possessed solely by a few multinational mining firms.  The possession of this ~kanowl-
edge enables the multinational tin? to exploit mineral deposits which sma::cr  cm-



pozations in host countries could not. In addition. large multinational firms are often
the only source of the enormous amounts of venture capital necessary to discover
aild recover new ore bodies.

The above reasons would suggest why host countries !:a~ difficulty in entering
into large-scale mining ventures. In this regard  it is also important to :mention  the
imernz!ionz! aspects oi rhe supply and demand for minerals: the marketing of the
world’s major minerals is dominated by a few international firms. The, production
of aluminium, for example, is completely integrated vertically, and the main pro-
ducers control  all the steps in the production process. The establishment of this
vertical strxture  is quite beyond the financial afid technical abilities of most devel-
oping countries. In the cases of other metals such as copper, tin and zinc, marketing
channe!s  arc established through futures markrts that are in the hands of financial
interests 5 the developed countries. The nature of the financial control of the mar-
keting of most metals makes it very difficult For developing countries to be com-
pletely independent in the production and distribution of their mineral resources.

In additmn  to the international aspects of the f&n&l control of the metals
market, a less developed country may encounter difficulty through its reliance lin
2. single metal for a substantial part of its export earnings. The market price of a
particular metal is usually unstable and hence quite unreliable as a foundation  for
a sustained growth in export earnings. In the case of copper, for example, the principal
reasons for the large variation in copper prices from year to year can be listed as
show” h&w.  1

copper

Markets

The markets for copper are multipie. One set of price quotations comes from
Kennecott,  Anaconda, and Phelps-Dodge.  Another source of price quotations
comes from custom smelters who use the output from small mines and large amounts
of scrap ore. A third source of prices is the London Metal Exchange which is parti-
cularly important to producers who sell their output on the basis of the London price.
Finally, wholesale metal dealers may have a slightly different price. Because of
the profusion of these different markets aad the multiple prices which arise in these
markets, prices tend to fluctuate considerably more than they would if copper
supply and demand were concentrated in a single market.

Demand

Since over 70 per cent of the output goes into the production of new capital
goods and consumer durahles  %, the copper industry is susceptible to extreme cyclical
variations.  Economic history tells us that the purchases of both capital goods and
ccnsumer  durable  can be postponed during a recession; consequently the purchases
of the copper needed for the production of these goods can be postponed. During
a down-swing, the highly mzchanised  large-scale producers must therefore low:
their prices and find their profits reduced. Conversely, in a boom, these producers
work at full capacity and prices are bid up in response to the increased demand for
both producers’ and consumers’ durables.
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Inventory policies of consumers

Consumers of copper tend to over-buy in anricipation  of shortages; therefore
prices rise. On the other hand, these ccmsumers  will undwbuy  when the supply is
adequatr because they will have accumulated inventories on which to draw; in this
case, therefore, prices will fall.

SUPPlY

Since copper ore occurs only in a limited number of major deposits, when pro-
duction in one of these areas is somehow adversely affected a large amount of copper
does not reach the market and the world prices change. Also, since larg&scale
mechnnised  mining is the most efficient method of extracting copper, and since these
mines require great capital investment, they will continue to operate during a recession
in order to cover, at least partially, the high tied costs. With present-day open-pit
mining techniques, variable costs are a relatively small part of total operational
costs, whereas the older type of underground mining techniques involved more
variable and less fixed costs (i.e. more labour and less overhead capital).

Smelter policy

The nature of the smelting process requires continuous production, 24 hours
a day and seven  days a week. Therefore when sales begin to decline the smelter will
cut his selling price to attract buyers rather than stop his furnaces from operating.

Interdependence of world producers

Because the producers and the governments cf the various countries which
supply ihe world with copper  are extremely aware of each other’s actions, any factor
which  interrupts the production of one country’~ output will affect the supply and
the price of copper in the rest of the world. Government policies cause buying and
selling waves in the world market and are a source of price disturbances, as may
be seen when there is any indication that the Government of the IInited States  may
be altering its policy with regard to its stockpile of minerals.
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ESTIMATING CAPACITY UTILISATION

It is assumed that the productive capacity of an industry grows at some linear
rate through time, and that shortfalls in capacity utilisation are reflected in deviations
from a trend in production through time. In other worsts, if we have some  values
of output, Q, through time we can estimate capacity u;ilisation  by observing and
quantifying the deviations of the actual values of each year’s output from some expec-
ted full capacity trend value of that output. The methodology employed in creating
an index of each year’s capacity utilisation is given below.

Let Q be a measure of output for years I N, where Q* is the observation with
the largest deviation of Q in that time period.

step 1

Rs+~ess  Q = f(r) in ihe Iirear form. We then have:
6=a+bt . ..(I)

where: &. &. are the estimated values of Q for years 1 to N.

We then define the full capacity estimates of Q from:

&= a’+ bf . ..(Z)
where 6,: : : : & are the full capacity estimates values of Q for years I to N
and a’ is the intercept value of a line passing through  Q’ and having the slope b of
equation (1).

The diagram on p. 302 illustrates the foregoing relationships.
Note that il’= a + aa, and that equation (2) is simply equation (1) shifted upward by
a, so tha: the estimated full capacity regression line passes through  the year with
the maximum output (Q’,

s t ep  2

Given that Q* = a’ + bt*
a’= Q* - bf* . ..(3)
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We ere now  able to calculate a full capacity estimate of Q, Qx as follows:

I$,= a'+ bt,

6." = ii + &"
where a’ is estimated from (3).

It therefore follows that

C&N=  a+ a,+ bra
=:a+btufao
== 6." + a,

step 3

We are now able to create the index of capacity estimates for each observed Q.

Itis.&nas$!+Q,,Q* . . . . . . . g
77

PI 6, 0, & 6.v
It can be seen that a*/$*=  1 and that all other values of the index will be less
than 1 and hence will be some  proportion of full capacity.

s t ep  4

For empirical simplicity it was decided to calculate the index of capacity estimates
as follows.
Let Lo be the residual of the original observation of QN  from the estimated value of
Q.v  over time.

For example:
t-a= Qr- &v
r;r= Ca-a-btt
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subtracting a0 from both sides
rs-ao=q.,---n~o,rbms
a,--m=a+a,+bfs-QP

aa- r.v= &- Q.v

multiplying both sides by Q:

our index of capacity for observation N as given in step 3 is:

&” = g = Q‘”
QB  + a, - r.\-

and is lower than I .(4)
QN

ir can also be seen that in the case of Q’, since au= r,v

.*=$I

Q*
Equation (4) will be used as an index of capacity utilisation  for observations

Q ,.... Qs.
The estimate of capacity utilisation as defined above was constructed in a simplified

way for usage on several industries with slightly differing and limited data. A. S. Bhalla
and J. Gaude  have correctly pointed out that such an index assumes a unique observed
maximum of output whereas for longer time periods it would be more realistic to
cse more that one maximum from which to define the full capacity growih  levels.



APPENDIX IV

TECHNOLOGY IN EXTRACTIVE  INDUSTRIES

Copper

Mining

In most recent years open-pit mining has accounted for the major part of the ore
mined in Chi!e  and ihe United States. In Zambia.  ,-II the other  hand, a large propor-
tion of ihe ore is extracted from underground mines. The choice of whether a particular
deposit should be exploited by open-pit or underground methods is determined by
several factors, such as the depth of ore body, surface conditions and topography,
concentration of ox deposits, and a&lability of capital and labour.  These factors
will affect the relative  costs of the two main extraction processes. Surface mining
is employed in the case of large porphyry deposits which lie near the surface. Veins
that contain a large percei;tag*  of ore are mined underground.

In an open-pit operation the ore is broken up by blasting and then large mechan-
ical shovels load the pieces into railroad dump cars which transport the ore to the
concentrator or smelter. This process of ore extraction tist requires the :anoval  of
large quan:ities  oi overburden from the esrth’s  surface. As the shovels work their
wzy deeper into the deposit, the crater takes on the appearance of a huge amphi-
theatre with terraces about 70 ft. high and fram 70-250  ft. wide. These terraces
take the form of concentric ellipses, bcccTing narrower towards the bottom of the pit.

In underground mines the ore is extracted by miners and loaded into wagons
drawn by electric locomotives which haul it to the shaft. It is then dumped into skips
and heisted  to the surfaa.  A new and very effective method of underground mining
is called “caving”. In the block caving method, th- veins of ore are undercut and
fall by gravity to a predr!ermir.ed  level, from which the ore is lifted to the surface.

Concentration, smelting and refining

Once the cre is extracted from the ground it undergoes three processes-con-
centration, smelting and refining. The concentrated ore is often smelted near the
mine, whereas the prodwtion  of refined copper generally takes place in industrialised
countries. In recent years there has been some attempt to conduct both smelting and
refining operations close to the mines, especially in the countries where government
intervention has influenced the industry. Such attempts may do much to increase
total employment in copper mining in the developing countries, providing thar the
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in those countries.
Native copper, copper oxides and copper sulfides we processed in three different

ways. ~atii copper is concentrated mainly by the use of flotation machines. Copper
concentrate  ,s therefore formed by the mixing of crushed ores with waier, oil, and
reagen:s. P ir bubbles collect the coated particles and float the concentrate to the
su&e. This concentrate is melted in reverberating furnaces, and air is introduced
to oxidise the impurities which are slagged off. After the molten ore has undergone
reduction, it is cast into ingots, billets, cakes and wire bars.

Oxidised copper  wes zre treated by leaching. In this process the crushed ore is
placed in large vats, and leaching solutions are allowed to percolate through it.
The sulfuric acid in the solution leaches out the copper in the form of copper
sulfate. This copper sulfate solution is purified in an electrolytic tank, and metallic
copper is formed on cathodes. The cathodes are then melted and cast into the usual
mmmeicial  forms.

Sulfide ores, which represent the bulk of copper produced in the United States,
are less than 1 per cent copper. The flotation process, “one  of the greatest technoio-
gica! advancements in the recovery of copper from low-grade sulfide ores” I, allows
the economic extraction of the low-grade sulfide ores. From every 100  tons of ore
treated, approximately 96 tons of material are discarded as tailings. Besides containing
:O per cent copper, the dried concentrate includes significant quantities of gold,
silver, and other mrtals.

The smelting of sulfide copper tires z begins with roasting, which removes volatile
components like sulfur and arsenic, and reverberatory Sumacing,  in the course of
which the copper concentrate is heated to a molten state and the iron floats to the
top while the matte of copper and sulfur settles to thz bottom. After the periodic
removai oi the slag, the matte is placed in converters. 1~1 the converting process, air
is forced through the molten mass of copper so that the sulfur is burned off. Next,
the oxygen is removed in the form of carbon dicxids and steam through treatmeni
in an anode furnace. The resulting copper is called “blister” copper, and is 99.6 per
cent pure, though stiil too impure to be used for electrical purposes.

Retining blister copper is done through elec!rolysis,  which removes the usual gold,
silver, and platinum impurities. The process of producing pure “cathode” coppx
is thus completed. Cathode (or eiectrolytic:)  copper has a minimum purity of 99.9 per
cent.

Fabrication and us?~

Electrol:  tic copper is cast into various forms. Ingots are 10 in. in length and
weigh ar>rorimately  20 lb Wire bars, which weigh 250 lb, are designed for drawing
into wire. Sheets and flatware are made from copper cakes, and billets are formed
into copper tubing.

Half of cocker consumption takes the form of electrical applications which
indude power &&mission, electronics, home and office power supply, and wiring.
Teleohone and teleeraoh cables and u,ires  are the two lareest  users of cocker in the
communications tieid,’ but numerous components in radios and televfsion sets are
also made of copper and its alloys.

Because of the non-corrosive quality of copper and its alloys, its construction
uses include roofing, plumbing goods, and builders’ bzrdware.  “The- at!!omntive

1 Stanley Vance: Indusbiol  srruefure  and policy, op. cit., p. 100. Vance points out that
before the flotation  process it was economical to mine only the high-grade ores, selectively.

2 Olin 7. Mouron:  Resources and indusfries of the United Sfares,  op. cit., pp.  35X?-391.
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industry accounts for about 9 per cent of copper consumed in the United States,
using about 30 to 40 Ib of copper per vehicle.” L Copper also plays an important
part in the manufacture of aircraft, missiles; locomotives, cargo and passenger
ships, submarines, homeappliances,  turbines,watchesandclocks.Theabove-m~ontioned
uses for copper and copper products give only a small indication of the versatility
and importance of the product. ’

Bauxite

Bauxite is mostly mined through open-pit operations. Underground mining,
however. is common in European countries, including France and the USSR where
mining costs are substantially greater than in open-pit mines. Bauxite deposits are
often covered with up to 50 Ft. of over-burden which must be stripped as the mining
is carried out. Stripping ratios of as much as IO ft. ol over-burden to I ft. of ore are
minable, and a ratio of 15 to 1 is considered feasible.

Although the amount of over-burden varies greatly from operation to operation,
this alone is not the main determinant of the final cost of production. Transport
cost, the amount of pre-drying  and beneficiation  necessary. as well as the required
infrastructural  investment, all tend to cause wide fluctuations in the final cost of
bauxite. In addition, the scale of the operation is of great impor:ance  in achieving
competitive costs since a significant iovestment  in power, water, transport and port
facilities is normally required. The minimum size of operation is estimated to be about
300,oM) tons per annum if large amounts of infrastructural  investment are not required.
New projects now  usually provide for an output of about 1 mlilion  tons.

As far as known deposits and future so!xcez of supply are concerned, it would
appear that, in the medium term, increases in production will increasingly tend to
come from Australia and Guinea, where deposits three to four times the size of
Jamaica‘s are reported; previously Jamaica’s 500  million tons were coosidered  the
world’s largest deposits. In general, known reserves of bauxite have more than doubled
in ihe last decade and continued exploration will probably lead to still more discoveries:
it is probable that known resewes of bauxite will again double in the next decade,
Africa being the roost likely source of new discoveries. z

Alumina

It is usually assumed that 2 tons of bauxite are required for the production of
I ton of alumina. Approximately 90 per cent of the world’s alumina is produced on
the basis of the Bayer process. Although the basic principie underlying this process
has remained unaltered, considerable technological change has occurred in the pro-
duction of alumina, and this stage has reached a rather high technical level. Esscn-
tially, this process involves the mixing of bauxite with a solution of hot caustic
soda in which the alumina is dissolved and the impurities eliminated through
filtration. The resulting sodium aluminate solution is then hydrated and finally
calcined to produce alumina. This process is often modified to suit the nature
of the particular ores. A number of other processes for the recovery of aluminium
clays, alunite and lower-grade bauxite ores, as well as the elimination of the aiumina
stage, are currer.:!y  being atfenp:ed on an experimental basis. Once these techniques



are used on a commercial scale, the distribution of ore and alumina facilities could
be altered considerably. However, wholesale innovations seem unlikely in the near
future since ali xcent investment has bee” undertaken on the basis of the traditional
bauni:e-aluminium  process.

Traditionally. the conversion of bauxite to alumina has occurred near the aluminium
reduction facilities in developed countries. However, the recent trend has bee” towards
increased production of alumina nearer the ore fieids. Since the ratio of bauxite to
ak:mi”a is app;o;imately  2 to 1: significant savings in transport costs can be made
by producing alumina at the nune site. Alumina plant size varies from 6t3,OOO  to
150,OCQ  tons per annum, depending on whether the alumina plant is connecte.1  to the
bauxite mining operation or to the aluminium reduction plant. Major alumini!~m  com-
panies usually think in terms of a 360,00X!on  alumina plant adjacent to a IOO,OOO-a”
aluminium reduction facility. The minimum plant sire for a self-contained alumina
pia”! in North  America is 250,000 tons per annum while in Japan and Europe it is
15C!,GX!  !ox Al~umina  operations connected with the mining of bauxite, as in Australia,
Jamaica, Surinam o: West Africa, usually run at about 200,000 tons per annum.
‘JNIDO estimates the capital requirements for alumina plants to be about $200 to
$250 per ton of annual output, and also states that the wit cost for a plant producing
,OO,OOO  tons annually is about 50 per cent greaier !han for plants producing 300,wO
tom per annu”l.  1

Aluminium proper

The industrial groductic” of alfiminium is based on the elearolysis of a” alumina
solution in molten cryolite. The reduction is undertake” in a series of electrolytic
oells called potlines. Carbon  anodes extend into the potlines, which are carbon-lined
and act as cathodes. The direct current passing between the anodes and cathodes
reduces the aluminium oxide, and the meta! sinks to the bottom of the cell. Although
other techniques for this reduction process are currently being studied,  “one has
so far bee” proved to be economically feasible.

Inputs per ton of aluminium are as follows il:

Alumina 3.802 lb. Anode carbon 1,100 lb.
Cryolite 40.60  lb. Cathode carbon 40 lb.
Aluminium fluoride 40-60 lb. Electricity 14.16  mW/minute.
Fluorspar 6 lb. Labour 13-14  man-hours.

Labour  inputs may vary considembly  more than the above table indicates. According
to UNIDO,  labour use may vary between 10 and 120 man-hours per ton of mete!,
depending upon rhe degree of mechanisatia”,  which, in tui” may depend on !ccal
labour market conditions. 3 Electric po~wer  in the most impor!znt  economic factor
in aluminium production: the electrolytic reduction of aluminiuin on a” economic
scale requires large quanti!ies  of cheap power.



L E S S O N S  FROM T H E  C A S E  S T U D I E S

by A. S. Bhalla  ’

One must be cautious  in making generalisations from a heterogeneous
sample of industries such as the ones included in this volume.  However,  most of
these studies  point  in one important  direction,  namely  that the determinist
view  that choice of techniques does not exist, especially  ic manufacturing,
is incorrect.  Whether  one considers  the production  processes  themselves,  e.g.
in metalworking and cotton  textiles, 01 ancillary  operations such as materials
handling, transport  and packaging,  the empirical evidence supports the exist-
ence of possibilities  of substitution between capital, labour and materials.
This conclusion seems valid irrespective  of the geographical  region and manu-
facturing industry  to which the studies  relate.

It can be argued that unemployment  and poverty are more severe in Asia
and Africa than in Latin America,  so that there might be a lesser tendency for
countries in the latter  region either to look for mope  labour-intensive methods
or to choose from among those that are aiready  known.  In other words, the
choice  of appropriate  technologies  as instruments  of employment and income
distribntinn  pn!icies  may not carry equal weight in different sets of economic,
social and political environments.

SOME  KEY ISSUES

Factor pricing and technological choice

I n  the neo-classical  tradition,  many writers on technological choice blame
factor price  distortions  for choices  in the direction of capital intensity.  Their
analysis  is based on simplified substitution  possibilities  between  two factors,
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namely  capital and labour. It is assumed that if wages  rise faster than the price
of capital,  factor proportions  will  tilt in favour of a relatively greater input of
capital.  Sore enough. as the empirical studies in this volume show,.  relative
factor prices have an important  role to play in the choice  of techniques.  Della
\‘a:!e.  in the siudy on the minerals  industry,  demonstrates that producers in the
United States  were much more responsive to higher  wages than those in the
developing  countries.  This is shown by the fact that the elasticity of substitution
of capital for labour is higher  in the United States than in developing countries
sxh 8s Chi!e, Zaire and Zambia.

There  is one interesting factor here, however.  Most of the firms in the
extractive iodatrier  in these developing countries are subsidiaries  of multina-
tional lirms. Why then do they behave differently from their parent firms? The
explanations given are twofold.  First,  wages in the developing  countries consid-
ered are so low that any increase in labour  costs does not represent more  than
a marginal increase  in the total  costs involved. Secondly,  union and government
pressure  may be too strong to let foreign mining companies  reduce  empioyment
in response  to higher wages.  In general,  however,  the author concludes that in
both developed  and developing  countries  market prices play B significant roie
in facror allocation  in the case of the copper mining  industry. ‘This conclusion
does not apply to firms engaged  in the production  of bauxite because  the cost
of bauxite  production  amounts to only a very small fraction  of the total cost
of making aluminium.

Cooper and Kaplinsky also foxd that pricing played a role in the choice  and
use of second-hand machinery, but in a different way. The unit costs of pro-
duction are more sensitive  to rates of output than to machine prices  them-
selves.  Thus it is not so much  the price of second-hand machinery as the uncer-
tainty and risk involved  in attaining  a certain rzte of output  that enter into
decision  making.

Pack,  on the other hand, argues  that the use of second-hand machines  in
the textile industry  in the developing  countries  would be optimai, especially
because  the relative factor prices  prevailing in these countries would be favour-
able to such a decision. He further  argues that even if repair and maintenance
.wcre  greater in the case of used machines  it would  tend to be a labour-intensive
and less expensive  activity  in less developed countries, since the wages of repair
men would  be a small fraction of these  of their  Western  counterparts.

However,  it is worth noting that the textile study is based on the restrictive
assumption that the productivity  of the various vintages or types of equipment
would  be the same in a less developed  country as it is in the United Kingdom.
While this is plausible apriori, the validity of the assumption is not borne out by
the Kenya”  jute procrssing study, the authors  of which found wide variations
in machine  o~t~tii in a sit& factory~  Notwithstanding  this, both st~dics ii;dicate
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that in some circumstances a careful selection can mean that the use of second-
hand equipment is a feature of the optimal technique.

The point  abou t  the differences in relative prices between developing  and
developed  countries and their influence  on the choice  of techniques needs to be
compared  with relat:ve factor price  differences between urban and rural areas
within a deve!oping  country.  This is done by Frances Stewart in her study on
cement  blocks  in Kenya. She  demonstrates  that on account of lower wage or
!nbour  costs in rmai areas,  among other factors,  manual techniques are more
suitable  there than machines.

There is one study, however,  that on sugar processing  in India,  which comes
up wiih a rather  different result: it is not so much the prices of capital and labour
as that of the raw material input that determines the choice of technoiogy.
This may be particularly  true in the case of a processing  industry.  It also showed
that in the choice between  large-scale  and small-scale  production  the general
level  of wage rates made !itt!e difference  as long as the wage rate paid in
large-scale production does not increase  in relation to that paid by small
producers.  More important  parameters are the recovery  rate of sugar  from
cane 2nd the werage  length of the crushing season.

The cases of both cement blocks  and sugar processing  suggest  thet differ-
eras in relative  factor prices between urban and rural ~xas are associated
partly with the different modes  of employment  that prevai!.  In the rural  areas,
small-scale production  units operate under family-based systems,  given the
low value of the supply price of labour.

Multi-factor substitution

The simplistic choice of factor proportions  between two inputs, namely
physical  capital and labour, does not correspond  to reaiity. in praciice, possi-
bilities of substitution  exist between labour and material inputs, between  labour
and working capital,  between  skilled and unskilled labour, etc. This is borne out
by a number of case studies in this volume.

The importance  of substitution  between  labour and non&bow inputs
(e.g.  intermediate products) at a conceptual  level  was considered in Chapter I
on the concept and measurement of labour  intensity. The empirical studies  on
copper  and aluminium (Chapter IZ), the textile industry (Chapter  6), sugar
processing  (Chapter  7) and the manufacture  of cement  blocks (Chapter 8)
all show that in one way or another  the price and quality of raw material  inputs
deserve separate treatment  in the analysis of substitution  possibilities.  For
example, in the case ofextractive industries,  the quality and type of ore mined
:argc!y  determined the &&city of substitution.  On the basis of a comparison
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between  two Zambia mines, A and 8, Della  Valle  concludes  that because  of
the lower qus!ity of copper ore, labol,r will  be replaced  five times as quickly
in mine A as in mine 8.

The importance of intermediate material costs in affecting  the wage rates is
explicitly recognired  by Howard Pack  in Chapter  6. Allowance  needs lo be
made for the marginal rate of substitution  of intermediate inputs for labour,
together with the marginal  rate of substitution  of capital for labour. In the
conventional analysis on factor proportions  only the latter is considered.

Alternative techniques may have dii%rential material requirements, thus
complicating the problem of technical choice.  It is often argued  that in textiles
and in other manufacturing  industries as well, the use of new equipment instead
of old, or the xse of capital-intensive methods in general,  ensures  economies
in the use of raw materials. There  is no unequivocal  evidence  to support  such
arguments. Pack demonstrates  that in rile  case of the textile industry the evidence
is r;ither mixed: while newer spinning  processes  do reduce waste considerably,
the more recent  loom designs result in higher wastage  levels  than for the
Lancashire looms.  It is worth noting, however,  that different  levels  of wastage
occur in weaving  ditferent types of material.

Baron  notes that in sugar  processing  large capital-intensive  mills have an
advantage over their small labour-intensive counterparts  in so far as they
require less sugar cane per unit of sugar produced.  Nevertheless,  although  the
small plants  are “cane-wasters” this disadvantage  may often be offset by the
fact that the sugar  mills require  additional  capital.

Stewart, m her study on the manufacture  of cement blocks,  has estimated
non-labour  costs, in particular  fuel costs,  for labour-intensive and capital-
intensive  techniques  respectively.  She shows that fuel costs per block  of cement
are much  higher  in the case of large stationary vibrating machines  than in
that of small machines. In general,  the manuai  techniques save  on non-labour
costs.  Stewart’s findings about fuel costs are specially  relevant in today’s
circumstances in which oil-importing developing countries are hard hit by
increases  in oil prices in particular  and by the energy crisis in general.  Until
recently, relatively  cheap imported oil encouraged the use of machines  instead
of !abour,  and provided !ittle inc,~itive to develop  local sources of energy.
In oil-short countries at least, wherever possible,  efforts may be needed to
explore  alternative techniques that substitute  labour and local sources  of
energy for fuel and other materials in short  domestic supply.

Intermediate  products  are also relevant  to the choice of :echnique in another
sense. We noticed in Chapter  1 that the degree  of mechanisation and capital
intensity  may move in opposite directions if due account is taken of the
working capital requirements of alternative techniques:  a technique requiring
hardly  any machines may yet be very capital-intensive. Therefore there may
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well  be a case for treating capital as heterogeneous in the sense  that fixed capital
and working  capital should be treated as separate  factor inputs.

Empirixl  evidence  suggests that, in general, the working  capital (which  rep-
resents stccks of raw materials  and finished products)  required by iabour-in-
tensive rechniques  is larger than that needed for their capital-intensive counter-
parts. However,  the study on sugar processing in India in this volume sug-
gests ;a:%~ different results, and the author argues that working capital is
probably higher for the mills than for small producing units. The reason for
this unusual situation is that the Government  regulates  the sale of sugar by the
mills in order to ensure that the supply of sugar is evenly distributed  throughuui
the year. Or. the other hand, the smaii units are noi subject  to such controi,
with the result that they can sell their  sugar in the course  of the crushing season.
Interestingly enough, government intervention  leads to different time lags
between production  and sales,  which  influence working capital requirements in
the two techniques.

Like capital, labour is also a heterogeneous  factor input. It is closer  to
reality to disaggregate labour, at least broadly,  into skilled and unskilled cate-
gories. There  may be complementarity  or substitutability  between physical
capital and skilled labour. Similarly,  skilled labour may be either a substitute
for unskilled labour or a complement to it.

A case study undertaken  as part of the ILO-organ&d  employment  mission
to Kenya lz suggests  that the transition from automated  to semi-automated
techniques  may involve  factor substitution  not only between  capital and labour
but also between  semi-skilled  labour  (used with automated  techniques) and
skilled supervision  plus unskilled labour (used with semi-automated techniques).
In other words, this implies  a complementary  relationship between  supervisors
(one type of skill) and unskilled labour. Unfortunately,  the study on the manu-
factnre of cans in Kenya, Tanzania and Thailand,  reported in Chapter  4 of this
volume,  is unable to substantiate the hypothesis  that supervision  costs militate
against the use of labour-intensive techniques. Though rather  iuconclusiv~e,
the data suggest  that supervision  costs per unit “are lowest  with more ‘inter-
mediate’  technologies, but rise  with greater labour and capital intensity”.
The can manufacture  study m this volume further  indicates  that the substitu-
tion process  is much more complicated than wzs origin&y considered in
the Kenya employment  mission  report. For example, in the movement from
capital-intensive to labour-intensive methods. there is not only a substitu-
tion of supervision for skill but a change in the nature of supervisory skills  re-

’ ILO : Employmen,,  incomes and equoliry: A stmregyfor inereosing productive employmenf
in Ken.va,  op. cit., Technical Paper 7: “A case study of choice of techniques in two procesSes
in the manufacture of cans”.
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quired. This is indeed a very interesting point  that emerges from the analysis  of
can manufacture  in Thailand. The type of supervision  needed on automated  pro-
duction lines calls for workers  with a high level  of technical  ability to manage
machines,  whereas  that on labour-intensive production  lines requires  abi!ity  to
organise  or manage a large number of workers.  It might well  be that the type
of supervision  needed for labour-intensive methods (skills needed for organising
workers)  is more readily available  and cheaper in developing  countries  than the
type of silpervision  needed for capital-intensive methods.  This unusual hypo-
thesis needs to be substantiated  by further research  on the cost of supervision
and iabour management,  At present there are very iew studies,  if any, deaiing
specificaliy with the effects of these factors  on technical choice at the level  of
the firm or the industry. The influence  of such non-economic factors as disci-
pline and cultures also seems to be virgin ieWtory.  Is the cost of supervision
lower in cultures with a high worker discipline  than in others?  Can one type
of abundant  skill be substitoted for a more  scarce one to perform given tasks
of supervision? These questions  deserve  much more  attention  in the dis-
cussions  on technical choice  in industry  than they have received  in the past.

Product choice

So far we have assumed  that technical choice is confined to identical pro-
ducts with given quality  and other characteristics.  However,  the particular
product mix to be manufactured  at both intra-industry  and inter-industry  levels

!

deserves serious  consideration.  First,  it is of crucial importance  for deter-
mining  the employment  implications of any industrialisation  strategy. Second-
ly, whether products  are well  specified or not makes  a di%rence  to the issue
of choice  of techniques:  the case studies in this volume,  particularly  the ones
on sugar  processiilg,  can making and cement blocks,  demonstrate  that if the

I product mix is varied  technical choice between  one kind of method and another

I
becomes  much more complicated in practice. For instance,  the study on sugar
processing  demonstrated  that there are in fact three types of sugar,  namely
white sugar,  gur and khandsari,  which meet the same consumer needs. How-
ever, although  gur, a traditional  product,  is more  nutritive than white sugar,
the urban population  prefers  white sugar, while gtrr  is consumed mainly
in rural areas.  Cur is produced much more labour-intensively. If government
intervention through price control leads to the substitution  of white sugar  for
gur in consumer demand, employment  would be sacrificed.  Unless cross-
elasticities of demand fo: sngar and gw a:e known, it is of course difficult to
be precise about the employment effects of product  substitution,  which itself
also depends on the nature of rural-urban  income  distribution.
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Whiie the study on cement  blocks reinforces this point, it brings out an
additional  but very significant point  relevant to the problem  of product  choice:
the consideration  of the range of products  (or materials in this case) requires
that the productive process  be regarded as a chain in which  the choice  of
techniques  at one stage helps to determine the choice  at other stages. This
interdependence of choices  at different stages of production  may exist even if
the sane pro;iuct  is considered.  While it is true that each product  or material
is associated  with a technique, so that variation  of them would widen the
technical  choice,  it is also true that, given the product or material, there may be
scope for labour-capital  substitution in relation to one stage or process  bui not
another.  This is shown in the study of metalworking:  of the 88 metal-machining
processes,  only 55 permitted technical choice.

There may or may not really be a positive or clear-cut  association  between
labour  intensity and product  characteristics.  It has been argued that products
consumed  by the ;ich are more capital-intensive than those consumed, by most
of the poor in developing countries. Even  if this were  so-and the study on
cement  blocks  points out exceptions-it  need not follow that capital-intensive
products are necessarily “inappropriate”  for !ow-&come  consumers. Take a
case in which  &se products  are more durable and cheaper than the labour-
intensive ones, e.g. plastic shoes compared  with leather shoes. On distribu-
tioxa! sod equity grounds,  such capital-intensive products may well qualify as
“appropriate”  for even low-income  consumers.

Tasks and processes

We observed  in Chapter 1 that much of the literature on technologicn!
choice  is concerned with the production  of final output. However,  the manufac-
ture ot” most products  involves a series of p~rocesses,  each consisting of B dif-
ferent activity or task which requires  different inputs of unskilled labour, skills
and equipment.

A detailed disaggregation of production into a large number of tasks, as is
carried  out in the study on metalworking  in this volume (Chapter  I I), implies
an examination of factor proportions  in each task OI activity separately. For
some tasks very little scope  will  exist for substituting  labour for capital, whereas
for others a range of efficient pos&lities  may exist, as is shown in the study of
cement block manufacture  in Kenya  (Chapter  8) and of metalworking  in
Mexico (Chapter  11).

There is another  reason for looking  at processes  and tasks separately. As
demonstrated  in Chapter  8, although in theory a very labour-intensive method
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in one process  (e.g. mixing cement on the ground) could be combined with a
more  mechanised one in another (e.g. the use of a block-maker),  in practice
the choice  of technique at one stage pa& determines  ihe choice at the next
stage.  This interdependence is explained partly by speed  and quality require-
atents. To quote Frances Stewart-

Rapid  spesd OF production at one stage, if it is to be unmrerrupted, requires  pre-
vious processes to keep pace. This may Lx achieved  by having  a number of machines
going simultaneously  at the previous  processes,  or by having  each machine  producing
equally  rapidly. The quality  requirements of the inputs oi one process determine
the quality  necessary  for tt$e output of previous  processes.. This typz of argument
applies to all vertically  linked  processes  of production,  whether  thev are conducted
by the same firm or not. 1

In practice,  managers or private entrepreneurs make decisions  much more
for the type of machines required  for different processes  than for the manufac-
ture of the final product  (see Chapter  I I). The introduction  of processes  and
tasks into the analysis imp!ies that the range of technical choice is extended,

One methodological  point which  is intriguing  is the precise manner  in which
highly disamegated  micro-process  analysis can suitably be aggregated into
over-all  factor proportions  for a given product.  The manner clearly depends
on the possibilities  of variation in each process.  While’  this problem of
different levels of aggregation has been recognised in the chapter  on metal-
working,  it is not clear .whether  any meaningful  generalisations  can be achieved
on the basis of very disaggregated  analysis. No at:empt  at aggregation has been
made in the studies on cement  b!ork  mxr?fr?cture and metaiworking. In
principle,  however,  isoquants for each process (each of which  will  have different
points  depending on flexibility or rigidity of factor proportions) can be developed
into an aggregate isoquant  for the group of processes  considered.

Market structures

The choice of technology is significantly intluenced  by market  structures
and organisation, as well  as by the social, economic, inst~itutional  and political
environment. This is all the more so in market economies  where different private
investors  making technological decisions are often faced with different sets  of
factor and product prices,  thanks to the existence  of structural  economic
duaiism.

‘See  Frances Stewart:  “Choke  of technique in developiog  countries”, op. cit.,
pp.  115-116.
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‘The  monopolistic  advantages of a firm or an industry may encourage it to
use capital-intensive techniques.  The use of international  trade names,  and the
capacity of the monopolists to bear  the heavie: bo:den af t%ance  capita!,  may
partly account for this situation. In a study on Indonesia, Louis Wells acquired
the impression  that international  firms not giving  much  importance  to brand
nanxs  or trade marks tended to use much niore labour-intensive techniques
than they used in their home countries.  ’ Moreover,  protected firms making
windfall prolits may have less ixsntive  to innovate than competitive firms.

Issues of risk and uncertainty,  related to the organisation and structures of
markets,  have an important  bearing on the choice of technology, and seem to
constitute one of the least explored  areas in empirical  research.  For instance,
do firms view returns to training as non-appropiiable?  If they do, would  it
result in investment in physical  capital  instead of in human capital?  What
effect does uncertainty  about government  policies or future market  demand
have on the current  technical  choices  of the firms? It may be that firms main-
tain greater excess capacity and higher inventory  stocks  under conditions of
uncertainty, thus leading  to a higher  degree of capital intensity. One hypothesis
put forward by Wells is that capital-intensive plants seem to act as an insurance
against risks. This may happen in two ways, namely (a) the manager of a
capital-intensive firm may enjoy a greater flexibility in responding ts unexpected
dsmand fluctuations,  and (b) the capital-intensive p!ant  may make it easier to
cope with a future liquidity crisis. To give but one example, it is easier to operate
an additional  shift in response  to increased demand in a capital-intensive plant
than in a labour-intensive one which would require  large numbers of additional
skilled and unskilled workers.

The case study on the second-hand equipment in this volume (Chapter 5)
touches  on the problems of risk and uncertainty  which occur partly because  of
the special organisational  features of the market  for second-hand equipment.
Transactions between  buyers  and sellers are irregular and take place  under
conditions of imperfect information  about outpui  performa~nce,  maintenance,
availability of spare  parts, transport,  re-assembly  and m-installation.  Buyers in
general may be in a weaker  bargaining position. Jute machinery, with which  the
study is concerned, may however  be a peculiar  case of particularly  weak
bargaining power  of the buyers  since Dundee in the United Kingdom  is perhaps
the only source of supply. The result of this supplier’s  monopoly  position is that
entrepreneurs may prefer to buy new instead of used machwxy  even though:he
latter saves on capital. It is argued that in certain circumstances machinery
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dealers might improve the flow of information to buyers  and thus reduce their
uncertainty.

The study on can making (Chapter  4) briirgs  out the influence  of market
cnoditions particularly  well.  It is demonstrated  that the small-scale,  more labour-
intensive techniques may be preferred until the market gradually builds to a
level  which  would justify investment in a capital-intensive technique.

The risk element and uncertainty  are linked in this study to imperfect
knowledge  abou: other technical possibilities: in other words the difficulty lies
not so much in a lack of alternatives as in uncertainty  on the part of the private
decision  makers about the reliability of certain types of equipment that may,
ironically enough, be even cheaper than the more  capital-intensive types but
nay still not be used.

The influence  of market structures is further  brought out in the study on the
capacity of the engineering  industry in Colombia (Chapter 10). It is suggested
that import-substituting  industrialisation  and the accompanying protective
policies inhibited labour-intensive innovations  and the development of ar,
indigenous  capital-goods sector. The process  of adaptation  of imported machine
designs and innovations  in addition  to the importation  of capital equipment
began only in the export promotion  phase when Colombian industry  was
exposed  to greater competition  in domestic and foreign markets.

N.ATt_IRE  OF ACTION  CALLED  FOR

It has been established in this volume that posslbdmes  of substitution  exist
in both the core processes  and the ancillary  operations in the manufacturing
sector. On its own, however,  the identification  of technological alternatives is
necessary  but not sufficient: it is essential that once flexibility in factor propor-
iions has been established, ways and means should  be found of applying the
efficient labour-intensive technologies that have been identified. The responsi-
bility for taking  such action lies in both the public and the private sector. In the
former,  governments can take action  directly  in public sector industries  by
making project appraisals on the basis of social cost-benefit  analysis, explicitly
introducing  employment  into the objective function. In some industries less
capital-intensive techniques  may be eiTicient!y  used even without  any social
evaluation, and thus without  calling for a subsidy.

Indirectly, governments can play a major  role in influencing private invest-
ment decisions through  interventions  in the market. The ILO-organ&d
comprehensive  employment  missions,  notably  to Sri Lanka and the Philippines,
pointed out how distortions  in the prices  of such factors as land, capital and
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labour. or rmore  generally  the whole  incentives structure (including fiscal,
monetary, wages, and training policies),  influence technical  choice in the direc-
tion of greater  capital intensity. For example, the S:i Lank:. emp!cyme,>t  report ’
noted that the private sector  was positively encouraged by the tax system ta buy
capital equipment. Often these subsidies  on capital are accompanied by ad5
tions to iabour  costs,  so that the hiring of labour is doubly discouraged.

Govsrnment  interventions in the factor markets need to be such that sisals
for resource  allocation  point  in the direction  of the true scarcity or abundance
of factor inputs. No categorical and general recommendations can, however,
be made on this point,  and this volume does not attempt to do so. The reason
for this is that the current  state of our empirical knowledge  about the influence
of fisca!  and financial intervention in inducing  economy-wide  changes  in factor
combinations  towards greater  employment  from given  investment resources
is still very limited. 2 Only one systematic quantitative  study has been reported
that isolates the effect of factor price  changes on factor combinations  through
changes  in both technique and output mix. 3 That study is, however,  more
illustrative than predictiw  based as it is on rather restrictive and unrealistic
assumptions. Its main conclusion is that for a given factor price  change the
scale of direct factor substitution  (variations  in choice  of technique) in produc-
tion is greater than indirect substitution  (variations in output  mix) through
foreign  and domestic  demand. The authors  admit that “without  further  empir-
ical evidence,  it is impossible  to say whether or not these :esults represent
realistic  orders of magnitude”.

In the last resort, the effect of various policy instruments (fiscal or monetary)
on relative factor prices  and technical choice will  depend  on the nature and
functioning  of the particular  economic systems; so will  the influence  of factor
prices on product  mix.

Notwithstanding  the above  caveats, private firms can be encouraged to
employ  more labour-intensive methods  in several ways, namely by general
measures  to make the use of equipment less attractive  by comparison  with that
of labour, by selective  inea~ure~  to attain the above  objective  in individual
enterprises  and by making capital-intensive prod~ucts more expensive  than
labour-intensive products,  thus shifting  consumer demand to the latter. 4
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Some of the case studies  in this volume, particularly the one on sugar pro-
cessing, suggest  that governments  have not always given  consideration  to the
possibility  of taking  the above  practical measures  to encourage labour-inten-
sive products and techniques.  Government  control of sugar supply means
distortions  of the true market price  and the true demand for sweetening
agents. As a basis for appropriate  government  intervention, information  is
needed on cross-elasticities  of demand  for alternative or near-substitute
products.

Another point about incentives  structure  and pricing policies is that although
:he removal  of factor price  distortions  is important  for ensuring more appro-
priate technical choices,  it is not sufficient on its own and should constitute  one
of several elements  in a set of measures  which  may alra include the establish-
ment of appropriate  institutions  of information  collection  and dissemiwtion,
action relating to transport  and installation  costs in addition to machine prices,
and the establishment of adequate planning,  organisation  and implementation
mncbintry. In the chapter on sugar  processing  techniques  it is shown that one of
the reasons  for the failure of policy  makers to consider  expanding small-scale
sugar production  has been  the absence  of a “single body responsible  for
evaluating investment p.sstbdltles  in the two technologies  together”.

The above  point  seems to apply particularly  to the buying of second-hand
equipment by the developing  countries. In Chapter  5 on the use of second-hand
equipment in jute processing,  considerable emphasis  is $aced  on the need for
more  technological and economic information  about the ageing  of such
equipment and its deterioration  through  lifting and re-installation. Nevertheless,
even in the absence  of further information,  the collection  oi which  can often be
time consuming, decisions  have to be made. It is therefore important  to
consider  whether a policy of using second-hand  machinery might contribute
towards  a technological  apacity to create new “appropriate”  methods of
production  by creatin:  greater demands on local machine  shops.  In fact, the
ILO-organised empioyment  mission  to Kenya 1 had recommended the possi-
bi!ity of using the large East African Railway Works’lops  as well  as small
machine  shops  to give technicai support  to industries in the “informal”  sector,
which often used second-hand machinery.

Existing  policies  regarding the import  of second-hand machinery by the
developing  countries are rather  extreme: on the one hand, some of these
countries totally  ban the import of this equipment;  others tend to follow an
open  door policy regardless  of the risks associated with transactions  in second-
hand equipment. A discriminating  policy based on knowledge  about the orga-
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nisation  of the market for second-hand machinery  and the development  of the
requisite skills  is to be preferred.

This leads to another  lesson  for policy formulation, namely that even in
cases in whch  efficient technological alternatives do exist the flow of infor-
mation  about them to the potential  end users is often very imperfect.  The
stndy on can production  (Chapter  4) indicates that the use of relatively
capital-intensive techniques resulted  not so much from the non-availability
of less capital-intensive  and more appropriate  techniques as from the lack of
information  about existing alternatives. Thus it is the process  of selection,  and
not the nature of the existing  techniques,  that seemed to be inappropriate.

A fina! point about the means of correcting facror price  distortions is that
they tend to influence current  prices  more  than future  ones. Indeed,  current
policy decisions are made on the basis of the current  set of prices and from out of
a currently knowu  set of technological possibilities,  Most of the empirical
studies are concerned  with a static  view  of technical choice with the existing  set
of production possibilities.  The current factor prices,  even when corrected
through  proper  policy instruments,  do not give indications  of the potentialities
of future increases in technical knowledge  and of the development  of new appro-
priate technologies.  This dynamic  aspect  of technological choice  and innova-
tions is considered  in Chapter  4 on can production  and‘in Chapter10 on the
engineering industry.

There are thus two possible  improvements  in technological choice  from the
point of view  of policy formulation.  First, improvements can be introduced  into
the decision-making  process  in order to facilitate more appropriate choices  from
within the existing range of techniques  that have evolved  over time. Such an
improvement may involve  fiscal action on factor prices  and the promotion of a
better  dissemination of information  on existing technological alternatives.
Secondly,  wherever technologies appropriate to the factor endowments of
developing countries do not exist, they could be created through’massive
research and development.

Some efforts  are being made in a few developing countries to allocate
research and development expenditure  specifically  to a search  for appro-
priate technologies.  But the record in terms of amounts  spent  or of results
achieved  is generally  poor, partly because the share of the developing  countries
in the total world expenditure on research  and development is as low as 2 per
cent, the remainder being devoted almost entirely to the requirements of
advanced countries.  No doubt  most developing countries do have national
science and technology institutions,  but apart from limited resources,  these
institutions  have thz major  weakness  that science  and technology is very rarely
related to local prcduction conditions.  They also cater to the nerds of a very
small client&  of modern industry,  little effort being made to harness the
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forces  of science and technology for the “informai”  sector. Yet it is precisely
the latter kinds of employment-creating  innovations  that are primarily needed
to improve  the welfare of the common man.

Thus technological gaps exist not just between  the rich and the poor coun-
tries but alw witbin the latter  between the “formal”,  or modern, and “informal”
sectors.  If success is defined in terms of the eradication  of poverty, the objective
of a successful technology policy cannot simply be a reduction in technological
gaps between the rich and the poor countries,  but a reduction or elimination  of
technological dualism within national  boundaries;  this is perhaps equally
important,  if not more  so. ’ Measures  to redress  this imbalance include the
allocation of a higher proportion  of research and development  resources  to
institutes concerned mainly with small-scale  and traditional  production,  the
lccation of these institutes  in areas where relevant productive activity  is
concentrated,  and a combination  of problem-solving service with research  and
development activity. The experience of China is relevant  here. Indigenous
innovations are encouraged both on the farm and on the shop floor: scientists
and technologists  go down to the communes and the factory floor before
defining research  priorities;  successful innovations  and innovators receive
public acclaim  and recognition.  Thus China seems to have institutionalized
technological innovation  at the local level, linking research  and development
to applied social needs.

The above  measures,  namely choosing appr,aprihte  tecbnalogies from known
ones and the development of new appropriate  technologiss, are inter-related
and not mutually exclusive.  The acquisition  of new technological knowledge
cannot be isolated  from the current state of knowiedge  ;anl current  techniques
of production.  For the development of new “appropriate”  or “intermediate”
technologies  we may, as a point of departure,  need to look into old designs of
equipment and blueprints, or existing  ones that are not currently in use.

Moreover,  decisions made on the selection  of known technologies  from the
existing  range are also likely to iniluence the new production  possibilities.

‘In V& of the interdependence mentioned  above,  resources  need to be
optimally allocated between  developing  new technologies  and identifying
what already exists but is not ,widely  known. The latter operation  is equally
important,  especially  since the development of new technologies,  if successful,
would yield prototypes  for commercial use only after a time lag of several
years. From the point of view of an employment  policy, gains forgone or
postponed in this way until new technologies enter a commercial phase need
to be taken into account  also.
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SOME RELATED  IL0 RESEARCH

In the preceding section  we n~otsd the need to reduce tccbnological gaps
between  large-scale  and small-scale prcduction.  With il view to exploring this
possibility,  the 11.0 started a research  project on technological  links between
large-sca?e  and small-scale  xectors  of manufacturing  industries  in developing
countries.  The historical experience of Japan and other  developed  countries
suggests that the technological level  in the small-scale sector  rises  with the
transfer of techngiogy and skills  from the large-scale  sector  through sub-
contracting and othx arrangements. At present,  there is little factual know-
ledge about th-. existence  or lack of such technological links  in the less developed
countries.  To fill this gap, a number of case studies covering  countries at
different  stages of development (i.e.  China, Egypt,  Ghana, India, Japan,
Mexico, the Phi!ippines  and the Sudan)  were undertshen  as part of the above-
mentioned IL0 research.  In particular,  the following  issues were investi-
gated :

[rrj the extent to which  the large-scale  sector is a source of technology and
skills  used in the small-scale sector;

(D) the channels of technology and skill transfer from the large-scale  to tht
small-scale sector;

(c) mechanisms  for the dilfusion of terhnology  and skills  within the small-
scale  sector;

cd)  factors limiting the scope of technoiogical links; and

(e) the scope for overcoming these constraints.

It was found that constraints on tbs development of technological links
were-

(a) limited supplies  of equipment and, materials  (due to the absence  of local
manufacturers  for example);

(b) inadequate supplies  of skilled personnel;  and

(c) structural and institutiona!  factors  which  restrict  the participation  of
small enterprises in industrial  subcontracting.

Although the lack of links depends,  at least partly, on the stage of develop-
ment of the country and on the nature  of the industry under consideration,
there are at present few links ins developing countries to narrow the tech-
nological  gaps between  large-scale  “modern”  and small-scale “non-modern”
sectors;  and within the non-modern  sector the diffusion of technologies
transferred from the modern sector  is limited, so that average  technologicai
levels  remain  low.



Some findings of the studies in this volume that re!ate to product  choice
inspired  a new IL0 research  project on the links between  income distribution,
technology, product  choice  and consumer demand. As shown earlier, !he
nature of rural-urban  income distribution  largely determines  the employment
creation potential through product substitution.  Although a few aggregative
studies on such relationships exist,’ micro-economic  studies  are few and far
between. The IL0 therefore initiated a number of country and product studies
(e.g.  soap in Barbados, sugar  and edible oils in India,  household furniture in
Kenya, soap and flour in Bangladesh,  urban transport  in Pakistan and bicycles
in Malaysia).?  These  studies are designed  to introduce income  distribution  as a
direct determinant  of the product-process relationships.  They attempt to
determine  the extent to which an improvement in income  distribution  is likely
to encourage the consumption  of goods and services  produced using lebour-
inlensive techniques, thereby generating employment. This hypothesis, which
was first put forward  in the ILO-organised  employment mission to Colombia,
is being rigorously tested on the basis of field  surveys of consumers and pro-
dulers of mass-consumption  basic-needs  goods.  For example,  a pioneering
piece  of work by Jeffrey James demonstrates  a positive employment  etTect of a
nmre equal income distribution  on the increased  demand for such laoour-
intensive products as sugar. S’milarly, Fang’s case study on bicycles in Malaysia
tinds  that low-income groups  buy mainly tram local producers  and the higher
income groups from international  firms. Local producers  employ techniques
which call for less foreign exchange  and create more  domestic employment.
Similar conclusions are reached  by studies on furniture in Kenya and soap in
Barbados.

One can therefore conclude  that income distribution, which determines
the effective market demand far various products and sectors,  is .m important
factor in the determination  of the technology mix.  Authors have not given as



much attention as it deserves to the extent of the market for appropriate
products and technologies and the marketing  capacity  of the producers.’

However,  !he structure of income distribution  and of markets are only B
part of the host of “institutional”  factors that play their role in technology
choice.  Socio-cultural and political forces,  vested interests  of decision-makers
and government intervention  may facilitate  or hinder the development and
use of more appropriate  technologies. Some of these questions have been
touched upon in several of the case studies contained in this volume. To obtain
a clearer  and more macro-economic picture of these issues, a research  project
has been started to investigate  the role of government policies  in overcoming
obstacles  to the generation and diffusion of more  appropriate  technologies  in
developing  countries. A field which merits further research  is the influence of
political  power  structures, administrative  organisation  and politico-economic
issues  on the formulation  and implementation  of technology policies and
p~OgCX”*.%.

SOME NEW  PERSPECTIVES

Recent developments  such as the rise in raw material prices, the energy
crisis  and concxu  for the environment  have put the issue of industrial  tech-
nology and employmat in P new perspective,  and the choice has been further
complicated by the introduction  of new, unpredictable variables.  The number
of criteria that must be considered before making technological decisions  has
increased.  In addition,  apart from a pure economis calculus which  determines
appropriateness of a given technology in terms of unit costs of production,
profitability  and employment, other non-economic considerations  like the
social, cultural, environmental  and technical factors, though  much more
difficult to quantify,  are e.@ly importam. As pointed out by Amulya Reddy,a
the larger the number of selection  criteria the more difficult it is for many
available  technologies to satisfy all of them. Notwithstanding  this difficulty,
these criteria provide a useful set of guidelines  for the development of new
technologies.

We therefore consider below some of these new variables and their impli-
cations for technology choice  and development.
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Energy

The influence  of increases in the price of oil since  1973 (and of other  raw
mater&s  for that matter) may simply signal the need for further  economising
of scarce factors wherever possible.  Hitherto,  a relatively cheap  supply of
unparted  oil and petrol  into non-oil-producing  developing  countries meant
easy substitution  of machines  for labour  (a similar situation  prevailed  in the
advanced  countries  which did not produce much  oil,  but had easy and cheap
access  to sources  of its supply).  This is no longer  economically feasible with
high-cost  energy. In principle,  wherever  manual techniques  can be substituted
for machine-intensive ones, it might be possible  to reduce the use of this
scarce input, although the task of doing so may not be simple in practice.
Second!y,  there are fields in which  the only alternative may be to develop  new
iocal sources  of energy from thewind,  sun and tides for example.’  Theoretically,
technologies  linked to such sources  of energy  have an appeal since they rely
on renewable  resources  and do not imply environmental or ecological  damage.
In practice,  however,  there has not yet been any major breakthrough  in re-
search on the development of these non-conventional  energy sources.

Few empirical studies of manufacturing  industries  in developing countries
ham systematically examined  the energy intensity of alternative technologies
and products.’ A useful complement  to the case studies  contained in this

’ Much has been written on this subject  recently. See for example, Amuly~.  Kumar
N. Reddg and K. Krishna Prasad:  “Technological  alternatives  and the Indian energy crisis”,
in Economic  mrd Poiizieol WeMy (Bombay), Vol. XII, NOS. 33-34, Special Number, Aug.
1977, pp.  1465.1502:  United Nations  Conference  cm Trade and Development,  Trade Z”d
Development Board, Committee on Transfer of Technology, Second Session (Geneva,
4 Dzcemher  1978): Energy rimdies for developiilg cormrries: Issues in transfer and dew,-
qmenr  c~f rechnoiopv,  Study by the UNCT.&D secretariat,  Item 3(b)  of t h e  ~rovisionat
agenda  (mimeographed document No. TD/B/C.6/31);  United Nations Industrial Devel-
opmcnt Or~anisetion (“NtDO,: Approjriolc  indmrriol  rechnology  for energy  for rum, t-e-
qr,;re,,w,r,s, [International forum on appropriate technology, 20.24 November ,978, New
Delhi, and 28.30 November 1978, Anand,  India,  selected dccuments,,  Monographs on
Appropriate Industrial Technology, No. 5 (New York, United Nations, 1979):  the following
IL0 World Empkwmnt  Pr~wmme  Research Working ?agers: Masood  Ahmed: The
elm ofhi&-her  oil prices on fechnology and employmenf  in Pnkiston  (WEP 2.ZZ,WP  43, 1979);
Marga Institute: Tecktolo@d  and emplployment  im,,,ieations oj-  hisher oil prices:  A CL?SE
srudv of/Sri Lmka (WEP 2.2ZiWP 44, t979):  Ashok V. Desai: Impacrs of h&her  oil prim
on lndio WEP ZWWP  50, 1979); Rizwannl Mm: Some  emzorn;c implications  of higher
oil p-&s : The case of Bangh,ded,  (WEP 2.ZZ,WP  52, 1979);  and two papers prqmed for
the World Bank as background studies for the World Dev&pmcnr  Reporf, 1979,  viz.
Prospeeis  fb trodiriona, md non-~o,rvenrCmal  energy souxes  in developing countries,  by
David Hugbart,  Staff Working Paper No. 346, and Em-gy options and policy issuer in
developiqr cormrriq  by D. G. Fallen-Bailey and T. A. Byer, Staff Working Paper No. 350
(both Washington, ,979).

2 Diwan has undertaken a study to show that in India during the period 1960-79,  the
output  of energy-intensive consumer  goods (e.g. cut silk fubricsJ  motor cycles and scmter~
and cars] bar grown faster than that of sugar, cotton and tea, :uhrh are less energy-intensie;
this was atso true in the case of intermediate and capi!& p,oods.  Hwwaer,  Swan ranks
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volume would be the collection of dzta on energy inputs at each stage in the
manufacturing  process  in addition to data on capital, Iabour  and materials.
For example, energy  requirements per  unit of output  for alternative products,
e.g.  smoked  versus canned fish, and alternative technologies,  e.g.  modern
‘%mnel” baking  ovens  versus traditional small ovens, would need to be
examined.  Some evidence  given by Keddie and Cleghorn suggests that small
bakeries  using wood-fired owns  are much more energy-intensive  than a
large automated  bakery.’ However,  this evidence  is based on partial  data which
does not take account of the energy content  of all intermediate inputs or of
the energy costs of distribution.  Once indirect energy inputs are taken into
account_  the picture  might look quite different.

Environment

Recent  concern  for environmentzl  factors in both developing  and developed
countries calls  for a modification  of analysis and policy regarding alternative
technologies.  The table in the introduction  to this volume  shows that hardly
any case studies take account of environment as a characteristic in technology
choice.  To some extent, this omission  may simply be attributed to the choice
of sample industria.  Yet a cursory glance  at the published  material shows
that the subject is one of recent origin on which  no more  than general,  abslract
and conceptual writings  at present  exist2  Further research  needs to be under-
taken at a disasgregated  level  to examine  industrial  technologies  that either
are non-polluting or cause less pollution than others: this is essential  since
pollution in a sense means negative  output.  For instance,  techniques using
natural  fibres. it is argued, are less polluting than those using artificial inputs
such as synthetic fibres. This fact has major implications  for the choice  and
location of processing  industries: to the extent that, such industries are located
in 1~s developed  countries and are more labotwintensive,  the objectives  of



increased  employment  and pollution  control would be achieved  simul-
tsneo”sly.’

There are two main unsolved  problems with regard to technology, the
environment and employment. The first is the identification  of the technologies
that are appropriate  for avoiding  pollutiun.  The second  lies in the fact that the
technolo$es  that are needed to prevent  pollution  may well be very capital-
intensive and labour-displacing. These  new fields of research  are of growing
concern  to the ILO.

A related concern of the IL0 has to do with the effect of technology on
working  conditions and environment and workers’  health and safety.z Apart
from generating monotony  and alienation  among the workers,  many advanced
technologies  including automation  are also accompanied by health hazards
and other risks. Therefore, in considering whether a technology is appropriate
or not, one needs to take into account not only its employment-generating
potential but whether it makes such employment  meaningful by reducing
boredom.  alienation  and drudgery. In order to investigate  some of these
questions,  the IL0 organised  an Asian consultation  on working conditions
and environment and the choice of technology in Manila in 1977.  Further
work  in the field  of technology assessment in the light of environmental  con-
siderations  is currently in progress  within the framework of the IL0 Inter-
natit nal Programme for the Improvement  of Working  Conditions  and
Environment (PIACT).

The environmental  variable  in the determination  of technology choice  is
closely related to questions of energy  and product  mix considered earlier. This
new dimension  implies that energy-production  technologies  which are based
on renewable  rather  than depletable  energy sources  should in general  be
preferred  under conditions  of energy  scarcity. Technologies  should further  be
designed to reduce waste  thrwgh recycling and reuse  of materials, and use of
raw materials  that are replenishable  (e.g.  wood  and cotton) rather  than
exhaustible  (e.g.  steel or petroleum-based synthetic fibres).3

In the context of advanced economies like the United  States  it is argued
that newer and modern  products involve greater waste discharge  than olda



products, and thus create greater  environmental  damage.’  It has also been
demonstrated  that these new products are more  .nergy-intensi\,e  than the old
ones. if these empiricai findings  were  also valid for dewloping  coun!ries (here
is an area fo: further  empirical research)  we could conclude  that a policy  of
promoting  timpler products and technologies  should in general-subject  to
individua!  exceptions  of course-,-reduce possible  trade-offs  between  energy
intensity, lahour intensity and pollution intensity.

The question  of the icteraction  between  products,  technology and ewiron-
ment can be further  link-d to the issue  of income distribution  considered in
the previous  section.  The composition of output in terms of new and old
products varies with the distribution  of income, which in turn is likely to
determine the level  of environmental  repercussions of policy choices  relating
to techniques  and products. For example,  it is believed that technologies and
products “designed  for higher average income levels  will  have more  marked
environ,nental  repercussions  than those designed  for a mere expansion of the
population”.z

Finally, ai Jeffrey James further states, “it iy the dynamic links between
these changes  (in commodities) and changes  in technology, absent in the
technological approach,  which need to be considered in relating gro;vth  to the
environmentally pernicious technological changes that have taken place”.’  It
is this question  of the dynamics of technological change  to which we now
turn.

Technological  change

With few exceptions,  economists have paid little attention to the dynamic
aspects  of technology an!l the economic and social effects of technological
change.  Most empirical C:L’S  studies are focused on the question of choosing
from a set of alternatives St i( given point in time, thus largely neglecting  the
process  whereby new technology is developed,  applied and dilKaed. To quote
Frances Stewart,  a “major weakness  of the micro-studies is their static nature.
This means that the studies  become  obsolete as fast as the machines  under
examination”.3

Generally,  most rapid technological changes take place in the advanced
countries,  which are also a major source  OT supply  of machinery for the
developing  countries. With these rapid advances, the available  technologies
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tend to become  increasingly  capital-intensive as time goes  by. If the level  and
growth  of cmp!oyment is a major objective  of developmenl  policy  in a de-
v&pine  country.  :I widespread  use of capital-intensive  techniques is not
desirable. Yet such 3% may be inevitable in the absence  of more  labour-
intensive technologies. Thus the pattern  and direction of technological change
asame home importance in the search  for new appropriate technologies.

it is therefore essential to examine  the effects of technological change over
time as weii  as the effects of technology choice  at a given point in time. In
caes of difFerinS  short-term and long-term etTects,  it is possible  to conceive  of
B $tuation  in which planners may have to decide on employ~nent  generation
no\\ at the expense  of employn~t  later.

These dynamic issues of technology development are now being examined
by the International  Labour Offxe. Initially. a conceptual  framework  has been
establir!led to study the stages in the process  of creating technical knowledge.
the demand for new technologies  and the indigenous  capacity to invent and
innovate.’  It is argued  that the mere import  of technical  knowledge  from
abroad is unhkely to generate  indigenous capacity to generate  local innovations.
One of the prerequisites  of such capacity-building is that technological sdvancrs
should take place within developing  countries in response  to their local con-
ditions and the reql;irements  of their socio-economic  systems.  Furthermore,
these advances  should be such that they apply to the economy in general in-
stead of being localised  in a few isolated sectors.  This second  requirement of
widespread  diffusion of technoiogical innovations  is essential for reducing
technological  gaps between  sectors  in developing economies--a  subject  which
we brizlly touched upon earlier.

As shown in Chapter IO, a domestic capital goods  sector is an important
source of local innovations  more  suited to the conditions of a developing
country. Under the IL0 World Employment  Programme it is, proposed  to
undertake further  empirical  research  on key sub-sectors  of machine fa!,:i-
cation,  in order to explore-

(a) how and to what extent different kinds of capital  goods suppliers  (e.g.
local  manufacturers,  foreign subsidiaries,  local dealers and foreign
dealers)  influence the pattern of technological change in developing
countries;

(hj what are the basic conditions for the dwelopment  of a local capital goods
industry, tile m o t i v a t i o n s  for and the major constraints  in its develop-
ment: and

1 See Henry J. Bruton: oc the producfion  LJ, appropriare  ,echwl0gy,  ILO World Em-
ployment  Programme  Research  Working  Paper  No. WEP 2.22,WP. 49 (Geneva,  1979).
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Ic j how fa the traditional  crafts  like the blncksmithr  can help the develop-
ment of industry  in the least developed countries.

Techno!ogics  that are suitable in the light of such criteria  as employment,
basic needs, erxrgy  and environment may or may not be already available.
We have noted earlier that even when some technologies  exist, they may either
not be easily available (for reasons  of high cost of search) or may wed to be
adapted and re-designsd  before they become really suitable. All this requires
research,  design and development work. For this purpose,  three main categories
of research work  may be considered.  First, some existing technologies need
adaptation  throk.gh innovations (e.g., foundry work). Secondly.  research  and
development  would  be needed when efficient small-scale technologies  are not
already available  yet history of past work and experience of current large-
scale  technology can be used for down-scaling experiments  (e.g.  in respect  of
cement_  cotton  spinning,  fertilisers and paper manufacture). Thirdly, there
are cases  in which technology does not yet exist, but it is known that research
and development could lead to fruitful results  (e.g.  solar  energy).’

Whrrc  technologies are available,  the research  and development require-
ments may not be great.  However,  in the remaining two cases, a phased  pro-
gramme  of research  and development,  information  dissemination and training
is required  to ensure that the new and adapted technologies  are actually
applied.

CONCLUDING  REMARKS

It is clear  that even if new developments such as intlation, the energy crisis
and pollution are ignored, the resources  of developing  countries for research
and developmenr  are extremely  limited. In fact, they have become  even more
so, in particular  for the oil-short  developing countries,  since  new demands are
imposed  for additional  research  work on the subjects just mentioned.  Global
efforts in rcsearch  and development,  with partnership between  the developed
and the developing  countries, will  therefore  be much more  essential  in the
future than it has been in the past. This indeed has been underlined  in the
programme of action adopted at the United Nations conference  on science
and technology for development held in Vienna  in 1979.

There is a need for assistance  from developed  to developing  countries in
programmes of research  and development,  for the creation of suitable  in-

’ See A. S. Bballa  and F. Stewart:  “international  action  for appmpriate  technolagy”,
in ILO:  Background papers, Tripartite World Conference on Employment, income  Distri-
bution,  and Social  Progress  and the Internarionai Division  of Labour,  Geneva,  1976,  Vol. II:
Internariond ~frafegies for e,n,,,oymenr, pp.  169.193.
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digenous  technology and for the promotion  of international  co-operation  in
research  and development. This international  co-operation may include an
increase in the resources  devoted  by the advanced countries to the develop-
ment of technology  appropriate for developing countries; the financing of
international  and national  institutions  to promote  appropriate technology;  and
inducements to multinational  enterprises to give  more attention  io rhe modifi-
cation of modern technology in the light of local conditions in developing
countries,  and, wherever  feasible, to locate labour-intensive  processes  under
mutually accrptable and equitable  arrangements  in developing  countries where
labour costs are low.

At present  there arc very few developing countries with any comprehensive
and consistent national  science or technology plans ar-l policies;  yet the
formulation  of such policies in terms of development plans  and objectives  is
essential. At the national  level,  these policies  need to embrace-

(a) the choice  of appropriate  products  and industries  which.  in the context
of fuller employment  and more equal income distribution,  must be based
on consumption  plans for the poorer  income groups;

( b )  the choice  of more appropriate  technologies, which would require  en-
listing the support  of equipment manufacturers  and research institutes;

(c) the reorientation  of research  and development efforts  towards informal
sector activities,  which would  call for the encouragement of local machine-
fabrication  facilities; and

(dj incentives  to ensure that the appropriate  technologies  identified or
created  are actually used.

The empirical  micro-studies  included in this volume and elsewhere do not
yet add up to a sizable  sample. It would therefore  be useful to have additional
studies, preferably covering  consumer durables, intermediate products and
capital  goods,  which  would concentrate  not simply on alternative processes,
but also on technology and product  adaptations,  on materials handling,
transporting  and storage processes,  and on market demand for appropriate
technologies.  A field which needs further  attention  is the development of an
appropriate research methodology for a comparative country analysis  of
industry studies.  Most  uf the case studies to date have been carried out on n
strictly national  basis, with the result that cross-country generalisations for
a given industry  or product  a.re at present difficult to make.  This is a major
challenge  for future  research.
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